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ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation examines the differing responses to modernity in the visual 

culture of Madrid from 1926-1936. I trace the debates generated by the anticipation, 

apprehension, or expectations to the ongoing processes of modernization. My work is 

guided by the understanding that the metropolis is both a physical and psychological 

space, and that the resulting visual culture is imbued with those experiences of Madrid. 

Thus, the questions and concerns of the period are instilled in the visual arts, regardless if 

the city is explicitly represented in them or not. Although Madrid was not a model of 

industrialization, the city’s inhabitants acknowledged and reacted to the attempts to 

modernize the city as well as the ongoing political and social transformations.  

My study examines diverse media alongside the popular press of the period. By 

examining individual works of art alongside periodicals, my dissertation reveals the 

relationship between the thriving popular culture, the elite culture, and an emergent mass 

culture. In the first chapter, I introduce how these different kinds of culture have been 

defined, as well as Madrid’s current place within art historical scholarship. In the second 

chapter, I look at how the construction of the Gran Vía avenue was presented in the press 

to investigate the social effects of the reorganization of Madrid’s center. The third chapter 

analyzes the development of the public persona of writer Ramón Gómez de la Serna and 

how he used his image as an advertisement for modernity. In the fourth chapter, I 

examine the film Esencia de verbena, directed by Ernesto Giménez Caballero. The film 

pictured Madrid’s traditions but also invoked Surrealist aesthetics. By bringing together 

ideas of international modernity and local folklore Giménez Caballero showed how 
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popular culture was a useful resource for the local avant-garde. In the final chapter, I 

focus on the sculpture of artist Alberto Sánchez to demonstrate how his seemingly 

depoliticized artworks actually engaged in a critical discourse about the economic and 

social conditions resulting from modernization.  

This dissertation challenge the current understanding of the distinctions between 

the popular, elite, and mass cultures in Spain. Such categories cannot fully express the 

complexity of the visual culture of Madrid in the 1920s and 1930s. Instead, I argue that 

Madrid’s inhabitants negotiated and mediated modernity by blurring the boundaries and 

exploring the interconnections between these different cultures. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Madrid experienced unprecedented social and physical transformations during the 

first three decades of the twentieth century.1 Although the city was the seat of Spanish 

political power since the sixteenth century, until the twentieth century it had not 

developed economic superiority or exerted cultural influence over the rest of the country. 

Historically, Madrid had acted as capital in the most basic—that is governmental—

functions. But constant migration from rural areas, the industrialization, albeit precarious, 

in the city, and a growing bourgeois class and mentality assured that throughout the 

twentieth century the small urban center would evolve into a fully-fledged capital. The 

city’s development occurred despite the politically volatile climate that resulted in the 

state shifting from a constitutional monarchy to a dictatorship in 1923 and, finally, a 

republic in 1931. These political transitions meant that the bourgeoning metropolis was 

the capital of an extremely divided country, one that soon fractured into armed conflict in 

the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939). 

This dissertation focuses on the art and visual culture of Madrid from 1926, the 

onset of the decline of Miguel Primo de Rivera’s dictatorship (1923-1930) through the 

advent of the Spanish Civil War ten years later. Despite the political changes, Madrid 

also became the predominant and established cultural capital at this time. The years under 

                                                
1 Unless otherwise noted, all translations are my own. 
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consideration fall within the period of what scholars have called the Spanish Silver Age 

(1898-1936).2 Despite the social and political unrest, the arts and sciences flourished 

throughout the peninsula, and particularly in Madrid, during this period. The centrally-

located capital was the site of convergence of these surging cultural networks.  

The rise of Madrid’s influence can be traced to the end of the nineteenth century 

with the establishment of independent institutions such as the Institución Libre de 

Enseñanza (Free Institute of Study) with its many derivative centers of study and the 

Ateneo (Aetheneum). Such organizations helped launch the renewed intellectual activity 

of Silver Age Madrid, partly due to the freedom of the organizations from official 

government constraints.3 By the 1920s, Madrid developed a strong creative community 

capable of attracting artists and intellectuals independent of the long-standing and 

traditional public institutions.4 It is not by chance that filmmaker Luis Buñuel, painter 

Salvador Dalí, and poet Federico García Lorca, who count among the most notable and 

                                                
2 The Spanish Silver Age is, as the name implies, considered to be the successor of the Spanish Golden Age 
(which took place from the fifteenth to the seventeenth centuries) in terms of literary and artistic 
achievements. See José Carlos Mainer, La Edad de Plata (1902-1939) Ensayo de interpretación de un 
proceso cultural (Madrid: Ed. Cátedra, 1983). 

3 The Institución Libre de Enseñanza was founded in 1876. Its members developed many enterprises related 
to the type of education and culture it fostered. Among the most significant are the Junta de Ampliación de 
Estudios (Board of Expansion of Studies) (1907-1939) and the Residencia de Estudiantes (Student 
Residence) (1910-1939). All of these institutions were dissolved under the Franco dictatorship. The Ateneo 
was founded in 1835. It continues to exist today, but it was controlled and censored in different periods 
since its creation, including under the Primo de Rivera and Franco dictatorship.  

4 Although these private institutions represented advanced culture, this is not to say that public institutions 
did not attract elite students. The Universidad Central (Central University) or the Real Academia de Bellas 
Artes de San Fernando (San Fernando Royal Academy of Art) still demanded a considerable deal of 
respect.  
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internationally renowned Spanish cultural figures from this period, were all drawn to the 

same private student residence during overlapping years in Madrid.5  

Although historical studies focus on the lives of these and other Silver Age 

individuals, much of the visual culture scholarship has focused on the arts of Republican-

era Madrid (1931-1939). This scholarly literature concentrates on how the new 

democratic regime, with Madrid as its center, instigated progressive official reforms in 

the fields of education and culture.6 However, as my dissertation demonstrates, these 

celebrated Republican-era achievements ultimately represented the maturation of the 

broad networks of cultural activity and interdisciplinary exchanges that convened in 

Madrid throughout the 1910s and 1920s.7 Despite Primo de Rivera’s dictatorial regime 

and censorial control, by 1926 the visual culture of Madrid evinced active debates about 

politics and emergent social concerns.  

My dissertation examines how Madrid’s visual culture from 1926 to 1936 

reverberated with contemporaneous disputes about the material and cultural effects of 

modernity, especially the social import of the physical transformations and urban 

                                                
5 Buñuel, Dalí, and Lorca were all residents of the Institución Libre de Enseñanza’s elite and culturally 
progressive offshoot, the Residencia de Estudiantes. 

6 Some of the most famous of the Republic’s official ventures were organized in Madrid but were planned 
to diffuse culture throughout Spain. Among the most notable and well-studied examples of Republican 
undertakings was the Misiones Pedagógicas (Pedagogical Missions). The “missionaries” or participants 
took books, films, art reproductions and other educational material to some of the most impoverished towns 
of Spain. 
 
7 Art historical studies have also favored the art and culture of Barcelona, the cosmopolitan capital of the 
northeastern region of Catalonia. Indeed, the nineteenth-century resurgence of Catalan nationalist 
movements contributed to Barcelona’s cultural renaissance, as there was a strategic promotion of the arts 
aimed at reflecting the region’s strength and singular identity.  
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expansion of the city. The discussion of modernity was not new to the years under study. 

As early as 1904, the trilogy, La lucha (The Struggle) by novelist Pío Baroja (1872-1956) 

critiqued Madrid’s urbanization. The novel shows the capital as the battleground for 

human dignity, immersed in a social revolution that had no heroes, no victors, and no 

morals. 8 This early critical view of the city’s transformation continued into the 1920s and 

1930s, lingering or gaining new force as successive governments were installed.9 A 

common preoccupation found in such discussions was related to how critics perceived a 

worrisome underlying and unequivocal connection between progress and capitalist 

economy.  

Capitalism’s intricate connection with modernity was the subject of great concern 

to intellectuals, such as philosopher José Ortega y Gasset (1883-1955), who saw them as 

linked universalizing and leveling processes. His concern was that capitalism and 

modernity implied a threat to individual identity. Moreover, the global phenomenon of 

capitalism placed Spain—and Madrid as its capital—at a disadvantage as the country 

lacked sufficient industrialization to weld economic influence on the international stage.10 

Literature had traditionally portrayed Madrid as a city that despite the changes 

and conflicts of political power had managed to maintain its traditional or castizo 

                                                
8 Lily Litvak, A Dream of Arcadia: Anti-Industrialism in Spanish Literature, 1895-1905 (Austin: 
University of Texas, Austin, 1975), 89-91. 

9 In the new governments, I include not only the fall of the dictatorship or the establishment of the Second 
Republic but also the different democratically-elected political parties that were in control throughout the 
short life of the Second Republic. 

10 Wlad Godzich, “A Spanish Modernity?” in Ortega y Gasset and the Question of Modernity, ed. Patrick 
H. Dust, Vol. V of Hispanic Issues (Minneapolis: The Prisma Institute, 1989), 371-373. 
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identity, but in the early twentieth century, it seemed that expanding capitalism might 

mark the end of that local culture.11 The incipient transformation of the traditional 

madrileño and locally-based culture that alarmed the artists and cultural critics became a 

frequent focus of their work. Throughout the decade from 1926-1936, these feelings of 

unease appear in citizens’ negotiations of the seemingly unstoppable and all-

encompassing changes brought forth by modernity. For example, Ortega y Gasset’s work 

or that of writer Ramón Gómez de la Serna as described in Chapter 3, are among the 

many that provide us with evidence that modernity and progress in Madrid advanced a 

renewed interest in local history. At times, that interest verged on nostalgia.  

But among the critical voices there were also those that enthusiastically looked 

forward to promises of modernity. Uruguayan Rafael Barradas (1890-1929), a resident of 

Spain since 1914 and of Madrid since 1919, illustrated this optimistic view in his 1919 

canvas, Atocha (Fig. 1.1).12 The Cubist-inflected work, a style Barradas called 

Vibrationist, depicts the Atocha train station in Madrid.13 Patches of color are formed by 

                                                
11 Edward Baker and Malcolm Alan Compitello, “Prologue” in Madrid: de Fortunata a la M-40, un siglo 
de cultura urbana, eds. Edward Baker and Malcolm Alan Compitello (Madrid: Alianza Editorial,2003), 15-
17. Foreigners were largely less familiar with the tropes of the castizo Madrilean character, as the 
representations of Spanish tended to be rooted in the Andalusian type, with the sevillana, castagnets, etc. 
Castizo refers to the traditional Spanish culture that rejects foreign influence. The term appeared as a 
reaction to French influence in Spain during the eighteenth century. It is still used today to refer to 
something very typical of Spain. 

 
12 Angel Kalenberg. "Barradas, Rafael." Grove Art Online. Oxford Art Online. Oxford University Press, 
accessed March 22, 
2017, http://www.oxfordartonline.com.libproxy.temple.edu/subscriber/article/grove/art/T006484. 

13 For more on Vibrationism, see María Lluïsa Faxedas Brujats, “El Vibracionismo de Rafael Barradas: 
Genealogía de un concepto,” Archivo Español de Arte LXXXVIII, no. 351 (2005): 281-298. 
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parallel lines that soar upwards to meet the cloud-filled sky. It is a landscape of collapsed 

perspective, as the billowing smoke and man-made structures intermingle and can be 

confused for tree canopies or a natural rock formation in the foreground. Without 

familiarity with Madrid, a viewer may find it difficult to discern what precisely is 

represented. The disorder present in the image generates sensations of movement and 

produce an effect of a canvas awash with a sense of transformation; it is heavy with the 

expectation of nascent modernity.  

Such anticipation was prevalent among other artists and critics, as exemplified in 

the cover of writer María Teresa de León’s 1928 book, Cuentos para soñar (Tales for 

Dreaming) (Fig. 1.2).14 Her collection of children’s stories included the fantasy of fairy 

tales as well as characters who engaged in modern sports.15 The cover, by illustrator 

Rosario de Velasco (1904-1991), similarly brings together classical and new motifs, 

picturing a renewed dream for readers: a city that contains traditional housing and new 

skyscrapers at its center, confidently shooting up towards the sky. Although intended for 

different publics and made in different decades, Barradas and de Velasco’s imagery 

alongside the written production of Ortega y Gasset, demonstrate the deeply-felt and 

widespread hesitancy on the matter of modernity. My dissertation considers similar 

overlooked visual artifacts to analyze the visual culture of 1926 to 1936 and understand 

madrileños’ varied responses to modernity. 

                                                
14 María Teresa de León, Cuentos para soñar (Burgos: Ed. y Lib. Hijos de Santiago Rodríguez, 1928). 

15 Gregorio Torres Nebrera, “La obra literaria de María Teresa de León: cuentos y teatro,” Anuario de 
estudios filológicos 7 (1984): 361-363; J.L., “Revista de libros: Literatura infantil,” El Sol, December 22, 
1928. 
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Defining Madrid’s Avant-Garde 

This dissertation is structured as a series of case studies exploring how different 

artifacts enacted, questioned, and partook in the experience of modernity. The focus of 

each chapter, be it  a magazine centerfold or a sculpture, evidences a deliberate 

engagement with the transformations and consequences brought forth by modernity. 

Through this approach, I retrieve Spanish modernism and more specifically Madrid’s 

place within the art historical studies of modernity and modernism.  

Historically, Madrid has been widely characterized as a periphery because it did 

not impact nor initiate modern economic or aesthetic trends. The former is related to its 

uneven industrialization, and the latter, is based on the evaluation of the widely perceived 

inability of Madrid to exert cultural influence beyond its borders. Recent art historical 

studies have followed this limited and pessimistic view held in the early twentieth 

century by Spanish intellectuals. The initial scholarly narratives on Spanish modern art 

history developed after the end of the Franco dictatorship (1939-1975), when scholars of 

the 1980s and the 1990s labored to recuperate the forcibly repressed culture of the early 

twentieth century.16 The historical recovery and research accomplished by art historians 

                                                
16 Beyond the human cost of the Spanish Civil War and the subsequent Franco regime, the 1936-1975 
period was also one of great cultural loss. During the dictatorship there was an overwhelming censorship of 
culture (including expressions or celebrations of non-Spanish nationalisms like Basque or Catalan). Also, 
much of the leftist history and culture of the Republican-era was repressed, while a great number of 
influential historical figures left Spain under self-imposed exile. The lengthy Franco period served to 
exacerbate the cultural losses incurred during the Spanish Civil War. 
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of this generation, including the foundational work done by Valeriano Bozal, Jaime 

Brihuega, or Eugenio Carmona, remains invaluable.17  

Yet, the resulting scholarship has instituted an overarching narrative that tends to 

isolate the cultural production of Madrid. My dissertation offers a corrective. In the 

current scholarship, too often Madrid’s art is presented as removed and separate from 

wider international discourses of aesthetics or high culture. For instance, consider this 

statement by art historian Estrella de Diego on the Spanish avant-garde: 

One may begin by asking if there was an avant-garde in Spain as it was 
understood in the rest of Europe. The first and last manifestation of the Spanish 
avant-garde in the full sense of the word was Ultraísmo (1918-1922) (…) 
afterwards, most artists were limited to receiving information from abroad and, in 
the best of cases, assimilating it at a formal level, devoid of all ideological 
connotations, and combining elements of contradictory positions.18  

 
The reluctance to apply the term “avant-garde” to the artistic production in Spain 

is related to the diffusion of the term’s definition by literary critic Peter Bürger in 1974.19 

Bürger’s categorization of the rise of the avant-gardes in the twentieth century identified 

it as a reaction to the bourgeois institutionalization and separation of art and everyday 

life. According to him, the avant-garde counteracted this disjunction and intended to 

bring art and life together and its clearest accomplishment was the politicization of 

                                                
17 Valeriano Bozal, Summa Artis: historia general del arte. (2a ed. Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1993); Jaime 
Brihuega, Las vanguardias artísticas en España: 1909-1936 (Fundamentos 72. Madrid: Itsmo, 1981); 
Eugenio Carmona, La generación del 14: entre el Novecentismo y la Vanguardia, 1906-1926, Madrid, del 
26 de abril al 16 de junio, 2002. (Madrid: Fundación Cultural MAPFRE Vida, 2002).  

18 Estrella de Diego with Jaime Brihuega, “Art and Politics in Spain, 1928-36,” Art Journal 52, no. 1 
(1993): 55. 

19 Peter Bürger, Theory of the Avant-Garde, trans. Michael Shaw, Minneapolis: Manchester University 
Press and University of Minnesota Press, 1984), 35-54. 
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modern art. Therefore, such a definition implicates political ideology and action as the 

central concern of the avant-garde.  

As many have noted, Bürger’s landmark definition is problematic because such an 

explanation precludes the many complexities of the avant-garde. For example, George 

Yúdice, scholar of Latin American culture, has argued against Bürger’s interpretation of 

the avant-garde. For Yúdice, if the avant-garde is determined as a rejection of the 

bourgeoisie’s divorce of art from life, a necessary precondition for the avant-garde’s 

existence is a well-established bourgeois culture. Instead, Yúdice argues that the avant-

garde should be defined as the aspiration toward the translation and mediation of the 

many life experiences that emanated from modernity and modernization.  

Yúdice’s definition is focused on Latin America and Spain, but helps to reclaim 

the relevance of the cultural production of the great majority of the world, which was 

underserved by Bürger’s definition. The models of modernization, such as those in Berlin 

or Paris, are the few that can perform within Bürger’s definition but are, categorically 

speaking, the outliers of the process. Basing the foundation for an understanding of the 

avant-garde on its exceptional leaders distorts the history of modernity; such an 

interpretation overlooks the growing networks of capitalism and communication. As the 

impact of colonization and the spread of mass culture demonstrate, modernity took place 
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beyond the direct reach of those model industrialized nations and cities—modernity and 

its consequences were a global enterprise.20 

My dissertation applies Yúdice’s understanding of the avant-garde to analyze how 

it developed in Madrid. The capital did not lead Spain in terms of industry or economy, 

and its cultural influence—although it increased throughout the first decades of the 

twentieth century—was arguably still secondary to Barcelona. However, there is no 

question that Madrid participated in modernity and modernization, and as I will 

demonstrate, its visual culture was imbued with the questions that arose from those 

processes.21  

Furthermore, although I agree with de Diego’s assessment that Madrid artists 

combined or assimilated only certain elements or ideas, I argue that their use, rejection, 

change, appropriation, and even replication of international artistic movements proved 

their participation in the avant-garde. Their choices demonstrate knowledge of and a 

reaction to the developments taking place internationally. Even if in small ways, 

madrileños had agency in this international discourse and the decisions by artists and 

critics indicate what they believed was valuable and best served their local situation. 

Under Bürger’s definition, the generalized rejection of politics in the visual arts 

                                                
20 George Yúdice, “Rethinking the Theory of the Avant-Garde from the Periphery” in Modernism and its 
Margins: Reinscribing Cultural Modernity from Spain and Latin America, eds. Anthony L. Geist and José 
B. Monleón (New York: Garland Publishing, 1999), 54-56, 62-63,74. 

21 During the early twentieth century, historians and cultural critics spoke of modernity as a project. At this 
time it was understood that industrialization and the ideals of Western culture would spread from centers to 
peripheries, and made modernity a goal that nations aspired to achieve. In the writing, there is a sense that 
nations made a choice when undertaking modernity as a project. Anthony L. Geist and José B. Monleón, 
“Introduction: Rescripting Hispanic Modernism” in Modernism and its Margins, xxii, xxx.  
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throughout the 1920s in Spain would eliminate most of the cultural production from 

avant-garde consideration. However, in light of Yúdice’s reassessment, the separation of 

art and politics bespeaks that other—perhaps more pressing—concerns were at stake in 

Madrid. 

Beyond the reassertion of Madrid’s place within global avant-garde discourses, a 

study of the culture of Madrid presents other challenges. One significant issue lies in 

deciphering the language of artistic production during the early twentieth century. This 

language must be divorced from current uses and definitions to instead note how the 

expressions of visual artistic style as well as the vocabulary indicates conscious 

negotiations regarding the questions of modernity. In artworks, as de Diego noted, it was 

frequent for artists to collapse or conflate various movements’ styles, meanings, or 

objectives. Meanwhile, the vocabulary used in the writing of the period to describe the art 

further complicated the situation: the words modern, avant-garde, and arte nuevo (new 

art) were applied interchangeably to identify non-academic or new tendencies. It is not 

surprising that a 1930 poll conducted in one of the most important literary magazines of 

Madrid, La Gaceta Literaria (The Literary Gazette), asked a series of writers and artists 

what they thought of the “avant-garde.” The poll was intended to clarify and situate the 

concept in relation to the current literature and politics.22 Predictably, the responses 

                                                
22 For various successive issues, La Gaceta Literaria printed the responses of writers such as Ernesto 
Giménez Caballero, José Moreno Villa, Pedro Salinas, and others. The poll asked four precise questions:1. 
Did or does the avant-garde exist? 2. How did you understand it? 3. In your opinion, what literary 
postulates did it or does it present? 4. How would you appraise it from your political perspective? 
Anonymous, “La vanguardia literaria,” La Gaceta Literaria 82, May 15, 1930, 2.  
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varied and did not produce a standard definition. However, the introduction of the poll in 

the periodical confirms that there was an acknowledgement of a profound change felt to 

be taking place and the presence of a mystifying and sweeping cultural project. The 

instances where art was called modern, nuevo (new), or avant-garde disclose an openness 

toward new forms of art and culture-making. In that sense, along with the co-existent 

interest and anxiety madrileños exhibited toward modernity, and as I will assert 

throughout this dissertation, the language and art all fall into the fold of Yúdice’s reading 

of “the avant-garde.” 

 

Method 

The dissertation analyzes how Madrid’s avant-garde delineated the experiences 

and environment of the modernizing metropolis and what it signifies regarding the 

broader socio-political contexts. Key to my method of analysis is comparing specific 

themes that appeared and were discussed in the popular press with the artistic activity in 

Madrid to analyze the interrelationships between popular, mass, and elite cultures. This 

approach allows me to uncover the varied and at times contradictory understanding and 

reception of the processes of modernity that were occurring in the rapidly changing 

capital. It is these different interpretations that, I believe, best display madrileños’ 

negotiations of modernity.  
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My utilization of the terms elite and popular follows their definition by political 

theorist Antonio Gramsci.23 Elite culture is understood as having an exclusive, small, and 

educated public as its intended audience. Popular culture is more inclusive by nature and 

is projected toward a large audience and meant to be widely understood, even 

participatory. Consequently, in my work, the terms “popular” and “elite” refer to the 

respective cultures without any intention of value judgment. The periodicals I utilize in 

the case studies serve as both the evidence and the subject of analysis, as they reveal the 

trends of both elite and popular culture. The publications present the wide range of 

material that catered to the city’s diverse publics. For example, expensive and well-

designed literary journals such as Cruz y Raya were intended for a select readership, but 

the low-priced and picture-filled weeklies, like Crónica, were aimed toward a greater 

number of consumers. By looking at different types of publications simultaneously, my 

work provides a wider panoramic perspective of Madrid’s culture and better assesses the 

affinities or disconnections between popular and elite culture.  

My use of periodicals also acknowledges a significant feature of Madrid’s culture 

of the early twentieth century: the co-existence and confluence of mass, popular, and elite 

culture. Scholars of Spanish culture Helen Graham and Jo Labanyi argue that for studies 

of Spain such a perspective is valuable as it reflects the city’s pluralistic cultural 

practices.24 In Madrid, popular culture was largely composed of what was viewed as the 

                                                
23 Antonio Gramsci, A Gramsci Reader: Selected Writings, 1916-1935 (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 
1988), 364-370. 

24 Helen Graham and Jo Labanyi, “Introduction” in Spanish Cultural Studies: An Introduction, The 
Struggle for Modernity, eds. Helen Graham and Jo Labanyi (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 
1995), 4-10. 
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Spanish tradition, or casticismo, that remained a central preoccupation of contemporary 

intellectuals and journalists. Casticismo was frequently discussed in both elite and mass-

produced periodicals.  

Casticismo is traditional and popular culture because it was perceived as 

participatory, collective, and not necessarily imposed by hegemonic forces. Castizo 

culture was understood to have distant origins and to be independent from the processes 

of mass production. In the early twentieth century this much prized and mythologized 

castizo culture was felt to be undergoing a transformation, and by some, under threat, 

compelling cultural critics like the aforementioned Ortega y Gasset to take stock of the 

processes of modernization and alterations to Madrid. As a point of contrast, in 

industrialized cities like Paris, since the late nineteenth century popular culture had been 

increasingly subsumed within the process of capitalist mass production. However, by the 

1920s the capitalist market in Madrid had not developed enough to control the market 

and as a result, emergent mass culture—which included consumer products and 

advertisements—existed alongside robust popular culture based on tradition. 25  

The ongoing negotiations by multiple publics concerning the fear of loss of 

tradition is a central subject in my dissertation. These debates culminated in ascertaining 

the roles and differentiations among elite, popular, and mass cultures. Traditional popular 

culture reappears throughout the chapters as I examine how elite artists engaged with 

elements extracted from it to criticize, study, and at times, even glorify those qualities 

                                                
25 Ibid., 3-8, 22-23. 
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they identified as particularly Spanish. However, artists like Ernesto Giménez Caballero 

or Alberto Sánchez, examined in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively, did not look exclusively 

to tradition. Rather, they worked simultaneously with modern styles and subjects. In this 

way, they enacted mediations of modernity that exemplify the avant-garde performances 

that I argue define the visual culture of 1920s and 1930s Madrid. How these artists and 

intellectuals interpreted traditions in relationship to their conception of modernity is 

essential in my project, as they were able traverse and question the rigid of demarcations 

of the conventional categories of mass, popular, and elite. This nuanced study 

demonstrates how what may initially appear as ostensible inconsistencies are in fact 

misconstrued as such in the period’s subsequent historicization. 

My work is guided by the understanding that the physical construction and social 

developments of the city are influential and integral to its visual culture. Madrid’s visual 

culture represents and contains the city as defined by Henri Lefebvre, that is, as a 

physical but also a psychological space.26 The artistic output, even when this is not a 

forthright illustration of the metropolis, remains intricately related to its context and 

therefore a viable means of interpreting the city and its culture. I look to the work of 

literary scholar Susan Larson as a model, as her study of the literary construction of 

Madrid throughout various novels foregrounds Lefebvre’s definition of space. Her 

scholarship establishes how “the creation of real space is inseparable from its 

                                                
26 Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith (Malden: Blackwell 
Publishing, 1991). 
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representation.”27 As a result, I consider not only which spaces were represented, but also 

the methods employed in the creation of those depictions and the modes of circulation 

developed to examine what visual culture conveys about madrileños’ beliefs and 

experiences during a decade of dynamic change.  

Significantly, although painted representations of Madrid, like that of Barradas, 

are not common, the popular press—newspapers, magazines, journals—brims with 

photographs, editorials, articles, and illustrations that demonstrate modernization’s 

impact, as I explain in Chapter 2. Scholars have paid scant attention to this extensive 

body of Madrid’s visual culture. By using these periodicals as evidence, I am able to 

examine co-existing and differing narratives of urban changes and show how they reveal 

diverse responses to modernity. Thus, my work reclaims the textual and visual depictions 

published in the popular press as a significant part of the visual culture and debates of the 

period to expose how their aesthetic and cultural values can provide a greater 

understanding of the experience of modernity in Madrid. 

 

 

 

 

                                                
27 Susan Larson, Constructing and Resisting Modernity: Madrid 1900-1936 (Madrid: Editorial 
Iberoamericana Vervuet Verlag, 2011), 23. Other models for my investigation on the interrelationship 
between popular culture and urban class lies in the work of literary scholars Helen Graham, Jo Labanyi, 
and Deborah Parsons, all whom have contributed to the study of Spanish popular and elite literature 
treating urban subjects. See, Graham and Labanyi, Spanish Cultural Studies; Deborah Parsons, A Cultural 
History of Madrid: Modernism and the Urban Spectacle (Oxford ; New York: Berg, 2003). 
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Chapter Overview 

The dissertation locates different conceptions of the avant-garde in concrete 

examples of the visual culture of the period. The chapters move across the city, starting 

from in the city center and ending in Madrid’s outskirts.  

In the second chapter, I analyze images of the development and construction of 

the Gran Vía avenue, Madrid’s most significant urban transformation in the twentieth 

century. The avenue cut across the historical city center and became the locus for debates 

about the capital’s modernization. In periodicals, the Gran Vía’s construction was 

discussed and photographed to both celebrate the impending modernization and to 

criticize the project’s aims. A close analysis of a 1928 Estampa (Image) magazine 

centerfold image of dressmakers in a large group walking along the avenue serves as the 

center of my analysis. I demonstrate how this image pictured the elements at the center of 

the debates of modernity and its relationship to unchecked and rapid urban growth of 

Madrid, namely the underlying tensions of urban spectacle, social class constraints, and 

new urban dynamics. By looking closely at how the Estampa centerfold acted within the 

greater dialogues present in the popular press, I am also able to examine the new 

conceptions of citizenship taking place throughout Madrid, but especially as they 

crystallized around the Gran Vía. The avenue, then, envisioned the manifest stakes of 

modernity in the capital. 

In the third chapter, I analyze how the writer Ramón Gómez de la Serna promoted 

modern art and culture in Spain by analyzing the photographs of his workspaces made 

from circa 1928 to 1934. Gómez de la Serna was one of the most prolific writers and 
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cultural figures in Madrid of the early twentieth century. In his written work, café 

meetings, and conferences he promoted the avant-garde. In the chapter, I argue that the 

photographs of the writer in his various offices, a hereto ignored element of his oeuvre, 

served his objectives of propagating his idiosyncratic theories and the aesthetics of 

modernity. Despite not having produced these photographs, he included them in his 

autobiography, Automoribundia (1948), and promoted himself with them in popular 

publications like Ondas (Waves) and Luz (Light). The photographs aided in crafting a 

public persona that epitomized modernity. In using them, he also marketed—a modern 

concept itself in Spain—his identifiable personal aesthetics. A careful analysis of the 

existing formal correspondences between the photographs and his writing further 

supports my reading, as together they demonstrate an underlying unity. Significantly, as 

the images advertised Gómez de la Serna as both a creator and product of modernity, they 

also invoked capitalism, consumption, and visually recorded the contradictions that 

Gómez de la Serna embodied as both a defender of local tradition and an enthusiast of 

modernity. 

The fourth chapter examines how writer Ernesto Giménez Caballero’s short film 

Esencia de verbena (Essence of the fair) (1930) functioned to disseminate his own 

narrative of the local avant-garde in Madrid and abroad. The movie was made for the II 

International Congress of Independent Cinema in Brussels and depicts an avant-garde-

styled tour of a verbena, a popular summer fair. I argue that the film’s expected audience 

informed the directorial and aesthetic choices of Giménez Caballero. He used Surrealist 

techniques and allusions to avant-garde films to assert and make legible the dialogue 
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between ongoing international avant-garde culture and traditional Spanish culture that the 

international audience might understand. The short film showed Spanish identity as 

founded on a deep esteem for local historical tradition and celebrated Spaniards’ distinct 

cultural identity. Utilizing conventionalized versions of both Surrealism and casticismo, 

the film posited that local folklore contained Surrealist ideals. I analyze the greater 

complexities of the film when viewed within the local Madrid context, where the film 

was also shown. The chapter explores how Giménez Caballero created an essentialized 

narrative of local tradition and how he proposed this popular culture to be a relevant and 

useful source for generating avant-garde cultural activity. 

In the fifth chapter, I analyze the work of Alberto Sánchez, a politically 

committed sculptor. His statements and his participation in artistic collectives reveals his 

deeply felt social responsibility. Despite his stated political beliefs, what remains of his 

work from the 1920s to 1930s does not offer any immediate insight into his activism. 

However, I examine the political undertones present in his use of material. The materials 

he chose, be they gesso, Novelda stone, or cement, expose his interest in the social 

conditions of industrialization and modernization. I look closely at his methods that 

produced two of his sculptures, Maternidad (Maternity) from 1930 and El pueblo español 

tiene un camino que conduce a una estrella (The Spanish People Have a Path that Leads 

to a Star) made in 1937. By considering how his process was dependent on the 

landscapes of the city and its suburbs, I demonstrate how the artworks evince his 

engagement with the social politics explicitly debated in contemporary periodicals. The 

latter work, made during the Spanish Civil War for the Spanish Pavilion at the 1937 Paris 
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International Exposition, displayed the Madrid avant-garde on an international stage, and 

proposed his lasting engagement with sociopolitical matters.  
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CHAPTER 2 

THE FABRIC OF THE CITY: 

MAGAZINES, MODISTILLAS, AND THE GRAN VÍA 

 
Since the mid-nineteenth century, Madrid’s shortcomings were constantly 

documented in writings. An abundance of books and reports on the matter indicate the 

widespread concern for the city’s substandard image and offered solutions to change its 

status.1 Compared to the modernization and transformation of other European capitals, 

the city was considered insufficient on the international stage. In 1868, urban historian 

Ángel Fernández de los Ríos referred to Madrid as the most neglected capital of Europe 

and listed all the inconveniences the city’s tourists would encounter.2 Three decades later, 

in 1896, the Conde de Almenas expressed similar concerns about urban reforms and 

noted the patriotic spirit behind the history of various proposals intended to make 

Madrid’s progress commensurate with those of other European capitals.3 As the capital, it 

had to represent twentieth-century Spain and its image was a matter of importance to the 

                                                
1 See: Ángel Fernández de los Ríos, El futuro de Madrid: paseos mentales por la capital de España tal y 
cual debe dejarla transformada la revolución (Madrid: Imprenta de la Biblioteca Universal Económica, 
1868); José María de Palacio y Abarzuza, Conde de Almenas, La municipalidad de Madrid (Madrid: M.G. 
Hernández, 1896); Carlos Velasco y Peinado, “Proyecto para la prolongación de la Calle Preciados,” La 
ilustración española y americana, January 30, 1888. 

2 Fernández de los Ríos, El futuro de Madrid, 21-23. 

3 Conde de Almenas, La municipalidad de Madrid, 40-41. 
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Spanish people.4 As both the geographic center and seat of government of the Spanish 

state, Madrid had to perform accordingly.  

The city’s symbolic capacity became greater after 1931 when the Second Spanish 

Republic was declared and the Bourbon monarchy collapsed into an obsolete national 

symbol. Historian Santos Juliá explains that it was under the Republic that the idea of 

turning the capital into “Gran Madrid” (Grand Madrid) crystallized.5 The concept of a 

“Gran Madrid” had been in gestation since the late nineteenth century but it coalesced 

with the impetus of the newly-established democracy. Urban transformations were now 

motivated to represent the political groups of the liberal strata that had implemented the 

Republic. “Gran Madrid” would no longer stand for the monarchy, it would represent the 

prosperity of the whole nation.6 These historical turns entwined the capital’s 

modernization with left-wing political inclinations. Significantly, this turned Madrid into 

a source of criticism for conservatives, an aspect that sharply surfaced with the outbreak 

of the Spanish Civil War in 1936.7 

Despite the aforementioned anxieties evidenced in the nineteenth-century writings 

and the modernizing efforts aimed at the capital in the early twentieth century, the 

production of artists during these periods offers few views of the ongoing changes taking 

                                                
4 Fernando Castillo Cáceres, Capital aborrecida, la aversión hacia Madrid en la literatura y la sociedad 
del 98 a la posguerra (Madrid: Editorial Polifemo, 2010), 47.   

5 Santos Juliá, “Madrid capital del Estado (1883-1993),” Madrid, historia de una capital, eds. Santos Juliá 
et al (Madrid: Alianza editorial, 2000), 375, 396-410. 

6 Ibid., 396-410. 

7 Castillo Cáceres, Capital aborrecida, 266, 306. 
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place in Madrid. Perhaps what is most surprising is how the long-awaited Gran Vía 

(Great Way) avenue, finally begun in 1910, did not attract the attention of painters in 

spite of being Madrid’s most extensive construction of the twentieth century. Artists who 

were famous for depicting the city, such as Ricardo Baroja (b.1871- d.1953) and José 

Gutiérrez Solana (b.1886-d.1945), provided views of the areas that remained untouched 

by modern innovations. Consider Gutiérrez Solana’s painting, El Rastro de las Américas 

(The Flea Market of the Americas), which depicts a flea-market in the zone of Madrid 

where rag-pickers lived (Fig. 2.2). Made in 1922, the anachronistic painting calls to mind 

the dark imagery of Francisco de Goya from a century prior. This example is one among 

the many urbanscapes of the period that give no suggestion of the modernizing processes 

or the city’s transformations. Unlike fin de siècle Paris or early twentieth-century Berlin, 

the updated urban areas of the Spanish capital were not portrayed in the celebrated 

paintings by the major artists who have garnered art historical attention. 

One must instead look to illustrations and photographs in magazines in order to 

gain insight into the transforming physical expanse made visual. Thanks to the progress 

in print technology beginning in the late nineteenth century, periodicals had developed 

the quality and increased the quantity of visual elements.8 Photographs and illustrations, 

previously scarce, began to populate every page of magazines such as Crónica 

(Chronicle), Ciudad (City), Estampa (Image), and Nuevo Mundo (New World), while 

                                                
8 For the history of the developments of Spanish popular press and its integration of illustrations and 
photography see: Lou Charnon Deutsch, Hold that Pose, Visual Culture in the Late Nineteenth Century 
Spanish Periodical (University Park: Penn State University Press, 2008). 
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remaining affordable to the public.9 The popular press partook in making the city’s visual 

lexicon and, moreover, with such few artworks that exhibited the urban changes, the 

images are an invaluable resource for the art historian. It is in illustrated magazines where 

we most clearly see depictions of the altered urbanscape along with the consequences of 

modernization.  

Urban historian Frederic Stout argues that it is in newspapers where we best see 

the earliest representations of the modern industrial cities like London or Paris. 

Furthermore, he continues, it is specifically the agile medium of photography that was 

best suited to convey the new energy of the modern age reflecting the changing social 

and physical metropolis.10 Although novels, stories, and travel itineraries impacted the 

ways that Madrid was perceived throughout past centuries, illustrations and photography 

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were able to provide visualizations of 

what those earlier works could only describe. 11 This chapter traces the urban subjects 

undergoing rapid and constant development through magazine photographs and 

illustrations.  

                                                
9 The magazines that form the base for the analyses in this study were priced under one peseta. La Esfera 
cost 50 cents, Nuevo Mundo and Estampa cost 30 cents, and Crónica and Ciudad cost 20 cents. For 
reference, a kilogram of bread would have cost 65 cents in Madrid from 1926-1931. See, Pedro Villa, “El 
precio del pan en la Restauración 1875-1931,” La sociedad madrileña durante la Restauración, 1876-1931. 
Volume I, eds. Angel Bahamonde Magro and Luis Enrique Otero Carvajal (Madrid: Comunidad de Madrid, 
1989), 481. 

10 Frederic Stout, “Visions of a New Reality: The City and the Emergence of Modern Visual Culture” in 
The City Reader, eds. Richard T. LeGates and Frederic Stout (New York: Routledge, 2011), 150-151.  

11 Ibid., 151.  
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Throughout the chapter, I ground Stout’s thesis on Madrid’s visual culture to 

argue that it was in the popular press where the issues about the Gran Vía, the capital’s 

modernization, and the stakes of these projects were most clearly presented. Despite the 

initial aim of the popular press to entertain, the analysis of Crónica and Estampa, among 

other magazines, demonstrates that they also conveyed critical views of modernization. 

The popular press exhibited the ongoing negotiations and dialogues about changing 

perceptions of urban dynamics and new conceptions of citizenship, particularly in the 

new Gran Vía avenue. Within magazines, the city was presented textually and visually, 

and both forms played a central role in mediating modernity’s purpose and problems. At 

times, images and articles offered conflicting views, ranging from praise to thoughtful 

critique. Thus, the mass readership was alerted to modernity as a debate, a developing 

dialogue that compelled further reflection. Magazines served as interpretable subjects and 

objects with images and articles that were subjective artistic renderings as well as 

evidence to be evaluated.  

 A 1928 centerfold image of dressmakers in a large group walking through Madrid 

from Estampa magazine serves as the core of this analysis (Fig. 2.2).12 The photograph is 

in many ways a celebration, even a performance, of modernity. The crowd pictured walks 

forward, with ostensible momentum, in a tight group that is so numerous that they take 

over the sidewalk and overflow into the street. In their display for the photographer, the 

group embodies a sense of spectacle. Pedestrians at the right, charmed, also look on. For 

                                                
12 Anonymous, Estampa, February 21, 1928, n.p. 
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a viewer today the revolutionary aspects of the image may go unnoticed, but it exhibits 

the ongoing negotiations and dialogues about the changing urban dynamics taking place 

in Madrid at the time. The forward movement and momentum, the overflow or breaking 

of boundaries, and the display and spectacle are three aspects of social and physical space 

evidenced in this photograph and the others that I analyze. These key elements, as I 

demonstrate, were at the center of Madrid’s debates of modernity in the literary and 

popular press of the period.  

The photograph of the working-class dressmakers offers two intersecting 

approaches of inquiry. It brings up questions about the confines and boundaries of class 

and spatial politics, but also calls for an investigation about the changing role of women, 

especially the dressmakers, in the city. These debates converge in this centerfold; it is 

brimming with explorative potential and references to a wider scope of issues that bind it 

within a network of numerous other images to reveal multiple facets of Madrid in this 

period. Despite the seeming overwhelmingly positive image of the city and its social 

milieu, when the centerfold is framed in the complex context of Madrid it—along with 

other magazine photographs—exposes and invokes the often conflicting reception of 

rapid urban growth and the processes of modernization. 

 

Momentum 

Estampa is the magazine of all and for all. You see what happens on the streets of 
Madrid on Tuesdays, the day that Estampa comes out. There is no madrileña or 
madrileño that doesn’t have a copy. Estampa is in the hands of ladies and village 
women, in the hands of the well-to-do gent and the young workers, of kids and 
the elderly … but perhaps it is the modistilla, the joy and mirth of Madrid, that is 
the most avid reader of Estampa. On Tuesday on the Gran Vía, on Alcalá street, 
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in the Puerta del Sol, in Recoletos, the young girls, primped and pretty as they go, 
each with her copy of Estampa, commenting … and affirming with their 
enthusiasm the success of the magazine.13 

 

This caption appeared under Estampa’s centerfold of its February 21, 1928 issue. 

The glossy’s central photograph displayed modistillas, a colloquial term that referred to 

the city’s female dressmakers, modistas, with an added diminutive value.14 Unnamed 

young women, identified in the caption solely by their profession, appear shoulder to 

shoulder, energetically striding on the sidewalk. The clean, broad sidewalk surface and 

the views of the elegant buildings permit the reader to recognize it as an important street. 

The caption does not state the particular avenue, but instead names a few of the most 

significant stretches of the capital. A perceptive reader could have identified the building 

in the background as the Hotel de Roma and the window display next to the women as 

that of the Rafael Sánchez store, located in the aforementioned Gran Vía, arguably the 

most stylish street of Madrid by 1928.  

The modistillas lead the group and either appear to read the latest issue of 

Estampa or look straight ahead. Regardless of what may be engaging their attention, their 

                                                
13 Anonymous, Estampa, n.p. “Estampa es la revista de todos y para todos. Vean ustedes lo que ocurre en 
las calles de Madrid los martes, día en que aparece Estampa. No hay madrileña ni madrileño que no lleven 
consigo un ejemplar … Se ve Estampa en manos de las damas y de las mujeres del pueblo, en manos de los 
“pollos bien” y de los muchachos obreros, de los niños y de los ancianos… pero quizá sean las modistillas, 
alegría y gracia de Madrid, las lectoras más entusiastas de Estampa. El martes en la Gran Vía, en la calle de 
Alcalá, en la Puerta del Sol, en Recoletos, las muchachas peinadas y bonitas van, cada una con su Estampa, 
comentando … y afirmando con su interés el éxito de la revista.” Note that ellipses are part of the original 
copy. 

14 The translation for dressmaker is “modista.” Modistilla is a diminutive term that has pejorative 
connotations but also characterized these women as young which was statistically the case. I discuss their 
socio-economic status in more detail in the next section of this chapter. 
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pace appears synchronized. Six of a multitude of stocking-clad legs inch above the 

pavement, captured by the photographer’s shutter seconds before they simultaneously 

stamp the ground with their strapped heels. The caption disregards the males, who appear 

behind the dressmakers, to underscore the significance of the females in the group. The 

hat-topped men shadow the ordered line of women, a step behind, and they appear 

conspicuously close to the ladies. Some of them even peek out from between the 

dressmakers, securing their readable presence in the photograph. Extending the group, 

teenagers break from the ordered configuration. Despite the disarray on each side, the 

women at the center retain a tight formation.  

Neither the photograph nor caption were concerned with the particularities of 

each individual, their personalities, or preoccupations. It is an image of movement and 

forward momentum that signals the potential of the contemporary urban citizens. These 

smiling women are the stand-in for the numerous readers of the magazine, those 

aforementioned “ladies” or “well-to-do gents,” and, more than that, they are singled out 

as the exemplary urban consumers. The group occupies the center of their city and the 

central focus of the image, as well as, appropriately, the centerfold of Estampa to 

highlight their presence and importance.  

Specifically, as women, they took on a greater representative role in the extensive 

project of modeling a modern Madrid. This is because by the late 1920s, women were 

increasingly seen as symbols of urban modernity. As women’s visibility and participation 

grew, the female figure stood out as breaking away from the practices of the past, an 

aspect that the caption underscores by exclusively pointing to the young ladies’ presence. 
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Susan Larson and Deborah Parsons, both literary scholars, describe the different “types” 

of women that had appeared in various North American and European cities since the end 

of the nineteenth century: working girls, leisure shoppers, and Jazz Age women.15 No 

longer was the ideal Spanish woman the “ángel de la casa” (angel of the home) confined 

to the home.16 The new modern woman was one that could also participate in new 

economic and urban activities. These women were products of the time and, as Parsons 

explains, despite their limited economic and political freedom, they represented an 

important change from the conventional Victorian female.17  

Importantly, although the new European or North American female urban 

character types that emerged since the end of the nineteenth century belonged to different 

social classes, in Spain only the bourgeois class was represented in magazines. The 

working class woman remained unseen in periodicals. Spanish literary scholar Lou 

Charnon Deutsch goes as far as to say that working-class women were “rendered 

invisible, while women of the leisure classes were incited to self-spectacle and 

extravagant consumption.”18 The popular press preferred to picture a bourgeois, elegant 

woman; the female of the fin de siècle was strictly imaged as an upper-middle class 

                                                
15 Susan Larson, Constructing and Resisting Modernity, Madrid 1900-1936 (Madrid: Iberoamericana 
Vervuet, 2011), 70-71; Deborah L. Parsons, Streetwalking the Metropolis, Women, the City, and Modernity 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 43. 

16 Larson, Constructing and Resisting Modernity, 70-71.  

17 Parsons, Streetwalking the Metropolis, 43.  

18 Lou Charnon Deutsch, Fictions of the Feminine in the Nineteenth Century Spanish Press (University 
Park, PA: Penn State University Press, 1999), 133. 
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consumer. 19 This is clearly the case in the elegant (and more expensive) Blanco y negro 

(Black and White) magazine, one of the earliest adopters of the illustrated model as well 

as one of the most successful periodicals in Spain. 20 Blanco y negro’s first cover in 1891 

depicts just such an upper class female as the embodiment of a modern woman. Daring 

and beautiful, she takes the reins and charge of the horse carriage (Fig. 2.3). 

This Blanco y negro cover exemplifies Larson’s argument that magazine 

illustrations provided images that epitomized the elegant woman of modernity, but, 

according to her, the tendency was to place the female depictions within a non-specific 

cosmopolitan environment. Blanco y negro’s depiction of a carriage rushing across a 

space strewn with flying newspaper pages locates the illustration in a generalized littered 

nineteenth century street, albeit with the fanciful inclusion of a butterfly and a dragonfly 

pulling the ride. According to Larson, Spanish readers would have felt attracted to the 

desirable lifestyles portrayed that seemed close enough to reality to be recognizable but 

remain out of reach.21 Indeed, illustrations like the Blanco y negro cover offered idealized 

visions of modernity, including the modern commodities or fashions. The readership 

would consume these popular graphic magazines, but very few would have the capital to 

                                                
19 The exception I have found is in articles written as social exposés. The most miserable strata of the 
working class would be imaged but these would not be selected as magazine covers. 

20 Blanco y negro was more expensive than Estampa and other magazines I study in this chapter. It cost one 
peseta, while the other magazines I focus on were 50 cents or less. Because of its extensive run (it ran 
continuously from 1891 until 1939) and excellent illustrations, it has been more closely studied than other 
magazines of the period. It is important to point out that it was more conservative than the other magazines 
I study because it was clearly pro-monarchy; all of these factors indicate that it would have had different 
readership base than Estampa or Crónica.  

21 Larson, Constructing and Resisting Modernity, 114-116. 
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imitate the modeled lifestyles. However, by the time the centerfold photograph was 

published in Estampa in 1928, there is at least one change that has taken place: the 

working-class—rather than affluent—modistillas were expressly singled out as worthy of 

representing the city of the period.  

The group of working-class women pictured in Estampa would not have been 

found in the nineteenth century periodicals because they were starkly different from the 

bourgeois in terms of socio-economic influence. Despite living in the city, absorbing and 

participating in the everyday urban culture that included seeing the Blanco y negro-style 

depictions of these ideal modern women, modistillas were limited in purchasing power 

due to their precarious economic position. The dressmakers epitomized the visual 

consumers Larson describes: readers who, though well aware of fads and fashion, could 

not afford to purchase the expensive products advertised. But in the centerfold they offer 

a new image of the working class woman. Unlike the illustrations of Blanco y negro, 

these are real women that are closely connected to their Madrid location. Thus, in the 

popular press we begin to see, in the early twentieth century, there was a greater 

inclusiveness of classes, catering possibly to the fact that lower classes, purchasers of 

these weeklies, participated within their fiscal capacity in the capitalist economy. Their 

inclusion as subjects of the magazine makes them exceed the limitations of mere 

consumers of Estampa, aggrandizing them as actors of the urban scene. 

Further proof of how lower class modistillas were granted significance by the 

editorial board lies in the fact that they did not make one singular appearance in Estampa. 

In the following issue another group of dressmakers was photographed and interviewed 
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(Fig. 2.4). Again, the journalist presents them as typical characters of Madrid, comparing 

them to the role that famous midinettes, or Belle Époque seamstresses and clothing-shop 

workers, played in France before World War I.22 The particular group was identified as 

workers in the madrileño Margarita Lacoma atelier, underscoring the women’s placement 

in Madrid.23 They are photographed in the shop, standing behind a few seamstresses 

sewing to display the collegial and friendly atmosphere of the workplace but without the 

realities of labor. The models that wear the clothes are present as well, and like the stylish 

modistillas they bask in the photographer’s attention.24 The reappearance of these 

working-class and fashionable young ladies demonstrates that the popular press was 

promoting an increasingly diverse modern woman, one that was no longer exclusively a 

part of the wealthy class.  

The border illustrations that vertically frame the Estampa centerfold photograph 

further corroborate the view of modistillas as modern women. The four decorative 

drawings of women are extra-sleek examples of the photographed dressmakers. The  

slender body type, tight-fitting fur-trimmed coats, and stylish haircuts exaggerate features 

present in the real women of the photograph. Among the actual modistillas, some have 

the same á la garçon haircut and a looser-fitting version of the knee-length coat. The 

                                                
22 For the role of seamstresses in the French imaginary, see: Judith G. Coffin, The Politics of Women’s 
Work: The Paris Garment Trades 1750-1915 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996), 179. 

23 Juan de Gredos, “Lo que piensan las modistillas de sus amigos los estudiantes,” Estampa, January 31, 
1928, n.p. 

24 For more informationa about Margarita Lacoma’s fashion workshop, see: J.R., “Una hora en una gran 
casa de modas madrileña,” Crónica, October 23, 1932, n.p.; Francisco Aguerra Cenaro, “Lo que, tal vez, no 
han visto ustedes todavía,” Crónica, October, 8, 1933, n.p.  
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sketched females pose elegantly opposite the dressmakers who retain a natural stance 

while walking. The modistillas are placed next to the illustration to demonstrate how they 

correspond in likeness to the fanciful figures. The exaggerated stylization of the drawings 

is connected to the dressmakers because they point to how the women personified the 

ideal instead of advertising an unreachable lifestyle. Thus, the centerfold offered a model 

of the modern working woman. The dressmakers of the photograph like those of the 

drawings are modern trend-setters.  

The women perform for the camera as literate, urbane, and apparently 

independent characters and embody the 1920s ideal of womanhood. They do not look out 

of place in the modern Gran Vía and in this regard it is significant that they went against 

the traditional, nineteenth-century stereotype of Madrid’s modistillas. They contradict the 

character type that had been established in the capital from the 1840s onward when the 

rise of the bourgeois class resulted in the textile industry’s expansion (Fig. 2.5). With a 

greater amount of buyers, the market and the number of dressmakers increased and the 

women became a set urban type.25 As prototypical Madrid urban characters, they were 

comparable to the chulapa or chulos that personified Madrid’s local color and the popular 

class in music revues.26  

                                                
25 Adela Núñez Orgaz, “‘Las modistillas’ de Madrid, tradición y realidad, 1884-1920,” in La sociedad 
madrileña durante la Restauración 1876-1931, Vol II. Eds. Ángel Bahamonde Magro and Luis Enrique 
Otero Carvajal (Madrid: Consejería de Cultura de la Comunidad de Madrid, 1989), 436. 

26 Chulapos and chulapas, as well as manolos, are all popular types from different city areas in nineteenth-
century Madrid. Their frequent appearance in zarzuelas and revues established them as traditional city 
characters, with a set dress. Today you can still see these traditional dresses which are considered the 
madrileño costume and worn by children and older people during the celebration of the verbena de la 
Paloma. 
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Traditionally characterized as natural, flirtatious, and uneducated, the modistilla 

type shown in the Estampa photograph is revised. Because she is reading, but also 

because she appears at ease in the setting of the Gran Vía. 27 Rather than representing the 

image of the indelicate working class women, these are modern modistillas. The Gran 

Vía was the city’s most modern avenue and their placement and dignified appearance 

promotes the sense of their progress toward sophistication, much like the effects expected 

for Madrid with the construction of the Gran Vía itself. 

The renovation and progress of Madrid needs to respond to historical analyses of 

the critical issues frequently discussed in relation to the Gran Vía during this time, issues 

that upon closer inspection, the photograph similarly offers. For example, the wide 

sidewalk of the photograph is an urban feature present in modern cities, specific to well-

planned streets. Like Haussmann’s Parisian boulevards, these allowed for a greater 

number of people and traffic in these growing cities. It was one of the results of the 

daunting work that the Spanish government undertook from the end of the nineteenth 

century to quell preoccupations about the capital’s image and bring Madrid up to the 

standards of the time.28 Despite the government’s efforts, the effects throughout the 

                                                
27 Pilar Díaz Sánchez describes the stereotype of the modistillas as lively, provocative and pícaras. See: 
Pilar Díaz Sánchez, “Del taller de costura a la fábrica. El trabajo de las mujeres en la confección-textil 
madrileña,” Cuadernos de historia contemporánea 21 (1999): 280-281. 

28 The Plan de Castro and the renovation of the Puerta del Sol and Callao comprise just a few of the 
projects that took place in the nineteenth century. 
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metropolis were uneven and it was the Gran Vía where the modernizing process was 

most distinct.29  

The Gran Vía was the most extensive urban reformation of Madrid during the 

twentieth century. The enterprise required razing the congested area of the historical 

center and promoted an organized urban design program (Fig. 2.6-2.7). The project was 

aimed at recapitalizing the city center and facilitating its communication with the 

nineteenth-century Plan de Ensanche or Plan de Castro (Expansion Plan or Castro Plan), 

an organized expansion designed by architect and engineer Carlos María de Castro, as 

well as future urban expansions (Fig. 2.8).30 The long-delayed project was originally 

proposed in 1886 by architect Carlos Velasco and reconceived in 1898 with what would 

ultimately become the successful design by architects Francisco Andrés Octavio Palacios 

and José López de Sallabery. However, the actual construction of the Gran Vía began in 

1910. The grand project was a protracted process divided into three parts, one for each of 

the segments of the avenue (Fig. 2.9). The final segment that united the center with the 

western expansion of the city was only considered complete in 1950. 31 Unlike the 

                                                
29 Although Larson’s book is a literary study, she provides one of the most succinct histories of Madrid’s 
urban development and projects from the nineteenth century until 1936. The uneven modernization of 
Madrid is rooted in project flaws, misunderstanding of capital flow, but also to the abrupt changes in 
government during this period. The monarchical restoration following the First Republic, and the 
subsequent dictatorship, Second Republic, and Civil War, all necessarily affected any plans that required 
long-term administrative commitment. See: Larson, Constructing and Resisting Modernity, 45-57. 

30 Edward Baker, Madrid cosmopolita, La Gran Vía: 1910-1936 (Madrid: Marcial Pons and Villaverde 
Editores, 2009), 11; Raúl Guerra Garrido, “Los cien años y nombres de la Gran Vía,” Gran Vía 1910-2010 
(Madrid: Ayuntamiento de Madrid, 2010), 11.  

31 J. R. Alonso Pereira, “En torno a la Gran Vía,” Villa de Madrid XVIII, 69 (1980): 25. 
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dressmakers pictured, the project moved along with halting momentum throughout the 

years.  

Beyond the concerns and problems that the actual project of the Gran Vía 

wrought, its significance as a symbol for Madrid’s modernization preceded its creation. 

Its bearing in madrileños’ consciousness was partly due to the success of the blockbuster 

1886 zarzuela—a Spanish operetta—La Gran Vía that satirized and celebrated the future 

project.32 The topical revue provided a generalized depiction about the way the capital 

functioned, or rather, its dysfunction. The lyrics affirmed that the construction of the 

Gran Vía signified the triumph of Science, Justice, Work, and Virtue in Madrid, but that 

this reality would only be made manifest on February 30th—that is to say, a day that does 

not exist.33  

According to historian José del Corral, the ambitious Gran Vía project was so 

well-known to madrileños that by the time its construction started in 1910, each 

individual counted him or herself as detractor or supporter of the enterprise.34 Making the 

avenue a reality entailed many difficulties, including high costs and the problematic 

seizing of private properties that made the proposed plan feel unattainable under the 

current conditions of the city. The popular press widely analyzed and commented the 

                                                
32 La Gran Vía: revista lírico-cómica, fantástico-callejera en un acto was inspired by the Velasco plan. Its 
script was written by Felipe Pérez y González and its music was composed by Federico Chueca y Joaquín 
Valverde. This zarzuela was so successful that it led to others on the same theme. See Baker, Madrid 
cosmopolita, 24. 

33 Larson, Constructing and Resisting Modernity, 34-36. 

34 José del Corral, La Gran Vía: historia de una calle (Madrid: Sílex, 2002), 128. 
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Gran Vía throughout its four-decade construction. Many who sided with the project 

understood the avenue as a physical manifestation of modernity, but as a journalist 

explained in 1924, holding the “promise to renovate traditional behavior.”35 Its 

immediate effect on the attitudes of the capital citizenry aside, some viewed the avenue 

as the city’s expression of modernity. Consider writer José Salaverría, one voice among 

many, who wrote in Residencia (Residence) magazine: 

Following the vacuous and pitiful nineteenth century district (the 
nineteenth century has been vacuous and pitiful for all of Spain), Madrid 
has lately begun to attire itself with the dress and attitude of a positively 
European city. It is a sign of modernity, which in the Gran Vía acquires its 
most pronounced and revelatory expression.36 
 

Accordingly, Salaverría was apathetic toward the significant progress the city 

achieved in the nineteenth century, when the organized expansion of the city began. His 

dismissive tone disregards the substantial nineteenth-century constructions that moved a 

great deal of the population from the center of the city into newly built modern 

neighborhoods. Moreover, his assertion that Madrid is beginning to look European, 

particularly thanks to the Gran Vía, lines up with the idea that modernity was an imported 

concept that was part of international European city standards.  

                                                
35 Francisco Arimón Blanco, “Un barrio que muere,” La Esfera, November 29, 1924, n.p. “…y la Gran Vía 
… parece prometer también una renovación de costumbres…” 

36 José Salaverría, “Fisonomías de Madrid,” Residencia, September-December, 1926, 232. “Después de la 
zona vacua y lamentable del siglo diez y nueve [sic] (vacuo y lamentable ha sido para España entera el 
siglo diez y nueve [sic]), Madrid ha empezado últimamente a vestirse de Nuevo con el traje y la actitud de 
una ciudad positivamente europea. Es un gesto de modernidad que en la Gran Vía adquiere su expresión 
más pronunciada, más reveladora.” 
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Along with laudatory articles, some found that the avenue was anomalous in the 

historic center of Madrid. The Gran Vía was only meters away from the Puerta del Sol, 

the medieval and symbolic center of the city and country, which serves as the site for the 

zero-mile marker from which all road distances of Spain are measured (Fig 2.10). Next to 

the Puerta del Sol, according to some, the Gran Vía was a space with no personality, no 

tradition: “Madrid disappears…the old lament is repeated … in newspaper columns, 

couplets … and in this phrase madrileñistas bring a sad emotion, a deep lament … From 

all that is destroyed and erased the Gran Vía rises.”37 While Salaverría celebrated what 

was emerging, others only felt sorrow for what was lost. 

One of the most pressing concerns about the Gran Vía was that after its long-

expected role as a symbol of urban progress, the outcome lacked any local character. A 

1920 report issued by the government entitled La Gran Vía stated that the street would be 

for transit circulation and residential living.38 But this latter component never took place; 

Gran Vía lots were purchased by international and national companies and the avenue 

never acquired any significant number of permanent residents that may have provided it 

with a neighborhood personality.39 Instead, the businesses that quickly arose, the hotels, 

social clubs, the cocktail bars (called American bars), cinemas, and company 

                                                
37 Anonymous, “El nuevo Madrid y su Gran Vía. Un viejo barrio que desparece,” La Esfera, May 14, 1927, 
n.p. “Madrid se va…la vieja lamentación se repite … en las columnas del periódico, en el cuplé de la 
cancionista … y en esta frase ponen los madrileñistas una emoción triste, un lamento hondo … De todo 
ello, borrado y destrozado, surge la nueva Gran Vía.”  

38 Anonymous, La ‘Gran Vía’ (1920), 17.  

39 Baker, Madrid cosmopolita, 53, 84-87. 
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headquarters represented character within the limited perspective of a capitalist-based 

definition of international modernity.40 These commercial entities reinforced the 

complaints that the Gran Vía was deficient: it was not representative of Madrid. 

The centerfold and its caption bolstered the sense that the Gran Vía was indeed 

much like any other principal street of any great European city. Beyond the wide 

sidewalks and the store’s glass display which marked its modernity, the viewer gets no 

identifying information, no landmark that could notify the readership as to how this 

exhibit of a modernity was unique to Madrid. At the same time, the photograph could 

make the readers that were unfamiliar with Madrid think that modernity was to be found 

throughout the capital, that they could encounter this scene in numerous locations in the 

capital. Estampa’s caption mentions a litany of central Madrid sites where modistillas 

gather to underscore that this particular place is significant, if not exceptional. By 

neglecting details that could present the reader with the picture’s precise setting of the 

Gran Vía, the city’s single street that contained the multiple requirements of the modern 

avenue, the photograph illustrates how the hopes of progress had produced a modern but 

indistinguishable street; its banality recalls its inadequacy. 

Despite the expectations pinned to the avenue’s arrival, the cinemas, department 

stores, and hotels that by 1928 inhabited the Gran Vía did not mark it as a Madrid 

landmark. The buildings that arose were unsatisfactory, according to commentators, as 

they did not rise as high as the original expectations. Del Corral, for example, is of the 

                                                
40 Luis Fernández Cifuentes, “The City as Stage: Rebuilding the Metropolis after the Colonial Wars,” 
Arizona Journal of Hispanic Cultural Studies 3 (1999): 120.  
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opinion that the avenue was constructed during an unfortunate moment in the history 

Spanish architecture that culminated in an avenue with no cohesive style or quality. The 

photograph appeared to support del Corral’s claim when he states that what benefits the 

Gran Vía most is that its pedestrians do not gaze upwards during their strolls through the 

street.41 Del Corral describes the architectural design as “disoriented” and sums up the 

architectural faults by stating that plaster won over noble materials, an imposition of the 

nouveau riche taste.42 This present-day historian’s viewpoint echoes what was said in the 

1920s. A 1927 article in La Esfera (The Sphere) has the writer complaining about the 

avenue and its “American style houses.” Perhaps, the writer imagines, future generations 

may appreciate it but he does not.43 Again, the writer references the Gran Vía as a site of 

imported designs, not a locally-generated conception. Yes, the Gran Vía was necessary, 

but not all madrileños could be convinced that it was better than what was there before.  

The Estampa centerfold functions as an effective compromise. By not identifying 

the specific avenue in the caption, the moment that it captured is simultaneously divorced 

from all the well-known criticisms and issues that surrounded the Gran Vía. The image 

presents both modern urban features and the castizo, or traditional, character of Madrid. 

Although the avenue lacked a distinctive modern view or angle in 1928, the photograph 

is capable of demonstrating that it is up to European standards of modernity by 

demonstrating the wide sidewalks and storefronts, even if these were not Madrid-specific.  

                                                
41 Del Corral, La Gran Vía, 189. 

42 Ibid. 

43 Arimón Blanco, “Un barrio que muere,” n.p.  
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Within this context, the modistillas underscored a typical Madrid and their 

presence was tasked with marking the sweeping modernity with local character. The 

dressmakers, as a well-known historical Madrid type, had folkloric authenticity to impart 

upon the street that was at times referred to as the site of “Europeanization” or as 

reminiscent of the streets of New York City.44 Modistillas’ regional character offsets the 

cosmopolitan Gran Vía and their appearance establishes their new role as purveyors of 

localism in environments threatened by modernity’s standardization within the growing 

and modernizing city.   

The reference to casticismo within the modernizing urbanscape evidences the 

critical ambivalence felt toward both of these concepts during the period. At times visual 

expressions and developments of modernity were subsumed within features of traditional 

character of the city. In a way, these acted to render void the impact of modernity. It is 

possible that inserting tradition helped attenuate the shock of the ongoing changes. 

Furthermore, the Estampa centerfold exemplified a leitmotif in Madrid’s early twentieth 

century visual culture. Seemingly making up for modernity’s shortcomings, traditional 

types like modistillas endowed new features of the city with local character. This trope 

reappeared in photographs like a Ciudad magazine cover, the magazine that, according to 

its subtitle, was the “magazine of Madrid for all of Spain.” On the cover, a traditional 

horse carriage appears sharing the road with an automobile and a streetcar to underscore 

                                                
44 Anonymous, “El primer ‘bar’ americano: Pidoux,” La Esfera, September 30, 1922; Anonymous, “El 
nuevo Madrid y su Gran Vía,” n.p; Ramón Gómez de la Serna, “Nueva teoría de Madrid,” El Sol, February 
23, 1928, 5.  
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the coexistence of the new with the traditional (Fig. 2.11). Although the horse carriages 

were rapidly disappearing, the photograph pictures them on the same plane, making them 

appear able to compete with the newer forms of transport.45 A simplistic but harmonious 

relationship between the past and the present appears again in a magazine article from 

Madrid turístico y monumental (Touristic and Monumental Madrid), a magazine intended 

to develop the capital’s tourism industry. The inclusion of photographs of both a new 

storefront and a historic street relate to how Ramón Gómez de la Serna, the author, 

perceived that, in his words, the old Madrid “infiltrates” the new (Fig. 2.12-2.13).46 The 

impression these periodicals produced was that custom and modernity could perform in 

concert, or at least within a suspended tension in print. 

The tension between old and new had a distinct currency in Madrid. It reappeared 

in Nuevo Mundo in an article entitled “De cómo van transformándose, pese a las 

lamentaciones de los últimos castizos, las grandes ciudades” (About How, Despite the 

Lamentations of the Last Castizos, Great Cities Undergo Transformations), where the 

writer offers an interesting and explicit pronunciation of the play between the two 

opposing poles of tradition and modernity. In the article, no particular “great” city is 

described, a strategy that points to the author’s thesis that the modern city performs a 

generic reproduction of the same ideas. The cities of the past, he explains, lacked the 

necessities to exist today. This objective tone disappears as he proceeds to refer to urban 

                                                
45 Rafael Marquina, “La tracción urbana, 1920-1935,” Diario de Madrid, 3. 

46 Ramón Gómez de la Serna, “Del Madrid viejo al Madrid nuevo,” Madrid turístico y monumental, 
February, 1935, 2-3. 
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transformations as disrespectful.47 The photographs that accompanied the article take 

advantage of the Gran Vía buildings’ modern architecture, specifically their height, 

which is exaggerated by using extreme angles (Figs. 2.14-2.15). While the images 

highlight what is astonishingly new about these sights, the captions domesticate and 

contain the disruptive buildings by comparing them to castizo sites. The Telefónica 

building in the Gran Vía, the first skyscraper in Spain and the headquarters for the 

telecommunications company, is referred to as a “cement cathedral,” thus combining the 

traditional central site common to historical European cities with the innovative material 

associated to modern constructions.  

A more ingenious comparison is developed in the caption for the Palacio de 

Prensa photograph, a building also located in the Gran Vía. The “maximum validation, 

and most marvelous … edifice constructed by modern architecture” is captured as a 

towering construction of smooth brick, crowned with enormous letters “CINE” 

(“Cinema”) that, at the very edge of the picture, make its size seem barely contained (Fig. 

2.15). This building, rented out to private companies and the mass modern entertainment 

industry, is captioned: “Is it not true that one wants to take a walk on the façade, from 

which the photographer has eliminated its imposing verticality …?”48 Under the surface 

of the derisive wording, the author signals the reader to consider this new element as an 

allusion of traditional Madrid architecture. A study of the eighteenth century plan of the 

                                                
47 B.S., “De cómo van transformándose, pese a las lamentaciones de los últimos castizos, las grandes 
ciudades,” Nuevo Mundo, March 13, 1931, n.p. 

48 Ibid., n.p. “¿Verdad que dan ganas de pasear por esta fachada, a la qué el fotógrafo ha quitado su 
imponente verticalidad, su sensación de masa altísima y agobiadora?”  
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Paseos, or promenades, of Recoletos, del Prado, and Atocha by José de Hermosilla y 

Sandoval shows the likeness it shares with the Palacio de la Prensa (Figs. 2.16-2.17). The 

Paseo del Prado’s peculiar shape was part of the Enlightenment-inspired plan to order the 

city.49 The Paseo became a site for citizens to take their daily promenades. It is as if it 

inspired the architecture of the Palacio de la Prensa (Palace of the Press), and helps 

anchor the modern architecture in the local and familiar past. Hermosilla’s design appears 

as if has vertically unrolled inspiring the Palacio’s tower decorative motif. The 

commenter of the article perceived the echoes of Hermosilla’s circo-agonal design 

composed of parallel lines that come together in a rounded arch at the end. The 

comparison shows that the design had roots in Madrid’s history, that although the edifices 

were new, their style had a precedent. 

Returning to the centerfold photograph of the modistillas, their momentum 

instilled a sense of stability and continuity in the fast-moving and forward action of 

modernization. The co-existence of the new and traditional in this photograph, like the 

other images mentioned, impressed upon readers that casticismo and modernity could 

continue functioning alongside each other in suspended tension. Going against the 

statements of journalists, the presence of the modistillas demonstrated the durability of 

Madrid. Rather than a break with what existed previously, the dressmakers portray a 

renewal that remained clearly rooted in a madrileño character. Thus, despite the 

expectations that the construction of the Gran Vía would signify the implementation of a 

                                                
49Delfín Rodríguez Ruiz, Dibujos de arquitectura y ornamentación de la Biblioteca Nacional Siglo XVIII, 
(Madrid: Biblioteca Nacional de España, 2009), 70-72. 
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proper modernity, it seemed that, parallel to the young women’s tempo, the avenue 

induced change at an unhurried pace.  

 
Overflow 

The centerfold spotlights a coordinated, if not strictly organized, group. Its 

members traverse the city and amble through the central street but as they do so, they 

overflow and break boundaries in ways both physical and symbolic. The physical 

overflow is evident in the photograph as the modistillas and the men walk along the 

accessible open street with such ease that they overlook spatial order. They spill over to 

use both sidewalk and street. When the Gran Vía opened, madrileños acted within it as 

they had customarily acted on other streets. Instead of following today’s well-known 

pedestrian transit rules, the photograph shows how they invade the area exclusive to cars. 

The group made the city accommodate to its needs rather than respecting set urban rules. 

Such behavior was not uncommon because, as literary historian Edward Baker points out, 

madrileños traditionally used the streets to walk and then only stepped onto the narrow 

sidewalks to knock on someone’s door. But unlike Madrid’s streets of previous centuries, 

the Gran Vía was the first street that was constructed thinking about the transit of cars, 

and thus the sidewalk was wide—seven meters—to permit the expected heavy pedestrian 

traffic.50  

                                                
50 Baker, Madrid cosmopolita, 171.  
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The indiscriminate use of the street as an extension of the sidewalk nevertheless 

persisted and it spoke of the growing necessity to modernize behavior to accompany the 

modernizing processes of cities. During the 1920s and 1930s the popular press compelled 

pedestrians to understand and observe the regulations of the city. Madrid’s vehicular 

traffic had grown exponentially, to the point that a 1930 article in Crónica stated that 

after Paris, Madrid was the city with most cars in Europe. Such a mania, the writer 

explains, necessitated measures of traffic control that were up to those standards but, the 

article continues, at the moment there were not enough traffic officers to keep the city 

running smoothly.51 The photograph accompanying the article shows the Gran Vía during 

midday, where the scene plays out the journalist’s argument: the tilted perspective evokes 

disorder and neither cars nor pedestrians appear to follow rules or systematic organization 

(Fig. 2.18). Since the problem persisted, an urban transit congress took place in 1932 to 

discuss remedies. The headline in Ahora (Now) newspaper announcing the municipal 

congress proclaimed, “Do you know how to walk on the street?” The issue was new, “20 

years ago Madrid had the psychological makeup of a village, a large village, but a village 

nonetheless.” According to the article, the ingrained pedestrian behavior had not adjusted 

to the city’s unprecedented growth, a complication that was most evident in the transit 

                                                
51 E. de A.,“El tráfico en las calles de Madrid,” Crónica, May 18, 1930, n.p. “Madrid … se ha visto de 
improvisto lanzada a la vida moderna. Hace veinte años tenia una psicología de pueblo, pueblo grande, 
agradable, simpático, de vida apacible y acogedora, pero pueblo al fin. Ahora es una ciudad en toda 
extensión de la palabra. Esto se advierte en la circulación más que en ningún otro aspecto de la vida 
ciudadana…es preciso educar a conductores y peatones.” 
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problem.52 In 1934, Crónica published a cartoon by Antonio Bellón titled “Dawn in the 

Gran Vía or the Exit of the Sunday Excursionists,” which exaggerates the disorder of the 

avenue during the Sunday morning commute of those returning home from last evening’s 

parties and those leaving the city to go on hikes or ski outings (Fig. 2.19). As a caricature 

it emphasizes the same anarchical behavior of Madrid’s citizens that these articles 

criticized. 

For Madrid to be modern, it had to demonstrate streamlined functionality, a 

feature that would be perceivable in the Gran Vía’s traffic. This is evidenced in the 1934 

provocative advertisement for the perfume Cocaína en Flor (Cocaine in Bloom) that 

visualizes an ideal modern Madrid. In the publicity we see the emblematic multi-use 

Capitol building, also known as the Carrión, next to the Cinema del Callao with the 

words “Modern perfume for modern life” (Fig. 2.20). Electric lights glimmer as the 

fragrance bottle floats above the Gran Vía. The avenue appears with a steady stream of 

car headlights. While the name of the scent alerts us to the agitation and hyper-

stimulation of the city, Madrid is nonetheless pictured as perfectly mechanical in its 

sleekly-run performance. The traffic illustrated in the idealized advertisement is opposite 

to that shown in the photograph of the Gran Vía taken during the daytime (see, for 

example, fig. 2.18). 

If, as the 1924 journalist had foreseen, there had been any of that renovation of 

traditional behavior with the construction of the Gran Vía, those new ways of acting had 

                                                
52 Francisco Madrid, “¿Sabe usted andar por la calle?” Ahora, diario gráfico, January 8, 1933, 15.  
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not affected the conventional communal attitudes between people and transport, despite 

the rapid developments of the latter. Thus, control and supervision were necessary in the 

face of those broken rules. The group taking over what appears to be an empty street 

corroborates those articles that argued that locals were stuck in tradition rather than 

advancing alongside the speed of Madrid’s growth. Thus the actions that the Estampa 

centerfold promoted or possibly merely indulged implied a pedestrian freedom that had to 

change.  

The Gran Vía had been projected and planned, and like the nineteenth century 

expansion, the Plan de Castro, it was meant to alter the way the city functioned and 

compensated for the failures of the areas of organic urban development.53 It did result in 

some changes beyond easing the communication between the areas of the city. It 

compelled different pedestrian behavior, as different social classes mingled and strolled, 

but it also presented new demands for those passersby. If the avenue was intended to 

terminate the problems that arose from the past’s lack of organization, it also offered a 

reformation that endowed the city center with the sufficient capacities to perform a 

suitable modern display. As such, it had to exhibit order and control and madrileños 

needed to be educated in a new civic behavior appropriate to the modern urban city.  

Within this context, it is not surprising that the figure of the traffic guard became 

an emblem of modernity because it fulfilled the much needed role of ordering the 

                                                
53 With the constructions of the Plan de Castro, the central point of Madrid, the Puerta del Sol, lost a high 
number of inhabitants throughout the nineteenth and twentieth century but those who remained living there 
were mostly of the lower class. 
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renovated city. In weekly Ciudad magazine, in which editorial were focused on and 

promoted only the positive aspects of Madrid and Spain, traffic policemen were 

repeatedly pictured (Figs. 2.21-2.24). Within the purview of the editors’ goals, the 

emphatic repetition of the traffic guard figure implies that it participated within the set 

parameters as one of the people who took an active role in the city’s progress. The 

character appeared in frontispiece cartoons of various issues, capable of controlling rows 

of vehicles, or energetically waving his hands to direct pedestrians or a rushing car (Figs. 

2.21-2.22).  

For the first issue, the cover was particularly explicit. The Ángel Aracil 

photograph shows the Carrión building, its art deco architecture peeking out from behind 

a crossing guard who is himself dwarfed by the size of the four-sided traffic light (Fig. 

2.23). The photographer’s tilted perspective does not depict disorder; instead it recalls the 

quick glances and movements of pedestrians. It could easily be a film still from the 

experimental city symphony films of early cinema.54 The photographer offers the view 

from below, giving a sense of enormity to the subjects. The guard, turned to the left, has 

his role clarified and underscored by the traffic box that states “control de tráfico,” 

indicating that the machine and the man work together to maintain order. Madrid is 

pictured as an orderly city where people, like technology, act properly. The technology 

embodied in the traffic light, and modernity exhibited in the skyscraper that defies the 

                                                
54 Among the various city symphonies made in the early twentieth century, the most famous examples are 
Berlin: Symphony of a Metropolis directed by Walter Ruttman (1927) and Man with a Movie Camera 
directed by Dziga Vertov (1929). 
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human scale, are both still managed by people, embodied here by the pictured guard. The 

monumentalized traffic policeman reminds us that people make up the urban 

environment and that cities are infrastructures for inhabiting. 

Perhaps the ultimate example of the traffic guard as a symbol of the modernity 

and regulation is in Ciudad’s irreverent use of the figure in its film review section. For 

those readers uneducated in the importance of traffic rules and regulations, the figure of 

the traffic guard appeared as its rating system of films (Fig. 2.24). Urban transit rules 

function here to determine the quality of a movie, as the clever design works off 

streetlights to let readers to know when to “speed by” a title and when to “stop” for 

movies deserving attention. In these images the city is evoked as a place that is both a 

center of mass entertainment and functional through ideal order. The enjoyment of the 

new modern pastimes appeared to be under the similar rules as living in the city 

otherwise demanded: it guided citizens and demanded they be aware of proper conduct.  

The emphasis on traffic and movement in the Gran Vía is in accordance with its 

design, which was ordered to consider both pedestrian and vehicular traffic. And along 

with this conception, the new avenue also accommodated new views that similarly 

evoked authority. The buildings’ height—planned to be a minimum of six floors in each 

Gran Vía segment—vertically extended the capacity to supervise and control the action 

below.55 A 1930 article in Crónica reveals one of the inevitable tropes in current literary 

                                                
55 La ‘Gran Vía’, 15. 
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and graphic exegesis of Madrid: aerial views of Madrid.56 This particular write-up 

included photographs taken from skyscrapers (Fig. 2.25). New Madrid can look down on 

old Madrid from its “enormous buildings for whom the city has no secrets.” The 

dominating skyscrapers are described as “guardias de la porra,” a colloquial term that 

designated municipal policemen who carried a bludgeon stick (the porra). Like the traffic 

guards keeping order in the streets below, the buildings maintained order in the sky, 

impeding the free course of airplanes that could otherwise swoop by Madrid unchecked.57  

The ability and desire to look at the city from airplanes and skyscrapers were cast 

by commentators as positive because it was entirely new. Supervision had modern 

connotations which is why aerial views were so popular (Fig. 2.26). The 1929 photograph 

of King Alfonso XIII looking at Madrid from the first skyscraper (the Teléfonica building 

in the Gran Vía) embraces both the new gratifying perspective as well as the symbolic 

connotations of the elevated heights (Fig. 2.27). The King, dressed as a modern 

gentleman, gazes out, able to behold a totalizing and evaluative view of the capital city. 

This photograph was taken as part of the telephone company’s propaganda efforts to 

promoted its modernizing activities throughout Spain.58 It is especially effective in 

transmitting the King as the personification of state power and as a modern man capable 

                                                
56 A.R.,“El Madrid que se espiga; que se pone en puntillas á coger estrellas” Crónica, February 23, 1930, 
n.p. “Edificios enormes, en fin, para los que la ciudad no tiene secretos, porque las calles se ofrecen 
integras…” 

57 Ibid. 

58 For more on the Telefónica’s project to advertise itself as a modernizer of Spain, see the exhibition 
catalogue: Transformaciones, los años veinte en los archivos de la Telefónica (Madrid: Fundación 
Telefónica, 2005). 
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of controlling and overseeing the capital.59 From the top of the Telefónica, the city could 

appear both distant and a calculated design. Such a vision elides the disorder that close-

ups permitted, providing instead a certain regularity that evinced progress. But 

metropolitan order was, as of yet, not complete in the 1920s, as the Estampa centerfold or 

the articles complaining about pedestrians or traffic showed. 

While the centerfold’s physical exhibition of overflow references a clear problem, 

the symbolic overflow it displays requires an explanation of the building socio-political 

pressures throughout the decades preceding the Civil War’s outbreak in 1936. The 

photograph has the multitude breaking through the boundaries of set spatial politics; they 

overflow from the urban areas where the modistilla type was accepted into the Gran Vía. 

The caption calling the modistillas the “joy” of Madrid could have had readers surmise 

that they were seen as a positive energy in the city. Indeed, dressmakers were a prototype 

that represented a force due to their sheer numbers; they made up an enormous part of the 

city’s laboring class that had increased to account for over 23,000 workers by 1905.60 

Still, the women, who constituted the majority of the textile industry workers, had a 

negative stereotype that is incongruous with the photograph’s caption. Even the 

colloquial term modistillas, the diminutive of modista, has pejorative implications that 

                                                
59 This photograph has many more implications when one considers that the government had given the 
Telefónica company exclusive rights for installing and operating telecommunication systems in Spain at 
this moment and that the King himself owned shares in the company stocks. See: Antonio Pérez Yuste, “La 
creación de la Compañía Telefónica Nacional de España en la dictadura de Primo de Rivera,” Cuadernos 
de historia contemporánea 29 (2007): 95-117. 

60 Núñez Orgaz, “‘Las modistillas’ de Madrid,” 436. I have not found the exact numbers of textile workers 
for the 1920 or 1930s decades. 
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recalled what ordinary work these women were thought to perform. Most tellingly, the 

stereotype ruled them as joyful but lacking moral fiber. 

The women acting within the Gran Vía images their displacement from the area 

they were traditionally ascribed to areas that were equivalent to their economic status as 

well as their reputed lifestyle. Their reputation since the establishment of their role as an 

urban type in the mid-nineteenth century was that they were loose women.61 For 

example, an 1876 nineteenth-century compendium guide for visitors to the capital offers 

the following advice for a man wishing to enjoy the love of a modistilla: Use the phrase 

“I’d eat you up” rather than complimenting them by calling them pretty, because from the 

author’s experience, the more daring phrase is more successful.62 The write-up offers the 

view of dressmakers as companions to men of questionable social standing—often 

students and military cadets—who nonetheless remained open to any male who flattered 

them.63  

A 1928 illustration by popular commercial artist K-hito in Blanco y negro 

demonstrates that the nineteenth century description was still valid decades later.64 K-

hito’s cartoon depicts a curvy woman, who appears to pay little attention to a man that 

walks behind her. The drawing accompanied a short story in Blanco y negro entitled “El 

                                                
61 Ibid., 437-438. 

62 Manuel Matoses, “La hora de las modistas,” Madrid por dentro y por fuera, Guía de forasteros incautos, 
ed. Eusebio Blasco (1873; repr., Madrid: Biblioteca Nueva, 2008), 366-367. 

63 Ibid., 361, 367.  

64 K-hito is the pseudonym used by artist Ricardo García López.  
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tenorio y la modista” (The Tenorio and the Dressmaker). The male’s name is Pepe, but 

the title references the classical Don Juan Tenorio character because of his passionate 

pursuit of a dressmaker (Fig. 2.28). The fictional occurrence the cartoon depicts is said to 

happen “far away from the Calle Velázquez,” a street in the aristocratic Salamanca 

neighborhood, implying that such an elegant street would not be the site for these types of 

incidents. As the story develops, the man prevails over the dressmaker and they almost 

end up together, but it is location that thwarts their liaison, ending up on Velázquez street, 

where Pepe’s wife sees them, revealing the real reason why the man was avoiding that 

street. 65  

The modistillas’ reputation and low-class status meant that the centerfold 

photograph diverges from the typical views that relegated these women to the non-

gentrified Puerta del Sol. The Puerta del Sol remained overcrowded and unsanitary and 

still remained the central point of convergence for the city’s population. But, more 

frequently, the dressmakers were typified as attending the diversions that took place in 

the disorganized outskirts of the city. 66 Specifically, they were usually said to be found in 

the Cuatro Caminos area where outdoor dances and verbenas (summer fairs) took place 

                                                
65 Virgilio de Pascua, “El tenorio y la modista o los hay que se pierden de vista,” Blanco y negro, 
November 18, 1928, n.p. 

66 Verbenas took place in the outskirts where there was room for all the kiosks and dance halls. For full 
descriptions of the ambience of verbenas, both their festive and tawdry aspects see: Francisco Javier Pérez 
Rojas, La ciudad placentera: de la verbena al cabaret (Valencia: Museo del Siglo XIX, 2003), 340-347; 
José Gutiérrez Solana, Madrid Callejero (Madrid: Castalia and Comunidad de Madrid, 1995), 81-87, 95-
114, 157- 173.  
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(Fig. 2.29).67 Verbenas, like dressmakers, were colorful and local to Madrid, and in these 

festivities lax supervision reportedly served as an attraction to women of this profession 

who could flirt openly in hopes of finding male companions.68 Indeed, because of the low 

wages in the industry and even lower pay for females, these women were known to have 

resorted to male attachments or prostitution in order to make ends meet.69 Modistillas’ 

exuberant characterization, a hybrid between Madrid’s local lower-class chula and the 

coquettish maja, papered over the real socio-economic problems of the workforce.70 

Although the Estampa photograph shows the dressmakers in a central modern 

site, it still nods to their traditional context within the city. The modistillas walk along a 

storefront that displays a castizo element typical of verbenas: the mantón de manila, a 

type of embroidered silk shawl (Fig. 2.30). Modistillas would wear the lively mantón to 

attend verbena celebrations, where their presence was common. The rest of the goods the 

store offers are blocked by the chosen angle, but we can clearly see the large draping 

fabric of the mantón de manila, easily recognizable because of its long decorative fringe 

                                                
67 Pilar Folguera Crespo, “Las mujeres de la Comunidad de Madrid de la de la invisibilidad a la evidencia,” 
El Madrid de las mujeres, avances hacia la visibilidad (1833-1931) Vol. II, dir. Valentina Fernández 
Vargas (Madrid: Comunidad de Madrid, 1989), 223.  

68 Modistillas were frequently searching for boyfriends or lovers according to various sources. In 1873 
Matoses described them as women that either end up married or hungry. For more on the history of 
verbenas, as well as their tawdry characterization, see Chapter 4. Matoses, “La hora de las modistas,” 364-
365; José Gutiérrez Solana, Madrid callejero (Madrid: Comunidad de Madrid and Editorial Castalia, 1995), 
63-66, 157-174. 

69 Núñez Orgaz, “‘Las modistillas’ de Madrid,” 439-440; Juan Carlos Sierra Gómez, El Madrid de Larra 
(Madrid: Sílex, 2008) 155.  

70 Isabel Román Román, “Regeneracionismo y costumbrismo: Los nuevos españoles pintados por sí 
mismos del semanario España,” Anales de la literatura 26 (2014): 436. According to Díaz Sánchez part of 
the problem of dressmakers was due to the way they worked mostly in small workshops that did not bolster 
class-consciousness or unionizing efforts. See: Díaz Sánchez, “Del taller de costura a la fábrica,” 280. 
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(Fig. 2.31). The mantón was one of the remaining elements of the local folkloric costume 

in the 1920s and solely used during verbenas where women would compete for a prize 

awarded to the best mantón (Fig. 2.32). Because verbenas had become a lower-class 

affair in the past decades, it was expected to find modistillas in the fairs.71 This was 

especially the case for the verbena of San Antonio de la Florida (Saint Anthony), when 

they would go in groups to the saint’s chapel to ask for a boyfriend.72 The attendance of 

the traditionally-costumed dressmakers stood out during the San Antonio verbena 

because the day-to-day working attire did not have the ability to identify them beyond 

working class, as specifically in the profession of textile workers. Even with the 

dressmakers’ displacement from the traditional diversions of festival area to the modern 

avenue, the photograph underscores their casticismo because they continued taking part 

in traditions. Both the centerfold and the image of the dressmakers in the verbena indicate 

the continuing resistance to a complete transformation of the dressmaker’s conventional 

situation in Madrid.  

Importantly, the dressmakers not only brought their local authenticity to the Gran 

Vía, they also embodied the threat of the uncontrollable overflow of the popular or lower 

                                                
71 For the historical transformation of verbenas, as well as the socio-economic classes that attended the 
events, see Chapter 4. 

72 The groups of modistillas were usually photographed going to the S. Antonio de la Florida chapel in the 
outskirts of Madrid since they dress in sightly traditional clothing and the custom that goes along with 
asking the saint for a boyfriend is amusing. On the saint’s day they would drop thirteen sewing pins into the 
baptismal font and press their hands against the bottom. The number of pins that remained stuck to the hand 
when taken out of the water would be the number of boyfriends the woman would have that year. 
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class to which they belonged.73 The women, now within the modern part of Madrid, 

demonstrated that they would no longer be exclusively contained in the under-supervised 

areas. Considering the great number of textile workers these ladies represented, they 

embodied the possibility of a city overrun by the popular classes. Adding to the assumed 

danger, the dressmakers’ actions were also imaged as infectious: despite, or perhaps 

because of their inattention, men and adolescents trail behind them seemingly caught up 

in their course. The photograph recalls what the K-hito illustration pictured, where a man 

follows a modista. If these new types of women, specifically modistillas, symbolized 

modernity, they also had an underlying subversive power. In verbenas they flaunted their 

independence, but more threatening still was how they could contribute to men’s 

breaking of spatial boundaries since it was understood that men pursued these women 

wherever they went.  

The working class’s appearance in the Gran Vía hints at the democratization of 

urban spaces and opens up complex political questions inherent in their presence. The 

photograph demonstrated that while Madrid’s modernization meant the physical 

expansion and renovation of the city, it was also related to growing social class frictions. 

Historian Fernando Castillo Cáceres argues that for philosopher José Ortega y Gasset the 

city was the place that channeled people’s participation in society but that the twentieth 

century metropolis had increasingly become a place of urban agglomeration. The city 

                                                
73 The popular class and proletariat both belong to the lower class but the terms indicate their difference. 
The popular class belongs within the low class status and specifically references the workers who were 
employed in traditional industries (textile work being one of such industries). The proletariat falls into the 
same lower class category but references the new jobs borne with modern industries. 
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now had the foreboding presence of the masses involved in political action, an influence 

that had been previously limited to the educated classes.74 From 1931 and until the start 

of the Civil War in 1936, the mounting political discord came through as a host of 

conservative voices proclaimed that the Second Republic had initiated an era of 

“plebeian-ization” of the capital, a term that referred to how the proletariat no longer 

respected the established spatial boundaries of different social categories.75  

Agustín de Foxá’s 1938 novel, Madrid de Corte a checa (Madrid from Royal 

Court to Cheka), exemplifies the argument of a city run by the masses.76 De Foxá’s book 

is considered by historians to encapsulate the most conservative party’s account of the 

Civil War and includes modistillas among the lower-class whose presence brought about 

the decay of Madrid during the Republic.77 Dressmakers appear in the book carousing 

with students or drunk with sailors, chanting and singing. De Foxá described them and 

the area of Madrid where they convened as “the north American coast of the city, 

                                                
74 Castillo Cáceres, Capital aborrecida, 225-227. 

75 Juan Manuel Bonet, “Un libro nuevo,” Capital aborrecida, la aversión hacia Madrid en la literatura y la 
sociedad del 98 a la posguerra (Madrid: Editorial Polifemo, 2010), 15. 

76 A checa or cheka is a term derived from the Soviets. It refers to unofficial jails controlled by the 
Republicans where suspected fascists or rebel sympathizers were summarily judged and executed during 
the Spanish Civil War. 

77 De Foxá represents the Falange party. Although various novels narrated the necessary development of 
the rebel side’s ideology and action, this novel is widely considered the best example in terms of artistry 
and literary values. See: Wadda Ríos-Font, The Canon and the Archive: Configuring Literature in Modern 
Spain (Lewinsburg: Bucknell University Press, 2004); Julio Rodríguez Puértolas, Literatura fascista 
Española I, Historia (Madrid: Akal, 1986).  
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pounded by the native racket of students and modistillas of San Bernardo street.”78 The 

women and their companions epitomized disorder.79 The photographed modistas and the 

men they attract correspond to de Foxá’s conservative mindset in that they demonstrate 

the masses taking over the city. That they spill out from sidewalk to the street 

underscores the sense that they needed to be reined in. What in the centerfold appeared 

like harmless diversion brought fear to the bourgeois and aristocratic classes during the 

Second Republic since they felt no longer capable of asserting themselves or restricting 

access to the symbolic areas or center of the city. 

A 1931 photograph by Alfonso Sánchez Portela is representative of de Foxá’s 

conception of a shift in what was and was not tolerable as a reflection of the political 

changes. In the photograph dressmakers appear manifesting their support for the Republic 

in front of the Royal Palace of Madrid (Fig. 2.33). Taken on the day of the Republican 

victory, the crowd of working-class women in front of the King’s residence has important 

similarities with the centerfold. Again the modistillas are in a zone of Madrid that is 

highly symbolic but where their presence would be atypical. Once more, they walk in 

unison, linking their arms in a display of collective strength with men present among 

them. The men, attracted perhaps to their energy, are important: women’s suffrage was 

                                                
78 Agustín de Foxá, Madrid de Corte a checa (Madrid: Editorial Prensa Española, 1962), 23. “Aquella 
esquina era la costa norteamericana de la ciudad, batida ya por el jaleo indígena de los estudiantes y las 
modistillas de la calle de San Bernardo.” 

79  They appear under the same parameter every time they are mentioned in the book. See, de Foxá, Madrid 
de Corte a checa, 17, 23, 35, 53. 
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not established in Spain until the new constitution of October of 1931, so these 

politically-active women had not been able to vote.  

But the Estampa centerfold photograph was taken with the monarchy still in place 

alongside the Dictator Miguel Primo de Rivera in power. The photograph therefore 

demonstrates that the issue that spatial democratization (or “plebeian-ization”) was not 

solely tied to a political regime change but also, and equally or more significantly, to the 

modernizing processes occurring in Madrid. It was, in fact, the impact of modernity that 

had altered the way social classes interacted in the city. The government-backed urban 

interventions of the nineteenth-century Plan de Castro had been clean, organized, and 

modern and ultimately aimed at the bourgeois and aristocratic classes. The outcome was 

that the upper crust abandoned the city center they had shared with the lower classes for 

newly constructed urban areas, frequenting the center now only to work or shop.80 After 

centuries of co-habitation, the wellborn classes no longer lived among the poorer 

workers. After the mid-nineteenth century there was essentially a separation with the 

better-off social classes residing in the new parceled territories north of the city.81 

Meanwhile, the lower classes were at best allowed to continue living in the benighted 

historical area and at worst displaced to the outskirts with unsatisfactory sanitary and 

transportation infrastructures. Under the urban reformations of the nineteenth century that 

                                                
80 Baker, Madrid cosmopolita, 56.  

81 Rubén Pallol Trigueros, “El Madrid moderno: Chamberí (el Ensanche Norte) símbolo de nacimiento de 
una nueva capital, 1860-1930” (PhD diss. Universidad Complutense de Madrid, 2011), 57-63, 88-112. 
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transformed the city, the center was effectively drained of its population, a condition that 

the Gran Vía’s construction accentuated.82  

On the surface, the Estampa centerfold appears to contradict the set spatial 

politics described in Andrés Carranque de los Ríos’s 1936 novel, Cinematógrafo 

(Cinematographer).83 Larson analyzed the novel to show how it demonstrates that the 

characters, despite seemingly moving freely throughout Madrid, are “trapped in their own 

particular spaces and endanger themselves when they try to break free.”84 In the story, the 

working-class characters go to the bourgeois and high-class Castellana street but are told 

to leave by a policeman who says they are not to be seen in such a glamorous space.85 

Larson explains that the novel exhibits how the spatial boundaries established in the 

nineteenth century and the city’s subsequent expansion underscored the social-

differentiation of space. And articles that appeared in the popular press demonstrate that 

Larson’s perceptions are correct. Magazine articles maintained the views of traditional 

separation of class territories: as in Cinematógrafo, traditional places were not presented 

as suddenly open to different social classes to mingle and collide. Madrid’s historical 

promenades continued to be defined by certain class awareness and status, as seen in the 

1929 article in Crónica, “Los que van de paseo” (Those Who Stroll). In the column the 

writer describes which type of person each particular locale attracted (Fig. 2.34). For 

                                                
82 Baker, Madrid cosmopolita, 65. 

83 Andrés Carranque de los Ríos, Cinematógrafo (Madrid: Viamonte, 1997). 

84 Larson, Constructing and Resisting Modernity, 156. 

85 Ibid. 
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example, the Castellana area was for the aristocrats, as in Cinematógrafo, and the paseos 

of the Prado and Moncloa were for bourgeois children and their nannies.86  

However, although the administration of the city had only invested in the upper 

class’s interests and prosperity, as Ortega y Gasset apprehensively described, the popular 

classes had begun to foray to at least one of the upper-class spaces during the twentieth 

century, the Gran Vía. What at first may seem paradoxical when comparing 

Cinematógrafo’s events with the display of Estampa centerfold is not actually an oddity. 

The lower classes used and were seen in the Gran Vía; they were able to take advantage 

of this new avenue precisely because it offered a distinct situation due to its history—or 

lack thereof—and its development.  

The avenue was categorically different from the historical parkways and picturing 

it in the centerfold did not represent an overturning of tradition. Rather, the avenue’s 

creation offered an opportunity to shift the urban dynamics because of its newness and 

because it had been constructed in an area previously populated by the lower class.87 As 

such, despite the refined commercial spaces facing the avenue, the streets behind the new 

buildings remained impoverished and unsanitary. A Russian tourist in Madrid in 1931, 

Ilya Ehrenburg, described the Gran Vía as a “wide and open avenue; however, to the 

right and left slits open, brimming with dark courtyards, resounding with the meows of 

                                                
86 Francisco Ramos de Castro, “Los que van de paseo,” Crónica, December 8, 1929, n.p. 

87 The parkways created during the nineteenth century played an important role in the development of the 
bourgeois class identity and culture. Because there were no labor laws until 1904, the lower classes would 
hardly ever be present in these recreational spaces, marking them as places for the upper classes. See: Jorge 
Uría, “Lugares para el ocio. Espacio público y espacios recreativos en la Restauración española,” Historia 
Social 41 (2001): 91-92. 
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cats and creatures.”88 The fresh constructions drew a curtain of newness, behind which 

the problems of sanitation and disorder persisted. For example, in the 1935 cover of 

Madrid turístico y monumental, a magazine intended to propel tourism in the capital, we 

can see, perhaps inadvertently, the two aspects of the Gran Vía (Fig. 2.35). The focus of 

the photograph may be the Capitol building, but on the left, behind the structure, the 

remains of an old building with its crumbling walls prevail. 

Moreover, the common complaint about the Gran Vía’s lack of character made it 

available to various social classes. Its lack of personality made it accessible, despite the 

fact that its businesses supplied the affluent classes. Even the name itself, “Gran Vía,” 

that so-called “Great Way,” incorporates the avenue’s familiar spirit. In the press and 

even in the official reports, it bears this designation despite the fact that each of its three 

segments was officially named after distinguished statesmen.89 Adding to the public-ness 

of the street, throughout the 1920s and 1930s storefronts were promoted as a new type of 

art, a mass visual phenomenon available to passersby (Figs. 2.36-2.38). Images of these 

artistic store displays or of those windows that have the best lighting installed proliferate 

                                                
88 Ilya Ehrenburg, España, república de trabajadores (1932; repr., Madrid: Editorial Melusina, 2008), 18. 
“Es una avenida amplia y larga, sin embargo; a diestra y siniestra se abren unas rendijas sórdidas cuajadas 
de patios oscuros, donde resuenan maullidos estridentes de gatos y de las criaturas.” 

89 Anonymous, La ‘Gran Vía,’ 1920. The three segments of the Gran Vía were initially called Conde 
Peñalver, Pi y Margall, and Eduardo Dato. From the beginning they were known as the Gran Vía when 
referring to the avenue as a whole. The street underwent various name changes that represented the 
different governments in power during the twentieth century. It has been officially named the Gran Vía 
since 1982. For instances that demonstrate the use of the term “Gran Vía” early on, the most telling are the 
1920 state report called La ‘Gran Vía,’ and interview with actor Ramón Peña where he tells the journalist 
he lives in the chic avenue Conde de Peñalver. The journalist has no clue where that is until Peña exclaims 
that it is the Gran Vía: El caballero audaz, “Nuestras visitas: Ramón Peña,” La Esfera, November 20, 1915, 
n.p.  
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in the popular press. Readers were alerted that these were open as attractions, not 

exclusive to those that could go into the stores as buyers. Viewing shop windows was 

veiled in culture, it was a new acceptable pursuit that helped open up the commercial 

street as an area for all: those who could afford to purchase and those who made do with 

admiring. In the image of the great stores of Madrid, the illustrated frieze above on of the 

photographs demonstrates a new and acceptable type of behavior: pausing and staring at 

these displays (Fig. 2.36). In short, the Gran Vía’s development unwittingly advanced 

new forms of acting in the center of Madrid. 

By breaking boundaries, Madrid’s modistillas manifested a new autonomy in the 

city. While certain overflows were overlooked under specific and particular 

circumstances, other types of infringement needed to be contained. But the dressmakers’ 

appearance and actions in the Gran Vía must be considered transformative since they had 

been previously unaccessible to their class. It is no surprise that the activity pictured in 

the centerfold evoked the scorn of conservative voices. Nonetheless, the capital’s 

acclaimed developments went hand-in-hand with the unprecedented overview of Madrid 

and its citizens.  

 

Spectacle 

Modern Madrid was a city on display, and since vision was not limited to 

regulation and control, it could also be turned into a commodity. Increased fields of view 

and the importance of optical perception were understood as characteristics of modernity. 

The 1935 editorial of the costly magazine Las cuatro estaciones (The Four Seasons) 
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explained it thus: “Critics assure us that we are living in a visual epoch that is a time 

when we live and think through images. Cinema, foremost, graphic advertisements, 

magazines, and revues prove this already cliché observation.”90  

In Madrid the site that most fully embodied spectacle was the Gran Vía, the 

location to attend espectáculos: shows and performances. And the Estampa centerfold 

shows how Madrid and madrileños were pictured as spectacle, that is, self-aware 

performances. These spectacles, especially those that took place in the Gran Vía, were 

available to capitalist commodification because, with the increasing industrialism of the 

twentieth century, the sights of the city, both its people and places, could result in 

profit.91  

The heightened role of vision in the modern metropolis could make citizens 

themselves visual commodities. The dressmakers in the photograph stroll along the glass 

display of the Rafael Sánchez store, a backdrop that is not surprising in the largely 

commercial Gran Vía. The storefronts along the avenue accommodated and compelled 

vision. Not only did their displays feature careful design and lighting that received 

accolades, but also the very form of the street promoted looking. The wide street allowed 

for natural light that lured passersby to entertain themselves with the artistically 

                                                
90 A. López Llausás, “Presentación,” Las cuatro estaciones, Summer, 1935, n.p. “Los críticos nos aseguran 
que estamos viviendo en una época visual, es decir, en una época que vive y pienaa a fuerza de imágenes. 
El cine en primer término, los anuncios gráficos, los magazines, las revistas de espectáculos, abonan esta 
afirmación ya vulgar. Los ojos se vengan de los oídos. Las imágenes devoran victoriosamente las ideas.” 

91 I am referring here to the connections Walter Benjamin made between transforming capitalist economy 
with consumerism and display in the Arcades Project. See, Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project 
(Cambridge, MS: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2002). 
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positioned merchandise on view, to indulge in seeing. At the right of the picture a pair of 

women stop their window shopping to take in a different kind of show, the modistillas. 

Modistillas, at once readers and features of the magazine, are consumers and in their 

display are available for consuming. They are conscious that the Gran Vía is a place 

where they will be seen and are correspondingly well-dressed and coifed. In the margins, 

the illustrated figures recall that the dressmakers are similarly “artistic,” aesthetically 

pleasing sights to be seen. The drawings frame the subject as they call attention to the 

women as magazine motifs. 

Castizas, traditional female characters from Madrid like the dressmakers, already 

had an established display value by the 1920s; in that regard, the magazines perpetuated 

their role as tourist attractions. Traditional Spanish femininity had been prized and 

sexualized since the Romantic period. In Téophile Gautier’s 1845 travel memoir, A 

Romantic in Spain, the author dedicates various pages to the madrileña type. He gave 

special attention to the lace mantilla because underneath this accessory “a woman must 

be as ugly as the three cardinal virtues not to look pretty.”92 Modistillas and other Spanish 

women would wear the mantillas for religious festivities (Fig. 2.39). These veils were 

found attractive because of their uniqueness to Spain and it was one of the few traditional 

garments that continued to be worn by local women. According to a 1933 newspaper 

report, on a day like Holy Thursday, photographers and military men would go to where 

                                                
92 Théophile Gautier, A Romantic in Spain (New York: Interlink Books, 2001), 79-84; Théophile Gautier, 
“Madrid hace cien años,” Ciudad, January 9, 1935, n.p. 
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the women walked just to take in the spectacle of the ladies with the lace mantillas.93 

Almost one hundred years later, Ciudad translated an excerpt of A Romantic in Spain 

along with a contemporary description of Madrid by writer Camille Mauclair to 

determine how the capital had changed. Both excerpts coincided in at least one 

observation, namely that Mauclair was as taken as Gautier by the display of the ladies 

with the sensuous mantilla, which he said, makes the madrileña a “genuine princess.”94  

Even though these comments were made by foreigners, they were not unique to 

them. In the 1935 inaugural issue of Madrid turístico y monumental an article by Enrique 

Díaz Retg, the president of the Sindicato de Iniciativas de Madrid, discusses the capital’s 

tourism industry. In it he enumerates the list of attractions the city offers, including such 

practicalities as being the cheapest capital city in Europe. Among his matter-of-fact list of 

Madrid’s advantages as a tourist destination is his opinion about the high number of 

beautiful women in the city, a number greater than that in other European capitals, he 

asserts.95 In the article, the photograph published shows madrileñas wearing the mantilla 

that had enchanted the French and other visitors (Fig 2.40). Women’s bodies were 

imaged as sites of urban modernity, as illustrated in magazines like Blanco y negro, but 

often also as attractions for the growing tourist industry.  

                                                
93 Josefina Carabias, “Las mantillas y las mujeres guapas,” La Voz, April 13, 1933, 3.  

94 Camilo Mauclair, “Madrid en la actualidad,” Ciudad, January 16, 1935, n.p. 

95 Enrique Díaz Retg, “Madrid, primer centro turístico de España es también uno de los primeros de 
Europa,” Madrid turístico y monumental, February, 1935, 8-9. 
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The modistillas did not have to be wearing the mantilla in the centerfold as they 

were already a well-known urban trope and sexualized stereotype. Dressmakers were 

representations of a local authenticity, marketable figures of folklore and casticismo 

within and outside of Madrid. They were easily objectified thanks to their well-known 

sexualized character, as relayed in popular stories. The week after the centerfold was 

published, in the Estampa interview of dressmakers in their workshop, the women were 

asked were about their student boyfriends, and at the end of the article, their smiling faces 

are displayed for readers to enjoy (Fig. 2.41).  

Whether modern or traditional, women’s bodies were a sight to be consumed. As 

sites of urban modernity, women were another attraction for the growing tourist industry. 

Therefore it is not surprising to find articles that explain that respectable women could 

not go out by themselves at night in Madrid.96 A 1934 report in Crónica tells the story of 

a woman, Ivonne, who attempts to find something to do in Madrid at night. She is 

described as modern, and as such she attempts to attend places that share those qualities. 

She goes to spectacles—the cinema or cabaret— but she realizes that she too is on 

display, available for consumption (Figs. 2.42-2.43). The photographs show the lady 

turned away from the camera and covered up in a long coat. Her face obscured, she could 

be any woman. In the images the connection between her as an avid looker and someone 

on display is clear; she is presented looking at a store display, consuming an urban sight, 

an analogy to her own situation as focus of the male gaze. One of the photographs shows 

                                                
96 Francisco Aguera Cenarro, “Viejo espíritu en la ciudad nueva. De cómo, en Madrid, una mujer honesta 
no puede salir noche,” Crónica, January 14, 1934, n.p. 
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her at the entrance of a cinema on the Gran Vía, where all of the colorful decorations—

despite being inanimate—also appear to ogle at her. The painting of dancers, whose 

provocative outfits contrast with Ivonne’s garments acts as a counterpoint to the real 

woman, but their overt sexualization of the painted dancers corresponds to how the 

woman can be perceived. Despite her modesty, she is participating in self-spectacle by 

her mere presence in such a site. The article’s title reference of the “old spirit in the new 

city” reminds us that beneath the veneer of modernity, behaviors of the past continued. 

Women, whose visibility and presence in the city had been more prevalent since the end 

of the nineteenth century, were in essence on exhibit and sometimes unwittingly so. 

While the modern tourism industry was developing, the view of women was not; their 

role was that of another visual consumable that, if anything, had expanded to include the 

seemingly modern woman. 

The Gran Vía was the site to see and be seen and the importance of capitalizing 

sight in the modern city to market it toward attracting tourism was widely understood. 

And yet, the 1928 Gran Vía lacked a preferred point of view that could encapsulate 

Madrid as modern. From a pedestrians’ perspective, without the presence of castizo 

elements, the look of the avenue related to nothing particular to Spain. Moreover, from a 

design mindset, the Gran Vía’s three segments were at different angles and levels that 

resisted the possibility of an extended vision with a distant vanishing point. As a planned 

street, its unevenness could even be said to fit with Madrid’s center that had followed 

centuries of organic development.  
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As an avenue that represented modern Madrid, its most evocative buildings did 

not work toward this objective. From the high vantage point of the skyscrapers, the 

differing architectural styles gave the avenue a disparate style. The outstanding buildings 

of the Gran Vía were not compatible with the otherwise modern avenue. At the beginning 

of the Gran Vía was the Metrópolis building (also known as the Unión y el Fénix) built in 

1907-1910 (Fig. 2.44). This Beaux-Arts bank predated the Gran Vía and was designed by 

French architects Jules and Raymond Février. Despite being made with the modern 

technique of reinforced concrete, it recalls late-nineteenth century style. Midway along 

the second segment of the Gran Vía was the Telefónica skyscraper, which also used 

modern building techniques to allow for its height, but did not have modern aesthetics 

(Fig. 2.45).97 It was designed by Spaniard Ignacio de Cárdenas, along with American 

architect Louis S. Weeks, but despite being the first skyscraper, it stays within the 

accepted traditional style.98 The building’s location did not provide enough space for 

photographs to celebrate its façade and so the Telefónica was imposing but not 

sufficiently emblematic. Thus, while the activities that took place every day in the avenue 

represented modernity, it remained difficult to photographically present this sensibility.  

It would not be until 1933 that the Gran Vía achieved a scene that was as unique 

to Madrid as modistillas or mantones de manila. Such a point of view embodied both the 

                                                
97 Larson notes these buildings in her list of most important Gran Vía sites. Looking through postcards and 
magazine photographs, however, one immediately notes that the Telefónica never received as much 
attention as the Metrópolis building. Larson, Constructing and Resisting Modernity, 61-65. 

98 Pedro Naváscues Palacio, El edificio de la compañía Telefónica en Madrid (Madrid: Dragados, 1992), 
25-26. 
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spectacle-quality of all activity that took place within the avenue as well as its marking it 

as Spanish. This site was the Carrión building that appeared in the background of 

perfume advertisement and the first Ciudad cover (see Fig. 2.35). Madrid possessed other 

avant-garde constructions that could have proven that the city was a contender within the 

international architectural community, some of which appeared in the avant-garde 

magazine A.C. Documentos de actividad contemporánea (A. C. Documents of 

Contemporary Activity), but they had the disadvantage of being in the outskirts or, more 

frequently, were private homes or apartment buildings.99   

Those buildings, such as the house of Díaz Caneja designed by architect Fernando 

García Mercadal or Madrid’s public pools designed by Luis Gutiérrez Soto, because they 

were private dwellings or because of their presence far from the center, were not able to 

represent the metropolis as a whole (Figs. 2. 46-2.47). But the Capitol transformed the 

Gran Vía and its capacity for visualization because it comprised the characteristics of 

modernity that had been intentioned for the avenue: it separated the historic area from the 

new and modern centers of popular entertainment. 

Throughout the 1930s, the Carrión building became the preferred image of 

Madrid for a national and international public. It was not only the focus of the Ciudad for 

its first cover and a centerfold, but also the first issue of Madrid turístico y monumental 

(see Figs. 2. 23, 2. 35, and 2.48) Unlike the Metrópolis or Telefónica, it was not 

                                                
99 See examples in: Anoymous, “Dos casas de García Mercadal, arquitecto,” A.C. Documentos de actividad 
contemporánea 3, Second trimester, 1931, 15, 16-17; Anonymous, “Balneario y piscinas ‘La isla’ Madrid,” 
A.C. Documentos de actividad contemporánea 7, Third trimester, 1932, 34-37. For issues with government-
funded public buildings, see: Anonymous, “Como malgasta el Estado el dinero cuando construye,” A.C. 
Documentos de actividad contemporánea 6, Second trimester, 1932, 45-47. 
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constructed with foreign capital and the commercial activities did not originally have ties 

to French or American businesses.100 Its architects, Luis Feduchi and Vicente Eced, were 

Spaniards and thus their construction could serve as proof the local activity was on par 

with the rest of Europe. Moreover, with a height of sixteen floors, it stood out among the 

lower vernacular structures that remained behind it.  

The photograph in Madrid turístico y monumental that permits the view of an old 

building’s dividing wall visually connected the new to those castizo structures. While the 

stark difference between the two zones remained, the physical situation of the Capitol 

permitted it to bridge the traditional area and the modern street by including the 

visualization of both. The multiple-use building—it housed a hotel, apartment, cinema, 

bar, restaurant, and cafeteria—acted as a quoin between the Plaza del Callao and the Gran 

Vía. As a whole, the building signified modern leisure and public consumption in the 

popular press of the 1930s. Moreover, like the modistillas, whose activity serves as an 

advertisement for Estampa magazine, the Capitol was constructed with the idea to profit 

from its high degree of visibility, watchful of the spectacle in the city. From the 

beginning, the façade was planned to be rented out for billboards. 101 Some of the same 

characteristics that make the centerfold successful were now structurally integrated into 

the Gran Vía. Overlooking the complications and problems of the avenue, by the twenty-

                                                
100 The Telefónica company was subsidiary of the United States-based International Telephone and 
Telegraph corporation. After its inauguration the Carrión’s cinema had a contract with Paramount to show 
its films exclusively. The rest of the building’s entertainment offerings ran separately and independently.  

101 Fernando Castillo Cáceres, Madrid y el Arte Nuevo, vanguardia y arquitectura (1925-1936) (Madrid: La 
Librería, 2011), 260-265. It is still in use for this today, with a recognizable neon sign advertising 
Schweppes tonic that is part of the city’s collective imaginary. 
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third year of its construction, there was finally a strictly local vision that achieved a 

cosmopolitan view. The landmark became the single building that was most often 

illustrated and photographed in the press (Figs. 2.48-2.51). It was the focus of magazine 

covers and articles that described the buildings’ design and function. Befitting the Art 

Deco style, the geometric and clean construction had glamorous, plush interiors that 

made for stunning photographs (Fig. 2.48-2.49).102 Although its architectural language 

performs to modern standards that were not exclusive to Madrid, its location and 

evocative form elegantly complemented the area where casticismo and modernity 

convened. 

After its completion in 1933, the Capitol was the preferred image of Madrid 

modernity, although the spectacle of the local and cosmopolitan either in competition 

with or working alongside each other continued to be pursued. Different attitudes toward 

the ongoing modernization of the capital were present in the popular press, compelling 

readers to consider each perspective. The Gran Vía helped open up opportunities for new 

manifestations of citizenship and it remained susceptible to each citizen’s personal 

associations of the results.  Moreover, the new avenue demanded and encouraged new 

modern forms of display and displacement. Part of the capitalized spectacle of Madrid 

was the street’s glamour as well as a revision of the popular class’s role within the city 

center. The performance of popular-class modistillas retained an attraction value that 

overlooked their harsh labor realities. Ultimately, the Estampa centerfold displays a 

                                                
102 For more on Spanish Art Deco, see: Javier Pérez Rojas, Art Deco en España (Madrid: Cátedra, 1990). 
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greater inclusiveness in the image of modernity and the transformative effects of the Gran 

Vía, as the particularities of the avenue produced unforeseen results. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RAMÓN GÓMEZ DE LA SERNA’S SELF-IMAGING,  

OR HOW TO BE MODERN IN MADRID 

 

From the 1910s and well into the 1930s, it was not an overstatement to say that 

writer Ramón Gómez de la Serna (Madrid, 1888-Buenos Aires, 1963) was the 

embodiment of modernity in Madrid. Gómez de la Serna was responsible for the 

introduction of the avant-garde in Spain when in 1910 he published Filippo Tomaso 

Marinetti’s “Proclama futurista a los españoles” (Futurist proclamation for Spaniards) in 

his literary magazine, Prometeo.1 By 1930, his fame had spread beyond the readers of 

such elite literary periodicals. An article published in the popular weekly Crónica 

describes Gómez de la Serna as the “quintessential definer, new and modern at every 

moment and forward-looking always.”2 In another installment of Crónica, once more the 

journalist resorted to Gómez de la Serna’s reputation to perform as a descriptive 

adjective. This time, it appeared in an interview with a night watchman, or sereno, of 

                                                
1 Filippo Tomaso Marinetti, “Proclama futurista a los españoles,” Prometeo 20, 1910, n.p. Prometeo (1908-
1912) was a social and literary modernist magazine founded by Ramón Gómez de la Serna’s father, Javier 
Gómez de la Serna. The “social” part of the magazine is generally understood to be the father’s input since 
Javier was a politician. However, Ramón’s interest was in literature and the magazine was an initial 
opportunity to publish his work. By publishing Marinetti, Gómez de la Serna has been generally deemed as 
responsible for introducing the avant-garde to Spain. In turn, the text was influential in the development of 
Spanish Ultraísmo, the first avant-garde movement in Spain. For more on Prometeo see, “Prometeo” in 
Biblioteca Nacional de España. Accessed February 20, 2017, 
http://hemerotecadigital.bne.es/details.vm?q=id%3A0003764048. 

2 Álvaro de Castro, “El ‘Dirt-track’ nocturno á vista de pájaro y á ras del suelo,” Crónica, September 14, 
1930, n.p. “Su definidor ha sido Ramón Gómez de la Serna, el gran Ramón, [writer’s emphasis] nuestro 
definidor por antonomasia, nuevo y moderno en toda hora, y porvenirista siempre.” 
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Madrid. The sereno’s celebrity was due to the new-fangled way he carried out 

occupational duties, by riding a bicycle instead of doing his rounds on foot.3 Such 

innovation made the journalist compare the sereno to Gómez de la Serna, as he calls him 

the “Ramón Gómez de la Serna of nocturnal vigilance.”4 In Madrid, Gómez de la Serna 

was a model of modernity not only for the elite cultural circle to which he belonged, but 

also for the mass magazine-reading popular audience. 

From the start of the twentieth century, Gómez de la Serna was an important 

contributor to the cultural activity of Madrid. As novelist, journalist, and cultural critic, 

he wielded great social prominence in Spain from 1910 until his departure to Buenos 

Aires, Argentina, in 1936 during the Spanish Civil War. He was responsible for the 

introduction of Cubism, Futurism and other avant-garde activity into Madrid and Spain. 

Literary scholar Nigel Dennis goes as far as to assert that Gómez de la Serna’s travels, 

public lectures, and café meetings (tertulias) helped spread modernity in Madrid 

throughout the first three decades of the twentieth century.5 Indeed, the writer was one of 

the earliest and most enthusiastic proselytes of the modern or “the new” (Fig. 3.1). Note 

how he made his fervor for modernity visible in the image, Lo nuevo (The new), which 

                                                
3 A sereno was a traditional figure in Madrid. The traditionally male figure was assigned a neighborhood to 
watch and would also have the keys to the area’s tenement buildings and let people in late at night. The 
profession died out after 1977. 

4 Juan de Almanzora, “Un sereno de vanguardia,” Crónica, February 2, 1930, n.p. The watchman is called 
the “Ramón Gómez de la Serna of nocturnal vigilance” by the article’s author: “¿De manera qué usted es el 
Ramón Gómez de la Serna de la vigilancia nocturna?—le pregunto al sereno que presta sus servicios a la 
calle Castelló…”  

5 Nigel Dennis, “Introduction” to Studies on Ramón Gómez de la Serna, ed. Nigel Dennis (Ottawa: 
Dovehouse Editions, 1988), 10. 
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was included in his 1931 book Ismos (Isms), about the various avant-garde “isms.” 

Inserted among his obsessive, repetitive scribbles of “lo nuevo” is the word “siempre” 

(always). This image captures Gómez de la Serna’s unending enthusiasm for 

contemporaneous art, experimental language and literature, and the progress of 

international culture.  

Gómez de la Serna, named the “most madrileño writer” in a 1925 magazine 

column, tethered his cultural activism to the Spanish capital while remaining aware of 

international cultural developments.6 Through his various books dedicated to the history 

of Madrid and descriptions of its corners and characters, he worked to tie his self-image 

to his native city.7 However, he simultaneously sought connections beyond his city and 

the country’s borders. While living in Paris between 1910-11, he traveled and acquainted 

himself with members of the avant-garde.8 Nevertheless, his interest in international 

culture never superseded his admiration for local heritage and Spanish tradition.  

Although Gómez de la Serna undoubtedly belonged to Madrid’s cultural elite and 

wrote books for the educated public, his writing also appeared in newspapers and popular 

magazines.9 Ondas (Waves), Luz (Light), El Sol (The Sun), Diario de Madrid (Madrid 

                                                
6 Edgar Neville, “‘El Ventanal’ de Ramón,” Nuevo Mundo, August 21, 1925, n.p. 

7 Books by Gómez de la Serna about Madrid include: El Rastro (1915), Toda la historia de la puerta de 
Alcalá (1920), Toda la historia de la Puerta del Sol (1920), and Nostalgias de Madrid (1956). 

8 It is during the period when he lived in Paris (1909-1911) that he first encountered avant-garde art in the 
1910 Salon des Indépendants. He also traveled to London, Portugal, Switzerland, and even lived for a time 
in Naples. See Ramón Gómez de la Serna, Ismos, 2nd ed. (Buenos Aires: Editorial Poseidón, 1947), 11. 

9 Gómez de la Serna had a wide circle of influence. He was a friend of philosopher José Ortega y Gasset, 
whom he introduced to painter Maruja Mallo. He knew and collaborated with Ernesto Giménez Caballero 
and Alfonso Sánchez Portela. His weekly café meetings gathered a collection of writers, thinkers, and 
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Daily), Buen Humor (Good Humor), and Nuevo Mundo (New World)were among the 

many widely-read periodicals that featured his work. 10 Through these, his neologisms, 

essays, and aphorisms reached a wide public. However, of the various art movements that 

Gómez de la Serna wrote about, few were actually formative to Spanish arts. Thus, 

although Gómez de la Serna was identifiable as a local celebrity, he was not entirely 

successful in persuading his compatriots to embrace the modern and the avant-garde that 

he defended in so many books and articles. Nonetheless, his cultural activity and his 

perpetual presence in the press effectively made him an accessible model for modernity 

in Madrid.  

This chapter focuses on how Gómez de la Serna crafted his public persona as the 

epitome of modernity. Gómez de la Serna used his image to promote his singular 

conception of modernity, which included his perception that the increasingly blurred 

boundaries between public and private could signify modernity, as well as his beliefs that 

objects had the capacity to affect people’s lives and their personal values. By comparing 

                                                
artists that included artist José Gutiérrez Solana, among others. While Gómez de la Serna was a well-
known cultural figure, his writings can be difficult. He experimented with different styles and published 
frequently. Because his novels do not follow a traditional style, it is not clear how widely these were read 
among the general population, and outside of the intellectual and cultural circles where Gómez de la Serna 
frequently acted. 

10 The variety of these titles should give an indication of the prolific nature of Gómez de la Serna. El Sol, 
Luz, and Diario de Madrid were newspapers known for the high quality of their reporting and their 
contributors. Buen Humor was a satirical and comical weekly. Nuevo Mundo was one of the most important 
illustrated magazines from the period that was aimed toward entertainment rather than intellectual 
discussions. See Introduction to Buen Humor Digital Collection, Biblioteca Nacional de España, accessed 
August 22,2015 http://hemerotecadigital.bne.es/details.vm?q=id:0004849326&lang=en; Introduction to 
Luz Digital Collection, Biblioteca Nacional de España, accessed August 22, 2015 
http://hemerotecadigital.bne.es/details.vm?q=id:0003494082&lang=en; Introduction to Nuevo Mundo 
Digital Collection, Biblioteca Nacional de España, accessed August 22, 2015 
http://hemerotecadigital.bne.es/details.vm?q=id:0001252858&lang=en. 
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his texts to theories by his contemporary, cultural critic Walter Benjamin, I demonstrate 

how the Spaniard’s ideas participated in the shared concerns of the wider European 

intellectual milieu. A comparative analysis of his writings alongside the imagery of his 

self-promotion, namely portraiture, demonstrates that despite the correspondences 

between the Spaniard and Benjamin, Gómez de la Serna remained independent in his way 

of thinking and advancing modernity.  

Gómez de la Serna’s determination to promote modern culture was entangled in 

his self-promotion. His use of visual depictions of himself demonstrates that he 

understood their power to communicate and disseminate his ideas. At the center of my 

argument is how the configuration of the writer’s image in his office was a deliberate part 

of his promotion of modernity and of himself as modern. Although Gómez de la Serna 

was not the creator of any of the depictions of himself in his workspace, he repeatedly 

used and referenced these painted and photographic portraits to promote himself—and 

consequently his creative activity and theories—as modern. Diego Rivera’s 1915 portrait 

of Gómez de la Serna acts as a starting point for Gómez de la Serna’s realization of the 

power of imagery to transmit meaning (Fig. 3.2). In the same way, despite him not 

having produced the photographs I analyze, he returned to them throughout the 1920s and 

1930s and beyond through their publication in popular periodicals like Ondas or Luz and 

including them in his autobiography, Automoribundia (1948) (Figs. 3.3-3.10).11 By 

                                                
11 Automoribundia included multiple images of him in his office and of his office with Gómez de la Serna’s 
own comments as the only captions. Although I have not had access to the first edition, the editor of the 
newest edition has handled the first edition and assured me that the book includes the photographs, and 
Gómez de la Serna’s comments on them, but no photographer credits. See Celia Fernández Prieto, email 
message to the author, April 21, 2014; Ramón Gómez de la Serna, Automoribundia: 1888-1948 (Madrid: 
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looking at the photographs themselves, as well as how they were used in periodicals, I 

examine how these images helped market—a modern concept itself in Spain—his 

personal aesthetics and self-representation.12 As of yet, these images have not been 

widely studied within that context nor analyzed to see how they worked in tandem with 

his writing to propagate his idiosyncratic modern aesthetics.  

By mapping his carefully crafted self-representation through these portraits, I 

examine how Gómez de la Serna conflated modernity with public life and the avant-

garde with the everyday. The images advertised Gómez de la Serna as both a creator and 

product of modernity. The writer’s careful photographic performance offers insight into 

how these images could have operated in ways that the Spaniard imagined, but also bring 

to light underlying questions about the growing impact of capitalism and consumption on 

Spain’s capital city. Throughout the chapter, I use the term “performance” as defined by 

sociologist Erving Goffman to refer to Gómez de la Serna’s activity during this marked 

period, that is as a controlled form of action meant to have certain influence on the 

                                                
Marenostrum, 2008). I have found images of Gómez de la Serna in his studio-office, as well as imagery of 
his studio-office without him in José Montero Alonso, “Ramón Gómez de la Serna, por primera vez, frente 
al teatro,” Nuevo Mundo, November 29, 1929, n.p.; Ramón Gómez de la Serna, “Micrófono privado, en 
funciones universales,” Ondas, November 1, 1930, 9; F.C., “El viajero de vuelta, Ramón Gómez de la 
Serna nos habla de la radio después de su excursión a América,” Ondas, April 16, 1932, 28; Antonio de 
Obregón, “Ramón Gómez de la Serna y su famoso torreón que acaba de abandonar,” Luz, February 21, 
1934, 8-9; “Pregunta de Crónica: ¿Cuál ha sido su gran aventura amorosa frustrada? Respuestas del 
insignie don Jacinto Benavente, del originalísimo Ramón Gómez de la Serna y de la bella ‘vedette’ Laura 
Pinillos,” Crónica, November 6, 1932, n.p.; Antonio de Obregón, “Hacia la renovación del teatro, hablando 
con Ramón Gómez de la Serna,” Atlántico, September 5, 1929, 74. 

12 Nuria Rodríguez Martín, “‘Anunciar es vender’: Nacimiento y desarrollo de la publicidad en la España 
del primer tercio del siglo XX” (paper presented at the I Encuentro de Jóvenes Investigadores en Historia 
Contemporánea de la Asociación de Historia Contemporánea, Zaragoza, 26-28 septiembre, 2007). Modern 
techniques for marketing and publicity began to appear in Spain in the early twentieth century. In the 
United States, marketing was professionalized by the end of the nineteenth century. The professionalization 
of the field in Spain started around the 1920s.  
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observers.13 Specifically, the objective for Gómez de la Serna’s performance was to relay 

and publicize his role as the “diffuser of modernity” for his contemporaries.14 As a result, 

the imagery visually recorded the contradictions that Gómez de la Serna embodied as 

both defender of tradition and an enthusiast of modernity. 

 

The Portrait of Ramón Gómez de la Serna as an Invitation to Modernity 

Gómez de la Serna saw the communicatory possibilities afforded by portraiture 

during the first exhibition of Diego Rivera’s 1915 Portrait of Ramón Gómez de la Serna 

(see Fig. 3.2).15 Gómez de la Serna included the painting in an exhibition that played a 

determinant role in promoting modern art in Spain. Because he organized the exhibition, 

the occasion also demonstrates Gómez de la Serna’s impact on Madrid culture and the 

early impact of what became his decades-long project of promoting international modern 

culture. The canvas was exhibited, photographed, and lauded by Gómez de la Serna and 

he returned to it throughout his career, interpreting the artwork as capable of displaying 

his character and modern characteristics.16 In the writer’s possession until he escaped to 

Buenos Aires, he lamented the artwork’s disappearance during the Spanish Civil War in 

                                                
13 Erving Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life (London: Penguin Books, 1990), 32. 

14 Dennis, “Introduction,” 10. 

15 Diego Rivera was in Spain during the outbreak of World War I. This was not his first time in the city, he 
studied in Spain in 1909 before moving to Paris. He stayed in Madrid from 1914 to 1915 while avoiding 
World War I. It was at this point when he developed a strong relationship with Gómez de la Serna and the 
painter participated in the Gómez de la Serna’s weekly tertulia while in Madrid. It is unclear if the portrait 
was a commission or a gift.  

16 Gómez de la Serna, Ismos, 350-352. 
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his 1957 autobiography’s addendum, Nuevas páginas de mi vida (Lo que no dije en mi 

Automoribundia) (New Pages of My Life: What I Did Not Say in My Automoribundia).17 

He reproduced a photograph showing the painting in his Madrid office in this book, as 

well as using a color reproduction as the cover for what is considered to be one of his 

most important books, Ismos. As I will describe, it was the portrait’s revolutionary Cubist 

aesthetics as well as its scandalous history that served as Gómez de la Serna’s 

presentation for Madrid’s public. This portrait initiated him as a visual presence beyond 

the elites’ circles already familiar with the writer and into a wider public.  

The painting’s early history is recounted in Ismos, where Gómez de la Serna 

describes different avant-garde movements of the 1920s and 30s and their cultural 

impact.18 Gómez de la Serna detailed how the Mexican painter observed him and worked 

in the writer’s office for fifteen days painting the portrait. Rivera did not require Gómez 

de la Serna to pose. Instead he became a spectator of the Spaniard’s office activity. While 

Rivera painted, Gómez de la Serna “wrote a novel (…), smoked, stretched forward, 

stretched back, or went on a long walk.”19 The resulting artwork captured those 

movements. 

                                                
17 Ramón Gómez de la Serna, “El retrato perdido” in Nuevas páginas de mi vida (Lo que no dije en mi 
Automoribundia) (Madrid: Alianza Editorial, 1970). The painting was discovered in Spain years after 
Gómez de la Serna’s death and is now in public view in Argentina’s Museo de Arte Latinoamericano de 
Buenos Aires (MALBA). 

18 Gómez de la Serna, Ismos, 356. 

19 Ibid., 356. “Yo escribí una novela mientras me retrataba (…), fumé, me eché hacia delante, me eché 
hacia atrás, me fui un rato de paseo, y siempre el gran pintor pintaba mi parecido…” 
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The painting portrays Gómez de la Serna broken down, fragmented, and viewed 

from three different perspectives simultaneously. His head is seen in two confronting 

profile views and a frontal perspective. Planes of complimentary hues multiply to form 

his torso which overwhelms the painting, extending to the borders of the canvas. Gómez 

de la Serna seems to shift positions behind the desk, his shoulders bulge recalling the 

various poses described in Ismos. The illusion of movement is especially perceptible in 

Gómez de la Serna’s hands, where the refracted contours give the impression that they 

write, rotate, and move the pipe in and out of the writer’s mouth. The painting produces 

an entrancing Cubo-Futurist impression; the depiction creates a thaumatrope-like effect, 

activated as the spectator’s eyes move across the canvas. 

While Gómez de la Serna’s figure is central in the composition both in placement 

and scale, it is the more naturalistically painted things encircling him that attract the 

viewer’s attention and allow us to recognize the writer. While the Cubist rendering of 

Gómez de la Serna’s body may obscure his identity at first, the books orbiting his figure 

guarantee his identification. This is because Rivera included the best-known works that 

Gómez de la Serna had authored up to that point, including a volume of the greguerías, 

his neologism for a type of aphorism he invented.  

Additionally, the gun on the desk, the dagger precariously suspended in the air, 

and the mannequin’s head balanced above Gómez de la Serna’s body add a mysterious 

element to the painted scene. These were real objects that the author kept in his office and 

would have been familiar to anyone who had entered the workspace. But for anyone 

unaware of the writer’s penchant for bizarre decoration, these may have appeared as 
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incomprehensible elements in the portrait painting. Altogether, the books that distinguish 

the writer, along with the other objects, recreate the unique accumulation that existed in 

Gómez de la Serna’s office and presented it for the first time to the public.  

The rich study and analysis that the painting permits compensates for the absence 

of lifelike qualities in the figure of Gómez de la Serna. Gómez de la Serna vouched for 

the thorough personal examination that Rivera accomplished in the artwork. He describes 

the image as a synthesized portrait and compares the work to a map: 

Like the landscapist that compared to the cartographer minimizes the world, thus 
the cartographer completes the landscape as a succession of landscapes, of long 
paths and varied scenes, and similarly Cubist painters are the cartographers of 
each individual, each who is in himself a map of those colors, with a puzzle’s 
contours, which were always so delightful to us in maps.20 

 
Gómez de la Serna’s curious description underscores how the painting acted like a 

delineation of his character, charting his individuality into a carefully arranged 

accumulation of brushstrokes. Gómez de la Serna’s multifaceted career as novelist, 

journalist, playwright, and biographer is implied in the multiplied facets of the portrait. 

The difficulty of reading the image at first sight parallels the difficulties in reading the 

writer’s convoluted use of language in his writing. However, the notion that an image can 

be effective in mapping and condensing a complex personality to signal an individual’s 

distinctiveness is what Gómez de la Serna appreciated and continued to explore and 

exploit in the subsequent photographs that captured him in his office. 

                                                
20 Ibid., 352. “Así como el paisajista frente al cartógrafo empequeñece el mundo, pues el cartógrafo 
completa el paisaje que es sucesión de paisajes, camino de largos y variados paisajes, así los pintores 
cubistas son los cartógrafos de cada individuo que es en sí un mapa con esos colores, con contorno de 
puzzle, que tan simpáticos nos fueron siempre en los mapas.”  
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Rivera’s portrait manifested the writer as the personification of Cubism, as such, 

it transfigured the writer from human to an avant-garde presence. When the painting was 

completed in 1915, Madrid was behind the international artistic innovations, but this 

depiction materialized Cubism’s irruption in the Spanish capital. When Diego Rivera 

completed the painting, Gómez de la Serna used it as the centerpiece of the exhibit he 

organized, La exposición de pintores íntegros or Los íntegros (The Upright Painters’ 

Exhibit). The exhibit was organized so as to introduce international artists and modern art 

to Spain and it was the first exhibition of Cubist art in Madrid (Fig. 3.11).21 The show 

took place in the Salón Kuhn (Kuhn Salon), art gallery on the commercial del Carmen 

street located in the heart of historical Madrid.22 Placed in the exhibition in front of a 

glass display, it launched modern art in Madrid and made Gómez de la Serna its 

representative. As part of Madrid’s cultural elite, he espoused (or in this case even 

became) the new art style and paved the way for the avant-garde to take hold in the 

capital.  

                                                
21 Isabel García García, Orígenes de las vanguardias artísticas en Madrid (PhD diss. Universidad 
Complutense de Madrid, 1998), 2. The exhibit was not exclusively dedicated to Cubism. Diego Rivera and 
María Gutiérrez Blanchard were the only two artists who fell under the Cubist style in the exhibition. Other 
painters in the exhibit were Luis Bagaría and Agustín Choco. See: S.A. “Arte y artistas, Salón Kuhn,” 
Heraldo de Madrid, March 8, 1915, n.p. It is important to note a difference between the situation for 
Cubism in Spain and the 1915 the Cubist movement in Paris. In France by this point the style had become 
politically charged, partly because of the socio-political issues produced by World War I. However, in 
Madrid the political implications of Cubism were different and have not been studied. Spanish artists who 
practiced Cubism, like Juan Gris or Picasso, were settled in Paris and their art was not shown in Madrid, 
any studies that refer to these Spanish artists’ politics cannot be applied to the Spanish situation. See: 
Christopher Green, Cubism and Its Enemies: Modern Movements and Reaction in French Art, 1916-1928 
(New Haven: Yale University Press), 1987; Kenneth Silver, Esprit de Corps: Art of the Parisian Avant-
Garde and the First World War, 1914-1925 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1989). 

22 Nuria Rodríguez Martín, La capital de un sueño: Madrid 1900-1936: La formación de una metrópoli 
europea (Ph.D. diss., Universidad Complutense de Madrid, 2013), 303; García García, “Introducción,” 
xxix. 
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Rivera’s style is particularly fitting for the depiction of the Spaniard. The writer 

had continuously cast himself as modern, starting when in 1910 he tried to import 

Futurism into Spain and began to publish experimental literature. In the portrait, the 

figure appears quite unlike the objects that crowd the office, the latter are not fragmentary 

or seen from multiple perspectives; they retain a more realistic style. Much like the lion’s 

share of madrileños, one could say that the things depicted in the painting remain aloof to 

the changes Cubism or Futurism wrought on the portrayed Gómez de la Serna. But 

Rivera’s office backdrop is not entirely unaffected by the impact of Cubism because the 

space appears to lack gravity and overlook the rules of traditional perspective. While the 

objects remain legible, the setting itself appears to have succumbed to the Cubist 

disorder. The unanchored objects appear to orbit the writer and register the avant-gardist 

collapse of traditional understanding of space. In this way, the painting as a whole is a 

subtle affirmation that the avant-garde (represented by the central figure of a Cubist 

Gómez de la Serna) will impact the space it occupies, regardless of whether or not its 

advancements were recognized by those around it. The subsequent history of the painting 

proves that this was indeed the case, and despite the majority of the public’s repudiation 

of the piece, its impact was deeply felt. 

Because of its Cubist aesthetic, the artwork’s exhibit was significant. Gómez de la 

Serna placement of Rivera’s portrait in the building’s front glass display beckoned 
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passersby.23 The choice of location was significant, as Gómez de la Serna recalled in 

Ismos that: 

[The painting] was exhibited in the window of a central locale, and so many 
people went to see it, so menacing was its attitude in front of the glass of the show 
window, so bothersome was that multitude for the street’s circulation that the 
governor concomitantly ordained that the owner of the store move it away from 
the display window.24  
 

As he explained, the painting’s radical style had caused the public scandal and 

even caused viewers to rumor that the artwork depicted the writer as a murderer with his 

victim’s severed head above him.25  

Although Gómez de la Serna organized the show and gave a speech during its 

inauguration, it was Rivera’s portrait that extended the exhibition’s consequence to the 

wider public of the outside world. The artwork acted as an intermediary and compelled 

people into the exhibition and toward an initiatory Cubist experience.26 According to 

Gómez de la Serna it was the painting’s stylistic audacity that caused the disturbance. 

Henceforth, the canvas carried special significance for Gómez de la Serna because, like 

                                                
23 Ramón Gómez de la Serna, Automoribundia: 1888-1948 (Madrid: Marenostrum, 2008), 319. 

24 Gómez de la Serna, Ismos, 360. “Cuando lo acabó Diego se expuso en el escaparate de un sitio céntrico, 
y tanto público acudió a verle, tan amenazadora era su actitud frente a la luna del escaparate, tan estorbante 
era aquella muchedumbre para la circulación de la calle, que el gobernador oficio conminatoriamente al 
dueño de la tienda para que lo retirase del escaparate. Entre los comentarios que hacía el público abundaba 
de que aquel era el historial de un crimen, crimen que yo había cometido matando a mi víctima—cuya 
cabeza quedaba a mi espalda—con la browning que tenía a mi lado y degollándola después con esa grande 
espada con cabellera en el colodrillo del puño , que también se ve en el cuadro.” 

25 Ibid., 360. 

26 Isabel García García also mentions that the exhibit was unique because admission was free of charge. Art 
exhibits during this period usually charged an entry fee of .25 to .40 céntimos that made them unaffordable 
for workers. See: García García, Orígenes de las vanguardias, 62. 
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his writings and conferences, the painting had confronted madrileños with modernity and 

the international avant-garde. In that moment of exhibition, it took on the role that Gómez 

de la Serna determined for himself throughout his career as a proselytizer of modernity. 

More precisely, the artwork demonstrated to Gómez de la Serna how visual depictions 

could communicate, aggrandize, and publicize his own persona and his aesthetic; the 

portrait was an initiation in self-promotion.  

More than simply making Gómez de la Serna a focus of attention as a 

representative of a locally unknown style of Cubism, the painting shed light on other 

issues that Gómez de la Serna explored in his books. The artwork’s placement in the 

display window connected with the new visibility that Gómez de la Serna analyzed as 

part of his conception of modernity and foregrounded in greguerías and Ismos. The 

installation recalls his oeuvre’s recurring motifs of shop windows and displays; both 

themes indicate his ongoing fascination with the visualization of commerce.27 Juli 

Highfill, scholar of Spanish literature, proposes that for Gómez de la Serna modern life 

featured a permanent state of visibility that was especially significant in shop windows 

because these were sites meant for consumption.28 Gómez de la Serna’s decision of 

arranging this particular painting in the store’s window facing the street optimized the 

artwork’s visibility. He must have expected and wanted a reaction from pedestrians, and 

perhaps this occasion influenced how just a few years later, in 1919, he wrote of show 

                                                
27 Eduardo Alaminos López, Los despachos de Ramón Gómez de la Serna, un museo portátil “mostruoso” 
(Madrid: Ayuntamiento de Madrid, 2014), 21. 

28 Juli Highfill, Modernism and its Merchandise: The Spanish Avant-Garde and Material Culture, 1920-
1930 (University Park: Penn State University Press, 2014), 56-57. 
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windows’ “aggression toward the pedestrian,” and how everything in the displays “hit the 

passive passerby.”29 The canvas behind the glass enacted this text as it disrupted the 

boundaries established between the interior and exterior, the private and the public, 

bridging and even fusing the two traditionally separate physical sites. 

Moreover, the exhibition of Rivera’s portrait was symbolic of the blurred 

boundaries between interior and exterior. This ambiguity was an important element of 

how Gómez de la Serna understood modernity. Throughout the 1910s and until the 

1930s, Gómez de la Serna celebrated the growing imprecision that modernity imparted 

on these antonyms. Gómez de la Serna’s writings and his photographic depictions 

analyzed in the next sections develop the questions of how he used his image as a 

physical extension that was able to communicate his personal ideas of these exceedingly 

indistinct boundaries.  

Rivera’s painting originates a type of portrayal that was to be repeated over and 

over in photographs of Gómez de la Serna and inscribed the lessons of the painting’s first 

exhibition throughout the rest of Gómez de la Serna’s career. The first time the 

workspace appeared in the public eye was when Rivera’s painting was displayed, but the 

locale would continue to be offered for the public to see and read about throughout his 

life. Described in his books as an emphatically personal space, the office where Gómez 

de la Serna worked nonetheless appeared in the public’s eye often. Even now, Gómez de 

                                                
29 Ramón Gómez de la Serna, Greguerías selectas (Madrid: Editorial Saturnino: 1919), 98. “Ha habido una 
especie de agresión del escaparate hacia el traseúnte. Todo eso que hay en ese escaparate pega al 
espectador, al pacifíco pasajero.” 
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la Serna’s office is on permanent exhibition in the Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de 

Madrid (Contemporary Art Museum of Madrid) (Fig. 3.12). Thus, the writer’s workspace 

took on (and continues to embody) the ambivalent qualities of private and public as it 

invites public scrutiny.  

Beyond presenting the private workspace, the painting also established an 

identification between Gómez de la Serna and the objects that decorated his office. As 

noted, Rivera’s portrait offered a glimpse to some of Gómez de la Serna’s possessions, 

some of which the writer considered his “fetish objects,”  that is, objects that inspired his 

works and that he desired to keep close.30 These objects would persist as identifying 

elements of Gómez de la Serna. In his photograph portraits the objects transcended their 

expected functionality and came to act as identifiers of the writer.  

 

The Boundaries Between Interior and Exterior in Gómez de la Serna’s Office  

Among the numerous images that broadcast Gómez de la Serna’s protagonist role 

in the Spanish Silver Age, there are various that show the writer in the public tertulia, a 

type of intellectual meeting, he led in the Café de Pombo. A painting by José Gutiérrez 

Solana is possibly the most famous within this type of portrayal. The somber-colored 

painting validates the Gómez de la Serna’s status as a member of the cultural elite and his 

centrality in the painting implies his importance within this group. There are also 

photographs of the writer in the tertulia among a number of important writers and artists 

                                                
30 Serge Fauchereau, “Diego Rivera and His Friends During the Cubist Era,” in Diego Rivera, The Cubist 
Portraits 1913-1917, ed. Sylvia Navarrete (Dallas: Meadows Museum Southern Methodist University and 
Philip Wilson Publishers, 2009), 109. 
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(Figs. 3.13-3.14). Altogether, this imagery provides insight into the writer’s public role 

and his direct influence on Madrid’s creative class.  

While the tertulia imagery provided information about Gómez de la Serna’s role 

and influence within this elite group, the photographs of the writer in his office offered 

viewers different information. Centered solely on the writer, the photographs do not 

inform viewers about the personal relationships that fostered creative activity in Madrid. 

Instead, the focus is exclusively on Gómez de la Serna and singles him out as significant 

and famous enough to demand attention on his own. The office photographs are 

organized like Rivera’s painting, showing the writer at work in his office. But the 

photographic medium presented new possibilities and functions, as the photographs could 

be disseminated and exist in multiple versions, instead of as a singular artwork.  

The photographs proliferated in the press and thus extended Gómez de la Serna’s 

influence beyond the physical limitations imposed by the physical properties of an 

individual painting exhibited in a specific gallery of a street in Madrid. The repeated 

publication of the photographs in widely different types of publications, from newspapers 

to satirical magazines, brought about recognition of the workspace itself as specifically 

belonging to Gómez de la Serna (see Figs. 3.8-3.9). The office space itself was 

conspicuously different. In a photograph published in Cruz y Raya (Cross and Line) and 

later reproduced in Automoribundia, Gómez de la Serna appears seated at his desk, 

surrounded by cut-outs that wallpaper the room (see Fig. 3.10). The writer acts as a 

consumer of the mass and popular culture where his work was published. A reader may 

have identified with the writer’s consumption of periodicals. The imagery on the walls 
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and the piles of paper on the desk make the office look like it is an accumulation of bric-

a-brac. The confusing space naturally makes the eyes wander through the photograph to 

assess the stuff that fills the room and identify objects. In this image, as in others, Gómez 

de la Serna’s sober and conventional dress contrasts the unconventional office. In another 

image, he appears writing, able to work at his desk even though it is filled with carefully 

arranged knickknacks (see Fig. 3.5). The items on display appear to have little in 

common, but a certain degree of order appears upon closer inspection. For example, in a 

bookshelf two busts and statuettes of uncertain origin appear arranged next to each other 

as different depictions of the human form. Since the office contains so many sorts of 

things carefully arranged, the images invite close analysis. 

The photographs formed part of Gómez de la Serna’s self-representation for the 

wide public who read periodicals. The publication of these photographs in the popular 

press meant that they formed part of how Gómez de la Serna was conceived in the public 

sphere. Gómez de la Serna verified this view of him as an accurate reading of his persona 

by including the images in his autobiography, effectively reaffirming their significance 

years after the fact. Literary scholar Ricardo Fernández Romero notes the frequent 

presence in the press of Gómez de la Serna’s image as being due partly to the writer’s 

ability to generate news while campaigning to occupy more socio-cultural territory.31 The 

deliberate appearance in the media underscored the writer’s acumen for publicity and 

performance. 

                                                
31 Fernández Romero, “‘Ángulos de Madrid’,” 88. 
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By mapping out how Gómez de la Serna used the photographs and what he 

emphasized in these images’ deliberate construction crystallizes the way he performed as 

a public persona. However, the utilization of photography is also noteworthy because the 

writer stated that he mistrusted the medium. The Spaniard believed that photography was 

problematic when taken as a wholesale reflection of reality.32 Therefore, these images 

captured Gómez de la Serna’s likeness, but they must also be understood as 

representations that necessitate a critical reading. Such a reading is facilitated by Gómez 

de la Serna’s writings which serve as a theoretical base to approach the photographs.  

The photographs permitted a view of his personal and private space and worked 

towards conflating the writer with the space and implicitly the things collected in that 

space. These aspects of the portraits coalesce to make two of Gómez de la Serna’s 

theorizations about modernity turn into a visually present example. The photographs 

visually market the ideas that Gómez de la Serna described in his writing: the blurring of 

public and private boundaries and the significant role impact objects had in relation to 

their owners.  

Although no photographs are known to exist of the first workspace that he 

occupied in Madrid, from 1903 until 1918 on Puebla street, we do have the Rivera 

portrait. From that moment on, in the two more office locations Gómez de la Serna had 

during his time in Madrid, there are proliferate photographs of his offices. Each is 

                                                
32 Ricardo Fernández Romero, “La condición fotográfica de las autobiografías de Ramón Gómez de la 
Serna: Mi autobiografía (1924),” Hispanic Research Journal vol. 12, no. 2 (April, 2011): 147, 154. 
Fernández Romero notes the importance of photography as integral, not illustrative, in Gómez de la Serna’s 
1924 autobiography.  
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identifiable by the street address. His second office was on Velázquez street from 1922-

1930, and the third on Villanueva street from 1930-1936.33 There are also numerous 

images of his final workspace in Buenos Aires, which he occupied from 1936 until his 

death. This final office is now on view at the Museo de Arte Contemporáneo and 

although it falls outside of the scope of this study, it still relates to some of the concerns 

described in the chapter.34 

Fernández Romero has referred to Gómez de la Serna’s office as an intimate 

space traversed by photography.35 But referring to this space as intimate simplifies the 

role Gómez de la Serna sought for his office. Because through these photographs it took 

part of the writer’s strategy of overall performance in the public eye. These photographs 

show Gómez de la Serna participating within prescriptions of the destabilization of 

different spheres, allowing for permeability between private-public spheres in his own 

life. Much like the autobiographical account in which he published them, 

Automoribundia, the photographs allowed viewers to see what was traditionally a private 

                                                
33 Photographer Alfonso Sánchez Portela is probably responsible for the most famous photographs of 
Gómez de la Serna in his office. He was an important Madrid photographer of the period who also 
collaborated with the writer on an article series for Luz. Sánchez Portela belonged to the Estudio 
Fotográfico Alfonso (EFA), a photography agency started by his father that employed various 
photographers. All the photographs produced in the agency were given the agency’s authorship, therefore 
the precise maker of each photograph remains uncertain. Besides the EFA photographs, other images of 
Gómez de la Serna in his office exist and these are by anonymous photographers. For more see: Ricardo 
Fernández Romero, “‘Ángulos de Madrid’ (1932-1934): la colaboración artística de Ramón Gómez de la 
Serna y el fotógrafo Alfonso Sánchez Portela” Anales de la literatura española contemporánea, vol. 37 
no.1 (Winter 2012); Publio López Mondejar, Alfonso (Madrid: Lunwerg editores, 2002). 

34 María Soledad Fernández Utrera, “Política cursi y modernidad: los despachos de Ramón Gómez de la 
Serna,” The Bulletin of Hispanic Studies vol.87 no.3 (2010): 87. 

35 Fernández Romero, “‘Ángulos de Madrid’,” 89. 
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space. Through these images he plays with the growing visibility that he designated a 

characteristic of modernity.36  

One of the photographs taken in his second office, located on Velázquez street, 

serves as a base to evaluate of the rest of these images that picture him in his workspace 

(see Fig. 3.5). The photograph, like the Rivera portrait, shows Gómez de la Serna at his 

desk, smoking a pipe, writing, and seemingly unaware of the photographer’s presence. 

Although by the time this photograph was made, he had already moved his office from 

where Rivera had painted his portrait, the image has Gómez de la Serna appear once 

more with the same gun, it lies barely perceptible next to his writing hand, a shared 

element among the strange menagerie he amassed in the office.  

The interest in the integration of public and private and the resulting performative 

effects of modernity was not an idea exclusive to Gómez de la Serna. His writings 

continued a tradition that began in the nineteenth century as transformations emphasized 

the social interactions and public character of urban spaces. Poet Charles Baudelaire, 

whose work Gómez de la Serna knew, spoke of the city in these terms and considered the 

integration of public and private life as part of the advancement toward modernity.37 In 

1863, Baudelaire’s descriptions of the painter of modern life marked the artist’s 

modernity precisely in terms of how he partook with the city’s public life. Baudelaire’s 

understanding of modernity was intricately linked to Paris’s transformations that had 

                                                
36 Highfill, Modernism and its Merchandise, 53-58; Huergo Cardoso, “Una breve historia,” 228-235. 

37 Gómez de la Serna’s archives include clippings about Baudelaire and a photograph of the French writer 
appears in his office collage. 
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changed the character of its streets. To see and be seen and form part of ongoing public 

spectacle was an essential experience in Baudelaire’s conception of the modern city.38 

The urban spectacle imagined modern living as one that included everyday social 

participation and resulted in a degree of urban dwellers’ involvement. 

The increasing role of public life also brought along an increasing destabilization 

between the public and private spheres during the twentieth century. This was in part also 

related to the prevalence of photography in periodicals, where it became frequent to 

display and publicize traditionally private spaces. Popular magazines of the period 

illustrated the ongoing transformations of modernity by offering to the public a view into 

private spaces. For example, Estampa (Image) magazine’s voyeuristic series entitled 

“The Woman in the Home of the Male Celebrity” offered readers a peek into the 

domestic spaces of famous men.39 The celebrities now had a publicly available life even 

within the private space of their homes. But while the male celebrity was a public person 

by definition, their private life in the series was seen through a peculiar lens, that of the 

non-celebrity companion. The magazines focused on the female non-celebrity that shared 

the home with the public figure, be that the wife, mother, or maid of said celebrity, who 

was put in the starring role of these columns.   

                                                
38 Charles Baudelaire, The Painter of Modern Life and Other Essays (London: Phaidon, 1964), 9; Marshall 
Berman, All That Is Solid Melts into Air (London: Penguin, Books 1988), 150-153. This is clear when 
Baudelaire speaks of how the flâneur is at home in the crowds. 

39 This series ran for a year in Estampa (1928-1929) and allowed readers into the home of various male 
celebrities to talk to them and usually their wife or mother. A peculiar example is playwright Jacinto 
Benavente’s interview (December 4, 1928). Because he was not married, did not have daughters, and his 
mother did not live with him, the article focused instead on his Aragonese maid.   
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Gómez de la Serna must have perceived these changes and their results, as he 

went further than Baudelaire in his understanding of performance of modernity and 

display. For Gómez de la Serna, unlike for Baudelaire, these performances did not have 

to be limited by occurring exclusively on public streets, they could also follow the 

modern-inhabitant home. This is an idea he developed in chapters of Ismos, and, that the 

photographs of Gómez de la Serna in his office attested as well. The spectacle and public 

life did not have to be relegated to the moment people stepped outside to partake in the 

city. For Gómez de la Serna, there was a new possibility that was envisioned as a 

continuous spectacle, a performance that took place throughout the day.  

Significantly, Gómez de la Serna’s contemporary, Walter Benjamin, shared these 

interests but problematized the modern city’s conditions regarding visibility. Benjamin’s 

unfinished project on the commercial arcades of Paris proclaimed the city as the capital 

of the nineteenth century because in the French capital one could find the origin of urban 

modernity. He provides many reasons, but for the purposes of this chapter, the most 

relevant is the escalating public character of private architecture. Benjamin tied these 

advances to burgeoning capitalism and consumerism as economic transformation was 

implicitly tied to display. He pinpointed the origins of the conflation between public and 

private to philosopher Charles Fourier’s project of the Phalanstère. Although Fourier’s 

project was imagined as a private residence the Phalanstère was modeled after train 
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stations and public buildings, thus creating a precedent for the blurring of private and 

public spheres.40  

Both writers’ interest in spatial differentiation is rooted in how it was a 

perceivable departure from fundamental Victorian middle-class ideals. Spatial 

differentiation during the Victorian era promoted stable roles within family life and the 

enclosure of one’s self within domestic spaces.41 Twentieth-century modern and open 

designs were striking to Benjamin who saw them in astounding contrast to secluded, 

static Victorian interiors “averse to open air” where the inhabitants and objects within the 

domestic space were described as victims of enclosure.42 Gómez de la Serna would also 

have been aware of the important turn that took place in architecture and lifestyle from 

the end of nineteenth century to the beginning of the twentieth century. Middle-class 

culture in nineteenth century Spain, like the Victorian society Benjamin described, had 

valued the specialization of spaces, which in turn promoted the clear separation between 

public and private. This is especially the case, as historian Jesús Cruz has demonstrated, 

in regards to home interiors, which developed towards increasing intimacy and privacy 

                                                
40 Malcolm Miles, Urban Utopias: the Built and Social Architectures of Alternative Settlements (New 
York: Routledge, 2008), 37-44. The Phalanstère were self-contained communities designed by Charles 
Fourier in the nineteenth century. The project was inspired by the Parisian arcades that he saw in the 1820s. 
Fourier not only considered their architecture but also set certain rules for living in them and indicated the 
psychological types that would inhabit these utopic spaces.  

41 Penny Sparke, The Modern Interior, 25. The Victorian Era comprehends Queen Victoria’s reign in Great 
Britain, from 1837-1901. Despite its specificity in terms of geography, it generally accounts for the rise and 
the establishment of bourgeois values throughout Europe, which is why I refer to it here.  

42 Walter Benjamin, “Convolutes,” The Arcades Project, trans. by Howard Eiland and Kevin McLaughlin, 
(Cambridge: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1999), 216, 220-221. 
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from the mid-nineteenth century onwards.43 The middle class culture of this moment, 

according to Cruz, even went beyond promoting privacy in domestic spaces as it 

extended to some public spaces in order to ensure a certain aura of exclusiveness within 

the public environment. The example of Madrid’s pleasure gardens makes this clear as 

they were public but limited to the middle class, since they were privately owned, 

required an entrance fee, and enforced compliance to a certain etiquette to remain 

exclusive.44  

Despite the evolutions both writers witnessed, Benjamin took into account how 

the moment that private homes began to share the aesthetic of commercial spaces was the 

moment when “the true framework for the life of the private citizen must be sought 

increasingly in offices and commercial centers.”45 Indeed, capitalism was a pervasive 

influence in all of everyday life, including the magazines that published Gómez de la 

Serna’s photographs. In the periodicals, the most prevalent imagery simplified modernity 

and advertised it as a consumable product. Photographs of consumer products made 

modernity appear as if it could be bought, or as if increasing display could turn the 

complex and abstract concept into an available consumable, accessible through new 

merchandise. Consider, for example, how a 1930 Estampa article celebrated the evolution 

of the dining room; it went from a separate room to a large table, relegated to the corner 

                                                
43 Jesús Cruz, The Rise of Middle Class Culture in Nineteenth Century Spain (Baton Rouge: Louisiana 
State University Press, 2011), 53, 57, 63. 

44 Ibid., 185. 

45 Walter Benjamin, “Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth Century (1939)” The Arcades Project, 20. 
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of the salon, as explained in an article about modern dining.46 The author called dining 

rooms a “stupid luxury” that were antiquated because they were “alive” only once a day. 

Rather, it advertised the new dining rooms that were integrated into the living room and 

defined them as modern. These new private spaces were not only central for everyday 

domestic life, but also permitted a degree of public display expecting for guests to enter 

and thus representing the convergence between the public and private.   

Gómez de la Serna, however, was not trying to advertise a simplified version of 

modernity. Rather, his self-promotion demonstrated him as a unique product and maker 

of modernity. His choice of displaying his private space was an affront to historical 

compartmentalization of spaces and classes. Looking at Gómez de la Serna’s office, the 

photographs immediately betrayed his love of clutter, and in that sense approximated his 

space to an old-fashioned Victorian interior style (Fig. 3.15). However, these photographs 

were used to exploit and conflate his private space with public spectacle, and thus 

demonstrate that he was actively divorcing himself from Victorian ideals. Gómez de la 

Serna’s views of how individuals took part in the city’s visual scenery and the advances 

of public life caused by modernity speak of a type of visual consumption that leaned 

toward a greater democracy. The photographs conceive new types of spaces that can 

break down private and public boundaries and within them, Gómez de la Serna’s office 

takes part in a measured performance of self-display. 

                                                
46 Magda Donato: “Páginas de la mujer,” Estampa, September 2, 1930, n.p. 
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To better comprehend the photographs, we should investigate the values that 

Gómez de la Serna imparted on visibility. In Ismos, visibility appeared as an important 

element of modernity. The appearance of the topic in this book is especially significant, 

since the text was a compilation of essays that described what Gómez de la Serna 

considered the most important “isms” of modern culture. Much like Gómez de la Serna 

muddled together terms like “the new,” modern, and avant-garde, in his oeuvre he did not 

allow manifestos or norms to regulate his production. As such, it is impossible to find a 

precise definition of modernity. But analyzing his art historical narrative—perhaps better 

termed ahistorical—in Ismos offers insight into his singular understanding of the 

evolution of modern art, and how visibility stands out as a characteristic of modernity.  

Visibility is a marked objective in Ismos through two of the author’s approaches. 

Firstly, because Gómez de la Serna made himself textually visible and present in as many 

of the “isms” he described as possible. He included himself within the histories he 

recounted that made up the avant-garde. His name appears throughout the book, as he 

shared with the artists that propelled art movements, participated in conversations, or 

asserted that his personal activity was an antecedent to some of the actions of avant-garde 

artists. For example, he detailed his meeting with Picasso in one chapter and in another 

one, he mentioned how he had collected African masks before the Cubists made it 

popular.47 This approach adds to his continuous self-marketing, a clear intention present 

in the photographs of his office as well. Secondly, and more pertinent to the photographs’ 

                                                
47 Gómez de la Serna, Ismos, 44-46, 125. 
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aesthetics, is how in two chapters of the book, “Luminism” and “Simultaneism,” he 

proposed that visibility and the subsequent blurring of private and public were modern.48  

In “Luminism,” Gómez de la Serna celebrated the new architecture that was 

capable of allowing natural light to flow through interiors and that subsequently, 

according to him, forced lifestyle changes and an expanded view of life.49 This was 

already something that was taking place in Madrid, as he wrote in a 1930 newspaper 

article of the changes to the capital’s inhabitants. During the city’s architectural 

transformation, he noted how many people left the reconstructed areas and chose to move 

out of the city. He reasoned that the dwellers of the lower levels of these houses were 

unnerved by the streets and felt that these public paths grew closer and had even “entered 

their homes.”50 Gómez de la Serna, unlike the inhabitants of those lower levels, used the 

photographs to allow the world to come into his space. However, he limited the public’s 

entrance by controlling the manner in which they could access his office. The 

photographs performed like a museum display: permitting us look in but not touch or 

interact with the objects.51  

                                                
48 Simultaneism is not a term original to Gómez de la Serna. The term was used to describe the art 
developed by Sonia Delaunay, Robert Delaunay, and the poetry of Blaise Cendrars. Apollinaire’s 
influential book The Cubist Painters, Aesthetic Meditations (1912) identified Robert Delaunay’s art as 
Orphist. Simultaneism appeared a short time after, as Apollinaire published the Delaunays with the first 
use. See: Milton A. Cohen, Movement, Manifesto, Melee, The Modernist Group 1910-1914 (Oxford: 
Lexington Books, 2004), 257.  

49 Gómez de la Serna, Ismos, 139-140. Note that the references Gómez de la Serna makes to Luminism are 
not related to Joaquín Sorolla’s Luminist style or Luminism of American landscape painting.  

50 Ramón Gómez de la Serna, “Deserción de los pisos bajos,” El Sol, September 11, 1930, 1. 

51 Although Fernández Utrera speaks of Gómez de la Serna’s office acting as a museum as well, she means 
this in regards to the historicizing element present in museum displays. See Fernández Utrera, “Política 
cursi,” 341-346. 
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Gómez de la Serna once more endorsed destabilized private spaces again in 

“Simultaneism,” a chapter that frames Robert and Sonia Delaunay’s oeuvre. In the 

chapter, Gómez de la Serna praises the Delaunays’ involvement with a wide variety of 

media including textile and fashion design, illustrations, artistic inventions, room decor 

and even a project for a new city.52 However, the most important contribution of the 

couple according to him is what he called their achievement of “vital simultaneism.” This 

term was defined by how he perceived that the Delaunays had ably had their aesthetic 

ideals permeate the urban environment and, thus, effectively joined art and life.53 From 

the descriptions that Gómez de la Serna provided, it becomes apparent that merging art 

and life went hand in hand with the blurring of boundaries. This is clearest in Gómez de 

la Serna’s description of the Delaunays’ project for a new, “planned, well-made city” to 

be constructed on the outskirts of Paris. The description does not indicate any 

preoccupation with urban economies, instead the plan Gómez de la Serna described is 

largely concerned with social exhibition. The vital simultaneist city’s design was that of 

“a city of social exhibition” and “sincere display” that would impact the vitality of the 

                                                
52 Gómez de la Serna, Ismos, 171-177. 

53 Gómez de la Serna had witnessed their integration of art and life when the Delaunays, evading World 
War I, settled in Spain from 1914 until 1915 and again from 1917 through 1921. The spouses participated 
in the cultural life of Madrid, inviting cultural figures into their home and attending Gómez de la Serna’s 
tertulias. But besides active participation in cultural events in Madrid, Sonia Delaunay decorated interiors 
and began to sell her own fashion creations in her successful Boutique Sonia. With the result that elite and 
bourgeois spaces, like the Petit Casino of Madrid, including avant-garde aesthetics and aristocratic women, 
such as the daughters of the Marqués de Urquijo, choose modern attires by Sonia Delaunay, Simultaneist 
visions became part of the everyday for the upper class. For photographs of the Marqués de Urquijo’s 
daughters in Sonia-designed fashions, see Juan Manuel Bonet, “Los Delaunay y sus amigos españoles,” 
Robert y Sonia Delaunay (Madrid: Fundación Juan March, 1982), 67. 
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city and its citizens and had public life and self-display as its main concern.54 Gómez de 

la Serna explained the key to his conception of modernity by proclaiming that the 

Delaunays’ city would have “great windows [that] will allow for a vision of 

foreshortening as women rhythmically gesture while applying their rouge.”55 The 

author’s reference to women performing an ordinary gesture referred to the real and 

perfunctory actions that form the everyday life of people. The former use of the term 

“sincere” to describe the same kind of quotidian actions that occurred in the public eye 

related to Gómez de la Serna valuing those people who believed that their performances 

fostered impressions in the public sphere.56 

Transparency, a form of heightened visibility, was a recurrent characteristic in 

Gómez de la Serna’s analysis of the Delaunay’s art. The display windows and glass 

bathtubs that Sonia Delaunay prophesized for homes of the future (where “porcelain will 

not extinguish the spectacle of the pool that the human being creates when bathing!”) 

focused on visibility of the everyday, including mundane action and created a spectacle 

fit for the modern world.57 The modern life of vital simultaneism was one where the 

                                                
54 Gómez de la Serna, Ismos,176. “Su ciudad—digo yo—será una exposición social, un conjunto de vitrinas 
sinceras.”  

55 Ibid., 177. “Así que su simultaneísmo pictórico—le dije a Robert Delaunay—va a ser ahora 
simultaneísmo vital, viéndose a través de las grandes ventanas transparentes el escorzo de las mujeres 
ritmadas en el gesto de darse barra de carmín en los labios.”  

56 Goffman, The Presentation of Self, 28. Goffman describes the difference between a cynical performance, 
where the actor does not believe in his own act and performs a sort of masquerade. This can be seen as 
manipulative which is precisely what Gómez de la Serna does not defend.  

57 Gómez de la Serna, Ismos, 177. “Las bañeras—me dice Sonnia[sic]—serán también de vidrio y así la 
porcelana no matara el espectáculo de piscina que da el ser humano al bañarse.”  
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obfuscation of the private and public was incurred through the new city’s design, or 

through the new luminist architecture that compelled an everyday conscious display from 

citizens.58 In summary, the modern city he described was one of a public display of the 

everyday, much like what the photographs presented as his performance of the work of 

writing and diffusing modernity.  

Gómez de la Serna’s photographs permitted access to what was in principle a 

private space. He allowed the photographers who made these images to enter his personal 

office. As the space’s visibility grew, so did its importance as it was where cultural 

figures and interviewers went to interact with the writer. It was in his office, Gómez de la 

Serna proudly stated, that philosopher José Ortega y Gasset finally understood what 

modern art was.59 He used the office space to bridge his personal life and his role as a 

public figure. Once the spectacular workspace became identifiable as his; it crystallized 

how he had successfully branded it as part of his overall artistic production and personal 

aesthetic. The significance of the space’s association with Gómez de la Serna led to the 

writer being interviewed in 1934 about his upcoming move to his third office on 

Villanueva street. The journalist was curious to hear the writer’s thoughts on the transfer 

                                                
58 Despite the fact that the Delaunays’ city design never materialized, we can find the cohesive assimilation 
of public and private made present in the couples’ life. Art historian Sherry Buckberrough identifies a 
photograph where Sonia appears wearing a coat of her own design and in her “apartment/showroom, a 
multi-purpose avant-garde space or a highly civilized tent blending art, business and daily life: Sherry 
Buckberrough “Delaunay Design: Aesthetics, Immigration and the New Woman,” Art Journal, (Spring 
1995): 55. 

59 Antonio de Obregón, “La crisis de la literatura, Ramón Gómez de la Serna y su famoso torreón que acaba 
de abandonar,” Luz, February 21, 1934, 8-9. 
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and how it had affected him.60 Henceforth, Gómez de la Serna’s persona was effectively 

linked to his workspace and therefore to his overall production. This remains true today, 

as his last office in Buenos Aires was recreated for permanent exhibit in the Museo de 

Arte Contemporáneo de Madrid. 61 

Through the years, photographers continued to photograph the different angles of 

the office or the changes in decoration, and the press continued to publish them. This 

dialogue between the writer, the images, and the press indicated Gómez de la Serna’s 

objective toward reexamining the boundaries between public-private. But it was his 

choice of office objects that further enabled him to communicate these questions since 

the most attention-grabbing things that were in his studio office were those traditionally 

found within the public sphere. The office is a container of fragments of the outside 

world, captured instances that form part of a composition. One such significant object is 

the wax mannequin that appears in the Sánchez Portela photograph. The mannequin 

belongs in a shop window to attract clients and permit the visualization of clothes on the 

human body (see Fig. 3.3). In the 1930 photograph, the figure sits on the sofa as Gómez 

de la Serna plays the interviewer. Gómez de la Serna’s fixation on the mannequin is clear 

in the photograph but also throughout his writings. He spoke about dressing her and 

talking to her.62 The writer also had a gas streetlamp installed in his office and this 

                                                
60 Ibid. 

61 It was also exhibited in the Museo Nacional Reina Sofía along with the exhibit dedicated to Gómez de la 
Serna’s book, Ismos y un apéndice circense in 2001.  

62 Gómez de la Serna, Automoribundia, 358-362. 
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element, typically exclusive to the streets, became part of his everyday, a feature he 

celebrated in Automoribundia.63 He surrounded himself with elements of the outside 

world, and made his office meld the interior and exterior to recreate a new nebulous 

scene in which to act. 

In 1930, he once more flagrantly emphasized the blurred boundaries of public and 

private when he acquired the only private radio microphone in Spain. The radio 

microphone was installed in his workspace and allowed him to intervene during 

broadcasts of the Unión Radio station.64 This was a responsibility and privilege that he 

took seriously, and he performed an evening commentary of whatever interested him that 

day, or invented telegrams to read, or fantastic news to share.65 With this addition to his 

office-studio, he noted that, “in the solitude of my home where I live alone, the 

journalistic and literary confession will have reached the apex of intimacy.”66 

The office photographs, along with the things that the office contained, publicized 

the writer’s individuality by highlighting his singular workspace and its atypical 

decoration. Unlike the painting, the photographs allowed for viewers to recognize that the 

seemingly strange objects were not additions due to Rivera’s creative license. Although 

they may have appeared initially striking because of their apparent de-contextualization, 

                                                
63 Ibid., 362. In the autobiography he also includes a photograph of the street lamp.  

64 Gómez de la Serna, “Micrófono privado, en funciones universales,” 9. 

65 Cesar Gonzalo Ruano, “Ramón y la radio,” Ondas, March 14, 1931, 7. 

66 Gómez de la Serna, “Micrófono privado, en funciones universales,” 9. “Con este micrófono en la soledad 
y en el silencio de la casa en que vivo solo, la confesión periodística y literaria habrá llegado al máximo de 
la intimidad.”  
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the objects’ presence was precisely what made the space be immediately identifiable. 

They attracted attention and proclaimed a redefinition of public and private spheres that 

implied increasing visibility.  

 

Correspondences Between Photography and Writing 

The photographs of Gómez de la Serna in his office pictured how public and 

private boundaries were beginning to blur in modernity. Gómez de la Serna’s writings 

formed part of the period discourses that questioned the growing ambiguity and its 

implications. But the photographs also revealed Gómez de la Serna’s unique theories 

about the power of objects. These images were a step toward making his abstract and 

difficult theory of things visually apparent.  

Gómez de la Serna’s theorizations on objects are quite unlike the thing theory or 

material theories that scholars like Bill Brown or Jane Bennett have formulated in recent 

years.67 His theories were an early attempt to uncover the impact of things that surround 

us in our lives. As proof of his genuine interest for things is how, despite being a writer, 

he placed a higher importance on material things than on words: “objects are the joy of 

the word, the illustration, the graphic, the joy of literature.”68 Without things, he believed 

he could not write. Such a belief provides an explanation for the writer’s multiple 

                                                
67 Bill Brown, “Thing Theory,” Critical Inquiry 28, n.1 (Autumn, 2001): 1-22; Jane Bennett, Vibrant 
Matter: A Political Ecology of Things (Durham: Duke University Press, 2000). 

68 F.C., “Ramón Gómez de la Serna nos habla de la radio, después de su excursión a América,” Ondas, 
April 16, 1932, 28. As cited in interview: “Los objetos son la alegría de la palabra; la ilustración, el gráfico, 
la alegría de la literatura.” 
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collections, his cluttered office decoration, and the designation of some of the things he 

owned as “fetish” objects. These fetishes were not simply signifiers of eroticism, but 

rather of the power of underlying and multiple meanings within a material thing.69  

Gómez de la Serna’s fixations demonstrated his varied tastes and multiple 

interests and the photographs were able to capture them. Taking heed of his ideas that 

photography needed to be analyzed, Gómez de la Serna’s portrayals among his 

collections relay questions about how these images could make his theories of things 

visually present.70  

To understand this, we must examine his extensive theorizations on the effects of 

things. In Ismos, in the chapter titled “Shelfism” Gómez de la Serna discussed how the 

things people own have the capacity to essentially transform their personalities. This 

chapter expanded the implications presented in his 1914 book, El Rastro, where he built a 

drifting argument that expressed his love for the flea market of the same name.71 In the 

book he rejoiced in the multitude of discarded objects for sale. He returned to the subject 

of his appreciation for things in 1934 and continued to express how objects were imbued 

with power in his essay “Things and the Id.” This latter essay acts as a conclusion to 

some of the ideas presented in “Shelfism.”  

                                                
69 Nicolás Fernández Medina, “A Return to the Body,” Modernism and the Avant-Garde Body in Spain and 
Italy, eds. Nicolás Fernández-Medina and Maria Truglio (New York: Routledge, 2016), 17, 20. 

70 See note #11 for a listing of the photographs of Gómez de la Serna in his office (or just his office) that 
appeared in the press. 

71 Ramón Gómez de la Serna, El Rastro (Valencia: Editorial Prometeo, 1914). 
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In “Things and the Id” he established his theory of things and their role in the 

conscious and subconscious of individuals.72 He used his usual elaborate and convoluted 

prose to argue for the important role that things can play in one’s life. Highfill has 

interpreted Gómez de la Serna’s theory as defined by things’ ability to share “in the 

fluidity and flux of the symbolic order.”73 Highfill has connected that capacity with 

Gómez de la Serna’s frequent use of things’ qualities as recourses in his experimental 

metaphors. But analyzing Gómez de la Serna’s texts about things themselves 

demonstrates that for the Spaniard things had a capacity that went beyond symbolism or 

sensorial-enrichment.  

According to Gómez de la Serna, the physical proximity of things could affect the 

dweller since “one is a bit of a child of the environment of things among which one 

lives.”74 He argued that there was a dialogue that connected an owner with the things he 

collected or kept, and in that dialogue, the person was capable of both acting and 

receiving action. In “Shelfism” and “Things and the Id” he explained that the role of 

things was to mediate the world for their owner. Gómez de la Serna contended that the 

owner and her things were involved in a reciprocal arrangement, and it did not matter 

                                                
72 Ramón Gómez de la Serna, “Las cosas y ‘el ello’,” in Una teoría personal del arte: antología de textos 
de estética y teoría del arte, ed. Ana Collado Martínez (Madrid: Tecnos, 1988), 173-183. Translation for 
essay title is taken from Noël Valis, “Collecting, the Rescue of Things, and the Human,” The Yale Review 
(July 2012): 72-75. 

73 Highfill, Modernism and Its Merchandise, 99. Highfill bases this interpretation on “Things and the Id,” 
not on the Ismos chapter, “Shelfism,” but a lot of the same ideas appeared in that chapter written earlier. 

74 Gómez de la Serna, Ismos, 145. “Se es un poco hijo del ambiente de cosas en que se vive, si se tuvieron 
ciertos rostros en el pasado es que los cuadros y los espejos mantenían la misma fisonomía nativa y 
heredada.”  
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much if the arrangement was unbeknownst or acknowledged by the owner. The aesthetics 

with which someone surrounded herself ultimately altered how she performed in the 

everyday and, accordingly, things performed in the everyday and efficiently imbued 

environments with their specific properties.  

Taking Gómez de la Serna’s belief of how things played a role on both a 

conscious and subconscious level, the images of the writer among his collections offer 

new insight. The photographs were meant to portray the writer’s objects and thus implied 

their influence. Through this exhibition of his things, he directed attention to the 

controlled environment from which he mined inspiration and that, consequently, made 

him a representative of modernity. By promoting himself through the photographs in and 

of his office, Gómez de la Serna was making his workspace a recognizable physical 

manifestation of himself. A viewer of the photographs would similarly be impacted, 

understanding the office as a space that was not simply an extension of the writer’s 

influence, but an extension of the writer himself. Perhaps through this realization, 

viewers would come to give greater attention to the things they owned.  

In comprehending the role of the purposeful accumulation of things in Gómez de 

la Serna’s studio-office as well as their display, it is useful to consider how they would 

function within what philosopher Jean Baudrillard has called “non-functional object.” 

The things Gómez de la Serna kept were visually appealing but did not seem to have 

practical functions (unlike a refrigerator in a kitchen, for example). But according to 

Gómez de la Serna, the storefront mannequins in his office were not functionless, rather 

they functioned in a way that went beyond how Baudrillard understood objects could act. 
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The French philosopher may have believed them to be representative of the sign-value 

dense object where the objective is that things symbolize or represent something. 

However, this sign-value density limits how objects can function because it opposes 

Gómez de la Serna’s theories. Because while for Baudrillard these types of objects 

exclusively exercised “minimal function and maximal meaning,” for the Spanish writer 

they contained an overlooked utilitarian aspect, namely, they inspire him and have them 

impact his everyday life.75 For Gómez de la Serna, physical things were not limited to 

sign-density, although they may not have fulfilled the usefulness for which they were 

originally made.  

As a result, Gómez de la Serna did not see this functionality in opposition to the 

possibility of sign-value density. The office photographs, precisely because they were 

published and included in his autobiography, had the ability to convey Gómez de la 

Serna’s ideas. In other words, it was not so important for the photographs to show off his 

various collections, as it was important that they exhibit the collections because these 

things contained and related the writer’s theories. The collections were bound to the 

writer, they were an extension of Gómez de la Serna’s creative activity and contained the 

meanings the writer ascribed to them. Beyond their ability to represent him—that is, their 

signifier’s role—these collections were charged with the power to dramatically change a 

person.76  

                                                
75 Jean Baudrillard, The System of Objects (New York: Verso, 2005), 86. 

76 Valis, “Collecting, the Rescue of Things, and the Human,” 72-75. Valis notes the differences between 
Gómez de la Serna’s understanding of objects and Baudrillard’s. She focuses on Gómez de la Serna’s 1934 
essay, “Las cosas y ‘el ello’,” which expands on some of the ideas he brings up in the “Shelfism” chapter of 
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Although Gómez de la Serna’s theories on collecting have not received the same 

degree of scholarly attention than those of Benjamin, a comparison between their ideas 

helps clarify the role that each ascribed to things. For Benjamin, a collection was a series 

of objects ordered and kept which were simultaneously stripped of most of their 

functional or utilitarian value and consequentially their exchange value.77 Once things 

form part of a collection, they do not continue to move within the web of exchanges in 

the capitalist system. Furthermore, for Benjamin the collection speaks about the collector, 

and the loss of the owner means a collection loses meaning since the things are ultimately 

related to that person.78 For Benjamin, a collection revolved around the owner, it is an 

individual and personal activity dependent entirely on ownership. He did not account for 

the possibility of the owner reciprocating impact upon his collection. Baudrillard and 

Benjamin’s ideas intertwine in their questions regarding the possibility for collections 

and objects as being able to ever communicate beyond the collector/owner. In short, do 

things have the capacity to create a discourse that addresses others?79 This was not in 

doubt for the madrileño. Gómez de la Serna wrote about his collections as if they were 

                                                
Ismos. Similarly, Valis continues, for Gómez de la Serna things have agency and power, they are not just 
symbols, and collecting is an inherently human task, not the infantile endeavor Baudrillard makes it out to 
be.  

77 Walter Benjamin, “Unpacking my Library, a Talk about Book Collecting,” Illuminations, Essays and 
Reflections, ed. Hannah Arendt (New York: Schoken Books, 2007), 60. Valis connects W. Benjamin’s 
ideas about collecting with Gómez de la Serna’s in her essay. However, the essay is interested in issues of 
affect and personal memory as they relate to personal collections, the act of collecting and the role of things 
for humans. Despite the different focus of the essay, it is important because she is one of the few scholars 
who treats Gómez de la Serna’s difficult essay in depth.  

78 Benjamin, “Unpacking my Library,” 59, 67. 

79 Baudrillard, The System of Objects, 114. 
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part of his persona, they worked simultaneously toward his public performance and in his 

private life, and that is why they received attention in his autobiography. Their 

appearance in the press and his books indicated his investment in how they participated in 

his performance. For him, things created the scene within which the owner would act, 

and his own collections were part of the expressive equipment he used and that he was 

able to control as part in his self-imaging project.80  

Gómez de la Serna’s theories accounts for his collecting habits, but also invite a 

study of how the photographs could create a visual analogy to his writing. The 

photographs of Gómez de la Serna in his office from the late 1920s until 1936 established 

a legacy for the Rivera portrait. Like Rivera’s artwork, they exhibited Gómez de la Serna 

to the public, but they also went further as they denote unique correspondences with his 

written production. Through these correspondences, they were aimed at promoting 

Gómez de la Serna’s personal aesthetics as “modern.”  

The photographs visually performed the theories, interests, or writerly devices 

that Gómez de la Serna explored in his written work. The photographs permit a view into 

his idiosyncratic understanding of “the modern,” which he encompassed not only 

increased visibility, but also experimental aesthetics, and a growing overlap between elite 

and popular culture. Glancing at the office photographs with a degree of familiarity with 

the written oeuvre generates a new reading of the photographs; the writer’s personal 

space had the potential to conjure his prose. Gómez de la Serna’s elaborate interior 

                                                
80 Goffman, The Presentation of Self, 32. 
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decoration was a creative expression of his very personal style, and in that, it was much 

like his writings.  

Consider, for example, the accumulation of things within the office space. Gómez 

de la Serna’s extraordinary penchant for procuring and hoarding is a recurring pattern in 

his work. The repetitive nature of his written style recreates the same sense of excess—

overindulgent and lengthy descriptions—that his office collections produce. More than 

that, Gómez de la Serna’s working manner recalls the same issues at play in his overall 

production. Highfill has argued that “his greedy desire to incorporate everything into his 

work, his inability to prune and polish his exuberant prose” is to blame for Gómez de la 

Serna’s status today. Because, despite being an essential player in the cultural arena of 

the period, he is not considered part of the Spanish literary canon today.81  

Gómez de la Serna collected and decontextualized everyday and bizarre objects: 

bowling pins, phrenology busts, among others.82 In his writings, he experimented with 

superfluous descriptions so as to elevate the things under his literary microscope. For 

example, his essay on the ordinary feather duster extends attention to its aesthetic, its 

production, and its use: 

There are crossbred feather dusters that join the hen and the turkey and 
hermaphrodite feather dusters that join the hen and the rooster. A bird waiting in 
limbo, it will become reanimated on the day of the Last Judgment, which will be 
the compensative day of all the things that were. For now, it is only a strange bird 

                                                
81 Juli Highfill, “Metaphoric Commerce: The Greguerías novísimas and Their Circumstance,” Arizona 
Journal of Hispanic Cultural Studies vol. 9 (2005): 123. 

82 See Ramón Gómez de la Serna, Lo Cursi y otros ensayos (Buenos Aires: Editorial Sudamericana, 1943). 
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that mocks the animate with its inanimate virtue and surpasses the short utility of 
the bird that flies, by caressing books, glass, and works of art.83 

 
This example demonstrates how he found inspiration in most anything, but by 

doing so he granted a special status to the chosen thing. The symbolic value of objects 

increased through the writer’s selection, and he proclaimed his capacity to ennoble the 

ordinary through his close study. This was what was going on in his office as well, as the 

series of objects within the space were doubly exalted: once by his choice of including 

them within his space and depending on their influence, and again when he dedicated 

essays or aphorisms to them. 

In the photographs of the Velázquez street office, we can see the delicate attention 

he dedicated to each object, as the carefully organized desktop is set toward the best 

possible display. Note how in photographs, things overwhelm the desk’s area open to 

work, hardly any space is left for the actual work of writing that we expect had to take 

place here (see Figs. 3.4-3.5). Comparisons abound between his office set-up and the 

shops at El Rastro flea market, his favorite shopping haunt, where everything was 

displayed at once and the supplies of things never seemed to end.84 Moreover, the prose 

                                                
83 Ramón Gómez de la Serna, “Los plumeros” in Lo cursi y otros ensayos (Buenos Aires: Editorial 
Sudamericana, 1943), 242. “Hay plumeros cruzados en que se reúne la gallina y el pavo y plumeros 
hermafroditas en los que se reúne el gallo y la gallina. Pájaro en limbos de espera, volverá a reanimarse ese 
día del Juicio Final, que será el día compensativo de todas las cosas que fueron. Por ahora sólo es un 
pajaroide que se burla de lo animado con su virtud de inanimado y supera la cortedad de los servicios del 
pájaro que vuela, acariciando libros, vidrios, obras de arte.” 

84 Alaminos López, Los despachos de Ramón Gómez de la Serna, 58; Fernández Utrera, “Política cursi,” 
332. 
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of El Rastro, reprises the aesthetics of things stacked up, a tower of discarded 

miscellanea: 

“Rosettes, crosses, medals, epaulettes, pendants, compasses, domino sets, 
bracelets, empty cases, confusing things, pieces of things whose finish is 
unknown, workman’s tools with such virtue in their physique that they demand 
respect…”85 

 
The short extract describes those objects he encountered in El Rastro, but they could 

similarly list part of what he accrued in his unique office.  

 Gómez de la Serna’s appetite for collecting was not limited to material things. In 

his archive there are various notecards annotated with words that made up his 

Diccionario Manual (Manual Dictionary) (Fig. 3.16). The terms he wrote down are those 

that either summon the picturesque, outdated, and tangible world or have strange 

vocalizations: zambombada (to have hit or exploded), 86 papirusa (pretty woman in 

Argentinian slang),87 or pipirijainas (company of comedians that play in small towns).88 

The Diccionario proves his fascination with not only the Spanish language and its 

construction, but also, as in his office, all that is rare, uncanny, and extraordinary.89 

                                                
85 Gómez de la Serna, El Rastro, 65. “Rosetas, cruces, medallas, charreteras, dijes, brújulas, juegos de 
dominó, brazaletes, estuches vacíos, cosas confusas, pedazos de cosas que no se sabe qué remate tenían, 
herramientas de trabajo con una virtud en su aspecto que da respeto…” 

86 “Dictionary Cards” by Ramón Gómez de la Serna, Box 37, folder 1, Ramón Gómez de la Serna Archive, 
Special Collections, Pittsburgh University Archives. 

87 Ibid.  

88 “Dictionary Cards” by Ramón Gómez de la Serna,” Box 37, folder 2, Ramón Gómez de la Serna 
Archive, Special Collections, Pittsburgh University Archives. 

89 “Guide to Ramón Gómez de la Serna Papers,” University Library System of the University of Pittsburgh, 
accessed August 24, 2015 http://digital.library.pitt.edu/cgi-bin/f/findaid/findaid-
idx?type=simple;c=ascead;view=text;subview=outline;didno=US-PPiU-sc196704. 
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The exalted objects became part of the office inventory that he moved every time 

he took up a new workspace. They became a persistent presence throughout his career 

and he tried to recreate the same compositions over and over in his offices. For example, 

the crystal balls he had collected were always hung from the ceiling, which are part of the 

museum reconstruction of his office to this day (see Fig. 3.12).90 Although he did not lack 

in creativity, there is constancy in his use of objects that parallel the repetition of his 

writing themes. The attempt at faithfully reconstructing the placement of objects in the 

new offices, made the workspace function as a museum-like space. Gómez de la Serna 

dignified the objects by granting them attention, elevated their signifying value and 

finally worked to exert control over how he felt they affected his everyday life and work. 

Despite “stilling” some of his objects by replicating their placement in his different 

workspaces, throughout the years the photographs indicate changes and additions. As an 

owner, Gómez de la Serna accumulated and continued to respond to his collection, his 

things formed part of an ongoing creative project, one that remained active for as long as 

he lived.  

The continual dynamic activity of his overdone office collections’ construction is 

similarly evident in his written production. Throughout his overall production, many of 

the books he published were reworked versions or compendiums from earlier articles and 

essays. Once the books were published, he still saw them as open-ended creations that 

could be re-worked. For example, he added a chapter on Dalí to Ismos in the 1940s and 

                                                
90 Gómez de la Serna, Automoribundia, 256-258, 511, 643. The writer describes how the crystal balls were 
present in his first office and how he continued to put them up every time he moved his workplace. 
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extended his autobiography twice.91 Although the additions did not diverge from core 

messages or meanings of the earlier versions, these examples demonstrate how he often 

revisited his past creative output and saw his written work as progressively ongoing. 

Likewise, most of his office retained the early aesthetic prescriptions found in the Rivera 

portrait, with edits that maintained it up to date and relevant. 

Gómez de la Serna’s constant collecting also relates information about his rather 

indiscriminate and prolific nature as a writer. The selection of office objects was not 

based on a monetary value. Gómez de la Serna explained that he was not wealthy, so the 

things he owned were not valuable in that sense.92 An object’s status was in flux in his 

office—as he transformed and was transformed by it. The things in his office were of 

elite, popular, or mass cultural origin, but they were not displayed to correspond to their 

origins. Similarly, the photographs and his written work appeared in mass popular 

publications like the satirical Buen Humor but also in elite literary magazines like Cruz y 

Raya. He was unaffected by standard categories that pigeonholed literary production as 

either elite or popular. The diversity of objects is in tune with the different type of media 

where his work and image appeared. Although it may have appeared contradictory, this 

seemingly haphazard strategy served to market the writer and his ideas to both the elite 

and popular publics. Although his books are highly experimental and would not have 

                                                
91 The book Ismos is a particularly explicit example. Besides the addition of the Dalí chapter during the 
1940s, the entire book was based on articles he had written for different publications. For example, the 
chapter “Luminism” was originally published in Nuevo Mundo (February 1,1929, n.p.) under the title 
“Avidez de Luz.” 

92 Alaminos López, Los despachos de Ramón Gómez de la Serna, 68. 
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attracted a popular audience, the greguerías or photographs could. The expectation was 

that these aphorisms or images could act as shorthand and comparably transmit his ideas 

of modernity and experimentation.  

Gómez de la Serna’s name circulated in magazines and newspapers as part of the 

public performance that the author controlled. Such proliferation of his name or work was 

one that Gómez de la Serna must have regarded as positive since his desire was to reach 

the greatest possible public. In 1919, fellow writer Rafael Cansinos-Asséns stated that 

Gómez de la Serna had begun to move away from minority readership with his 

greguerías and books like El Circo (The Circus) (1917). This change led Cansinos-

Asséns to affirm that Gómez de la Serna could dissolve borders through his capacity to 

be “at once aristocratic and demagogic.”93 This astute observation aligns with what Nigel 

Dennis identified as an essential feature of Gómez de la Serna’s public persona: the 

writer’s constant participation in the press aimed at a variety of publics ultimately served 

toward his project of diffusing modernity.94 Through disseminating his name, written 

work, and especially his image, his biographer Miguel Pérez Ferrero believed that Gómez 

de la Serna “discovered [that] the secret is to introduce everyday his name to the public 

through their eyes.”95  

                                                
93 Rafael Cansinos-Asséns, Poetas y prosistas del novescientos (España y América) (Madrid: Editorial 
América, 1919), 247, 250. “Ramón se nos revela como un escritor disolvente, á (sic) un tiempo 
aristocrático y demagógico.” 

94 Dennis, “Introduction,”10. 

95 Miguel Pérez Ferrero, “Vida de Ramón,” Cruz y Raya, September 1935, 26. 
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According to such statements, at the core of Gómez de la Serna’s promotion of 

modernity is how he engaged in self-promotion or marketing. Among these strategies, we 

must count how his persona in the popular press was also constructed with the 

photographs of him in his office. These images made him more available to the public 

while his contact with figures of the avant-garde and literary world maintained his artistic 

credibility. While he published in widely read publications, he also wrote in more 

conservative or elite journals so that his modernity and engagement with lofty intellectual 

debates would not be questioned. According to Pérez Ferrero’s early biography, Gómez 

de la Serna did not “dream of exquisite minorities” but wanted all the public to “get used 

to him and comprehend him.”96  

In the Madrid of the 1920s and 1930s, the categorical ambivalence of a figure like 

Gómez de la Serna was not a problem. The public was open to the simultaneous 

strategies that implied the same type of negotiations that were taking place in different 

spheres, not just artistic but also in manufacturing, as part of the processes of modernity 

and modernization. And while Madrid’s physical transformations brought up questions of 

loss of identity, Gómez de la Serna embodied a new possibility. In his work, he did not 

choose between the elite or the popular, or continuity or transformation. Gómez de la 

Serna demonstrated an interest in the past, including outdated objects in his office as well 

as exhibiting his enthusiasm for modern art and cultural innovation. He did not 

                                                
96 Pérez Ferrero, “Vida de Ramón,” 31.  
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compromise the ideas of the avant-garde despite attempting to make them part of popular 

discourses.  

Finally, these photographs of Gómez de la Serna in his office share in a prevalent 

quality of his writing: the lack of psychological intimacy. The facial expression of the 

writer stands out, as he looked away from the camera to appear withdrawn. Immersed in 

his own world, the writer who was known for his humoristic aphorisms looks solemn. A 

spectator is unable to read into the writer’s character. Even in the action of 

“interviewing” his life-size mannequin as seen in the photograph, he takes on the air of 

seriousness (see Fig. 3.3). It is through the bizarre environment surrounding him that a 

viewer could perceive his exuberant personality. The lack of psychological depth or 

intimacy that Gómez de la Serna provided in the photographs is congruous to a common 

critique of his novels. Critics argued that within them, there was little interest in depth of 

character psychology and instead his narratives more often presented fragmented 

realities.97  

Gómez de la Serna as pictured in these photographs is similarly fragmented. His 

image is rather than personal, all surface. The office mise-en-scène appears to be of equal 

importance than the portrayal of the writer. Literary scholar John McCulloch has argued 

that in his writing Gómez de la Serna’s use of fragmentation in his writing was a 

purposeful device toward removing objects from their usual sphere to result in new 

                                                
97 Domingo Ródenas de Moya, “Introducción” in Greguerías, relatos, ensayos y otros textos, ed. Domingo 
Ródenas de Moya (Barcelona: Ediciones Octaedro, 2008), 35-36. 
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aesthetic values.98 The staging Gómez de la Serna created in his office, full of 

decontextualized, unusual things offered viewers the only source for reading into his 

personality. In this case, the objects presented his aesthetic values and hinted at his love 

of excess. The scene itself is what offered the insight into his originality, his obsessive 

character, and his style all while his stand-offish expression suspends the possibility of a 

more intimate character study. 

 

Ignoring the Implications of Capitalism and Politics  

The comparison between Benjamin and Gómez de la Serna’s premises on the 

nature of display or the role of collecting evidences shared interests, but also serves to 

introduce the limits to Gómez de la Serna’s conception of modernity. Because, although 

both writers’ analyses indicate a certain suspicious attitude toward capitalist 

consumption, Gómez de la Serna did not explicitly engage with the possible problems 

and consequences that modernity presented. He remained generally uninterested in 

politics or the consequences of capitalism.  

Gómez de la Serna was uninterested in politics to the point that the tertulia he led, 

contrary to how these meetings were traditionally known to foster political discussions, 

did not allow the subject of politics.99 Further evidence of his apathy toward political talk 

can be found in Ismos. Published in 1931 when his reputation among the artistic elite was 

                                                
98 John A. McCulloch, The Dilemma of Modernity: Ramón Gómez de la Serna and the Spanish Modernist 
Novel (New York: Peter Lang, 2007), 9. 

99 Ramón Gómez de la Serna, Primera proclama del Pombo, 1915. 
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failing, the book was another jab at marketing himself as part of the initiatory experience 

of the avant-garde in Spain.100 This same year, the democratic Second Spanish Republic 

was established and politics dominated intellectual debates and activity. However, in his 

book’s introduction Gómez de la Serna went against the grain, as he explained that art is 

eternal but that politics eclipse one another. Evidently, throughout the decades he had not 

developed an interest in these mundane matters. Thus, in the book the avant-garde is 

presented as apolitical, unburdened by questions of the role and responsibility of art that 

in the 1930s were becoming extremely convulsive. The photographs of Gómez de la 

Serna worked in the same way as Ismos’ art historical narrative: advertising him but not 

discovering his politics, once more blocking access to that intimate aspect. The 

photographs could be read as a performance that remained limited to a surface 

understanding of objects, aesthetics, and juxtapositions. 

His divorce from temporal matters, was further compounded in his choice of 

being a collector. If we follow Benjamin’s reasoning, Gómez de la Serna’s choice of 

collecting was effectively working to eliminate the market value of his office things. But 

as Gómez de la Serna publicized himself alongside his collections through the 

photographs and his book descriptions, his modern status and fame became imbued into 

the types of objects he collected. This had the unforeseen repercussions, as his marketing 

activity bound him to collecting and he unwittingly became a participant within a 

capitalist system. According to Gómez de la Serna, twenty years after he published his 

                                                
100 I thank Dr. Javier Pérez Segura for this observation. 
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homage to flea markets, El Rastro, El Rastro’s salesmen were using his name to sell their 

wares. The heaps of objects with questionable value suddenly acquired an (ostensible) 

assurance of worth through the Gómez de la Serna name. The aesthetic he advertised, his 

aesthetic, was utilized for the basic link in the chain of capitalism: to create demand. No 

longer was marketing limited to what was under the writer’s control as his ownership led 

to a value increase to a selection of things and it now extended his influence into the 

traditional web of consumerism.101 

Furthermore, Benjamin foresaw that the publicly consumable presentation of the 

self was rooted in new commercial spaces and brought with it an implicit threat of a loss 

of control over self-hood. Gómez de la Serna expressed similar doubts but did not 

extensively examine his ambivalence toward the commercialization of store displays.102 

He was aware and wary about an uncontrolled visibility, but as an active participant in his 

self-display and consequentially in his own “consumability,” he must have felt he was in 

control of his performance. His office was the set boundary that established the limits of 

his writerly persona for the public eye. Within it he performed his self-designed role that 

served itself of the power of display that he could carefully control.  

Paradoxically, Gómez de la Serna’s apprehension to total visibility did not 

preclude his constant desire to incite the consumption of his image and his definition of 

                                                
101 Humberto Huergo Cardoso, “Una breve historia del escaparate madrileño moderno,” Arte y ciudad, 
Revista de investigación vol. 1, no. 3 (June 2013): 235. 

102 Highfill, Modernism and its Merchandise, 56. Highfill uses a greguería to illustrate Gómez de la 
Serna’s apprehension. The greguería describes a chick being born in a glass display and affirms that 
modern life does not respect anything, even “the most private act that exists: the act being born.” 
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modernity.103 In fact, Gómez de la Serna proved to himself to be a savvy marketer as he 

experimented with the complexities of display for himself. During this period marketing 

in Spain was an entirely new concept, and there is evidence that professional international 

agencies had a difficult time even understanding the Spanish market because there was 

no way to measure it statistically.104 And yet, Gómez de la Serna successfully navigated 

the public sphere and made himself a product of modernity by using strategies of mass 

production and consumption such as publicizing and making his name, image, and work 

ubiquitous. As stated earlier, the use of his name in popular periodicals as synonymous 

with modernity proved that he had effectively created an accessible standard for the 

public.  

Through Gómez de la Serna’s display and implied presence in the popular press, 

he participated in different theoretical spaces that urban philosopher Henri Lefebvre 

defined as existent in cities: the physical, mental, and social.105 The tertulia activities of 

Gómez de la Serna as well as his actual office established him as a physical presence in 

Madrid. The photographs of the writer in his office were responsible for assuring that he 

participated through the circuits of social and mental spaces, since they appeared in books 

and mass-published periodicals which were part of the developing networks of 

                                                
103 Highfill, Modernism and its Merchandise, 56-57. 

104 Victoria de Grazia, Irresistible Empire, America’s Advance through Twentieth Century Europe 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2005), 268. According to book in the 1920s the American agency J 
Walter Thompson was unable to measure the purchasing power of Spain because it was so behind in 
technologies like widespread electricity and telephones.  

105 Robert A. Davidson, Jazz Age, Barcelona (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2009), 5. 
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communication. Finally, the strange office setting appeared clearly staged, or rather, 

controlled by Gómez de la Serna. Such an aesthetic created a scene that challenged 

traditional understandings of space, compelling the viewer to analyze and “read” the 

image. The reproduction of the photographs in multiple periodicals assured that Gómez 

de la Serna’s performace reached a variety of publics. 

In sum, Gómez de la Serna permitted views into his office to advance his 

aesthetic as well as his idea of what constituted modernity in a visual form. The 

accessibility and fame he chased was based on the pervasiave use of his image and his 

work, however, it fell short. Finding his work was easy, since it was published in so many 

venues, but engaging his work remains difficult. Gómez de la Serna prioritized his 

interest in concept and theory and consequently eliminated anecdote and emotion from 

his work. The nature of his performance in both imagery and text similarly denied the 

viewer and reader entry to any psychological depth or intimacy. In his writing, he 

consistently sacrificed clarity for modernist word play as he obfuscated meanings. 

Following Gómez de la Serna’s contemporary, Ortega y Gasset’s definitions of elite and 

modern art, the writer’s production would have fallen under the category of elite. In 

Deshumanización del arte (Dehumanization of Art) Ortega y Gasset expounded how the 

masses responded to feelings and instinct, precisely the features that Gómez de la Serna’s 

work lacked. 106  

And yet, Gómez de la Serna’s strategy to a continual public presence 

                                                
106 McCulloch, The Dilemma of Modernity, 17; José Ortega y Gasset, La deshumanización del arte 
(Madrid: Espasa, 1999).  
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demonstrated his interest in a broad public for his ideas. His complex theories may have 

been simplified or degraded in their articulations and reiterations in the popular press, but 

the tactic served to bring awareness of his conception of modernity as an enthusiastic 

acceptance of innovation. For him, modernity comprehended new possibilities and 

unexpected redefinitions. In all their complexity, the photographs of Gómez de la Serna 

in his office aimed to materialize the blurred boundaries and material influences enabled 

by “the new.” 

After the declaration of the Spanish Republic in 1931, and the increasing 

sociopolitical tensions throughout the decare, it became exceedingly important to declare 

the politics and clarify the objectives of modernity. It was no longer acceptable to 

experiment with aesthetics and promote an agenda of art for art’s sake in Spain. It was 

not simply, as Highfill has suggested, Gómez de la Serna’s unselective love of things that 

marked his diminishing influence and eventual displacement from the literary canon. 

Rather, it was his self-created role of what we now understand as oxymoronic: an avant-

garde aesthete. His continued performance, his use of fragmentation, his evasion of 

delving beneath the surface toward psychological depth coalesced to leave him unable to 

respond to the turns of the newly critical socio-political situation. Although he remained 

active, he became an anachronism by 1936 when the Spanish Civil War broke out, as a 

modernity based on a self-promotional and self-reflective project was no longer valid. 

His uncompromising independence made him attempt to simplify and deflect the frictions 

between tradition and modernity, an important contribution throughout the 1920s and 

early 1930s in Spain. During those years, his success conveys Madrid’s transforming 
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cultural and social development and its ambiguity. By 1936, with political tensions linked 

with the complex consequences of the expanding capitalist system, Gómez de la Serna’s 

idealistic project was no longer viable. He could no longer be modern when modernity 

itself had become a politicized doctrine.
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CHAPTER 4 

ESSENTIALIST MADRID IN ESENCIA DE VERBENA 

 

In 1929, writer Ernesto Giménez Caballero (Madrid, 1899-Madrid, 1988) sent a 

letter to his friend and poet Guillermo de Torre about a short film he had just finished 

making. In the message Giménez Caballero described how he was embroiled in cinema, 

an “infinite medium, inebriated with expression,” and explained that he had just made an 

“avant-garde film” that would be presented in the II Independent Cinema Congress taking 

place in Brussels the next year.1 Both men were dedicated to the promotion of the avant-

garde in Spain, having worked together to create La Gaceta Literaria (The Literary 

Gazette) (1927-1931), one of the most significant publications on the topic.2 This 

friendship and their shared interests were possibly what led, Giménez Caballero to finish 

his missive stating how he hoped that de Torre would order a copy.3  

The film he was promoting was Esencia de verbena, poema documental de 

Madrid en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Documentary Poem of Madrid in 12 

                                                
1 Ernesto Giménez Caballero to Guillermo de Torre, August 28, 1929, in Gacetas y meridianos: 
Correspondencia Ernesto Giménez Caballero/Guillermo de Torre (1925-1968) (Madrid: Iberoamericana 
Vervuet, 2012), 283. 

2 For more on the magazine see: Lori Cole, “Madrid: Questioning the Avant-Garde” in The Oxford Critical 
and Cultural History of Modernist Magazines, Vol. III, Europe 1880-1940: Part I, eds. Peter Booker, et al. 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 369-374.  

3 Guillermo de Torre was in Argentina, meaning Giménez Caballero would hope to have the film screened 
in Latin America as well. Ernesto Giménez Caballero to Guillermo de Torre, August 28, 1929, in Gacetas y 
meridianos, 283. 
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Images).4 The short letter offers insight into the writer’s growing interest in cinema as 

well as his aspiration to find a wide audience for the short movie.  

Esencia de verbena is a film focused on the summer fairs, verbenas, that took and 

continue to take place in Madrid. Giménez Caballero’s short was the Spanish selection 

for the 1930 Independent Cinema Congress in a program that included works by 

celebrated directors King Vidor, Walter Ruttmann, and Hans Richter.5 Screened in the 

company of avant-garde productions, the film represented Spain’s cinematic culture and, 

keeping in mind Giménez Caballero’s description of the film in his note to de Torre, 

aspired to demonstrate a dimension of the Spanish avant-garde.  

During the 1920s period, Spanish film producers and critics argued about the 

importance of fostering Spanish film culture and the use the medium toward promoting 

the nation. These debates aimed to advance cinema’s patriotic mission and, more 

importantly, to offer strategies that made the messages legible for both local and 

international cinema audiences.6 Within these discourses, Esencia de verbena is an 

especially rich example of if and how a vision of Spain could be forged in cinema. 

                                                
4 Esencia de verbena forms part of the Filmoteca Española collection and can be watched online. See: 
Ernesto Giménez Caballero, Esencia de verbena, poema documental de Madrid en 12 imágenes (Ernesto 
Giménez Caballero, 1930), 35 mm film, from Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte-Canal Cultura, 
11:23, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpaUF2kpv_Y. 

5 Juan Piqueras, "Cinema independiente en 1930” La Gaceta Literaria, January 1, 1931, 14. 

6 Marta García Carrión, Por un cine patrio, Cultura cinematográfica y nacionalismo español (1926-1936) 
(Valencia: Universitat de València, 2013), 11-13. 
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Historians have argued that, in hindsight, the film’s success was limited because it 

represents but does not achieve in its attempt to represent avant-garde qualities.7 These 

studies’ focus remains on Esencia de verbena’s peculiarities and has resulted in a 

tendency to gloss over the significance of using the film as an agent to represent Spain in 

both national and international stages. In the few detailed analyses made of Esencia de 

verbena, historians have not explicitly defined the “advanced” or the “avant-garde” 

qualities that it failed to fulfill. For film historian Román Gubern, the film’s success is 

questionable because it is representative of the limitations of avant-garde activity in Spain 

during the 1920s and 1930s. Although it affirmed the existence of an avant-garde, it was 

markedly outside of the international avant-garde category, namely because it was 

without an international political commitment. Nonetheless, Gubern’s formal analysis is 

the most detailed study of the film, as he notes how the filmmaker suffused his work with 

the new alternate aesthetic possibilities that international avant-garde movements had 

offered his generation.8 Art historian Isabel García García speaks similarly of Esencia de 

verbena as “ almost an ethnographic document film…translated through an imaginative 

                                                
7 According to Juan Piqueras’ interviews at the Congress, those who saw it were impressed by the film. 
Piqueras, “Cinema independiente en 1930,” 14-15.  

8 Román Gubern, Proyector de luna: la Generación del 27 y el cine (Barcelona: Anagrama, 1999), 433. 
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avant-garde lens.”9 But, she continues, the film “transmits the naturalism, simplicity, or 

naiveté of the period, and not precisely its most advanced or intellectual side.”10  

This chapter examines how Esencia de verbena disseminated Giménez 

Caballero’s specific narrative of a local avant-garde. Specifically, I argue that Giménez 

Caballero used Surrealist techniques and avant-garde filmic correspondences in order to 

assert cultural convergences between international and Spanish artistic activity.11 By 

doing so, Giménez Caballero attempted to establish a dialogue between ongoing 

international avant-garde culture and the traditional and essentialized Spanish culture. 

While Madrid remained peripheral in terms of international cultural influence, Giménez 

Caballero’s film demonstrated that the city’s cultural life was not only in consonance 

with international activity, but that its traditions foreshadowed or were equally relevant to 

current artistic concerns. He characterized the Spaniards’ distinct identity as a deeply 

emotional and historical bond that was founded on a deep esteem for local historical 

                                                
9 Isabel García García, “Sinfonía de una metrópolis castiza: Esencia de verbena y La Gaceta Literaria de 
Ernesto Giménez Caballero,” Actas de las I Jornadas Internacionales de Arte y Ciudad (Madrid: Grupo de 
Investigación Arte, Arquitectura y Comunicación en la Ciudad Contemporánea, Universidad Complutense, 
2011), 361. “Un documento casi etnográfico lleno de personajes que pueblan las verbenas de los años 
treinta y traducido imaginativamente en clave vanguardista.” 

10 Ibid., 363. “Esencia de verbena transmite naturalidad, simplicidad o ingenuidad de una época y no 
precisamente su lado más intelectual o avanzado.” 

11 Note that Gubern has studied and identified the filmic quotations in Esencia de verbena of other avant-
garde films. This chapter does not try to uncover further connections between the film and other European 
films. My interest is to see new meanings in how Giménez Caballero used these allusions or quotations. For 
a fuller understanding of Giménez Caballero’s sources, see: Gubern, Proyector de luna, 431.  
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tradition.12 It was this identity that formed the Spanish essence, referenced in his title, one 

that he determined was a relevant and useful source for French Surrealist activity.  

Nonetheless, for Giménez Caballero to create his narrative, he had to revise the 

ways verbenas were viewed at the time. The verbena he recreated was recognizable as the 

popular custom, but it also offered connections to what Giménez Caballero identified as 

the most important international artistic movement during the late 1920s and early 1930s, 

that of Breton’s Surrealist group. The Surrealist movement was not only reassessed 

current social reality and moral values, but also offered strategies to transform these 

social conventions and overthrow established institutions.13 While Giménez Caballero 

avoided the political directives of the official Surrealist collective, as expressed in 

Breton’s second manifesto of Surrealism in 1929, he found the group’s precepts and 

objectives inspirational and desirable.14 Surrealism in Spain was a broad—if 

indeterminate—phenomenon and the film uses it to its advantage as the director 

experiments with the malleability of the artistic language. By doing so, he sought to insert 

Esencia de verbena, and by extension Spain, into networks of the international avant-

                                                
12 For more on essentialism in the Spanish avant-garde, see Silvina Schammah Gesser, Madrid’s Forgotten 
Avant-Garde: Between Essentialism and Modernity (Brighton: Sussex Academic Press, 2016), 4-5. 

13 Fionna Barber, “Surrealism 1924-1929” in Art of the Avant-Gardes, eds. Steve Edwards and Paul Wood 
(London: Yale University Press and Open University, 2004), 427. 

14 Although Breton published a Surrealist manifesto in 1924 and another in 1929, the latter is driven by 
more political concerns and implicated in Communist politics. Giménez Caballero’s use of Surrealism in 
the film speaks of knowledge and acceptance of the 1924 original tenets, which is what this chapter 
investigates. See André Breton, “From the First Manifesto of Surrealism, 1924” in Art in Theory 1900-
2000: An Anthology of Changing Ideas, ed. Charles Harrison and Paul Wood (Malden: Blackwell 
Publishing, 2009), 447- 453; André Breton, “From the Second Manifesto of Surrealism, 1929” in Art in 
Theory, 463-467. 
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garde by speaking in what he perceived as the shared and intellectual vocabulary of that 

milieu. 

Beyond placing the film upon the international stage of the II Independent 

Cinema Congress, Giménez Caballero was able to personally exert control of Esencia de 

verbena’s projection in Spain. As I argue, screening the film in the national context 

presented him with the opportunity to offer more complex and rich articulations of 

historical and folkloric roots of the Spanish avant-garde. 15 His selection of the verbena 

theme would not have surprised his Spanish audience, for the film falls in line with the 

Spanish elites’ concerns for the cultural politics of popular traditions that, by the 

twentieth century, had led to the creation of institutions whose objective was 

safeguarding and investigating national histories.16 Moreover, the verbena theme 

specifically was an established motif in Spanish modern art since the 1920s. However, 

Giménez Caballero’s film played with the multiplicity of experiences possible in 

verbenas. He made these ideas manifest through interventions that underscored the film’s 

use of manifold allusions and historical references during the 1930 Madrid premiere. 

Presented in a private cinema club formed by an elite Spanish public, Giménez Caballero, 

                                                
15 The film was first premiered in San Sebastián in the Ateneo Guizpucoano in September, 1930 and then in 
November in Madrid. I have not found information about how the first premiere was organized. See García 
García, “Sinfonía de una metropolis castiza,” 358-359; Gubern, Proyector de luna, 441. 

16 Among these initiatives one that was particularly significant for Giménez Caballero was the Centro de 
Estudios Históricos (Center for Historical Studies). Giménez Caballero worked there, investigating the 
Spanish Golden Age theater of playwright Juan del Enzina. See: José Carlos Mainer, La Edad de Plata 
1902-1939, Ensayo de interpretación de un proceso cultural (Madrid: Ediciones Cátedra, 1983), 126-127, 
245-247. 
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in what recalls a Surrealist turn of whimsy, offered vials filled with the essence of 

verbena flower to the audience creating a multi-sensory experience of film-viewing.17  

But Giménez Caballero’s directorial and editorial work, along with the carefully 

programmed Spanish premiere, demonstrates that his film was not a naïve documentation 

or mere recording of an event, as some historians have argued. He recast verbena motifs 

and elements to bridge local history and international avant-garde practices, particularly 

Surrealism. In these terms, his focus on the verbena serves two significant objectives: 

First, to establish an essentialist vision that promoted the filmed experience of the fair as 

a canonical portrait of the popular verbena. And second, to use constant cuts, montage, 

and unconventional vantage points to make the film go beyond a straightforward 

appreciation of local traditions. In these ways, the film proposed the presence of a 

Surrealist spirit pre-existent in the local verbenas. The verbena in the film assumes the 

mantle of a mythologized point of origin for the Spanish avant-gardists of his generation 

who, like Giménez Caballero, exploited popular customs by identifying and valuing those 

aspects of national history that coincided with avant-garde qualities. Ultimately, Giménez 

Caballero regenerated the motifs, images, and the fair itself, and attempted to move away 

the celebration from contemporaneous characterization to instead advance his unique 

view of Spanish culture. 

 

 

                                                
17 Gubern, Proyector de luna, 441. 
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History of Verbenas and Their Depictions 

Verbenas are outdoor feasts that take place throughout Spain and are traditionally 

centered around the feast days of Catholic saints.18 The most famous verbenas are those 

of Madrid and, although they occur throughout the year, the most colorful and best-

known are those that take place in the summer. In the past, these fairs usually lasted from 

four to five days. In Madrid, these celebrations attracted locals and visitors from other 

parts of Spain. For the latter, verbenas presented an opportunity not only to see the 

capital, but also to participate in the festive ambience with its food booths, fair rides, and 

outdoor dancing (Figs. 4.1-4.2).19  

From the 1900s through the 1930s, Madrid’s most significant and popular 

verbenas were those of San Antonio de la Florida (Saint Anthony), San Lorenzo (Saint 

Laurence), Virgen de la Paloma (Our Lady of the Dove), Virgen del Carmen (Our Lady 

of Mt. Carmel), and Virgen del Puerto (Our Lady of the Port).20 San Isidro (Saint Isidro) 

is the patron saint of Madrid and his feast day is also widely celebrated, but the festivities 

that take place on his day are not generally referred to as a verbena, despite the similar 

activities and celebrations that occur (Fig. 4.3). There are specific rituals for each verbena 

                                                
18 For example, the verbena de San Juan (Saint John) also known as the noche de San Juan (night of Saint 
John) is celebrated throughout Latin America.  

19 During the early twentieth century railroad companies would offer discounted rates to Madrid during 
certain dates, most famously on San Isidro (celebrated on May 15th). Those who would not be able to afford 
the trip otherwise would take advantage of the cheaper rates. It was a successful marketing strategy and the 
lower class that came into the city in droves during the feasts were even called isidros. See Vicente del 
Olmo, “La romería de hoy, San Isidro de Madrid,” Estampa, May 15, 1928, n.p. 

20 During San Isidro the celebration does include stalls and booths that coincide with the activities that take 
place during a verbena.  
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that differentiate them from one another. For example, some include a romería, an outing 

or pilgrimage to a specific chapel in the outskirts of a city. In Madrid, romerías typically 

occur during the San Isidro or San Antonio festivities. Similarly, during the Virgen de la 

Paloma verbena, the celebration includes a procession with an anonymous eighteenth-

century painting that depicts the venerated Virgin (Fig. 4.4).21  

The verbenas of the early twentieth century, as today, functioned as largely 

secular celebrations where religious processions or romerías persisted as reminders of the 

religious origins of the celebrations.22 The history of verbenas can be traced back to the 

seventeenth century, although the celebrations started before that. Throughout their 

existence, the most accentuated feature of verbenas has been their secular ambience.23 As 

reports of the events attest, by the nineteenth century verbenas were almost completely 

secularized.24 Descriptions abound in the period newspapers and evidence the 

                                                
21 Reyes G. Valcárcel and Ana María Écija, Fiestas tradicionales madrileñas (Madrid: Ediciones La 
Librería, 2003), 136-137. 

22 Because verbenas have been occurring for centuries there have been multiple changes to how and where 
they are celebrated. Some verbenas have garnered popularity and others have lost it. For example, the 
verbena de la Paloma is probably the best known Madrid verbena, however in the 1877 book Tipos y 
costumbres españolas, the author does not even mention it. Instead, the author identified the San Antonio, 
San Juan, San Pedro, Santiago, and Virgen del Carmen as the most important verbenas. After the success of 
the 1894 zarzuela, La verbena de la Paloma, the verbena de la Paloma became one of the most important 
feasts, and has since been linked to the image of the nineteenth-century’s popular and traditional Madrid. 
Because the Paloma celebration falls close to the dates of other verbenas, it eventually enveloped other 
verbenas. See Antonio Flores, Tipos y costumbres españolas (Sevilla: Francisco Álvarez y Compañía Eds. 
1877), 258-266.  

23 Since verbenas are saint day celebrations, their history is tied to the cult of each respective religious 
figure. The secular character of the events can be traced to the eighteenth century. For histories of various 
verbenas, see Valcárcel and Écija, Fiestas tradicionales madrileñas, 115-135.  

24 Verbenas are comparable to Mardi Gras. Although both center on the religious calendar the celebrations 
have little to do with religiosity. 
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nonreligious and irreverent atmosphere of the fairs. Accounts contain information about 

the entertainment offerings planned for each night: dances, food stands, contests, and by 

the twentieth century, a proliferation of fair rides and game stalls. C.E. Kany, a visitor in 

Spain during 1929, described the fairs in this way:  

I’ve been told that from June to September there are about fifteen different 
verbenas, and they are all the same. They go from one city neighborhood to 
another, and in that week no one can live or sleep around the immediate area, 
such is the uproar and noise formed by the bustling crowds with dances, merry-
go-rounds, swings, shaking mechanical platforms, barrel organs, photographers, 
churro-fryers, and multiple raffles.25  

 
A study of the news reports of the fair workers’ summer habits confirms Kany’s 

report. Most carnival workers stayed in the Madrid area throughout the summer, 

exhausting the verbena cycle of the capital instead of moving throughout the Iberian 

peninsula’s other fairs. They moved from one neighborhood to another keeping to the 

calendar of these most famous summer verbenas.26  

By the late nineteenth century, verbenas had acquired a lower-class reputation. 

The crowds were composed of the working classes, a change from the previous centuries 

when people of higher economic or social status had also attended. In writings about the 

verbenas of the past centuries, they were described as serving as a meeting point for 

                                                
25 C.E. Kany, Fiestas y costumbres españolas (Boston: D.C. Heath, 1929), 91. “Me han dicho que desde 
junio hasta septiembre hay como quince verbenas distintas, y siempre son iguales. Pasan de un barrio de la 
ciudad a otro, y toda aquella semana no se puede vivir ni dormir en las inmediaciones, tal es la algazara y el 
ruido que arma el bullicioso gentio con los bailes, tiosvivos, columpios, plataformas de la risa, organillos, 
fotografos, churreros y numerosas rifas” 

26 Valcárcel and Écija, Fiestas tradicionales madrileñas, 130-131. By the twentieth century the verbenas 
took place in the nearby suburbs and outskirts. Originally they they took place in the center of the city but 
eventually they had to be moved to the outskirts where there was enough space for the stands and rides.  
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different social classes. But by the late nineteenth century, the fairs were increasingly 

linked to the lower classes who were the most numerous attendees.27 Journalist J.E. 

Casariego’s 1934 article, “4 verbenas madrileñas” (Four Madrid verbenas), described 

how he perceived the transformation of the verbena’s character. Through a fictionalized 

narrative of the women who attended the fairs in 1800, 1850, 1900, and 1934, he 

accounted for the verbenas’ changes and their new public. According to his description, 

by 1850 the aristocracy no longer attended verbenas so as to not mix with the lower 

classes, and the bourgeois would go solely to observe “with curiosity, without mixing 

with the common people.”28 By 1900, verbenas were the realm of the working classes, 

whether the dressmakers or “the boyfriends, the students, and the working men.”29 In the 

1930s, the verbena that Casariego described was the place for a thriving and more diverse 

working class that included journalists, typists, and young people preparing for civil 

service examinations; an environment that he argued befit the democratic Republican 

government that had been in place since 1931.30 

Although the account was fictional, the article encapsulates how the twentieth 

century verbena was perceived as changed. The texts bemoan how the celebration had 

                                                
27 Felipe Picatoste, “Octavas y verbenas,” in España y españoles, paisajes, monumentos, tipos de la corte y 
de provincias, usos y costumbres, leyendas y tradiciones, ed. Edouard Barry (Paris: Garnier, 1913), 78-79. 
This is also due to tourism’s expansion during the era. From the twentieth century, the tourism trend grew 
and during the summer Madrid would be empty of the affluent social class. 

28 J. E. Casariego, “4 verbenas madrileñas,” Esto, revista madrileña, June 21, 1934, n.p. “La burguesía las 
frecuenta con curiosidad, sin mezclarse con el estado llano.” 

29 Ibid. “También irán los novios, estudiantes y obreros.”  

30 Ibid. 
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lost the aristocratic character it originally had. Writers signaled that the shift in the public 

of the festivities occurred during the late-nineteenth century, when verbenas were 

described as the settings of unsavory or “unhappy incidents.” In La Época (The Times) 

newspaper in 1889, for example, it was reported that this was to be expected since in 

these “popular manifestations there is always wine, and consequently, the knife.”31 And 

even in the twentieth century and with the urban transformations modernity brought 

about, Madrid’s fairs still invited clandestine behavior from attendees of the middle and 

lower classes. Thinly veiled prostitution was common, as described by Ventura García 

Calderón in his book, La verbena de Madrid (The Verbena of Madrid).32 In 1928, an 

Avante (Forward) magazine article stated that the romería of San Antón, for example, 

had changed and no longer had what he called the classicism that was visible in the 

photographs and engravings of “our grandparents’ era.”33 Those who did not leave—or 

could not afford to leave—the city to vacation on the coast, would go to the festivities. 

However, despite continuing to attract a majority composed of the lower classes, from the 

1920s onward verbenas also began to interest at least some people from the elite and 

intellectual classes. These higher classes sought inspiration in the fairs. In short, in 

examining the multiple reports, we can conclude that although the fairs were no longer a 

                                                
31 Anonymous, “Ecos madrileños,” La Época, June 13, 1886. “El juzgado de guardia no tuvo que intervenir 
en ningún incidente desgraciado. El hecho—duélenos confesarlo—es tanto más lisonjero cuanto que es 
poco común. Siempre en esta clase de expansiones populares interviene el vino, y como consecuencia, la 
navaja.” 

32 Ventura García Calderón, En la verbena de Madrid (Paris: Ediciones América Latina, 1920), 21. 

33 Joaquín Tello,“La romería de San Antón,” Avante, January 22, 1928, 11. 
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place crowded with the higher classes, by the 1930s there was at lest a degree of variety 

in the social class of the attendees.  

As mentioned, by the 1920s the elite and intellectual class began to use verbenas 

as a central subject and source of inspiration for modern art. Gubern has demonstrated 

that the theme appeared as early as 1921 in Spain’s first avant-garde publication, the 

futurist-inflected magazine, Ultra (Ultra).34 The 1921 poem, fittingly titled Verbena by 

Ernesto López Parra, describes the sensations and sights of the fair: the paper lanterns, 

“oil rockets that explode into concentric circles,” and a “rainbow of laughter.”35 Over the 

course of the 1920s, verbena representations became prevalent in paintings and literature. 

By 1930, when  Giménez Caballero showed his short film, the theme could have been 

understood as an established trope within elite artistic circles. 

Verbenas were readily accepted by the local cultural leaders as properly Spanish 

while enticingly modern, as they pulsated with underlying erotic, dangerous, boundary-

breaking possibilities. In particular, it was the capacity of verbenas to overwhelm the 

senses that made them a preferred theme for the avant-gardists. The speed and artificial 

qualities of the rides and accoutrements of verbenas were easily connected with Futurist 

or Ultraist interests during the 1920s. These two artistic and literary movements 

celebrated speed and everything modern, and while the fairs were traditional, the types of 

                                                

34 Gubern, Proyector de luna, 432. 

35 Ernesto López Parra, “Poemas urbanos: Verbena,” Ultra, March 30, 1921, n.p. “los cohetes de aceite 
estallan en círculos concéntricos…el arco iris de las risas” 
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spectacles and experiences they offered fit these interests. The verbenas’ national and 

traditional roots piqued the interest of emergent artists who were drawn to local folklore.  

The most famous example of the theme in modern Spanish art is Maruja Mallo’s 

1927 painting, Verbena (Fig. 4.5). But depictions include a 1929 painting by Alfonso 

Ponce de León’s Puestos (Stands), Gabriel García Maroto’s book of engravings Verbena 

de Madrid (Verbena of Madrid) made in 1930, and Carlos Sáenz de Tejada’s 1924 

painting, Mañana de verbena o El Pim, Pam, Pum (Morning of the Fair or the Carnival 

Knockdown) (Figs. 4.6-4.7). The vivacious feasts offered a variety of motifs for artists to 

develop. Note how Mallo’s verbena emphasized the characters that populated verbenas, 

both the real people and the artificial puppets and masqueraders. The amalgamation of 

people recalls the density of the urban population. It is a painting of a booming 

celebratory spirit where diverse types collide. Meanwhile, in Saénz de Tejada’s canvas 

the fair is emptied. His composition in soft pastels traces a vaporous, melancholy 

environment of a fairground without revelers. The optimism of Mallo disappears and in 

its place is a view hinting at what has taken place, underscoring how the cheery verbenas 

are entirely ephemeral. 

The verbena as a theme was replete with possibilities that could constantly be 

mined by the modern cultural elite. Giménez Caballero’s film’s subject has to be 

understood as participating within the ongoing conversation in local cultural milieu about 

the character of verbenas and their value in the twentieth century. Esencia de verbena 

reprised the familiar subject to exploit the sensations ascribed to the fair that other artists 

had already identified existing in the events. It is the choice of the medium of film along 
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with the editing of the short that makes Giménez Caballero’s exploration of the verbenas 

original.  

 

The Filmed Verbena 

In 1929, Giménez Caballero filmed the verbena of San Antonio de la Florida in 

mid-June and the verbena del Carmen in mid-July.36 These are the live verbena scenes 

that appear in the 11-minutes-and-23-seconds-long short, Esencia de verbena. Although 

the film was made as a silent film and presented as such in the II Independent Cinema 

Congress in December 1930, its exhibition in Madrid included a live voiceover by the 

writer (and actor in the film) Ramón Gómez de la Serna.37 

Structurally, the short is organized into twelve parts, the imágenes that the 

secondary title of the film notes. The intertitles with the sequential Arabic numerals open 

and mark each part. Thus, each intertitle underscores the unitary character of each of the 

twelve sequences that function as scenes. In turn, each of the twelve scenes emphasizes 

one feature of the fair. Altogether they provide a broad view of verbenas. The rapidly-

paced arrangement of shots cuts across a multitude of Madrid spaces and traverses the 

different occurrences—religious, culinary, and amusing—that characterize the city’s 

fairs.  

                                                
36 Giménez Caballero to de Torre, Gacetas y meridianos, 283. 

37 The film preserved in the Filmoteca Española includes music and a voiceover by Giménez Caballero. 
The sound was added to the film in 1947. This chapter precludes considerations about the film’s sound, 
since it was exhibited as a silent film during the period of study. 
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The twelve scenes recreate a tour of Madrid’s verbenas.38 Despite filming only 

two summer verbenas, Giménez Caballero’s film uses the city symphony style to create 

associations in an attempt to represent the traditions and locations that represent most of 

the summer fairs. The quickly-paced film does not have a precise narrative, rather it is an 

exploration of verbenas, as the camera moves throughout the different sights associated 

with various fairs. The film underscores the most traditional or castizo madrileño 

expressions.  

The film unfolds as follows: 

 Scene 1: The film opens with a steady focused shot of a grainy photograph of 

Picasso’s 1924 Guitar that quickly cuts to an automaton from a verbena playing a guitar. 

The mechanized figure stiffly strums its guitar and marks the verbena as a realm of 

artifice from the onset of the film (Figs. 4.8-4.10).39  

 Scene 2: The second scene focuses on some of the most traditional—and 

historic—aspects of the fair. A shot of the eighteenth-century San Antonio chapel 

precedes a group of smiling dressmakers who line up to go into the chapel (Figs. 4.11-

4.12).40 Dressed in the traditional festive garb, the women are presumably about to follow 

                                                
38 City-symphony films were attempts to replicate the experience of the city through film. They were made 
with a loose or almost non-existent narrative and depended on editing of shots to recreate the sense of 
movement, speed, and rhythm of the urban life. Among the most famous of these films are Dziga Vertov’s 
Man with a Movie Camera (1929) or Walter Ruttmann’s Berlin, Symphony of a Great City (1927). 

39 Note that the film’s description structure is meant to mimic the way the scenes appear in the film. 

40 See Chapter 2 for more on Madrid’s dressmakers. 
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the longstanding verbena tradition of praying and asking for a boyfriend.41 The film cuts 

to Francisco de Goya’s 1788 painting La pradera de San Isidro (Field of Saint Isidro), 

the second artwork Giménez Caballero included (Figs. 4.13-4.14). Unlike Picasso’s 

sculpture in the opening scene—which had not been related to verbenas previously—

Goya’s painting depicts the festive ambience of a romería of the past. A traveling shot 

moves slowly across the Romantic canvas and dissolves into the live spectacle of the 

present-day field of San Isidro (Fig. 4.15). The revelers of the painting appear to have 

multiplied over the course of the decades, as a multitude of picnickers relax in the 

documentary images. The succession of the painting and the live events affirm the 

historical character of verbenas while also confirming their continuing significance. 

 Presumptively, the filmed romería that took place in the field of San Isidro during 

the filming was that of the San Antonio verbena, since the earlier shots showed the 

chapel, but the montages that follow move through a variety of Madrid spaces. The lack 

of precision invites ambiguity that can link together the other popular summer verbenas. 

For example, the still shot of the church of San Lorenzo is a stand-in for the verbena de 

San Lorenzo. Superimposed on the church, photographs of female cuplé singers appear 

(Fig. 4.16).42 Cutting away from this, the camera hovers over the lower-class Madrid 

neighborhood of Lavapiés. That urban area, in close proximity to the church, seems to be 

                                                
41 Saint Anthony is the patron saint of lost things. In Spain the custom is that you pray to the saint to help 
you find things, including finding a sweetheart. 

42 These are possibly cut out from postcards of the 1890s-1910s. Jordana Mendelson’s article on Miró’s 
collages references the popular and mass cultural connotations present in the use of these postcards. See 
Jordana Mendelson, “Joan Miró’s Drawing Collage, August 8, 1933: The ‘Intellectual Obscenities’ of 
Postcards” in Art Journal 63, no.1 (2004): 24-37.  
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the point of connection with the subsequent aerial-view shots of the well-known flea 

market, El Rastro (Fig. 4.17). 

 El Rastro does not immediately bring to mind any connection to verbenas, beyond 

its status as a long-enduring Madrid tradition. But the flea market’s densely-crowded 

streets relate to the next verbena sight of a populated religious procession. The procession 

includes religious observers and revelers, and offers a glimpse into the wide variety of 

people that populate the verbenas. The scene includes a horse-riding policeman, merry 

men and women, unwieldly gigantes (people dressed to look like giants in enormous 

costumes that represent nameless kings and queens), and prank-playing cabezudos 

(people wearing big heads of papier mâché) (Figs. 4.18-4.20). The whimsical chaos is in 

direct contrast with the solemnity of the devout women pictured that take part in the 

procession and personify the underlying—though oft-forgotten—religiosity of the events 

(Figs. 4.21-4.22). Despite the chaotic diversity, the presence of the police in the following 

shot serves to assure the viewer that authority and control remain in place.  

 The shot cuts to the eighteenth-century anonymous painting of the Virgen de la 

Paloma (Our Lady of the Dove) that appears superimposed on the nineteenth-century 

Puerta de Toledo (Gate of Toledo) monument.43 The collage references one of the most 

important Madrid verbenas, that of the verbena de la Paloma, by geographically situating 

the yearly procession of the Virgen de la Paloma festivities. The painting is taken out of 

the church of the Virgen de la Paloma to act as the centerpiece of the procession, and the 

                                                
43 Monument that once served as one of the controlled access points into the Madrid. 
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march traditionally occurs on the streets next to the Puerta de Toledo monument. The 

filmic collage includes another superimposed image appears of a multitude of pecking 

pigeons (Fig. 4.23). The birds provide a playful pun and unifying element between the 

painting and the historical monument. Pigeons congregate on the monument and are also 

the namesake of the Virgen de la Paloma, since pigeon and dove both translate to 

“paloma” in Spanish.  

 Scene 3: Maruja Mallo’s Verbena (1928) opens the third segment. This artwork 

was a contemporaneous piece that Giménez Caballero must have known first-hand. With 

careful editing he pays homage to the veracity of Mallo’s depiction, as the scene cuts 

away from the painting to focus on the draping awning of a food stand that is remarkably 

like the one depicted in Verbena (Figs. 4.24-4.26). The camera’s movement from the 

painting to the live event demonstrates the film’s careful and precise editing. Thus, the 

attentive viewer can note the continuity between the painted image and real-life. The 

curtain-draped hazelnut stand is followed by the other culinary delights that await the 

verbenero or fair-goer: the watermelons, the fried churros and rosquilla pastries, and the 

botijos, ceramic vessels available for purchase that visitors can fill with water from the 

miraculous San Isidro spring.44   

 Different foods have been traditionally associated with particular verbenas, so the 

quick succession of the various food stands recalls the rapid succession of the summer 

                                                
44 Churros and rosquillas are both fried foods. Rosquillas are similar to donuts but denser and less sweet. 
There is a particular recipe of rosquillas that is traditionally made to celebrate the San Isidro date. One of 
the S. Isidro’s miracles is how he made the spring appear. The spring is further associated to miracles since 
there have been claims that the water can cure people.  
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fair cycle. This emphasis on a regular rhythmic cycle of verbenas is reiterated by the 

intermittent appearance of the revolving crank of the organ grinder or the spinning raffle 

wheel that shares the cyclical nature of these seasonal fairs.   

 Scene 4: The emphasis on circling movements is the focus of the following 

scenes. The camera stays on the whirling Ferris wheel and is even placed for a moment 

on a Ferris wheel passenger box to give the view of the verbena from the peak. Shots 

capture the various spiraling rides present at the fair (Figs. 4.27-4.28). 

 Scene 5: The reeling diversions continue as the camera is placed upon a 

traditional carrousel’s platform to provide a 360-degree view of the fair ambience and to 

complement the views offered by the Ferris wheel (Figs. 4.29-4.30). By making the 

viewer see the verbena from the carrousel, the cinematic spectator is made to participate 

in the dizzying effects of the machines at the verbena.   

 Scene 6: From the verbena rides, the scene shifts to divertissements that require 

active participants. The pim pam pum game is the focus, as the participants throw balls to 

knock down dummies. Different pim pam pums appear, one on a circling platform and a 

second where mannequins rise and go down to make for difficult targets (Figs. 4.31-

4.32). Among the dummies is the local celebrity, Gómez de la Serna, in his first 

appearance in the film, who mimics the up-and-down motions of the other dolls while 

trying to evade the flying balls (Fig. 4.33).45 In a comical fashion, he strikes back at the 

                                                
45 For more on Gómez de la Serna’s celebrity status in Madrid see Chapter 3. 
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ball throwers by picking up the balls and throwing them back at his attackers who duck 

and cover. The onlookers laugh at the turn of events.  

 Scene 7. The pim pam pum target dummies lead into the realm of more 

mechanized human figures. The camera moves into the Pabellón artístico (Artistic 

pavilion), a covered wagon that contains automata in various scenarios. Most of the 

pavilion has the rather rudimentary automata playing their parts in comical scenes.46 The 

shots move quickly through a few of these interminably looping mechanized acts: the 

street photographer trying to capture a shot, a twirling drunk being helped up by 

policemen, or a magician eternally showing the same trick (Fig. 4.34). Leaving the 

interior of the pavilion, the camera rests on the elegant automata at the wagon’s entrance. 

These are more detailed sculptural figures that delicately clink timpani to attract visitors 

to the come in (Fig. 4.35). 

 Scene 8: The repetitive movements of the instrument-tinkling automata from the 

previous scene act as a contrast to the free-spirited modern dance of the eighth scene. 

From the back of the barracks to the front of the stage, the camera moves through the 

terrains of the fair-workers toward two performers. The pair of young girls dance a 

frantic Charleston for the public who can afford to pay the 10 céntimos for the show 

(Figs. 4.36-4.37). The pavilion’s ringmaster calls attention to them and the mesmerized 

crowd ogles at the stage (Fig.4.38). 

                                                
46 Although at present I have not been able to visit the Museu de Valencia and confirm this, I believe this 
cart shown in the film may be the same covered wagon that was recently acquired and restored by the 
Museu de Valencia. See Emilia Rueda Falcó, “La restauración del carromato Pabellón Artístico de los 
hermanos Valle,” Revista valenciana d’etnologia 3 (2008): 187-199. 
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 Scene 9: The ending shot of the enthralled crowd in the prior scene sets up the 

central role of vision in the ninth scene. It begins with the novelty photograph stand 

where people pose behind a cardboard cut-out prop. The shot cuts to a seated crowd on 

stands, watching the spectacle of the daring participants’ attempt to pass through the tubo 

de la risa (tube of laughter), a human-sized spinning tube. The public here is very 

different from that of the mesmerized crowd that stared at the Charleston dancers (Fig. 

4.39). The audience laughs at each failed performance. The edits cut from the 

exaggerated motions of the people entering the tube to the shot of the spinning-swings 

fair ride. The camera zooms to focus on Ramón Gómez de la Serna who appears to be 

watching the ride. The actor demonstrates he is enthralled and dizzied by merely looking 

at the ride, as he moves his head in a circular manner, imitating the motion of the swings 

(Fig. 4.40).  

 Scene 10: The tenth scene emphasizes other types of vision by exploring 

voyeurism or vicarious satisfaction through sight. The camera focuses on a woman’s leg, 

as she lightly lifts her skirt and slightly adjusts her stocking, hinting at the erotic 

possibilities present in the fair’s atmosphere. The camera zooms out and the woman, 

played by writer Polita Bedrós, meets with a man. Sensuality is evoked through the 

kaleidoscopic collage of eyes that move in exaggerated fashion to indicate excitement 

and the pleasure of looking (Figs. 4.41-4.42). The back-and-forth montage between the 

sets of eyes and the shots of the woman connotes that these eyes are gazing at the female 

body. The erotic encounters frequently described in verbena literature are thus presented 

in the film, using an avant-garde montage technique. The opportunity to indulge in 
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romance is available in the verbenas’ setting, allowing for couples to act like the filmed 

pair (Fig. 4.43). The lovers abscond the crowded, supervised space and walk on the 

empty train tracks. This terrain vague of the city outskirts are the geographical borders of 

the fair (Fig. 4.44). The film also presents the boundaries of admissible passion by cutting 

to Francis Picabia’s painting, Aprés la pluie (After the Rain) (1924-25) (Figs. 4.45-4.46). 

This, the last artwork that appears in the film, depicts lovers caught in a passionate 

embrace. However, like the couple walking away on the train tracks, both pairs’ 

relationship remains within the bounds of suggested, rather than definite, erotic 

consummation. 

 Scene 11: The clearest example of the director making meaning through montage 

takes place in the eleventh and penultimate scene. Cutting back and forth between an 

authentic bullfight and the play-act entertainment of a machine-bull, the scene presents 

the real emotions that exist even in the contrived atmosphere of the verbena. A dummy 

bull pops out from a fair stall for the participant to “kill” it. Ramón Gómez de la Serna 

reappears acting as the sham bullfighter. The scene splices together the events taking 

place in a real bullring filled with a cheering crowd and Gómez de la Serna’s imitation of 

a bullfighter. By manner of montage, it appears as if Gómez de la Serna has excited a 

massive crowd and receives the accolades of the public (Figs. 4.47-4.48). Together, the 

real and faux bullfights bring together truth and acted pretense, authentic tradition and 

mechanized imitation. The co-existence of these aspects hints at the whole experience of 

Madrid’s modern life. 
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 Scene 12: Through the two last scenes, the film demonstrates how in the midst of 

automated diversions and fair rides, traditions remain. The final scene focuses on the 

most traditional aspects of the verbena: a bouquet of hydrangeas, the once-ubiquitous 

mantón de Manila, and the Cibeles statue (Figs. 4.49-4.50). From the burst of flowers in a 

bouquet, the film cuts to the twirling spark wheel and cuts one final time to a spinning 

roulette wheel. As the wheel turns an arrow with the word Fin (End) strikes the center of 

the wheel and ends the movie. 

  

Surrealistic Freedom and Directorial Control 

 Esencia de verbena offers insight into Giménez Caballero’s singular 

understanding of avant-garde independent cinema, one that did not respond to 

commercial demands. As such, he planned the movie’s exhibition as one for the 

European cultural elite present at the Independent Cinema Congress. Here, these cultural 

authorities would encounter the local, popular-class Spanish event the verbena 

represented.47 By using the language of Surrealism he elevated the popular feast and 

asserted Spain’s participation in the international elite culture’s milieu. Furthermore, his 

film’s style demonstrates his intention to act within the conversations about how 

independent film was to be used toward artistic or experimental objectives.48 

                                                
47 Giménez Caballero’s engagement and interest in avant-garde culture arose after reading Guillermo de 
Torre’s 1925 book, Literatura de vanguardia. See: Aránzazu Ascunce Arenas, Barcelona and Madrid: 
Social Networks of the Avant-Garde (Lanham: Bucknell University Press, 2012), 160-161. 

48 James Donald, “Part I Enthusiasms and Execrations: Introduction” in Close-Up 1927-1933: Cinema and 
Modernism, eds. James Donald et al,  (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1998), 32. In 1929 the 
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Spanish artists, including Giménez Caballero, had reacted almost immediately to 

the ideas advanced by Breton in his 1924 manifesto. The director had already proved his 

familiarity with Surrealism before embarking on the film project through his multiple 

writings on the subject.49 By the time he directed the film, Surrealism was well-known 

among the Spanish cultural elite. According to art historian Lucía García de Carpi, 

Surrealism had helped level the otherwise uneven playing field between the arts in 

Europe in relation to those of Spain, as the peninsula had been late to receive other 

innovations from Paris.50 She posits that the synchronous publication of Breton’s 

Surrealist manifesto in Spain with the emergence of the movement in France, led to 

Surrealism’s immediate impact and broad reception among the Spanish elite.51 But the 

manifesto’s influence on many Spanish artists and writers did not result in any official 

collective or an organization intent in participating in Breton’s project.52 According to 

literary historian C.B. Morris, a fair assessment of Surrealism’s impression among 

                                                
delegates at the La Sarraz Congress declared as an absolute principle of cinema that there was a difference 
in practice and spirit between independent and commercial cinema.  

49 I describe his Surrealist writings (both those that follow Surrealist stylistic tendencies as well as those 
about Breton) further below.  

50 Lucía García de Carpi, “La respuesta española,” in El Surrealismo en España 1924- 1939, ed. Lucía 
García de Carpi (Madrid: Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, 1994), 26.  
 
51 References to the 1924 manifesto appear in the Spanish press mere months after its publication and a 
strong foundation for the movement’s Spanish reception existed due to the fact that Freud’s works had been 
translated to Spanish years earlier than in France. Moreover, Breton was in Barcelona in 1922 expounding 
his ideas that later formed part of the “First Surrealist Manifesto” and Louis Aragon gave a conference on 
Surrealism in the Residencia de Estudiantes in 1925. See: García de Carpi, “La respuesta española,” 23; 
Robin Adèle Greeley, Surrealism and the Spanish Civil War (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2006), 
56. 

52 In 1935 this situation changes with the arrival of the Gaceta de Arte, a magazine led by Eduardo 
Westerdahl who reached out to Breton with the aim of joining the official collective.  
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Spain’s artistic elites was predominantly as a source for new techniques such as 

automatism or stream of consciousness, that led to creative activity.53 Moreover, thanks 

to the circulation of Surrealist-inspired activity the mediums of collage and 

photomontage decidedly attained importance in Spain.54 

Giménez Caballero exemplifies the independent Spanish Surrealist. He felt 

invigorated by the offer of new inspirational sources, but worked unbound by the dictates 

of the official collective.55 He was well-versed in Sigmund Freud’s writings that had 

deeply influenced the French Surrealists and was also knowledgeable of the French 

Surrealists’ visual and literary production.56 By the time he made Esencia de verbena, he 

had already written two Surrealist-influenced books, Yo, inspector de alcantarillas (I, 

Inspector of Sewers) and Julepe de menta (Mint Julep). Moreover, as if to leave no doubt 

of his immersion in Surrealist production, the narrator of Yo inspector de alcantarillas 

encounters Breton, Paul Éluard, Max Ernst, Man Ray, and Freud.57 Like Spanish writers 

Rafael Alberti and Federico García Lorca, Giménez Caballero was attracted to the French 

Surrealists’ promotion of values that went against or beyond conventional culture. His 

                                                
53 C.B Morris, Surrealism in Spain 1920-1936 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1972), 160. 

54 García de Carpi, “La respuesta española,” 27. 

55 Germán Gullón, “¿Hubo Surrealismo en España?” in Surrealismo/surrealismos Latinoamerica y España, 
eds. Peter G. Earle and Germán Gullón (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1977), 125; 
Greeley, Surrealism and the Spanish Civil War, 99. Gullón states that by using procedures of Surrealism 
without submitting to its dictates Spaniards were assured unlimited liberty and freedom. 

56 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, “Eoántropo: el hombre auroral del arte Nuevo,” Revista de Occidente 19 
(1928): 309-342; Greeley, Surrealism and the Spanish Civil War, 8-10. 

57 María T. Pao, “To Tell the Truth: Giménez Caballero’s Yo, inspector de alcantarillas” in A Companion 
to Spanish Surrealism, ed. Robert Havard (Suffolk: Tamesis, 2004), 68. 
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books acknowledged Surrealist influence and employed the techniques the movement 

advocated and explored some of its familiar themes (including scatology, sexual desire, 

or suppressed appetites). All the while he remained independent of any official doctrine.58 

Esencia de verbena depicts the fairs as the settings of Surrealist-like unfixed 

meanings and transgressive experiences. French Surrealism established itself as the 

means to uncover a vein of that irrationality in the everyday. The movement wanted to 

transgress the confines of the everyday and challenge established meanings.59 Giménez 

Caballero’s film recreates this effect through editing together shots to offer what are 

supposed to be naturally-occurring adjacencies and montages that aim to juxtapose high 

and low culture. Throughout the film, the viewer is presented with the different levels of 

artifice—the automata, props, actors—that take part in the verbena and together make for 

the ambience and surreal reality of the fair. His introduction of artworks and the back and 

forth cuts between artworks and real-life assert that creativity transcends traditional 

borders that separate fantasy and reality. Perhaps this concept is clearest in the bullfight 

montage of the penultimate scene, as verbenas become the setting where fantasy can also 

be reality.  

As to understand how Esencia de verbena sets the tone for the Surrealist-minded 

reading, we must analyze the opening scene. Beginning with a still of Picasso’s 1924 

                                                
58 Dawn Ades, “Internationalism and Eclecticism: Surrealism and the Avant-garde in Painting and Film 
1920-1930” in Spanish Cultural Studies: An Introduction, ed. Helen Graham and Jo Labanyi (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1995), 72. 

59 Briony Fer, “Surrealism, Myth and Psychoanalysis” in Realism, Rationalism, Surrealism: Art in Between 
the Wars (New Haven: Yale University Press in association with Open University, 1993), 181, 212. 
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Guitar the scene cuts to an automaton “playing” a guitar. The film’s montage from 

artwork to an object of popular culture offers a view of how the elite and popular overlap 

throughout the filmic rendition of the verbena. With the scene, Giménez Caballero asserts 

the clear connection between the local and international avant-garde, a connection he 

expected that his audience—sufficiently immersed in the avant-garde—would detect. The 

appearance of Guitar invites viewers to interpret the images in the film much like 

Surrealists had done, when the sculpture appeared in the first issue of La Révolution 

Surréaliste (The Surrealist Revolution) magazine. The 1924 inaugural issue used the 

artwork’s photograph as an illustration for Pierre Revérdy’s article, “Le rêveur parmi les 

murailles” (The Dreamer among the Walls) (Fig. 4.51).60 Picasso’s Cubist works, 

including this Guitar that marked a late reoccurrence of Cubism, were celebrated in the 

early Surrealist publication. The Cubist style was considered to prefigure many of the 

interests the Surrealists developed. Picasso’s art exhibited some of the Surrealist 

objectives, since it proved the arbitrary nature of established rules and traditional 

conceptions of space and mediums of art. Moreover, Picasso’s works contained multiple 

and unstable meanings that Breton sought in everyday reality.61 The manifold readings 

that Picasso’s artwork contained, along with the sense that these various interpretations 

                                                
60 Pierre Reverdy, “Le rêveur parmi les murailles,” La Révolution Surréaliste 1, December 1924, 19. 
Although Picasso’s art was known in Madrid, after he left the city for Barcelona his work was not exhibited 
in Madrid until March 1936. It is not known whether Giménez Caballero had seen the sculpture or similar 
works by Picasso in person or only in reproduction.  

61 Briony Fer, “Surrealism, Myth and Psychoanalysis,” 206; Steve Edwards, “Cubist Collage” in Art of the 
Avant-Gardes, 185-203. 
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could all be somehow legitimate, exemplified Surrealist objectives, as they shattered the 

viewers’ expectations and seemed to do away with logic and reason.  

Breton had seized Picasso’s accomplishments toward his own Surrealist mission; 

in turn, Giménez Caballero found both the artwork iteself and the Bretonian strategy 

equally useful. The filmmaker takes a cue from the Surrealists’ appropriation of Picasso 

as an artist that represented Surrealism despite his independence from the movement in 

order to re-appropriate the Surrealist re-appropriation. Giménez Caballero inserts 

Picasso’s work within a distinctly Spanish subject—the verbena. Picasso’s artistic 

independence did not deter his connection—willing or unwilling—to the Surrealist 

movement, and so Giménez Caballero offers another context for the Guitar, as part of 

Spanish Surrealism.  

Picasso’s sheet metal and tin Guitar has various levels of meaning and symbolism 

that Giménez Caballero ably exploited. For example, the Spaniard-made sculpture spoke 

clearly of its Parisian origin, establishing a point of connection between the local and 

international public. As a direct quotation of La Révolution Surréaliste magazine, the use 

of Guitar acknowledges an international strain of Surrealist artistic activity and promotes 

an example of its Spanish extraction. Giménez Caballero employs montage to create 

those associations that would remind viewers of the preeminent connection between 

Spain—thanks to Picasso—and Paris, the cultural center of the avant-garde where 

Picasso acted. His use of montage is important for his goal, as the technique developed to 

connect distinct images and call for the viewers to analyze how the disparate imagery 
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connects.62 Moreover, the scene sets the tone for the film as it reaffirms the director’s 

engagement and knowledge of the current international tendencies made clear by the 

allusion to La Révolution Surréaliste.  

Most significant is how, through its appearance in the initial scene, Guitar 

upholds the Spanish character of the film for the international audience. Picasso’s 

artwork depicts the instrument that was, according to one writer, “nacional por 

excelencia,” the quintessential national instrument.63 And indeed, by the 1920s, the guitar 

was linked to Hispanic nationalism. It had become an avant-garde motif, thanks largely to 

Picasso, but also because of the growing number of musical arrangements written 

specifically for the instrument after World War I by prominent composers like Manuel de 

Falla.64 Musical historians Ruth Piquer Sanclemente and Michael Christoforidis have 

noted how the Spanish instrument, commonly represented in fin-de-siècle visual arts as 

part of picturesque depictions of Spain’s popular classes, still retained lower class 

connotations by the early twentieth century. Its elevation to the realm of high culture 

during the twentieth century was due to composers like de Falla and to painters like the 

                                                
62 Definition of montage taken from Sabine Hake, “Ruttman’s Berlin, Symphony of the Big City,” Dancing 
on the Volcano: Essays on the Culture of the Weimar Republic, eds. Thomas W. Kniesche and Stephen 
Brockmann (Columbia: Candem House, 1994), 129. 

63 Salvador de Madariaga, “La música española. El Casals de la guitarra,” El Sol, November, 5, 1925. 

64 Michael Christoforidis and Ruth Piquer Sanclemente, “Cubismo Neoclasicismo y el renacimiento de la 
guitarra española a principios del siglo XX,” Revista de la Sociedad Española de la Guitarra 6 (2011):10-
12. 
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Cubists who used the instrument to synthesize and traverse the boundaries between 

popular and elite culture.65  

This understanding of how the guitar was extracted from the popular realm adds 

to art historian Christine Poggi’s argument regarding Picasso’s use of different media for 

his various sculptural guitars to embed the works with popular commercial and 

ephemeral associations. For Poggi, Picasso’s insistent diversity of media in his depictions 

of guitars pointed to the artist’s desire to defy the unity of oil painting and offer in its 

stead an aesthetic of heterogeneity and dissonance.66 Thus, the zinc Guitar pictured in La 

Révolution Surréaliste, and, in turn, in Esencia de verbena brought together high and low 

culture by both the use of poor and unexpected material and by its very subject of an 

instrument that had been recast as high culture since its 1920’s musical renaissance.  

The guitar’s inclusion in Esencia de verbena’s opening sequence harkened back 

to the popular classes and their traditions while simultaneously affirming the 

provocations, inversions, and contradictory possibilities of the avant-garde. This ability to 

cross borders was precisely the type of agitations Surrealists sought and valued.67 Cutting 

from Picasso’s artwork to the fair’s guitar-playing automaton further moors the film’s 

meaning by presenting the objects’ shared redundancy since both are, functionally-

speaking, useless. The automaton’s guitar is as unplayable an instrument as Picasso’s, but 

                                                
65 Ibid., 6-10. 

66 Christine Poggi, “Picasso’s First Constructed Sculpture: A Tale of Two Guitars,” The Art Bulletin 94, no. 
2 (2012): 277-281. 

67 Mendelson, “Joan Miró,” 29. 
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together they reaffirm aspects of popular Spanish cultural heritage. By starting with an 

internationally known symbol of popular and Spanish character, Giménez Caballero 

created a link for the international spectator to enter the realm of his local, popular 

verbena. 

Like the guitar’s evolving meanings and implications, Giménez Caballero’s short 

movie meant to transform a popular feast by depicting it through in the modern medium 

of film and exhibiting it to a new international public. Because his primary objective was 

to celebrate the fair as an exemplary expression of Spanish folklore and connect that 

folklore to Surrealist currents, he needed to convince his international audience that the 

tradition’s values were worthy of being elevated and exported. With this in mind, the 

arrangement of the Guitar followed by the low cultural counterpart of the automaton 

reveals how the verbena was the location where the elite and popular culture were 

intimately bound together. The juxtaposition is a celebration of the lack of fixed 

meanings or stable boundaries that formed part of the verbena environment and 

traditions. Through the montages, he made connections to Surrealist concepts that formed 

strategies toward a revalorization of national culture.  

The director’s tactic was the same that had led to the revalorization of flamenco 

and cante jondo (Andalusian deep song), as these activities moved through the circuits of 

popular entertainment to an international and avant-garde significance starting in the late 

nineteenth century. Flamenco dance and cante jondo attracted artists in France, which in 

turn resulted in their elevation from popular and lower class to well-regarded cultural 

activities. Despite flamenco being associated with the dance and music of the lower-
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classes in Spain, it became representative of Spanish identity and culture abroad.68 The 

exportation of popular traditions was partly what made the national elite start studying 

these folkloric expressions. In fact, these popular traditions were considered to have been 

“saved” as a result of this process. Valorization seemed to be a repercussion of their 

successful exportation as, for example, writer Margarita Nelken describes in her article 

“Segundo descubrimiento de España o nuestra moda” (Second Discovery of Spain or Our 

Fashion). Nelken regarded the new French trend of using the mantón de Manila as a 

fashion accessory as the saving grace for the Spanish tradition: “The day a Parisian 

couturier came up with the idea that the mantón de Manila was decorative, our casticismo 

was saved.”69 French interest and acceptance of Spanish popular expressions in the visual 

arts had similar consequences. And thanks to artists like Joan Miró and Picasso who used 

Spanish sources in their work, the appreciation for Spanish folklore continued in and 

outside of Spain. 70 

Consequently, during the early twentieth century in Spain there were numerous 

studies and institutions like the Centro de Estudios Históricos (Center for Historical 

Studies) that represented the desire to legitimize, preserve, and study the roots of local 

tradition. The scholars of folklore also worked to subsume popular displays with high 

                                                
68 Chistoforidis and Piquer Sanclemente, “Cubismo, Neoclacisismo…,” 6. 

69 Margarita Nelken, “Segundo descubrimiento de España o nuestra moda,” Cosmópolis, October, 1929, 
97-98. “El día en que a un modisto parisino se le ocurrió que el mantón de Manila era decorativo, nuestro 
casticismo estaba salvado.” 

70 José Pierre, “La contribución española a la revolución surrealista,” in García de Carpi, El Surrealismo en 
España, 42. 
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culture.71 The Spanish elites began to turn to these national expressions, value their 

originality, and historicize them within their local context. However, despite the Spanish 

elites’ interest in broader contextualization, they tended to elide the questions of identity 

politics present in many of the popular expressions. For example, in the cante jondo 

contest that poet García Lorca and composer de Falla organized in 1922, any 

consideration of identity politics or possible subversive qualities associated with the 

singing tradition were supplanted by the organizers’ elevation of certain formal aspects of 

the style.72 The sensuality of forms overrode the marginalized status of Andalusian 

gitanos (Roma people) that were integral to the music. Just as Esencia de verbena did 

with verbenas, the idea behind making the cante jondo contest was to save the tradition 

from commercial corruption and prove the value of what, at least within Spain, retained 

lower-class connotations.73 The cante jondo contest aligned with what Giménez 

Caballero and others of his intellectual class understood as the responsibility of the 

Spanish elite to historicize, save, and value Spanish values and traditions.74 Thus, the 

Spanish avant-garde’s interest in verbenas from the 1920s onward was an attempt to 

                                                
71 Serge Salaün, “Espectáculos: tradición, modernidad, industrialización, comercialización” in Los felices 
años veintes: España, crisis y modernidad, eds. Carlos Serrano and Serge Salaün (Madrid: Macial Pons, 
2006), 182. 

72 Christoforidis and Piquer Sanclemente note the primitivist implications in the contests. See Christoforidis 
and Piquer Sanclemente, “Cubismo, Neoclasicismo…,” 12. 

73 Jordana Mendelson notes how for García Lorca there was a desire to retain what he considered the purity 
of the cante jondo. The quest and definition of authenticity in displays of popular culture was part of what 
the elites intended to resolve. See Mendelson, “Joan Miró…,” 33. For more on the identity politics of 
Spanish Gypsies, see: Lou Charnon Deutsch, “Travels of the Imaginary Spanish Gypsy” in Constructing 
Identity in Contemporary Spain, Theoretical Debates and Cultural Practice, 22-40. 

74 Greeley, Surrealism and the Spanish Civil War, 71-72. 
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represent the essence of Spanish identity and required a careful selection and analysis of 

what features of the fair counted as authentically Spanish.  

Giménez Caballero was interested in the preservation of popular expressions but 

for him this goal required careful control of the narrative.75 Literary historian Andrew 

Anderson notes that Giménez Caballero had a long-standing interest in local history and 

referred to himself as a folklorist at times. Popular traditions were also frequently used as 

a source for his writings. Giménez Caballero was inspired by modern activities like 

sports, games, music, dance, and criticism, but also looked to academic disciplines of art 

history, literature, philosophy, and religion.76 He bridged popular or mass culture and the 

intellectual elite culture of which he saw himself taking part.77 Folklore and tradition 

were the foundation in his nationalist desire to reclaim the historical and cultural legacy 

of Spain.  

In his writing, however, Giménez Caballero made clear that the intellectual elite 

was responsible for maintaining the proper forms of these important traditions. For 

example in his essay collection Los toros, las castañuelas y la Virgen (The Bullfight, the 

                                                
75 The conflation and juxtaposition of the popular and avant-garde was also present in Giménez Caballero’s 
Madrid store, La Galería. The shop sold popular arts and crafts as well as modern art and furniture. See 
Ernesto Giménez Caballero to Guillermo de Torre, Gacetas y meridianos, 268-269. 

76 Andrew A. Anderson, Ernesto Giménez Caballero: The Vanguard Years (1921-1931) (Newark: Juan de 
la Cuesta, Hispanic Monographs, 2011), 78-79. 

77Art historian Fabio Rodríguez Amaya argues that Giménez Caballero resorted to popular mass cultural 
mediums in his 1927-28 collage poster series. According to Rodríguez Amaya, Giménez Caballero 
intended to create a bridge between the masses and the elite but it was always meant as a way to have the 
elites act as the leaders of the masses. Such a statement can also be applied to the film studied here. Fabio 
Rodríguez Amaya “Los carteles literarios de Giménez Caballero (GeCé): invención y crítica entre ludus, 
poesía y pintura” in Ludus: cine, arte y deporte en la literatura española de vanguardia, ed. Gabriele 
Morelli (Valencia: Pretextos, 2000), 480.  
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Castanets, and the Virgin), he references the bullfight to both celebrate the tradition and 

simultaneously denounce the current corruption of what for him was the original spirit of 

the event. The bullfight essay functioned as an examination of the dangers of leaving 

traditions in the hands of the general public.78 Although the presence of the popular 

classes in traditional events like the verbena was acceptable, he disapproved of what he 

deemed the “manos plebeyas,” or plebeian hands as left in charge of folkloric heritage.79 

By having Gómez de la Serna play the part of the bullfighter in his film, Giménez 

Caballero has the elite unmistakably take control of the tradition. Like Picasso or Miró, 

he sought select popular elements as a source for contemporary creativity, but unlike 

them he explicitly criticized certain developments of local popular customs. For Giménez 

Caballero, the organic development of folklore did not always result in positive 

transformations of tradition. 

By making the film for an exclusive well-educated audience, Giménez Caballero 

was promoting national folklore and performing his role as an elite to maintain the 

verbena tradition and save Madrid’s castizo character. In the film, Giménez Caballero, 

assuming his role as member of the cultural elite, exerts control over popular culture by 

creating a tightly controlled narrative juxtaposing the local awareness of international 

culture alongside the transgressive qualities of the national popular culture. His Madrid 

verbena contains both the Charleston and the bullfight. It is the site of solemn religious 

                                                
78 Anderson, Ernesto Giménez Caballero, 80-84.  

79 Ibid., 82; Ernesto Giménez Caballero, Casticismo, nacionalismo y vanguardia: Antología 1927-1935 
(Madrid: Fundación Santander Central Hispano, 2005), 16-17. 
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observance in procession next to the papier-maché masked characters playing pranks. In 

the film, the colorful historical traditions are not endangered by the new additions to the 

fair. They come together to recreate an aesthetic of speed, artifice, and humor that form 

what Giménez Caballero posits as the madrileño spirit. Through these strategies, the film 

functions toward as a preservationist effort, conserving the tradition in terms that, for him 

at least, were genuine.80 

Interestingly, Giménez Caballero’s film does not present a purified local tradition, 

meaning one that remains uncontaminated by modernity. Rather, he sought to bring 

together local and mass cultural phenomena to trespass and expand his fields of artistic 

play. In these terms, Giménez Caballero follows suit with art historian Jordana 

Mendelson’s analysis of Miró’s 1933 Surrealist Drawing-Collage. Miró inserts apparent 

transgressions, negotiations, and hybridization into the picture plane to demand a 

reconsideration of the definitions of high and mass culture. Moreover, Mendelson 

compares Miró’s introduction of turn of the century mass-reproduced postcards in the 

collage to a 1928 collage poster by Giménez Caballero dedicated to García Lorca (Fig. 

4.52). Both artists integrate postcards that act as signs of contamination between the low 

and high culture in Spain. The mass-produced postcards of flamenco dancers and singers 

tread the line between commercialized and tasteless, authentic and artistic. 81 In the film, 

Giménez Caballero once more resorted to this device by including a collage of the 

                                                
80 Giménez Caballero did not divorce folklore from mass production or popular influences. This can be 
related to his fascination for everything modern, which included mass-produced material. See Mendelson, 
“Joan Miró,” 34-35. 

81 Ibid., 28-36. 
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historic San Lorenzo church with superimposed mass-produced images of dancers and 

singers. Together, these represent an expanded view of “classic” and “Spanish,” where 

folklore is valued but exists along the current processes of modernization and 

industrialization.  

Miró and Giménez Caballero promoted the popular in Spain without precluding 

mass cultural intrusions in the twentieth century. Giménez Caballero’s film demonstrated 

the simultaneous viability of popular and mass culture through, for instance, the insertion 

of the anonymous Charleston dancers in the eighth scene. Within Spain, jazz and other 

musical imports were considered to epitomize urban modernity. The Charleston dance 

takes place on a stage in one of the verbena’s many pavilions and is the film’s singular 

acknowledgement of a completely foreign trend. The dance demonstrates that Madrid’s 

local culture was powerful enough to acknowledge foreign influences while relegating 

them to secondary status.  

In order to advance the narrative of a traditional verbena, Giménez Caballero’s 

film includes different social classes enjoying the event and promotes the traditional 

aspects, all the while excluding the verbenas’ tawdriest elements that were frequently 

criticized in the press. Perhaps Giménez Caballero was responding to film critic Mauricio 

Torres, who in 1929 bitterly remarked that due to the “plebeian” character and 

“despicable vice” verbenas represented, they should not be filmed as they are.82 Giménez 

Caballero’s selection of the picturesque ambience along with the experimental use of 

                                                
82 Mauricio Torres, “Las verbenas en el cine,” La pantalla, August 4, 1929, 1283. “Basta de verbenas 
raquíticas y plebeyas…hay que desterrar de las películas cuanto trascienda a chulería ‘canalla’.” 
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collage and edits made for a film that presented a harmonious coexistence of past 

traditions and modern innovations. The film included celebrated writers, including Polita 

Bedrós and most notably Gómez de la Serna, who were recognized as actors in the 

credits. These various literary figures helped elevate the historical tradition from 

implications of “despicable vice” and present it with some of the refined regard verbenas 

had in centuries past. The local audience would have been able to recognize the writers, 

whose appearance in the film’s setting demonstrated a limited suspension of the social 

class associations that the press admonished in the fairs.83  

Whatever opportunities the verbena offered for social critiques, are instead used 

to reveal the supposed sexual freedom the fair environs permitted. French Surrealism was 

initially committed to the discovery of latent and manifest meanings in dreams. The 

analysis of the unconscious was a strategy to criticize the existing social order and 

examine instead how desires informed the individual’s experience in the modern world.84 

Giménez Caballero’s Esencia de verbena applies these Surrealist motifs in order to 

explore the theme of desire in the fairs. However, it is notable that eroticism and its 

possibly averse connotations are depicted under certain constraints. The film does not 

resort to seedy representations of sexual encounters, such as the prostitution referenced in 

novelizations or reports of verbenas. Instead, desire lies at the center of the film through 

the depictions of the possibility of satisfaction rather than actual gratification, as the 

                                                
83 Gómez de la Serna resided in Paris for a period from 1909-1911, but it is highly unlikely he would have 
been a recognizable character for anyone outside of Spain.  

84 Fer, “Surrealism, Myth and Psychoanalysis,” 176, 179, 180. 
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disparate shots of attractive dancers, rich foods, and attentive audiences bring to the front 

how sexual and physical appetites can be fulfilled in the fair. But such possibilities for 

satisfaction of desires come to a halt. The apparition of Picabia’s Aprés la pluie acts as 

the substitute to the real-life consummation of desire. Rather than a risqué representation, 

it remains a dramatic embrace. Moreover, it is possible, that like Picasso’s Guitar, the 

image was taken from La Révolution Surréaliste, specifically an advertisement of the 

Galerie Van Leer in the 1927 issue (Fig. 4.53).85 Picabia’s presence through the painting 

not only reinserts the Surrealist avant-garde culture, but also alludes to the Hispanic 

artist’s oeuvre that was filled with implied eroticism and humor.86 Therefore, even the 

most explicit erotic interaction in the film is tied to an elite cultural perspective and is 

thus elevated to a higher realm of meaning.  

Throughout the film, it is vision that is the defining quality of modernity. 

Verbenas are spectacles that gratify the attendee’s senses, but the movie explicitly 

emphasizes vision as foremost among them. The close-ups of the woman’s leg as she 

adjusts her stocking is a clear invitation for visual indulgence for both the verbena 

attendee and the film’s audience. This shot is followed by the collaged and multiplied 

eyes to highlight the public character of verbenas. But in turning these eyes on the 

theater-goer, this visual consumption turns into a broader commentary of the constant 

ingestion of imagery. For the spectators of the film, vision is then doubly important, as in 

                                                
85 Advertisement for the Galerie Van Leer, La Révolution Surréaliste 9-10, October 1, 1927, n.p. 

86 Pepe Karmel, “Francis Picabia 1915: The Sex of a New Machine” in Modern Art and America: Alfred 
Stieglitz and his New York Galleries, ed. Sarah Greenough (Boston: National Gallery of Art and Bulfinch 
Press, 2000), 203-219. 
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the action of watching the film, they consume images of the optical consumption at the 

event.  

The emphasis on the themes of desire and the various possibilities of vision 

makes the traditional verbena seemingly contain the very characteristics that Surrealists 

promoted as relevant in the modern world. Beyond the iteration of those themes, the 

film’s editing also works to make verbenas appear as Surrealist events with uncanny sites 

of artifice, stilled time, and living nostalgia. In the scenes of the Pabellón artístico, the 

mechanical figures remain in an eternal loop of repetitive action; their Victorian garb 

further insists on the repetitiveness and their unchanged aspect since the past century.87  

Giménez Caballero’s mechanized figures invite comparisons to Eugène Atget’s 

photographs that were frequently published in Révolution Surréaliste. 88 Giménez 

Caballero must have also encountered Atget’s photographs in the magazine. As part of 

the editorial strategy, Atget’s photographs were juxtaposed with unrelated articles as to 

expose the marvelous qualities of the image.89 In this way, these photographs were 

enlivened with new meanings, and could suddenly offer views of the persistence of the 

past, especially clear in the images of passé storefronts with mannequins. Atget’s Parisian 

sites are simultaneously abandoned and full, as if an absence of people did not exclude 

                                                
87 If the Pabellón artístico that appears in the movie is the one that is currently restored and preserved in 
Valencia, it dates from 1920.  

88 It is notable that Giménez Caballero’s interest in the fair automata predates that of Surrealist Benjamin 
Péret, whose article on the subject, “Au Paradis des Fantômes,” was published in 1933. See Benjamin 
Péret, “Au Paradis des Fantômes,” Minotaure 3-4, December, 1933, 29-35. 

89 J. H. Matthews, “Modes of Documentation: Photography in La Révolution Surréaliste,” Modern 
Language Studies 15, no. 3 (1985): 43. 
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the presence of possibility or meaning.90 For example, Atget’s photograph of a storefront 

advertising its (outmoded) corsets appeared in La Révolution Surréaliste in 1926. The 

clothing item was no longer in fashion by 1926, and thus, the corset display served as 

proof of a resistance to modernity (Figs. 4.54-4.55).91  

Similarly, the verbena itself was an act of resistance against blind adherence to 

modernity. It is in the scenes that feature the automata that this resistance is most 

apparent. The figures were central to the film, but their simple mechanisms revealed their 

rudimentary nature. These lifelike yet inanimate objects recalled Breton’s 1924 

manifesto, with the mention of the “modern mannequin” capable of producing smiles 

while portraying the “incurable human restlessness.”92 Art historian Hal Foster argues 

that the Surrealist interest in automata was at the core an interest in their contradictions, 

as they contained the animate and inanimate.93 The verbena automata are particularly 

evocative in these terms, as the mechanized figurines are at once clever within their 

scenes and awkward in their movements. They delight the public with their comical 

activities but also offered a critical commentary on the man-machine as a product of 

modernity and capitalism. A mechanized human that is restricted of performing anything 

                                                
90 John Fuller, “Atget and Man Ray in the Context of Surrealism,” Art Journal 36 (1976): 135-137. In the 
photograph of the corset storefront, the sheer amount of items exhibited makes one think there must be 
customers and business. The empty spaces that Atget pictures are full of life, despite the obvious absence of 
people. 

91 Ian Walker, City Gorged with Dreams: Surrealism and Documentary Photography in Interwar Paris 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2002), 95. 

92 Breton, “First Manifesto of Surrealism” as quoted in Fer, “Surrealism, Myth, and Psychoanalysis,” 191. 

93 Hal Foster, “Exquisite Corpses” in Visualizing Theory, Selected Essays from V.A.R. 1990-1994, ed. 
Lucien Taylor (New York: Routledge, 1994) 160, 169. 
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beyond their assigned task.94 The focus on these mechanical beings implied these 

revelations to the verbena and film’s discerning public. As a continuing tradition, the 

verbena related continuity and relevance of the past, while the automata professed a 

degree of doubt regarding modernity. 

Giménez Caballero accentuates these uncanny or dreamlike elements to articulate 

verbenas’ associations with Surrealism and advance the sense that verbenas were relevant 

points of contact between the national past and contemporary culture. In a Spanish 

verbena, the religious and voyeuristic complemented each other. Although these may 

have initially presented a contradiction for viewers, Giménez Caballero implements 

multiple effects to promote the viewer’s vicarious identification with the fair-goer, 

resulting in acceptance of these seeming inconsistencies. The viewer partakes with the 

multiple spinning and cyclical movements, which are presented from various 

perspectives, from fair rides to views of the objects that populate the visual lexicon of the 

verbena. The twirling fireworks, roulette wheels, and Ferris wheels, all spin the thread of 

the film’s narrative. Itself circular, Esencia de verbena’s tour of the fair begins and ends 

with scenes of human-like figures, from the guitar-playing automaton to the life-size 

mannequin advertising the mantón de manila.  

The associations of the circular movements also expose a meta-narrative where 

the film itself refers to Madrid’s film history and the medium’s process. Giménez 

Caballero’s constant references to circular movements—especially with the spinning 

                                                
94 Ibid., 162. 
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Ferris wheel and carrousels—recall the film projector’s function where the flickering 

celluloid rapidly spins to produce the illusion of movement. Moreover, the speedy edits 

and cuts throughout the film call attention to the high degree of construction present in 

the documentary. The techniques bespeak the director’s control of the verbena experience 

as he recreates the real movements of fair rides; the medium’s form allows for artifice of 

producing dizzying effects.  

Giménez Caballero’s interest in the meanings and functions of film itself would 

have been even clearer in his carefully planned presentation of Esencia de verbena in 

Madrid. His desire to historicize local traditions went further in the premiere, as he chose 

to have Gómez de la Serna play the explicador or explainer of the short film. So-called 

film explainers formed part of the early history of silent movies in Spain. From around 

1904 until 1910, film explainers were popular figures whose name was sufficient to 

attract the public to showings. However, by 1930 the profession was obsolete and only 

relevant to local film history.95 Gómez de la Serna, a well-known public figure, took on 

the explainer role; his fame and interest in everything related to Madrid would have 

underscored for the Spanish audience the movie’s themes of popular tradition and 

historicism. Gómez de la Serna described that he “threaded the imagery of words with the 

imagery of light and shadows” of the film.96 The performance thus evoked nostalgia of 

                                                
95 Daniel Sánchez Salas, “La figura del explicador en los inicios del cine español” in Tras el sueño, Actas 
del Centenario VI Congreso de la Asociación Española de Historiadores de Cine (Barcelona: Universtat 
Autonoma de Barcelona, 1998), 76-78. 

96 Ramón Gómez de la Serna, “Resumen de mi intervención” La Gaceta Literaria, December 15, 1930, 10 
“Fui enhebrando imágenes de palabras en las imágenes de luz y sombra de la película.” 
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the early cinema era and demonstrated awareness of local history; the film’s Madrid 

projection acted as a moment of revived tradition on a multitude of levels.97 

The film’s projection in Spain exposed Giménez Caballero’s debt to both folklore 

and Surrealism. However, many of the intricacies of Spanish culture would have been 

lost for an international public. The director’s omission of questions of social problems or 

critiques may not have been apparent to those unaware of the social connotations of the 

fairs. However, the Surrealist connections would have been plain. When turning to the 

film’s role within an international context, the meanings and connections become more 

complicated and demonstrate the distinct understanding of what exactly evidenced 

Surrealism and avant-garde culture in Spain.  

 

International Projection and Differing Implications  

Esencia de verbena was shown in the II Independent Cinema Congress, and 

although it was only the second iteration of the event, Giménez Caballero was familiar 

with the expectations for the Brussels’ convocation of December 1930. He had 

participated in the first Independent Cinema Congress in La Sarraz, Switzerland in 1929. 

Like the 1930 edition, the first Congress had brought together important filmmakers 

                                                
97 To complete the historical associations, the film’s verbena theme itself can also be linked to the 
cinematograph’s history in Madrid. The first exhibition of the kinetograph by Thomas Edison took place on 
the date of celebration of San Isidro, and a year after in 1896, the Lumière’s presentation of the first movies 
opened to the public again on San Isidro. Cinema made its way across Spain and achieved the earliest 
audiences precisely through verbena fair workers. See: Josefina Martínez, “Como llegó el cine a Madrid,” 
Artigrama 16 (2001): 25, 27-28; Julio Montero and María Antonia Paz, “Ir al cine en España en el primer 
tercio del siglo XX” in Ver cine: los públicos cinematográficos en el siglo XX, eds. José Vidal Pelaz and 
José Carlos Rueda (Madrid: Rialp, 2002), 104-107. 
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including Sergei Eisenstein, Alberto Cavalcanti, and Hans Richter to screen films, present 

lectures, and discuss how independent cinema was to be defined, how to deal with 

censorship, and how to mobilize audiences.98 As such, the Congress was an attempt 

toward achieving a united front regarding the role and responsibilities of the independent 

makers of the so-called seventh art.  

Giménez Caballero was aware of and active in cinema culture when he attended 

the first Congress. This explains why, though an amateur director, his film should be 

understood within the conversations that took place in contemporaneous cinema. Among 

the issues most frequently discussed  at the Congress was the evolution of cinematic 

culture. Filmmakers had come to value independent and experimental films because they 

opened the path for new ways of thinking about the capacities and possibilities of the 

young medium. These experimental or avant-garde films may not have found a public 

were it not for the cinema-club culture that spread throughout Europe during the 1920s. 

In La Sarraz, Giménez Caballero had been in charge of presenting an exemplary 

experimental film, Salvador Dalí and Luis Buñuel’s Un Chien Andalou (An Andalusian 

Dog) (1929), but he was also there to take part in the establishment of a film distribution 

network for cinema clubs.  

                                                
98 Malte Hagener, “Institutions of Film Culture, Festivals and Archives as Network Nodes,” in The 
Emergence of Film Culture: Knowledge, Production, Institution Building and the Fate of the Avant-garde 
in Europe 1919-1945, ed. Malte Hagener (New York: Berghahn, 2014), 289; Kristin Thompson, “The 
Limits of Experimentation in Hollywood” in Lovers of Cinema, The First American Avant-garde 1919-
1945, ed. Jan-Christopher Horak (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1996), 67; “Le 1er Congrès 
international du cinema indépendedant (CICI), La Sarraz, 1929, Une documentation,” Cinémathèque 
Suisse, last modified December 16, 2009, http://www.cinematheque.ch/f/actualites/article/le-1er-congres-
international-du-cinema-independant-cici-la-sarraz-1929-une-documentation/.  
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The cinema club culture was integral to understanding Giménez Caballero’s 

formation as an active avant-gardist in Spain. In 1928 he had led the way to create the 

very first cinema club in Spain, the Cineclub Español (Spanish Cinema Club) in Madrid, 

and he remained committed to promoting the club’s profile and its cultural significance 

thereafter.99 Although his club was oriented toward an elite audience—it was advertised 

as a club for a select public and priced to exclude those who did not form part of the 

affluent minority—it played an important role in promoting cinema culture and 

projecting and discussing a selection of avant-garde films that would otherwise have been 

not shown in Spain.100 

However, the 1929 Congress Giménez Caballero attended was different from the 

discussions that took place in 1930. While both events brought together film’s avant-

garde representatives, the 1930 edition showed the growing rifts among the participants 

over the role of politics in film.101 According to historians and attendees, it was the Italian 

                                                
99 Pedro Cabello, A Certain Proof of Age in Spanish Cinema: The Introduction of the Avant-Garde in 
Spanish Cinema (Master’s Thesis, Universidad Rey Juan Carlos, 2011), 23; Malte Hagener, Moving 
Forward, Looking back: The European Avant-Garde and the Invention of Film Culture (Amsterdam: 
Amsterdam University Press, 2007), 101.  

100 The connection between Giménez Caballero and Luis Buñuel (who by 1930 was a part-time Paris 
resident) assured that the films played at the Cineclub represented the most current and discriminating of 
the international avant-garde. Moreover, the club had access to political films that were restricted in Spain 
until 1936. However, Gubern notes the elitism inherent in the organization, going as far as to call the elite 
class’s activity endogamous and isolationist. A list of its members reveals that, indeed, it was comprised of 
prosperous and established cultural figures of Madrid: poet Federico García Lorca, writer Ramón Gómez 
de la Serna, poet Rafael Alberti, painter Maruja Mallo, architect García Mercadal, writer Pío Baroja, 
painter Benjamín Palencia, among others. See, Gubern, Proyector de luna, 271-72. For more on how the 
Cineclub was advertised, see the issue of La Gaceta Literaria dedicated to cinema: La Gaceta Literaria, 
October 1, 1928. 

 
101 The Congress in Brussels was the last. It was organized by the League of Independent Cinema that had 
been established in the prior year’s Congress in La Sarraz. The Congress in Brussels was considered a 
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and Spanish delegates that refused to approve the resolution stating that the avant-garde’s 

main goal was to use film in the fight against fascism.102 Film historian Malte Hagener 

has written one of the few existing studies of the Congress in Brussels, and proposes that 

the delegates’ refusal had to do with the developing fascist tendencies in each of these 

countries.103 But in fact, this refusal needs to be analyzed within the cultural context of 

Madrid and its avant-garde discourses, the situation that most directly influenced the 

creation of Esencia de verbena. Within Madrid’s avant-garde, Giménez Caballero’s film 

exemplified the unclear goals set by writers or artists, where opposing ideologies or 

apolitical Surrealism did not challenge the attainment of an avant-garde status.  

The Spanish delegate that promoted Esencia de verbena and took part in the 

discussions about the political objectives of film of the second Congress was film critic 

Juan Piqueras. Although glossed over in histories of the Congress, it is significant to note 

that Piqueras was not only a film connoisseur but also an active communist.104 This 

political commitment must be considered when analyzing the role that, as the Spanish 

                                                
failure and the League dissolved. The dissolution was related to political differences. In fact, the dissolution 
led to the 1932 foundation of the Association des Écrivains et Artistes Révolutionnaires (Association of 
Revolutionary Writers and Artists) (1932-1939), that now united the members under a clear political 
ideology. See Malte Hagener, “Mushrooms, Ant Paths, and Tactics: The Topography of the European Film 
Avant-Garde” in Decentering the Avant-Garde, eds. Per Bäckström and Benedikt Hjartarson (Amsterdam: 
Rodopi, 2014), 159-160. 
 
102 Hagener, Moving Forward, 59; Laura Vichi, Henri Storck: de l’avant garde au documentaire social 
(Crisnée: Yellow Now Editions, 2002), 16-17; Hans Richter, The Struggle for the Film: Towards a Socially 
Responsible Cinema (Aldershot: Scolar Press, 1986). Sources agree that the Spanish and Italian delegates 
were responsible of going against the other delegates but primary sources of the dialogues are not available 
to understand how exactly these conversations developed. Hagener builds off Laura Vichi’s history of the 
Congress and her work is in turn based on Hans Richter’s in-person account. The lack of documentation 
presents multiple problems for proper historical assessment. 

103 Hagener, Moving Forward, 59. 

104 Lisa Jarvinen, “Juan Piqueras Biography,” Cinema Journal 51 no. 4 (2012): 139-141. 
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delegate, he may have played in the debates. Piqueras’ intervention was part of what 

halted the second Congress’s agreement to a joint resolution of establishing the use of 

cinema as a weapon against fascism. This activity appears to counter his political ideals, 

but in fact, such a contradiction conformed to the seemingly paradoxical nature of avant-

garde activity in Spain. If a predetermined fascist ideology could not form the base of 

disagreement at the Congress, Piqueras’ course of action must be taken as exemplifying 

the particular Spanish situation where political ideology did not determine whether art 

was advanced or modern.105  

Politically, Piqueras and Giménez Caballero can be identified at opposite 

ideological ends. And yet the director and Piqueras could find common ground in the 

selection of Esencia de verbena. Piqueras believed it was the only new Spanish film 

borne from “a sense of independence” and that offered “something new.”106 Esencia de 

verbena was the only film he saw could represent Spain abroad. Piqueras even expressed 

that although Buñuel’s current project, L’Age d’Or (The Golden Age), could have been 

submitted to the Congress, it was inappropriate because Buñuel’s film was “universal.” If 

this was the problem with Buñuel’s film, then it is implied that Esencia de verbena 

represented more of the Spanish character. After the Congress, Piqueras characterized the 

film’s reception as positive. The fact that it was made by an amateur, thus absolutely 

                                                
105 In fact, he may well have recognized how the film he brought to the Congress, Esencia de verbena, 
bubbled with essentialist views but still defended it as Spanish Jarvinen mentions how a few years later he 
went against Spanish cinema made in Hollywood because he saw it as falsely Hispanic Cinema. See, 
Ibid.,140. 

106 Piqueras, “Cinema independiente en 1930,” 14-15. “Nosotros, llevamos de España el único film 
aparecido con un sentido de independencia, de cosa nueva.”  
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independent from commercial cinema, and that it was focused on a unique local event 

was not detrimental to the film’s reception. Piqueras stated that during the screening the 

film received “various applause” from the audience, and by the end, the applause turned 

“more firm, more unanimous.”107  

Piqueras’ aversion to politics during the discussions about the political 

responsibilities of filmmaking demonstrate his participation in the Spanish avant-garde’s 

shared belief was that the importance of disseminating new and innovative aesthetics 

could override the role of politics. After understanding how such a conception resulted in 

the second Congress’s political debacle, it is easier to follow Surrealism’s development in 

Spain. Giménez Caballero’s fluency in Surrealist language or his immersion in Surrealist 

publications from France is evident in his film. But his independence from the official 

Surrealist movement obfuscated the social objectives of the Surrealist revolution. He did 

not aim at achieving a new society, despite having showed great interest in the 

movement. As such, Surrealism in Spain speaks of a shared international avant-garde 

language while the Spaniards’ Surrealist production demonstrates a guiding principle of 

independence. Therefore the Madrid avant-garde was defined by a lack of cohesion or 

adherence to any particular political ideology.108  

                                                
107 Ibid., 14. “Ya en algunos momentos durante la proyección sonaron diversos aplausos en la sala. Pero al 
final, fueron más firmes, más unánimes.” 

108 Greeley, Surealism and the Spanish Civil War, 99. Greeley asserts that Spain’s original encounter with 
Surrealism occurred under circumstances that fostered its formulation as an aesthetic indicator of 
modernism rather than as a revolutionalry tool for social change. Thus, it was up to the individual 
understanding’s how Surrealism was to be used and not the Bretonian rules.  
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The non-political commitment is the crucial and outstanding characteristic of 

Spanish Surrealism precisely because it goes against one of the main objectives of 

Breton’s collective. Art historian Robin Adele Greely has examined how Breton’s 

Surrealism reacted against nationalism and grew effectively into a communist movement. 

Meanwhile in Spain, Surrealist art was produced to fulfill both left- and right-wing 

agendas.109 Greeley sums up Spanish Surrealism as a movement intent on demonstrating 

modernity through particular aesthetics rather than a stylistic or revolutionary tool toward 

a determinate social change. But she also asserts that when politics did appear, these were 

imposed by the circumstances of the growing political tensions that ultimately set off the 

Spanish Civil War in 1936.110  

However, I argue that Giménez Caballero’s Esencia de verbena complicates 

Greeley’s assessment of Spanish Surrealism in the period before the Civil War. Giménez 

Caballero’s incorporation of Surrealist aesthetics in the film did not deter its politics even 

thought it was made before the rise of the political conflict that brought about the Spanish 

Civil War. The film’s focus on an essentialist vision of Madrid, in fact, promoted a 

powerful and political narrative of Spanish nationalism and identity. Under the aesthetics 

of Surrealism, the message was understated despite the director’s views already evolving 

toward a fascist ideology.111 The year 1930 marks the moment when Giménez Caballero 

                                                
109 Ibid., 10, 75. 

110 Ibid., 99. 

111 By 1930 he had expressed his admiration for General Benito Mussolini. By 1932 Giménez Caballero’s 
promotion and support of right-wing fascist ideology had led to the dissolution of La Gaceta Literaria. 
Without the collaboration of other writers and artists, he continued to produce the magazine by himself 
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became more politically-engaged, and his writing began to show more rigid (eventually 

forthright fascist) stances in questions of nationalism, culture, and society. The 

importance placed on the preservation and historicization of folklore swelled with the 

meanings of an essentialist understanding of nationalism. The formula of the city 

symphony made for a film based on a loose or minor narrative with a stream of 

consciousness-style. These types of loose associations were similarly championed by the 

Surrealists and gave the film meaning. Through its aesthetic construction, Esencia de 

verbena offers intersections between the European, international, Spanish, and national 

cultures of modernity. The use of film quotations or Surrealist aesthetics within the 

nationalistic celebration of Madrid guaranteed that his work would be viewed as modern. 

National and international viewers who were well-informed of avant-garde cultural 

developments would have recognized the signs that Gubern has identified in Esencia de 

verbena, including scenes that correspond to Alberto Calvacanti’s Rien que les Heures 

(Nothing but Time), or Jean Epstein’s Cœur Fidele (Faithful Heart).112 The multiple 

allusions could have been perceived as tributes to Giménez Caballero’s influences among 

the professional public at the Brussels Congress. The political and cultural intricacies of 

Spanish identity would not have been apparent to the international public, who instead 

would have recognized the film’s Surrealist inflections and avant-garde aesthetic 

foundation.  

                                                
through six last issues. See: José Carlos Mainer, “Ernesto Giménez Caballero o la inoportunidad,” in 
Casticismo, nacionalismo y vanguardia, lv.  

112 Gubern, Proyector de luna, 437. 
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Perhaps it was its subtlety that permitted for even a diverse Spanish public to find 

the nationalist and essentialist motive palatable. Evidently, the film’s politics did not stop 

a communist like Piqueras from valuing the film as advanced, even if it was not in line 

with his ideology. The admiration toward opposing political principles was not 

extraordinary in Spain, where many intellectuals expressed that certain ideologies, 

including fascism or bolshevism, were in themselves modern. An oft-repeated quote by 

communist César Arconada offers insight into this view. In 1928, he had stated that a 

young person could be communist or fascist, “anything other than keep up old liberal 

ideas.”113 What may initially appear to be a remarkable statement was echoed in 1930 by 

Giménez Caballero since he doubted that truly “advanced sensibilities” could be part of 

traditional political formulas like “liberalism, democracy, bourgeoisie, 

parliamentarianism, etcetera.” Instead, he found that both Russian and Italian politics had 

been capable of deriving avant-garde ideas into politics.114 Communism and fascism both 

broke away from antiquated formulations of politics and otherwise ideological enemies 

like Arconada and Giménez Caballero could both find something to celebrate in that 

newness.  

The film’s complex layering of Surrealism and local politics, however, would 

have been legible to Spanish viewers. Because of this, Giménez Caballero’s self-

                                                
113 Greeley, Surrealism and the Spanish Civil War, 104. Translation is hers. Arconada must have been 
referring to Spain’s nineteenth century liberalism which, compared to other European liberalisms, was 
rather conservative.  

114 Juan de Almanzora, “¿Qué es el vanguardismo? Lo que nos dice el señor Giménez Caballero,” Crónica 
August 31, 1930, n.p. 
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described attempt to make an “avant-garde” film compels an analysis into what precisely 

he understood by that term.115 Giménez Caballero’s views on the “avant-garde” changed 

throughout the decades, but at the time he made this film, he presented them through 

several articles.116 He proclaimed that the avant-garde was the “unprecedented expression 

of life,” synonymous with revolution and having the desire to incorporate into art all the 

new themes and objects of modern life. What he called expressions of life were divided 

into two stages of avant-garde endeavors that he believed continued to exist in spirit 

within two of the then-current activities. The first was the pre-Great War stage that was 

characterized with subversive and destructive activity. This he saw as continuing in 

superrealismo (which overlaps with surrealism in Spain), specifically, it was the 

destructive literary bend of the Surrealists that qualified them as inheritors. The second 

stage was the post-World War I-stage that he characterized as a constructive phase. He 

defined that it was the current political action was following the path of that constructive 

avant-garde spirit. As explained previously, for him these avant-garde politics were not 

the “traditional or conservative formulas,” but bolshevism and fascism.117 In short, 

Giménez Caballero defined the features of what was “avant-garde” by 1930 as having 

two fields of play: Surrealism and politics which he described as “the two tail-ends of the 

                                                
115 The various definitions and versions of the “avant-garde” were then much debated, as in the extended 
discussions in La Gaceta Literaria from 1930-1931. The term’s multivalent definitions seemed to call for 
an assessment by the elites. Various writers and artists, including Giménez Caballero, were asked to offer 
their perspectives on what the term had meant and what it signified at the moment.  

116 Ernesto Jiménez Caballero, “La vanguardia en España,” Cosmópolis, September, 1929, 165-167. Signed 
as Jiménez instead of Giménez. 

117 Almanzora, “¿Qué es el vanguardismo?,” n.p. 
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avant-garde’s end-phase.”118 It is not by accident that these are the keys to understanding 

Esencia de verbena.  

In his understanding of the current avant-garde, Giménez Caballero accepted 

active participants and creators of culture and rejected people who were merely following 

a trend. He clearly saw avant-gardists as elites with an educational and leading role that 

was to bring the masses into their fold because it was necessary to “correct the attitudes 

of the past.”119 The masses were to be educated, they were not supposed to be avant-

garde, and he foresaw cinema as a particularly effective medium toward this purpose, 

proclaiming that cinema would be the “revolutionary evangelizing instrument” with 

which to reach the common people.120 Giménez Caballero’s understanding of avant-garde 

was in alignment with the way he conceived his Cineclub: It was costly to join because 

its exclusivity represented its true value and its objective was to forge innovative 

perspectives with which to lead the people. He was invested in the advancement of the 

avant-garde, but limited it to a group of people like himself who sought, created, and 

understood advanced culture. By fostering an interest in the film’s popular verbena 

subject, the elite public would value and be more inclined to help preserve the tradition. 

Ultimately, Giménez Caballero’s film offers insight into this cultural moment in 

Spain when the popular and folkloric were increasingly the subject of scrutiny by the 

elites. When the Civil War broke out, cultural traditions were easily transformed into a 

                                                
118 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, “Encuesta: Qué es la vanguardia?,” La Gaceta Literaria, June 1, 1930, 1. 

119 Almanzora, “¿Qué es el vanguardismo?,” n.p. 

120 Ibid. 
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source of propaganda for both factions who could identify in them the characteristics of 

the nation that needed to be defended.121 Esencia de verbena is an important film not 

simply because of its use of Surrealist devices or its documentation of a historic event. 

Rather, it is significant because it is one of the earliest uses of the verbena theme as 

propaganda. During the Civil War, Mallo retrospectively argued that, her series of 

paintings of popular feasts were representative of her early populist and left-wing views. 

But she made the paintings and the subsequent statements within starkly different 

political climates and in fact she, like Giménez Caballero, represented a minority’s view, 

one that was open solely to those of her intellectual and social class.122 Giménez 

Caballero never denied his belief that the minority elite’s role was to lead. He put folklore 

at the service of politics and exposed his personal politics and nationalist ideology to a 

wide audience before questions of political activism became central to the Spanish avant-

garde. Indeed, it was precisely Madrid’s avant-garde environment of vague and at times 

ambivalent politics that permitted for Esencia de verbena to represent Spain before an 

international audience in 1930.

                                                
121 One of the clearest examples is that of communist artist, Josep Renau. In his magazine, Nueva Cultura, 
he argued how the Valencian tradition of the Fallas had lost part of its subversive spirit when it became a 
tourist attraction. What is most significant in this statement is how Renau was among the various artists that 
understood and promoted these traditions as the representation a pre-existent spirit of revolt by the working 
classes. This makes for an important point of contrast with how Giménez Caballero politicized the verbena. 
For more on Renau and his use of popular tradition in propaganda, see Jordana Mendelson, Documenting 
Spain: artists, exhibition culture, and the modern nation, 1929-1939 (University Park: Pennsylvania State 
University Press, 2005), 125-184. 

122 María Soledad Fernández Utrera, “Esencia de verbena: sabor popular y estética de minorías en la pintura 
de Maruja Mallo,” Revista Canadiense de Estudios Hispánicos 28, no.1 (2003):88. Fernández Utrera 
argues that Mallo failed in her intention if the Verbena paintings were meant to be a manifestation of 
national and racial characteristics. She argues that these themes were subsumed within Mallo’s work but 
were limited because of the painter’s privileged position. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

MATERIAL AND IDEOLOGY IN ALBERTO’S ESCUELA DE 

VALLECAS SCULPTURE 

 
This chapter explores the politics present in the sculptural production of Alberto 

Sánchez (Toledo, 1895-Moscow, 1962), known as Alberto, from 1930 through 1937. 1 

Three decades after the fact, Alberto deemed this period of activity in his work and that 

of his close associates as the Escuela de Vallecas (School of Vallecas) and viewed it as 

driven by local geography and culture.2 Studies of Alberto refer to this phase of his 

artistic activity as also taking part of the pan-European Surrealist phenomenon which 

caused a significant impact upon other artists and makers in Spain.3 However, the 

contributions and debates of the group, as embodied in the practice and writing of 

Alberto, far exceed this often reductive stylistic categorization.  

The Escuela de Vallecas refers to an informal collective that practiced from circa 

1930 through 1936. The group was intent on regenerating and advancing Spanish art, 

urging their fellow artists to act and reflect upon the local and demonstrate international 

                                                
1 Alberto Sánchez signed his works under the name Alberto, scholarship therefore refers to him by his first 
name exclusively. 

2 Alberto names the Escuela de Vallecas as such in 1961 during an interview that was to be published as a 
monograph. Although the interview and book was the work of Luis Lacasa, it was first published in 
Budapest under the pseudonym of Peter Martin in 1964. It was finally published in Spanish as Alberto 
Sánchez, Palabras de un escultor (Valencia: Ed. Fernando Torres, 1975). 

3 For more on Spanish Surrealism and the visual arts, see El Surrealismo en España 1924-1939 (Madrid: 
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, 1994). 
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awareness.4 The group—formed by Alberto, Benjamín Palencia, and Pancho Lasso—is 

named after a suburb, the source of their inspiration, located five kilometers southeast of 

Madrid.5 In choosing Vallecas, the members of the group expressed their admiration for a 

local, traditional culture. But because their art simultaneously incorporated references to 

advanced science and avant-garde ideas, they promoted internationally-inclined art that 

sought a cultural transformation.6 In this way, the Escuela de Vallecas strived to obtain 

the international acknowledgement of a Spanish avant-garde and to disprove their 

contemporaries’ views that saw popular traditions as incompatible with national progress. 

Because the Escuela de Vallecas nomenclature first appeared in 1961 when 

Alberto was interviewed by architect Luis Lacasa, it is considered to arise from historical 

hindsight.7  As a result, multiple scholars have discussed the accuracy of the term and its 

                                                
4 The artists officially understood to have participated in the school are those who intended to make avant-
garde art in Spain and took walks to Vallecas together. Scholars have argued against the term Escuela to 
refer to the group since there was no exhibition under said banner. For discussions on the use of the term 
see the foundational scholarship of the Escuela de Vallecas: Jaime Brihuega, Forma, palabra y material en 
la poética de Vallecas (Alicante: Editorial Diputación de Alicante, 2011); Francisco Calvo Serraller, 
Escuela de Vallecas 1927-1936, 1939-1942 (Madrid: Comunidad de Madrid, 1984); Eugenio Carmona, 
“Materias creando un paisaje: Benjamín Palencia, Alberto Sánchez y el ‘reconocimiento estético’ de la 
naturaleza agraria. 1930-1933,” in El Surrealismo en España 1924-1939 (Madrid: Museo Nacional Centro 
de Arte Reina Sofía, 1994), 117-155; Raúl Chávarri, Mito y realidad en la Escuela de Vallecas (Madrid: 
Editorial Ibérico Europea, 1975).  

5 Although Alberto only mentions Palencia, scholars agree that Lasso was part of the Escuela de Vallecas. 

6 Scholar Carmen Pena argues that the group’s great innovation lies in how their art integrated their 
interests of scientific advancements and appreciation for the local. She argues that this is how they 
understood regeneration would occur in Spain, an aspect that links them to the Generación del ’98. See 
Carmen Pena, “La Escuela de Vallecas (1927-1936),”Revista de Occidente 103 (December 1989): 61-83. 
For more on the Generación del ’98 and its relation to landscape painting see, Carmen Pena, “El paisaje la 
sociedad rural” in Arte y literatura en la Edad de Plata: La mirada del ’98 (Madrid: Ministerio de 
Educación y Cultura, 1998), 77-81. 

7 Alberto Sánchez, ‘Sobre la Escuela de Vallecas,’ “Apéndice documental” in Alberto, 1895-1962 (Madrid: 
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, 2001), 415.  
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use. Indeed, it is a problematic name that reinforces some of the difficulties present in the 

scholarship on the Spanish avant-garde as a whole. The Escuela participates in a tendency 

common in the history of the Spanish avant-garde and its subsequent historiography, 

where clusters of advanced artistic activity lacking a defining or well-developed program 

emerged, proceeded to impact the cultural landscape to differing degrees only to then 

silently dissipate.8 However, I argue, the name remains useful because even without a 

doctrine or manifesto, the denomination evinces a network of artists that shared sources 

of inspiration and whose relationships are integral to art historical development within 

Republican Spain. The Escuela de Vallecas should therefore not be regarded as a 

traditional school as the name indicates. Rather, it is an idiosyncratic category that 

comprises the suburb-inspired artistic investigations and production of Alberto, Palencia, 

and Lasso.  

Throughout this chapter the label Escuela de Vallecas is used to refer to Alberto’s 

activity from 1929, the year historians believe the Escuela’s activities began, until the 

Spanish Civil War (1936-1939).9 Without disregarding the valid and valuable arguments 

by different scholars for or against the terminology, the name is particularly relevant for 

this study as it was precisely Alberto who labeled these activities part of the Escuela de 

                                                
8 Other examples of short-lived avant-gardes include Rafael Barradas’ vibracionismo and Joaquín Torres 
García’s Grupo Constructivo (Constructive Group). The Grupo Constructivo is particularly interesting 
because although Torres García published Guiones which tried to define the goals of the group, in their one 
exhibition the artworks were criticized for being disparate. See Joaquín Torres García, Guiones 1, 1933, 
n.p. 

9 Eugenio Carmona’s investigations indicate that the group must have started around 1929 or 1930. See 
Eugenio Carmona, “Tres consideraciones sobre la Escuela de Vallecas,” in Alberto, 1895-1962 (Madrid: 
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, 2001), 28-32. 
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Vallecas; therefore, as an integral part of the study of his work, this chapter considers the 

implications of that chosen name. His designation calls for a historical inquiry that 

examines this portion of his mature artistic activity as a defined period.  

The periodization of Alberto’s Escuela de Vallecas sculptures expose another 

obstacle in the study of the Spanish avant-garde: his production counts among the 

cultural casualties of the Spanish Civil War. In fact, most of Alberto’s creations from his 

time in Spain were lost following the bombing of his Madrid studio.10 This chapter 

focuses on Maternidad (Maternity), a surviving Escuela de Vallecas artwork from 1930 

and the destroyed but well-documented sculpture he made in 1937 for the Spanish 

Republic’s Pavilion as part of the Paris International Exposition: El pueblo español tiene 

un camino que conduce a una estrella (The Spanish People Have a Path that Leads to a 

Star) (Figs. 5.1-5.2).11  

Maternidad and El pueblo español share similar aesthetic elements, so much so 

that the 1937 sculpture has been identified by art historian Jaime Brihuega as the final act 

of the Escuela de Vallecas.12 A focus on these two artworks allows us to look at the 

origins of Alberto’s artistic inquiries in the early 1930s and conclude with his best-known 

                                                
10  The exact date of the bombing of his studio is not known. Post-Civil War photographs (taken in 1940) 
from government’s cultural recuperation agency’s SERPAN (Servicio del Patrimonio Artístico Nacional) 
indicate that some sculptures were damaged but survived the bombing. Nevertheless, the actual pieces have 
not been found.  

11 According to Jorge Lacasa’s and Josep L. Sert’s statements in Catherine Freedberg’s monograph on the 
Spanish Pavilion, the size and mode of construction of Alberto’s sculpture made it so it could not be 
moved. Therefore, it was destroyed following the closing of the Paris International Exposition. See 
Catherine Blanton Freedberg, The Spanish Pavilion at the Paris World’s Fair (New York: Garland 
Publishing, 1986), 294. 

12 Brihuega, Forma, palabra y material…, 24. 
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sculpture. Despite being part of the acclaimed and well-studied Spanish Republic’s 

Pavilion alongside the works of luminaries like Pablo Picasso and Joan Miró, Alberto’s 

1937 artwork remains largely unexamined. A thorough framing of the artwork elucidates 

a better understanding of the innovative Spanish Pavilion.   

Moreover, this chapter views Alberto as a politicized artist and argues that 

Maternidad and El pueblo español should be considered as evidencing Alberto’s 

commitment to politically significant art, imbued with social commentary. Existing 

studies of Alberto link him to Surrealist thought, but exclude the political aspects of the 

movement when speaking of his work.13 However, throughout the 1930s he demonstrated 

his engagement with politics through his activities as well as in a 1932 statement that 

warrants a close reading.14 I consider the ideology present in his stylistic choices by 

taking into consideration his communist beliefs. Although Alberto never explicitly 

referenced the significance of his materials or their relation to his political ideology, a 

study of his declarations compels an examination of these aspects of his work and 

clarifies the complex stakes of his artistic production.  

The close analysis of the aforementioned sculptures has the following objectives: 

In the first place, an analysis of Maternidad’s medium allows me to trace the implications 

these materials had in relation to the suburbs in general and Vallecas in particular. 

Secondly, these sculptures evince the artist’s self-proclaimed, left-wing political 

                                                
13 See Chapter 4 for more on the impact of Surrealism in Spain.  

14 See Alberto Sánchez, “El arte como superación personal,” A.P.A.A., January 1932; Alberto Sánchez, “El 
arte como superación personal,” CNT, February 2, 1933, 3.  
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commitment and connect his production to the destruction of artistic hierarchies. Finally, 

these issues further corroborate the speculative but little-explored connections Brihuega 

established between Alberto’s Escuela de Vallecas production and El pueblo español. 

Building on Brihuega’s convincing analysis of shared inspirations, I assert that the 

Spanish Republic’s Pavilion sculpture extends our understanding of Alberto’s overall 

Escuela de Vallecas period as steeped in contemporaneous debates of social and political 

commitment in art. In fact, I argue that the 1937 artwork functioned as the resolution of 

the questions raised in Maternidad. Ultimately, this study elucidates an artist who was 

not only engaged with artistic regeneration but who was also open-eyed to fundamental 

and urgent social necessities.  

 

Alberto’s Ideology and Political Commitment  

Alberto’s predominantly lost early production and his role in the Escuela de 

Vallecas have given scholars much to debate and question, but the artist’s politics are not 

part of the extensive list of unresolved issues. Starting from a young age Alberto was 

engaged with leftist politics and throughout his life he referred to his continued 

commitment to the cause.15  Despite this, it is difficult to determine Alberto’s precise 

                                                
15 Alberto participated in socialist groups from very early in his life and collaborated with Nueva Cultura, a 
communist magazine. The lack of evidence of Alberto’s membership in the P.C.E. may be due to the fact 
that during the Primo de Rivera dictatorship the party was illegal and it was during the Republic that it was 
finally legalized. The Socialist parties were not illegal during the 1920s which is perhaps why we see 
Alberto acting within those spheres early on. Another difficulty in pinpointing Alberto’s politics may be 
related with what Josep Renau has explained about communism in Spain. According to him, the P.C.E. was 
not very organized. Perhaps this also resulted in Alberto and Renau’s different understandings of politics in 
art. For more on Renau and the PCE, see Jordana Mendelson, Documenting Spain, Artists, Exhibition, 
Culture and the Modern Nation, 1929-1939 (University Park: Penn State University Press, 2005), 155-156. 
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politics beyond that of a communist sympathizer, since there is no evidence of him being 

a member of the Partido Comunista Español (P.C.E., the Spanish Communist Party) and 

given the fissures within communist political circles by the 1930s. 

Born into a lower-class family, Alberto had limited resources throughout his life. 

He was not accepted into an art school because he did not have the minimum studies 

required to be admitted into the Escuela de Artes y Oficios (School of the Arts and 

Trades).16 It was thanks to contact with socialist groups that he learned how to read and 

write at the age of 15. We can begin to trace his political engagement as beginning in 

1912, when he met artist Francisco Mateos in socialist youth meetings of the Círculo 

Social del Sur (Socialist Circle of the South). From then on, numerous instances reveal 

his political leanings.17 His close friendships with outspoken left-wing poets Raúl 

González Tuñón, Miguel Hernández, and Pablo Neruda are well documented; González 

Tuñón and Neruda even dedicated poems to the artist.18 The sculptor also painted scenery 

for La Barraca (The Barrack) theater productions and by doing so participated in the 

Second Republic’s populist cultural initiatives aimed toward people with little access to 

cultural activities.19 When the Spanish Civil War broke out in 1936, he enlisted in the 

                                                
16 Jaime Brihuega, “Una estrella en el camino del arte español, trayectoria de Alberto hasta la Guerra 
Civil,” in Alberto, 1895-1962, 24. 

17 Ibid., 22.  

18 Juan Manuel Bonet, “Alberto y Raúl González Tuñón, ensayo de microhistoria,” in Alberto, 1895-1962, 
139-146. 

19 Some of the set design sketches he made for Fuenteovejuna survive and are currently on display at the 
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. 
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Republican army and fought in the Guadarrama front.20 Socialism and communism were 

keys to his commitment to the Spanish Second Republic. Consequently, when the conflict 

ended in 1939, led spent the rest of his life in self-imposed exile in Moscow.21  

If friendships and Republican-affiliated activity are referred to in recent 

scholarship to prove Alberto’s liberal views, the artist’s consistent utilization of 

biomorphic, Surrealist-like aesthetics were nonetheless problematic for many of his 

fellow politicized artists. The most cited example occurred in 1935 when outspoken 

Communist artist Josep Renau, best known for his propagandistic photomontages, 

publicly denounced Alberto in Nueva Cultura magazine precisely because Alberto’s art 

did not service leftist politics.22 While many artists rushed to make art of social-realist 

tendencies with explicit messages during the Spanish Civil War, Alberto’s aesthetics 

appeared predominantly ambiguous.23 Therefore, his artworks are not the most accessible 

entry point toward understanding his politics. To better comprehend Alberto’s personal 

views, we should look to his own words as recorded in the early 1930s.  

                                                
20 Robert S. Lubar, “Política y polémica, Alberto Sánchez y la Segunda República,” in Alberto, 1895-1962, 
171. 

21 Alberto went to Moscow in 1938 as a Republican envoy to teach a group of Spanish children that were 
taking refuge in the Soviet Union while the Civil War raged on. He stayed there after the Republican defeat 
until his death in 1962. 

22 Francesc Carreño and Josep Renau, “Carta de Nueva Cultura al escultor Alberto,” Nueva Cultura 
(February 1935), n.p. 

23 One of the few exceptions to his ambiguously leftist political stance in art is precisely in response to 
Renau. In 1936 Alberto published “Cuatro dibujos políticos” satirizing the reactionary right-wing forces. 
See Alberto Sánchez, “Cuatro dibujos políticos,” Nueva Cultura, March/April 1936, n.p. 
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Alberto authored two texts during this period: “El arte como superación personal” 

(Art as a Self-Improvement, or Art to Overcome the Personal) presented and 

subsequently published in 1932 and “Palabras de un escultor” (Words of a Sculptor) 

published in Arte (Art) in 1933.24 Scholars consider these to be his artistic manifestoes 

from the Escuela de Vallecas period, but most studies of Alberto’s art draw principally 

from the elaborate 1933 text that describes the sources of his artistic inspiration.25 As a 

result, scholarship has tended to overlook the earlier publication, which offers an 

essential exposition of his ideology and beliefs. Specifically, “El arte como superación 

personal” is important because it challenges the supposed ambiguity of the artist’s 

aesthetics. In 1932, years before the Civil War was imaginable for most Spaniards, the 

artist explicitly tied politics to art and the role of artists in society instead of focusing 

solely on his own artistic production.  

Originally presented as a lecture at Madrid’s Ateneo (Athaneum), an elite and 

private cultural institution, “El arte como superación personal” was excerpted and 

published in the architecture student’s journal A.P.A.A. (Asociación Profesional de 

Alumnos de Arquitectura, or Professional Association of Architecture Students), as well 

as the anarcho-syndicalist CNT (Confederación Nacional del Trabajo or National 

                                                
24 The two alternate translations are important because Alberto uses both meanings of “superar” (to surpass 
or to overcome) in his statement. The play with the double meaning of “superación” is explained further 
ahead. Alberto, “El arte como superación personal,” n.p.; Alberto Sánchez, “Palabras de un escultor,” Arte, 
July 1933, 18-19. 

25 “Palabras de un escultor” is examined further below.  
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Confederation of Labor) publication.26 In the text Alberto demonstrates that his view of 

art-making and creative work is intricately linked to the cause of forming a new society. 

The conference had the artist present in a distinguished venue. The subsequent 

publication of the lecture in two journals directed toward radically different audiences 

assured that Alberto became known as a leftist in the public eye. This is the first time on 

record where he appears as the author of statements about art. He used his initial 

opportunity to bring attention to art’s current status as a leisure and luxury activity in 

society and examine the ideal role art should play.27  

Alberto’s lecture served to clarify his interest and engagement with the socio-

political concerns of the period that may otherwise not have been readily apparent in his 

artworks. It is important to consider that he voiced his concerns in the Ateneo, where his 

audience would be made up of the complicit actors in the current status quo since many 

Ateneístas were the politicians and statesmen leading the Republic.28 During the first 

years of the Second Republic, the government’s anti-clerical and anti-militaristic agenda 

                                                
26 The Ateneo de Madrid was where some of Spain’s most important cultural figures, from politicians to 
writers, met from 1835-1936. A.P.A.A. had a short run in 1933, but CNT had a longer run and continued to 
be published even after the Civil War. 

27 Alberto, 1895-1962 includes an appendix with a collection of the artist’s writings. “El arte como 
superación personal” is the earliest known publication authored by Alberto.  

28 Ateneístas included numerous politicians. As a hotbed of political activity and discussion, it was 
considered dangerous and closed or controlled during both the Primo de Rivera and Francisco Franco 
dictatorship. See “Donde se fraguó la República. Cultura y política en el Ateneo de Madrid, un recorrido 
por la prensa, 1930-1939.” Ateneo de Madrid. Access date May 5, 2015, 
file:///C:/Users/tuc01347/Desktop/Donde%20se%20fraguo%20la%20Republica.pdf. For a detailed list of 
the Ateneo’s illustrious members, see “Indice de Ateneístas ilustres.” Ateneo de Madrid. Access date 
October 20, 2015, 
http://ateneodemadrid.com/index.php/esl/content/download/6621/81393/file/%C3%8Dndice%20Atene%C
3%ADstas%20Ilustres%20I.pdf. 
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was aligned with the liberal politics discussed in the Ateneo. Under the leadership of Juan 

Manuel Azaña in 1930, who would also eventually become the President of the Spanish 

Republic (1936-1939), the Ateneo became a key forum for political debates.29 By the 

time of Alberto’s lecture, the Ateneo’s erudite public would have been familiar with the 

interpretation of modern art that fellow Ateneísta, José Ortega y Gasset, defended in his 

1925 book, La deshumanización del arte (The Dehumanization of Art). The book 

proclaimed that the modern currents of visual arts were transcendent and difficult to 

understand because they were aimed at an elite public and decidedly not at the masses.30 

The philosopher’s account of the progress of modern art in 1925 qualified it as intended 

for a specialized public, a public like his fellow Ateneístas. This was the opposite of the 

tenets Alberto defended in his lecture. It was significant that Alberto, as an artist working 

in the avant-garde style that Ortega y Gasset sought to understand as a critic, was 

presenting a decidedly different perspective for his listeners to ponder. Furthermore, 

Alberto’s conception of art as having real-world objectives demonstrated the populist and 

revolutionary conversations taking place in Spain’s literary and artistic production since 

the establishment of the Second Republic.  

Moreover, the rhetoric Alberto used in 1932 evidences the increasing 

politicization of art. Alberto begins by stating how language participates in the tradition 

of marking art with an elite status as he differentiates between an “artist,” a term used 

                                                
29 Silvina Schammah Gesser, Madrid’s Forgotten Avant-Garde: Between Essentialism and Modernity 
(Brighton: Sussex Academic Press, 2016), 138-139. 

30 Víctor Fuentes, La marcha al pueblo en las letras españolas, 1917-1936 (Madrid: La Torre, 2006) 44-45; 
José Ortega y Gasset, La deshumanización del arte (Madrid: Alianza Editorial, 2005). Orig. 1925. 
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within the current socio-economic system, a system he recognizes as problematic, and 

what he designates as the “trabajador creador” or “worker-creator.”31 “Artists,” according 

to Alberto, are identified as an active part of society’s malaise because they act within the 

traditional structure of society and produce theme-based works made for their patrons. 

Because the works that artists make are for individuals, they continue the current social 

system wherein art is a luxury or vice: “Because the artist, in the end, works 

unconsciously, adulating, not the society of labor, but the society of caprice.”32 The 

worker-creator Alberto describes is a new type of maker, one who “is strong because in 

his moment of action, he creates,” and who will act toward the restructuring of society 

because he is not a slave to a theme or a patron.33 Alberto states an explicit objective for 

the worker-creator as they would be directed by “the morality of man; which is 

discipline, intelligence,” and result in creating “new and useful things.34 Alberto believes 

that this will, in turn, produce a new type of art, one that has never existed previously and 

cannot exist under the current capitalist elite-controlled social system. The new art will 

achieve what he deems most essential: the cultivation of the spirit of mankind and 

                                                
31 I have not been able to go through the collection of communist books that the publishing house Cenit 
translated from Russian into Spanish. One of their publications may be the source or the inspiration for the 
term Alberto used. 

32 Alberto, “El arte como superación personal,” n.p “(…) porque el artista, en el fondo de todo esto, trabaja 
con la inconsciencia, adulando, no a la sociedad trabajo, sino a la sociedad capricho (…)” 

33 Ibid., n.p. “El trabajador creador es fuerte porque en su momento de acción realiza una creación.” 

34 Ibid., n.p. “La moralidad en el hombre es disciplina, inteligencia, trabajo para crear.” 
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respond to collective issues rather than to individuals. Art for Alberto should be 

committed to making useful discoveries for mankind.35 

A re-structuring of society would entail that art engage fully with 

contemporaneous critique and value the collective above the individual with each person 

participating toward this universal goal. Alberto’s statement is an admonishment of 

individualism, which is connected in his mind to self-interest. His turn of phrase in the 

title—referring to art as a method to overcome the personal or individual and to better 

oneself—reminds us that he understood art to function toward the collective well-being.  

Furthermore, in the statement Alberto acknowledged the hunger and poverty that 

existed still in Republican Spain: “There are things now that interest much more than 

individual art: the solution of hunger in Spain and the work of all; that is to say, the 

economic revolution.”36 He notes that contemporary society has mistakenly linked 

progress solely to economic development rather than other types of advancements. The 

dejection is palpable in his recognition that the working classes have not benefited from 

the works of poets and artists: “It is frightening to think how little the laboring peoples 

owe, since the world’s creation, to artists, contemplative poets, and other species.”37 

Ultimately, despite the broad grand social goals for art the text offers, we see how 

                                                
35 Ibid., n.p. “La única misión que ha debido tener el arte ha sido la de la superación personal del hombre; 
es la que lleva a los descubrimientos de utilidad para los demás hombres…” 

36 Ibid., n.p. “Ahora hay cosas que interesan mucho más que el arte individual: la solución del hambre en 
España y el trabajo de todos; es decir, la revolución económica.” 

37 Ibid., n.p. “Asusta pensar en lo poco que debe la humanidad laboriosa, desde que el mundo está 
constituído, a los artistas, poetas contemplativos y otras especies.” 
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Alberto was thinking critically about the current political and social issues of the left-

wing.   

Although Alberto does not mark a path or provide instructions for artists to reach 

the point of becoming worker-creators, he manifests his contention with issues in tune not 

only with the left-wing political currents but also with contemporaneous tendencies in art. 

Alberto’s statement invites comparisons to international avant-garde manifestoes and 

activities, though existing scholarship on such connections tend to disregard Alberto’s 

rhetoric and political commitments and focus on formal concerns. 

In particular, it is Surrealism’s impact on Alberto that is frequently referenced and 

art historian Eugenio Carmona has convincingly discussed the parallels between Alberto 

and the Surrealist movement. Specifically, Carmona traced the connections between the 

premises of Alberto and the other main figure in the Escuela de Vallecas, Palencia, to 

currents of Spanish Surrealism active during the early 1930s.38 According to Carmona, 

the writings in the art journal Cahiers d’Art (Journals of Art), which emphasized 

Surrealism’s value in the plasticity and sensation of painting rather than André Breton’s 

1924 definition of Surrealism (one that valued the psychic and automatic), resonated with 

the two Vallecas artists. Plasticity, that is the formal material components that undergo 

transformation through the artist’s manipulation, is clearly a concern for both artists. 

Palencia experimented with dirt by introducing it into his paintings and, as discussed in 

the next section, Alberto was also interested with facture. Carmona argues that Palencia’s 

                                                
38 Carmona, “Materias creando un paisaje,” 126-30. 
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and Alberto’s contribution to Spanish Surrealism was their understanding that plastic and 

material values could transform their art so that it could speak to a local and international 

milieu.39 As a result, the Surrealist-focused readings of the artistic production puts 

instinct and nature at the center while the politics Alberto advocates in the lecture fade 

out of focus.  

Although Surrealism is designated as the guiding influence for Alberto, he was 

also steeped in other cultural and artistic developments discussed in the cultural 

environment of 1920s and 1930s Madrid.40 For an artist like Alberto, who did not travel 

to Paris, there was a great deal of second-hand information available regarding the 

international cultural advancements, even if at times the material muddled and conflated 

objectives of different movements.41 Thus, it is significant to note how Alberto voiced his 

political preoccupations in 1932, as his use of language is not tied to the social and 

psychological revolution the French Surrealists sought. Absent from the lecture, for 

example, are references to the Surrealist automatic techniques and their preferred subject 

matters, both aimed at a social revolution. Instead, Alberto’s politicized statements and 

his use of the term “trabajador creador” calls to mind the terminology of 1920s Russian 

                                                
39 See Chapter 4 for more information about Breton and Surrealism’s impact in Spain. 

40 Despite the fact that Breton’s Surrealist group was politicized by the 1930s, no scholarship refers to the 
group’s politics being influential on Alberto or on the Escuela de Vallecas at large.  

41Jaime Brihuega and Estrella de Diego, “Art and Politics in Spain, 1928-1936,” Art Journal 52 (Spring 
1993): 55.  
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Constructivists who defined their production as a socially productive activity and related 

art with utility.42   

There is no documentation that Alberto had access to primary sources, either 

written or artistic work, or had a direct link to Russian Constructivism. Similarly, there is 

no evidence that he was aware of the development of International Constructivism, 

established in 1922, and that had largely watered down the political ideals ingrained in 

the original Russian artworks.43  Nevertheless, Russian Constructivist influence was 

disseminated throughout Europe and the credo of art’s social conscience and the re-

imagined role of the artist as a worker had transcended Soviet borders and Constructivist 

circles. 44 The artist-worker was as much of a trope in Spain as elsewhere in Europe in the 

                                                
42 I am using the term Russian Constructivism to broadly comprise the various artist collectives that 
appeared during the early days of the Soviet Union. Although there were differences in how they worked, 
the theories and manifestos of these different groups all experimented with art as a socially productive 
activity that could participate in the new communist state. Among the organizations were the state-
sponsored Vkuthemas art and technical workshops (est. 1920), OBMOKhU student workshops (est. 1919), 
and the INKhUNK artistic organization (1920). For more on the emergence and development of Russian 
Constructivism, see Christina Lodder, Russian Constructivism (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1983); 
Anďel, Jaroslav, Art Into Life, Russian Constructivism 1914-1932 (Seattle: Henry Art Gallery, University 
of Washington, 1990). 

43 Theo van Doesburg, et al. “Declaration of the International Fraction of Constructivists of the First 
International Congress of Progressive Artists,” Art in Theory, 1900-2000: An Anthology of Changing Ideas 
(Malden: Blackwell, 2003), 314-316; Benjamin H.D. Buchloh, “Cold War Constructivism” in Formalism 
and Historicity: Models and Methods in Twentieth Century Art (Cambridge, MS: The MIT Press, 2015), 
85-110; Christina Lodder and Benjamin Benus,"Constructivism," Grove Art Online. Oxford Art Online. 
Oxford University Press, accessed May 20, 2015, 
http://www.oxfordartonline.com/subscriber/article/grove/art/T019194. 

44 There is a connection between Alberto and International Constructivism but it takes place after Alberto 
gave his speech at the Ateneo. The link is Alberto’s friendship with Uruguayan artist Joaquín Torres García 
who was in Madrid from December of 1932 until 1934. However, Torres García’s arrival in the city 
postdates Alberto’s speech. While in Madrid Torres García formed the short-lived Grupo Constructivo that 
included Alberto and most of the artists connected to the Escuela de Vallecas. The group, with formalist 
and spiritual objectives, is considered to foreshadow the Universal Constructivism that Torres García 
developed upon his return to Uruguay in 1934. The term Constructivism therefore does not correspond to 
its use in the Soviet Union, its interests were not political, and the Spanish group never evolved beyond an 
Autumn Salon exhibit in 1933. For the group’s manifesto, see Joaquín Torres García, Guiones 1, 1933, n.p. 
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1920s and 1930s. In the newly established Spanish Republic, especially during the 

reformist years (1931-1933), the promise of a new type of government revitalized 

questions of the role and possibilities of the artist.45 This preoccupation is visually clear, 

for instance, in the selection of workers’ coveralls as the uniform for the traveling theater 

troupe La Barraca (Fig. 5.3). The socially-conscious theater company, began in 1931 and 

led by poet Federico García Lorca, was created to take Golden Age Spanish theater to 

geographical areas of the country that had little access to culture. Alberto, who 

collaborated with La Barraca by painting scenery for plays, further demonstrates in his 

1932 lecture how the tropes and principles of Russian Constructivism had permeated 

European artistic currents. Note also the resonance between Alberto’s choice of the term 

“trabajador creador” and the 1921 foundational statements of the Russian collectives that 

established that the artist’s work be aimed toward society’s progress.46 In a sense, 

Alberto’s speech proved that the original objectives of the Russian Constructivist artists 

to eliminate art’s autonomy, link artistic labor to the proletariat activity, and intertwine 

art with the realization of a socialist society retained force at the time when the more 

design-oriented International Constructivism recast the movement as a depoliticized 

style.47  

                                                
45 Andrew Forrest, The Spanish Civil War (New York: Routledge, 2000), 18-19. 

46 Alexander Rodchenko and Varvara Stepanova, “Programme of the First Working Group of 
Constructivists” in Art in Theory, an Anthology of Changing Ideas 1900-2000, ed. Charles Harrison and 
Paul Wood (Malden MA: Blackwell, 2002) 341-343. 

47 Richard Andrews and Milena Kalinovska, “Introduction” in Art into Life, 9. 
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While the Ateneo lecture contains elements that are comparable to the Russian 

Constructivist beliefs, aesthetically Alberto’s art has little relationship with the highly 

organized and structured artworks of the Constructivists (either the Russian or the 

International orientations). However, as art historian Christina Lodder has demonstrated, 

design was not the basis for the Russian Constructivists’ artistic preoccupations. A shared 

aesthetic is merely accidental in the group’s investigations. Art historian Maria Gough 

builds on Lodder’s argument to demonstrate that it was the Russian group’s politics and 

the “commitment to the struggle to abolish the division of mental and manual labor” that 

established the difference between the Russians and other contemporaneous avant-gardes. 

Gough goes as far as to argue that Russian Constructivist theory is a form of 

Constructivist practice.48 Lodder and Gough’s scholarship indicate the degree to which 

style was not at the center of Russian Constructivism and offer a non-aesthetic framing 

for us to consider Alberto’s sculpture in relationship with Constructivist principles. 

Moving beyond the focus on his oeuvre’s biomorphic aesthetics, the works demand that 

we consider how they too could have participated within the discourses of politicized art. 

After examining his ideological exposition at the Ateneo, it is essential to introduce the 

artworks themselves within his discussion of labor to comprehend how the Spaniard’s 

production was partaking in the varying and widespread politicized artistic conducts of 

the period.  

                                                
48 Lodder, Russian Constructivism, 3, 72; Maria Gough, The Artist as Producer (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2005), 8,10.  
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The artworks themselves participated in the artist’s reimagining of artistic labor. 

Throughout his life, Alberto never fully conforms to non-objective abstraction as even his 

more suggestive works retain titles like Figura rural (Rural Figure) (1931) or Escultura 

en el horizonte (Sculpture on the Horizon) (1931-1933) that tie them to the tangible and 

natural world (Figs. 5.4-5.5).49 However, the notable correspondence with labor lies in 

Alberto’s early interests in transposing art, moving it from traditional museums or 

galleries into new and unexpected places. In 1932, he mentions that “museums of modern 

art are totally displaced. The only thing that matters is centers of plastic experimentation 

in every sense of the word.”50 Besides promoting experimentation with materials, there 

are various examples of projected artworks that reimagined the role of the spectator to 

this purpose. One example is referenced in a letter from 1948 in which Alberto explains a 

project he conceived around 1916 for a ten-meter-tall figure of a construction worker that 

would be painted every year during the May 1st International Worker’s Day celebration.51 

Another case is Monumento a los pájaros (Monument for the Birds), a 1931-1932 

sculptural monument to be placed out in the fields to serve as shelter for birds (Figs. 5.6-

5.7). As Brihuega notes, this artwork goes beyond common perceptions of “public 

                                                
49 The formal language of these pieces recall the simplified symbols that Torres García includes in his 
Universal Constructivist paintings. The aesthetic and intellectual connections between Torres García and 
Alberto call for deeper examination. See note no.46 for more information on Alberto and Torres García’s 
artistic relationship. 

50 Alberto, “El arte como superación personal,” n.p. “A mi juicio, los museos de arte moderno están 
completamente desplazados. Lo único que cabe son centros de experimentaciones plásticas en todos y 
todos los sentidos.” 

51 Alberto Sánchez to Luis Lacasa, Moscow, September 1948, “Apéndice documental,” in Alberto, 1895-
1962, 412. 
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monuments” since it does not even call for a public beyond the fowl that would be 

protected by the piece.52 In both works, Alberto played at reconfiguring the role of art’s 

public and eradicated the role of the traditional patron. In this way, he approximates 

himself to his ideal of the worker-creator.  

Art historian Adolfo Gómez Cedillo understands Alberto’s 1932 lecture to 

demonstrate that the artist was undergoing a period of personal crisis while attempting to 

create art that fit his political purposes. He asserts that Alberto’s solution was to recur to 

abstraction, because it was a negation of any traditional ideology. However, this received 

the backlash from his leftist comrades, most famously, Renau.53 Nonetheless, as made 

clear by the types of projects Alberto planned, beginning as early as 1929 he had been 

experimenting with making art to serve his politics. Abstraction and stylistic 

transformations were but one element among many that Alberto intended to reconcile his 

artistic practice with his political beliefs. In 1935, Alberto responded to queries about 

putting his art to work for his ideology with the following response: 

To get into deciphering now, in the middle of the economic battle, if abstract art is 
bourgeois or if it does not interest the proletariat, is, to my understanding, a waste 
of time. We are in agreement that there is a revolutionary and counter-
revolutionary art, and that this endures as long as it takes for the ideal for which it 
fights for to be instituted. Well then: I am prepared to join this art of combat.54 

                                                
52 Brihuega, “Una estrella en el camino…,” 61, 64-65. 

53 Adolfo Gómez Cedillo, “Alberto Sánchez: un dibujo inédito y extracto de una conferencia,” Anuario del 
Departamento de Historia y Teoría del Arte III (1991): 154-155. 

54 Alberto Sánchez, “Los artistas y Nueva Cultura. Carta del escultor Alberto,” Nueva Cultura, April/July, 
1935, n.p. “Meternos a descifrar ahora, en plena batalla económica, si un arte abstracto es burgués o no 
interesa a los proletarios, es, a mi entender, perder el tiempo. Estamos de acuerdo en que hay un arte 
revolucionario y contrarrevolucionario y que éste dura el tiempo que se tarde en implantar el ideal por el 
que se lucha. Pues bien: estoy dispuesto a sumarme a este arte de lucha.” 
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Because before 1935, he had been subtly promoting and directing his own line of 

artistic combat. That’s what his politicized lecture made clear to his audience in 1932. 

Following the tenets he advocated, we can better interpret Alberto’s sculptures as his 

contemporaries too could have connected these ideals to his production. As will be 

discussed, the political uncertainty commonly seen as part of his biomorphic abstracted 

art does not entail that artworks be divorced from socialist-minded readings. 

The political thought of a socially-conscious artist revealed in the 1932 lecture 

appears to vanish in Alberto’s 1933 manifesto “Palabras de un escultor.” In the text 

Alberto begins with the proclamation: “They say: the city, I reply…the fields.” 55 This 

oft-quoted statement establishes the tone for the rest of the essay. Those very words were 

also used by Renau in his open critical letter addressed to Alberto. They served to 

indicate Alberto’s indulgence of nature: “when someone tells you ‘the city’ and you reply 

‘the fields,’ we resoundingly shout ‘the city and fields together, to illuminate a new 

dawn!” Renau understood Alberto’s lyricism as adverse to politics: an escapist statement 

that clashed with their shared political ideology.56  

Renau’s reading was legitimate. “Palabras de un escultor” focuses on nature 

rather than alerting readers to current social injustices and political realities. The 

manifesto instead aims to capture the sensations Alberto encountered in his beloved 

                                                
55 Alberto, “Palabras de un escultor,” 18-19. “Me dicen la ciudad. Y yo respondo…el campo” 

56 Renau, “Carta de Nueva Cultura al escultor Alberto,” n.p. Full quotation: “Por esto, amigo Alberto, 
cuando alguien te dice ‘la ciudad’ y tú replicas ‘el campo’, nosotros, a pleno pulmón te gritamos: ‘¡La 
ciudad y el campo juntos, a iluminar la nueva aurora!’”  
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fields. He reprises the “emotions that the clay, sands and quartzes give: with earth of 

ochre alkaline, smelling of marjoram, between sandalwood vegetation, with sandpaper 

leaves, and a stream of reeds with galvanized steel tips…”57 His essay evinces real 

physical knowledge as well as close attention of the land as experienced throughout 

various seasons.  

Alberto’s statement also evokes a landscape of extremes swelling with slime, 

splashes of mud, and a poisonous frog under black skies and storms capable of halving 

fig trees. The land is desolate and unforgiving but the bleakness of some of these images 

is uncannily imbued with a sense of enthusiasm: “with the scents that come from afar, of 

rosemary and lavender, olive groves and vineyards, and the thyme I step on, between the 

hard and flexible rods of corn gromwell; and me singing…”58 The aggression of the 

territory is paradoxically meant to be celebrated. The terrain’s capacity to contain life 

despite or, more tellingly, immersed in these conditions appears to enliven Alberto. He 

colors the dreary depictions of vineyards stripped by goats and fallen to waste due to 

phylloxera with vigor and the scents of chamomile and fennel convey nature’s thriving 

activity.59  

                                                
57 Alberto, “Palabras de un escultor,” 18. “Con las emociones que dan las gredas, las arenas y los cuarzos: 
con las tierras de almagra alcalaínas, oliendo a mejorana, entre vegetales de sándalo, con las hojas secas de 
lija, y un arroyo de juncos con puntos de acero galvanizado…” 

58 Ibid. “…con olores que llegan de lejos a romeros y cantuesos, olivares y viñedos, y por los tomillos que 
voy pisando, entre las varas durísimas y flexibles de cornicabra; y yo cantando…” Gromwell is a type of 
flower. 

59 Alberto may be referencing a locust epidemic that negatively impacted Vallecas’ agricultural production 
in the nineteenth century. If this is the case, it demonstrates the artist’s engagement in the locality’s history. 
See Elorriaga Planes, “Vallecas de 1800-1950,” 265-266.  
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As noted, Renau’s interpretation of the manifesto was a biting criticism of 

Alberto’s poetics since, in the former’s estimation, it deflected attention from the social 

problems of Spain. But the deep-felt affinity with the fields can also be understood as an 

extension of the bonds between the artist and his Vallecas-inspired production. To value 

Vallecas as a source of inspiration and the location of the Escuela’s activity allows the 

discovery of the subtle politics of Alberto’s sculptures from this period. Alberto 

summons Vallecas in his words to not only relish in descriptions, but also, as the 

Escuela’s name clearly indicates, to align himself with the suburb. Although the 

sweeping prose can envelop the reader in a romanticized view of the countryside, in 

associating his art with the location Alberto also called for the public to recognize the 

material situation of Vallecas. His artworks should not be enveloped in a romanticized 

view of the countryside that solely reading his 1933 manifesto would initially suggest, 

but rather be understood in the sum total of his activities, where politics remained 

fundamental and, as his designation of the Escuela de Vallecas and his use of material 

demonstrates, labor remained a central concern.  

 
Material Sources 

In the 1961 interview where Alberto first spoke of the Escuela de Vallecas as an 

art group, he also explained how the foundation of said collective came about. He 

described how he and Palencia founded the Escuela and wrote their guiding principles as 

well as the names of Diego Velázquez, El Greco, Francisco de Zurabarán, Miguel de 

Cervantes, Pablo Picasso, and Sergei Eisenstein on boundary stones in the Cerro 
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Almodóvar of Vallecas.60 It is notable that decades afterward, Alberto’s recollection 

emphasizes the choice of territorial marking stones to contain the joint manifesto that 

guided them in their artistic journey. The artists’ choice of writing on rocks indicates an 

initial concern for materials, one that we can continue to trace in the sculptor’s work.61  

By analyzing the selected materials, I argue that Alberto’s sculptures convey his 

complex relationship with industry and modernity during this time. The artist’s 

proclaimed admiration of Vallecas’ fields, of the “music of branches and noises of birds 

among the highest rocks” he described in his 1933 poetic proclamations, does not allow 

for an understanding of the extent of the Escuela de Vallecas’ experience. 62  His artistic 

endeavors were centered on the journey from modernizing Madrid to the rural outskirts 

of Vallecas. A photograph of Alberto from the late 1920s shows him behind an ad hoc 

sculpture in the countryside and his playful expression hints at the joy he felt in the hills 

of Vallecas in dialogue with nature (Fig. 5.8). It illustrates the sensations of “Palabras de 

un escultor.” But this is not how the completed sculptures that left photographic or 

physical evidence were produced: Alberto resided and typically worked in Madrid. 

Scholars know of two studios he had from the 1920s through 1936, one in Joaquín María 

                                                
60 Although Alberto gave the date of 1927 for this event, records indicate that Palencia was in Paris at that 
point, making a later date likely. Scholars have settled on 1929-1930 as the most probable date. Cerro 
Almodóvar’s name was changed to Cerro Testigo (Witness Hill) to attest to the importance of the moment. 
In scholarship on the Escuela de Vallecas, the hill is referred to by both names. Alberto Sánchez, ‘Sobre la 
Escuela de Vallecas,’ “Apéndice documental” in Alberto, 1895-1962, 415. 

61 I thank Irene García Chacón for the astute observation regarding the artists’ initial writing of their 
manifesto on rocks.  

62 Alberto, “Palabras de un escultor,” 18. “Música de ramas y ruidos de pájaros entre las altísimas 
piedras…”  
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López Street in Moncloa and another in the castizo quarter of Lavapiés.63 Alberto’s 

artistic process, thus, always extended from the fields to the urban center where he 

created the final pieces. Rather than electing fields over the city, the artist’s practice 

crucially encompassed both. 

The frequent sojourns he undertook to Vallecas traversed radically changing 

environments. The surroundings the journey afforded considered alongside his material 

choices firmly counters the view that his art is a straightforward exaltation of Vallecas. 

Alberto likely began his walks to Vallecas around 1915, over a decade before the Escuela 

de Vallecas activities began around 1929. 64 Throughout the years he would have 

witnessed the changes in the area. In the 1920s and 1920s the area transformed from an 

agricultural economy to an industrial one. Dedicated to producing construction materials 

for an urbanizing Madrid. By 1921, Vallecas was the site of tanning, briquette, textile, 

and acid factories. Significantly, despite the rural character that defined the area, the land 

was deemed more valuable real estate due to the gesso deposits and not its agricultural 

output.65  

                                                
63 Brihuega, Forma, palabra y material…, 25; Brihuega, “Una estrella en el camino…,” 41. 

64 Note that these walks do not form part of the Escuela de Vallecas’ experience because they precede the 
manifesto that called for creating an avant-garde within Spain. See, Jaime Brihuega, “Diálogos en la 
frontera: La poética de Alberto en diez aduanas,” in Creadores del Arte Nuevo (Madrid: Fundación Mapfre, 
2002), 248. 

65 Luis H. Castellanos and Carlos Colorado Carrasco, Madrid: Villa y Puente, Historia de Vallecas, 
(Madrid: Avápies, 1988) 70; Teresa Elorriaga Planes. “Vallecas de 1800-1950: un proceso de integración 
en la vida urbana madrileña” in Vallecas, historia de un lugar en Madrid, ed. Matilde Fernández Montes 
(Madrid: Ayuntamiento de Madrid, Junta municipal de Villa de Vallecas, 2001), 263.  
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Alberto’s preferred material for his sculptures was gesso and this has to be 

examined with the local history in mind. The use of gesso by a sculptor is peculiar; it is 

not an opulent material and it is not particularly strong. Derived from calcium sulfate, dry 

gesso is combined with water to make a fine plaster. It requires careful measurements to 

ensure the resulting compound is strong and dries correctly.66 Its utilization is frequently 

reserved for ephemeral models that are prepared before making more permanent 

sculptures, copies, and oftentimes for the decorative elements inside buildings since the 

material is light.67  

Alberto’s use of gesso fits the context of the area that gives the Escuela its name. 

Vallecas was well known for its gesso deposits and by 1928, 80% of the gesso used in 

Madrid was manufactured in Vallecas, a number that workers’ hoped to bring to 100%. 

Indeed, one of the few historical paths that connected Vallecas to the city before the 

establishment of railroads was the “Camino de Yeseros,” or the Path of the Plasterers. 

Because of its gesso quarries, the territory had various factories that profited from mining 

and provided it as a construction material transported to Madrid by railroad and even by a 

tram which was exclusively used to carry gesso.68 

                                                
66 Trevor Proudfoot, et al. "Stucco and plasterwork," Grove Art Online. Oxford Art Online. Oxford 
University Press, accessed May 12, 2015, 
http://www.oxfordartonline.com/subscriber/article/grove/art/T081969pg2. 

67 Alberto would have been well acquainted with the use of gesso for copies since he says he often visited 
the Museo de Reproducciones Artísticas of Madrid. See Josefina Alix, “El eje Lanzarote-Vallecas-
Lanzarote” in Pancho Lasso, retrospectiva (Taro de Tahíche: Fundación César Manrique, 1997), 35. 

68 Antonio Cantó, El turismo en la provincia de Madrid (Madrid: Talleres Gráficos Alpha, 1928), 340; 
Federico Iglesia, “Los alrededores de Madrid,” La Libertad, May 20, 1926. 
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Alberto used gesso before and during the Escuela de Vallecas period. In Pre-

Escuela de Vallecas works like Carretero vasco (Basque Roadworker) (1923-1925) or 

Bailarina (Dancer) (1927-1929) he coated the gesso, making the pieces appear to be 

made of other materials (Figs. 5.9-5.10). Carretero vasco, with its faceted repetitive cuts 

that recall art-deco stylization, is coated in dark paint that gives the sculpture a slight 

sheen. The deep mahogany hue combined with the smoothed planes call to mind opulent 

stones, like jet or obsidian. Bailarina, made a few years after Carretero vasco, is closer to 

Alberto’s Escuela de Vallecas biomorphic style that will follow. The coarse texture at the 

base of the figure conjures a boulder of sandstone that, as the spectator’s eyes move 

upwards, transforms into a heavily-skirted performer. By using different shades on the 

material, Alberto’s work looks rough and worn, rather unsuitable to the swift movement 

evoked in the dancer’s body. The figure’s curves play with depth as some are hollowed to 

recreate the woman’s musculature. He uses a terracotta color to coat the entire piece, the 

same ochre tones that are repeatedly seen in his paintings from the 1930s.  

Photographs of destroyed works from the Escuela de Vallecas period indicate a 

significant change in how he employed gesso. Specifically, the gesso sculptures from this 

period were not coated. In Figura rural, the bovine figure is formed in the chalky 

material in such a way that it gives the impression of being fluid, interrupted only by 

carving on its body (see Fig. 5.4). Crosshatching, parallel lines, and pore-like marks 

adorn the animal and its ribcage forms trenches that appeal to the sense of touch. In this 

photograph as well as the others that present gesso sculptures from these years, the 

quality of the raw materials are readily apparent. The spectator’s knowledge of the 
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gesso’s suppleness correlates to the smooth curves Alberto shapes. Plaster’s pliant 

qualities are accentuated and the sculptor appears to be working with the common 

material’s properties and duly emphasizing them. 

It is critical to analyze Alberto’s use of gesso within the framework of the 

changing economy of Vallecas. Gesso nods to Vallecas through references to the area’s 

resources as the site that inspired his works but simultaneously complicates this view. 

The artistic medium is processed, and only in its final refined stage is it available for the 

artist’s consumption. The artist is using a manufactured material, and I argue, gesso 

comes to represent the erosion of rural life making its way to expanding industrial 

activities. Scholars have mentioned that although no surviving examples remain, Alberto 

also introduced shells and stones he discovered during his walks to his sculptures.69 

Inserting the found, unaltered materials into the gesso would make the final pieces 

testaments to his journeys and similarly play with the co-existence of an industrial 

product with elements of the natural world. This serves to remind us that Alberto’s art 

moves within the precarious reality of the suburb where rural earth is progressively 

relinquished in favor of profitable industry.  

Maternidad, one of the focuses of our study, is a peculiar piece in regards to 

material (See Fig. 5.1). It is made out of Novelda stone, a calcareous rock and type of 

limestone. This sculpture stands out in the artist’s oeuvre precisely because of this: gesso 

continued to be Alberto’s typical medium and, in fact, was the material of the original 

                                                
69 Brihuega, Forma, palabra y material…, 28. 
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sculptural model for Maternidad that no longer exists. From forming part of a compound 

monument to its independent state today, the thirty-five-inch tall Maternidad (1930) 

reveals the transformations of Alberto’s aesthetics in the 1930s. 

Maternidad was part of a 1930 proposal Alberto submitted for a national contest 

for a public sculpture titled Monumento a los niños (Monument for the Children) (Fig. 

5.11). His project was comprised of three pieces: a large pedestal formed by 

superimposed blocks that held a second component of biomorphic figures as well as the 

third singular female figure (Maternidad) meant to stand in front. His entry received 

praise in the press, but was not selected as the winner.70 Nonetheless, Alberto pursued the 

project and used the initial model as the basis for making a stone sculpture. The resulting 

copy of the central female element was acquired by the Museo de Arte Moderno in 1933, 

while the background piece that completed the monument became part of a private 

collection. The central piece, now with the title Maternidad, continues to be part of the 

Spanish state’s collection and is exhibited in the contemporary reiteration of the Museo 

de Arte Moderno, the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía.71  

                                                
70 See Manuel Abril, “Un gran monumento de Alberto,” Blanco y negro, June 22, 1930; Manuel Abril, 
“Crónica de arte. El Concurso Nacional de Escultura,” Revista de las Españas, August/September, 1930. 

71 The monument was made of gesso when it was submitted to the contest in 1930. When Maternidad was 
purchased by the Museo de Arte Moderno, it had been remade into Novelda stone while the larger 
background piece was remade in marble. I have not seen the marble component of the sculpture. According 
to Alberto’s family, it is possible he did not make the stone copies of the pieces himself, but rather he 
assigned them to another artist because he was not as experienced working stone materials. For the purpose 
of my argument, the selection of material and his subsequent approval are what matters, since it assures he 
could sign the piece. Brihuega, “Una estrella en el camino …,” 44-45. 
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Maternidad depicts a graceful, lithe female figure with an infant, whose shape is 

hollowed out of her body to make the maternal bodily connection explicit. The monolith 

appears to rise from a small base, recalling germination and organic growth. Allusions to 

vegetation are underscored in the fine incisions that mark the piece throughout and 

conjure tilled or worked fields (see Figs. 5.12-5.13).72 Maternidad alludes to fecundity, 

the productive and reproductive nature of woman as well as the earth’s fertility to which 

the tools marks allude. A traditional subject along with its modernist aesthetics appear to 

disconnect Maternidad from any perceivable socialist agenda, but I assert that a re-

evaluation of its material alongside the historical site of its inspiration counters such 

interpretations.  

Novelda stone, unlike gesso, is not local to the greater Madrid area, but to 

Alicante in the east of Spain. However, we must consider the implications of the 

material’s eventual proliferation in Madrid because, like gesso, it was linked to Vallecas 

and the railways. Since the 1914 establishment of a merchandise classification railroad 

station in Vallecas, construction materials, like this type of rock, were unloaded in the 

suburbs and made their way into the city for building construction.73 The stone therefore 

references Vallecas as a route within the growing network of expanding urban commerce. 

It also marks the independent municipality’s growing dependency on the nearby city, 

underscoring its status of suburb to the urban hub.  

                                                
72 Carmen Aparicio Fernández, “Maternidad,” Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, accessed 
March 15, 2015, http://www.museoreinasofia.es/coleccion/obra/maternidad. 

73 Antonio Bravo Fernández and Juan Pedro Esteve García, El ferrocarril en Madrid (Madrid: La Librería, 
2006), 27. 
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Gesso and Novelda stone materials both call forth the other factor that was 

essential to the Escuela de Vallecas: the railroad. The winding tracks embodied the 

modernization processes of Madrid, providing the necessary connections of transport and 

communication for the capital city. Maruja Mallo, one of the artists connected to the 

Escuela de Vallecas, is among the artists whose recollections have provided historians 

with information about the activities the group shared and further clarifies this point. 74 

Mallo explains that she, Alberto, and others would meet in the landmark Atocha train 

station of Madrid almost every day and from there follow the train tracks to Vallecas.75 It 

was, in fact, the Madrid-Zaragoza-Alicante (MZA) railroad company, the same company 

whose tracks the Escuela de Vallecas participants followed, which transported the 

Novelda stone from the eastern coast of Spain to the meseta madrileña (the Madrid 

plateau).  

The railroad was important for the Escuela de Vallecas activity in manifold ways, 

since they followed its trail through the expanding urban landscape. Thus it was the 

                                                
74 Maruja Mallo, “Alberto y Palencia,” in Escuela de Vallecas, 1927-1936, 1939-1942, 61-62. The text was 
originally published in “Homenaje a Revista de Occidente,” Madrid, 1979. Full quotation: “La potencia de 
color en el plano o la figuración en el espacio. Alberto y Palencia; filiales combatientes en aquella hora 
dorada, donde inauguraron el cerro de Vallecas, inédito hasta aquel momento, donde la empresa era la 
confirmación de la visión plástica frente la visión física, con personalidades diferentes… la creación con el 
juego de los cinco elementos plásticos, convirtiéndolos en idealización en el plano o espacio, era la 
realización del proyecto. Me invitaron a conocer la Zona Sur, abundante en avenidas arboladas. Se 
encontraban en el café Oriental, situado frente a la monumental y primera estación de hierro en Madrid: la 
de Atocha, nacida en 1892, pieza clave arquitectónica y urbanística. Penetrábamos en dicho edificio, donde 
los semáforos presidían con sus expresiones funcionales, clave no descifrable para nosotros, pero mágica 
para nuestra atracción… Seduciéndonos caminar sobre los caminos de hierro. Esta singular tendencia 
morfológica de transporte era nuestra fuga hacia adelante; este deseo de andar sobre paralelas metálicas, 
sería una previsión de atravesar las fronteras del mundo. Y así llegamos al Cerro de Vallecas.”  

75 Alix, “El eje Lanzarote-Vallecas-Lanzarote,” 50. 
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marks of industry that became their map to exit the city (Fig. 5.14). Their starting point at 

the Atocha station is symbolic on multiple levels. The train station, a stunning glass and 

iron construction, was part of Madrid’s nineteenth century expansion. The 1892 building 

exemplified glass and iron architecture of the nineteenth century and became part of 

madrileños’ collective imaginary, both for its style and for the important role it came to 

play in urban life.76 Departing the city through this station, art historian Carmen Pena 

explains, meant choosing the area that had been a focus of urban transformation and 

activity since the previous century. As nineteenth century Madrid embarked on new 

urban developments, Atocha became the area of progressive cultural and scientific 

institutions, like the Museo del Prado and the Botanical Gardens, as well as the area of 

industrial developments, due mostly to proximity to the railroads.77 These developments 

established the zone’s character during the early twentieth century when the Escuela de 

Vallecas activity took place. 

Leaving the city through the station was akin to exiting the nineteenth century 

aspirations and arriving at a confrontation with the products of decades of unprecedented 

growth of Madrid: the proletarian residential and labor districts. In the nineteenth century, 

these train tracks were laid to put Madrid in communication with the rest of the country. 

This was an important step toward permitting more direct access to the territories to 

                                                
76 The original Atocha building opened in 1851, but it burned down in 1862. It was re-designed and re-
opened in 1892. It still stands today and appeared most recently in international news as the site of 2004 
terrorist attacks linked to Al-Qaeda. Pedro Navascues, “Las estaciones y la arquitectura de hierro de 
Madrid” in Las estaciones ferroviarias de Madrid (Madrid: COAM, 1980), 41-42, 76-85. 

77 Pena, “La Escuela de Vallecas (1927-1936),” 63-64, 67. 
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which Madrid was capital, as well as permitting the capital’s exertion of greater control 

throughout the state. Construction on the railroad that connected Madrid to Alicante and 

to Zaragoza, the aforementioned MZA lines, were completed by 1858 and 1859 

respectively. These railroad lines effectively acted as the metallic main artery of Spain 

from which tributary lines emerged, slowly connecting distant towns to the capital.78  

The railroad tracks were integral to the country’s communication and economic 

progress, uniting regions, assuring exchange, and easing commerce among the different 

territories, but they simultaneously transformed landscapes as they cut through them. The 

railroad crossing through Vallecas made the change clear, as the screws bolted into the 

earth marked the land upon which they were soldered, the tracks represented human 

activity that altered and blemished the soil (Fig. 5.15). Vallecas remained 

overwhelmingly rural, but one cannot discount the signs of human action upon nature, 

beyond the—tenably—more respectful relationship of agrarian intervention. These tracks 

divided plots of land and the geological explorations for mines left uneven, fractured 

territories which hindered cultivation labors (Figs. 5.16-5.17).79 The Vallecas Alberto 

experienced was not solely countryside; he could have gone to Madrid’s northern sierra if 

he wanted expansive idyllic mountains that did not outwardly exhibit human intervention. 

Vallecas was clearly connected to the people who worked it, walked it, explored it, and 

lived it.  

                                                
78 It was the MZA Company as well as the trains arriving at the Estación del Norte of Madrid that became 
the backbone of Spanish railroads from which other networks of railroad connections were formed. Bravo 
Fernández and Esteve García, El Ferrocarril en Madrid, 18, 25, 32.  

79 Elorriaga Planes, “Vallecas de 1800 a 1950,” 264. 
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The rails made it easy and cost effective to transport the heavy material to the 

capital. Madrileños may not have been familiar with the material’s journey, but they 

would have been able to see it in various landmark constructions of the period. 

Traditional architecture in Madrid was reliant on local materials, and brick was a frequent 

sight. Important constructions beginning in the late nineteenth century, like the Príncipe 

Pío train station or the Palacio de Comunicaciones, began to use Novelda stone and it 

became more prevalent in the capital. Most tellingly, in 1928, Novelda stone was used 

extensively to cover the upper levels of the first skyscraper of Spain: the telephone 

company’s headquarters (Fig. 5.18). The Telefónica building was located in the 

ultramodern Gran Vía Avenue and its completion was a statement of Madrid’s status as 

an emerging world-capital.80 The Telefónica construction and the corporation itself were 

testament to the capital’s modernization and were indeed a result of the efficiency of the 

nation’s economic progress.81  

Train tracks link Alberto’s Escuela de Vallecas experience and his oeuvre to 

Madrid, and hold various meanings for his sculptures. They do not duplicate the signs of 

human activity but rather the locomotive transport is implied in the artworks through 

Alberto’s use of material. The Novelda stone’s Alicante origin signified this transit, and 

                                                
80 Jaime López Herrero, “Introducción: del ‘29 al ‘92” in Rehabilitación del edificio de la Telefónica en la 
Gran Vía de Madrid (Madrid: Dragados S.A., 1992), 22. 

81 The Telefónica company was a corporation that intently focused on documenting its success in achieving 
communication within the entirety of Spain. The company contracted photo-reporters to document its 
activities and the GranVía skyscraper was the ultimate symbol of the company as a modern entity that 
promoted progress. See César Alierta Izuel et al,  Transformaciones, la España de los veinte en los 
archivos fotográficos de la Telefónica (Madrid: Fundación Telefónica, 2005). 
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Alberto’s small, traditional-themed Maternidad conjures associations of monumental 

scale. Maternidad embodies tradition, modernity, and industrial processes associated with 

modernity writ large. While the material can be read as belonging to the region’s future 

through industrialization, the sculpture’s theme fits within Spanish Catholic devotion, a 

deeply-rooted historical tradition.82 However, maternity is in its essence an origin story 

and precedes specific Christian allusions.83 Maternidad’s woman, even in her dress, does 

not hint toward any particular time period, underscoring this timeless aspect. The 

sculpture represents the universal Western conception of motherhood and disregards 

changing fashions. The ahistorical quality recalls the prehistoric Iberian civilization, a 

culture that was being slowly rediscovered during these decades.  

Thanks in part to the territory’s mining of gesso and its further expansion of the 

railroads, many of these Iberian remnants were discovered as a result of the pictured 

explosions of the Vallecas area (see Figs. 5.16-5.17).84 A 1919 geological expedition, for 

example, described the participants’ finding pieces of carved flint, primitive pottery, and 

an ancient ax. Due to the territory’s manipulation, the items had shifted toward the 

surface and to find prehistoric artifacts did not require excavations by trained-

                                                
82 Although Spanish population largely identified as Catholic during this time, during the Republic the 
government began an attempt to separate the Church and State, specially concerning education and 
marriage.  

83 Pre-Christian images of motherhood can be seen in various cultures. For example, in Egyptian art there is 
Isis and Horus, and in Greco-Roman tradition the images of Venus and Cupid or the personification of 
Charity.  

84 Rafael Llavori de Micheo and Macarena Sánchez Monge Llusá, “Arqueología en Vallecas, de la 
prehistoria a la Edad Media,” in Vallecas Historia de un lugar en Madrid, ed. Matilde Fernández Montes 
(Madrid: CSIC, 2001), 26, 28.  
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archeologists. 85 While scholarship has focused on the interest of the Escuela de Vallecas 

in Iberian and prehistoric art to advance a regeneracionista, or regenerationist, 

nationalism borne of the land, any encounter they may have had with these artifacts 

outside of the Museo Arqueológico was tied to the land’s degradation due to human 

intervention.86 Vallecas was a palimpsest, a confirmation of continued contact between 

peoples and land.  

Maternidad’s theme, interpreted within the context of its material, offers a 

complex reading of the seemingly traditional subject’s relevancy in regard to the history 

of Vallecas. Looking closely at the artwork once more Alberto’s marks on the Novelda 

stone suddenly develop new meanings. The incisions not only allude to cultivation tools 

but can also refer to the nails and rails soldered into the earth, those Alberto followed to 

Vallecas. Interrelationships between subject and material relate that, like the infant and 

the mirrored empty form, the stone used to make the piece was similarly extracted from 

the Alicante quarry.  

Furthermore, Maternidad’s polished elegance cannot cease an awareness to the 

stone’s scarring throughout, especially in the carved out child that leaves a depression 

and speaks of emptiness. The figure’s most outstanding feature is the child, a symbol of 

maturation. This maturity signifies productivity, made clear in the mother’s childbearing 

capacity. But such a capability also entails a process of wear, one that may result in 

                                                
85 Hugo Obermaier et al, “El cuartenario de las canteras de Vallecas, Madrid,” in Boletín del Instituto 
Geológico de España XLII (1921): 3-4. 

86 Pena, “La Escuela de Vallecas (1927-1936),” 68. 
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depletion. For women, childbearing is a significant transformation, bodily and otherwise. 

For Spain, the nation’s industrial transformation meant to make available resources for a 

wider population. This process necessarily entails intervention, Vallecas being the 

ultimate example of this. Maternidad can symbolize fertility of the earth and the benefits 

to be accrued from it, while affirming that at times this is brought about through 

mutilation, perhaps leading to a terrain’s eventual exhaustion, its consumption.  

 

Place and Displacement 

In Alberto’s retrospective recollections a crucial theme emerges from his 

descriptions of the Escuela de Vallecas: the group’s intention of displacing attention from 

the center to the periphery. He notes, “Participating in the Exposición de Artistas Ibéricos 

[Iberian Artists Exhibition, 1925], I met various painters. Almost all of them left 

afterwards for Paris, except for Benjamín Palencia. Palencia and I stayed in Madrid with 

the deliberate purpose of creating the new national art that would compete with the art of 

Paris.”87 The artists’ ambition of remaining in the cultural outpost and from there 

generating change able to contend with the art of the epicenter, Paris, corresponds to their 

source of inspiration; they looked not to the state capital itself, but rather to its 

surroundings. Although Vallecas became part of Madrid in 1950, during the Escuela’s 

existence it was an independent municipality that, with the exception of verbena 

                                                
87 Alberto, “Sobre la escuela de Vallecas,” 417. “Al participar en la Exposición de Artistas Ibéricos, conocí 
a varios pintores. Casi todos se fueron después a París, menos Benjamín Palencia. Palencia y yo quedamos 
en Madrid con el deliberado propósito de poner en pie el nuevo arte nacional que compitiera con el de 
París.” 
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celebrations, was not a point of attraction for tourists or city dwellers.88 Its connection to 

the capital was nonetheless clear; in journalists’ accounts, the peripheral city is often 

considered a rightful suburb of Madrid despite legal differentiations.89  

The independent Vallecas municipality that Alberto refers to was divided into two 

zones: the Puente de Vallecas (Bridge of Vallecas) and the historic town, usually referred 

to simply as Vallecas (Fig. 5.19). 90 The five-kilometer walk from Madrid to Vallecas 

taken by Alberto and his companions required a necessary encounter with the Puente de 

Vallecas.91 The Puente, adjacent to Madrid, was an appendage of the metropolis that had 

developed alongside and as a result of the city’s expansion.92 Historic Vallecas, sparsely 

populated and with a few factories next to cultivation land, was the area the artist referred 

to specifically in the Escuela de Vallecas name, the one his 1933 statement brings to life, 

and the area Maternidad responds to. 

The contrasts in the 1933 statement that exposed the harshness of the territory 

conjure Maternidad. He describes the precarious fields open to opportunity and 

                                                
88 The guidebook does not refer to any attractions for tourists besides a small chapel. Uría Fernández, 
Vallecas en la mirada de Alfonso: imágenes recuperadas 1921-1936, (Madrid: Vallecas Todo Cultura, 
2007) 34.; Guía Práctica de Vallecas (Madrid: Imprenta Moderna, 1936), n.p. 

89 “La situación de los catorce pueblos limítrofes de Madrid,” Ahora diario gráfico, February 7, 1932, 16-
17; Castellanos and Colorado Carrasco, Madrid, Villa y Puente, 77. 

90 I will continue to use Vallecas to refer to the historic town, if I refer to the municipality as a whole I will 
explicitly state it. 

91 Since 1923 there has been a subway stop in the Puente de Vallecas. 

92 The Puente de Vallecas develops along with the Plan de Ensanche of Madrid. This project was intended 
to control Madrid’s expansion during the 19th century. Better planning resulted in a hike in Madrid real 
estate and land prices which the lower classes could not afford, leading them to settle in the outskirts. 
Elorriaga Planes, “Vallecas de 1800-1950,” 244-250.  
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discovery, much like in pregnancy and maternity, which offer a view of life open to 

possibility. This idea is best summarized perhaps when he describes his desire to be part 

of fallow land, which is land that is inactive but that has been sowed, land that only needs 

to be seeded to bear fruit. Alberto sets up his focus on the landscape as one of possibility; 

the environment is evidently harsh but pulsating with life. 

Alberto’s vivid views and the enraptured tone of his 1933 statement are the 

opposite of the negative attention the suburbs frequently received; he is setting them 

apart. A literary evocation by Luis Buñuel reflects on the situation of these peripheries. In 

the short 1923 piece, “Suburbs,” the areas appear as dependent on the city for their new 

identity while simultaneously foreign to everything the city stood for.93 Buñuel instills his 

motifs with the dank, dark tones of all that is dated, grayed, and condemned to continue 

existing without hope of change. He refers to the suburbs’ complexity as insignificant, 

calling them the junk room for the city. The suburbs for Buñuel are a “trap of perennial 

sadness” in contrast to the city’s boisterous joy.94 

Literary evocations aside, journalists referred to Vallecas in two terms: as 

important in the future development of Madrid and a source of health and urban 

obstacles. The Puente the Vallecas’ direct proximity to Madrid denoted that, logically, it 

                                                
93 Buñuel refers specifically to the suburbs of provincial capitals to underscore the difference that may exist 
between the suburbs he describes and those that are hubs of industry and factories. In these descriptions 
then, we can find similarities to the Vallecas experience since Madrid was still in the throes of becoming an 
industrial capital like Bilbao or Barcelona. Luis Buñuel, “Suburbios,” in Luis Buñuel, Obra literaria 
(Zaragoza: Heraldo de Aragón, 1982), 91-92. Originally published in Horizontes, 1923. 

94 Ibid., 92. Full quotation: “Aún cuando el día dance alegre por los tejados próximos, es inmediatamente 
apresado por el cepo de la tristeza perenne del suburbio, que es el brochazo negro de la alegría bullanguera 
de la urbe.” 
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would eventually become part of the city, marking the location’s significance. The 

metro’s arrival to the Puente de Vallecas foreshadowed its inclusion in Madrid, but the 

area itself, with no sidewalks and few paved streets, was worlds away from a 

metropolitan image.95 Moreover, the population boom of the Puente de Vallecas 

commanded attention: between 1900-1950 the Puente’s population grew 745%, 

compared to the historic area’s growth of 59.6%.96 The attraction toward the Puente de 

Vallecas was that those could not afford housing within the city limits could reside here 

while still being close enough to Madrid to access it on a daily basis for work.97 Such 

expansion came with sanitation issues. For example, the placid-seeming Abroñigal 

stream, in Puente de Vallecas the water source for people’s orchards, carried fecal 

waters.98 By 1929, despite the growth of the population no public sanitary station existed 

for area dwellers whose homes had no adequate facilities for personal hygiene.99 

Frequently articles relate a sense of urgency about the development in Puente de Vallecas 

and decry the lack of foresight and planning. A 1931 article in Actualidad Hispana 

(Spain Today), for example, relates the fears that the suburbs were repeating the mistakes 

                                                
95 M. Zabala, “Queja razonable: ¿se puede transitar por Vallecas?” Actualidad, July 7, 1929, 6; Gutiérrez de 
Miguel, La Voz, 1923 quoted in Fernández, Vallecas en la mirada de Alfonso, 26. 

96 Luis Álvarez and Margarita Barañano, Documentos para difusión y debate: Vallecas, ed. M. Paredes 
(Madrid: Centro de Información y Documentación del Área Metropolitana de Madrid, 1980), 23. 

97 Pilar Folguera, Vida cotidiana en Madrid: Primer tercio de siglo a través de las fuentes orales (Madrid: 
Comunidad de Madrid, Consejería de Cultura y Deporte, 1987), 49. 

98 Fernández, Vallecas en la mirada de Alfonso, 30. 

99 M. Zabala, “La intensa vida comercial del Puente de Vallecas,” Actualidad, July 14, 1929, 12. 
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of the past when chaotic urban constructions occurred in the center of Madrid that took 

years and great expense to resolve. 100 

Issues surrounding the suburbs were not unique to Puente de Vallecas. In fact, 

they were part of discussions of urban growth in general in Spain during the early 1920s. 

Specifically, we can see how important these issues were when progressive-minded A.C. 

Documentos de Actividad Contemporánea) (A.C. Documents of Contemporary Activity) 

magazine held an international congress for modern architecture and brought up the 

concerns of suburbs. There was a call for a more controlled expansion of the suburbs and 

to begin building skyscrapers to limit the outward expansion of the city.101 Urban sprawl 

was a pressing concern for urban planners who were aware of its future negative impact. 

The consequences were to be expected: rampant, uncontrolled growth and chaotic 

construction that paid no attention to urban planning or sanitation codes, all exemplified 

in the Puente de Vallecas.  

At times, Alberto would take walks around the Puente de Vallecas and from there 

walk toward the historic district, thus always including the Puente as part of the 

sojourn.102 Roaming through the Puente de Vallecas, Alberto would witness not the 

Vallecas rural community on the verge of change but rather a working class suffering 

from destitution. To see the disastrous situations without responding went against his 

                                                
100 José Paz Maroto, “La urbanización del extrarradio de Madrid,” Actualidad hispana, June 1931, 114-116. 

101 “Conclusiones del IV Congreso Internacional C.I.R.P.A.C. sobre la Ciudad Funcional,” A.C. 
Documentos de Actividad Contemporánea 12 (Winter, 1933): 12-14. 

102 Pancho Lasso, Autobiografía de Francisco Lasso Morales, (unpublished manuscript, circa 1966) quoted 
in Alix, “El eje Lanzarote-Vallecas-Lanzarote,” 50.  
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proclaimed politics. However, it is critical to understand that the choice of Vallecas itself 

was political. The artist’s residency in Madrid signified that the trek was integral to the 

final artistic product—how can the process of making be divorced from the journey?  

The Puente de Vallecas experience ought to be considered as pivotal. Exiting the 

city through Atocha, a site that represented nineteenth century ideas of progress and 

modernization for Madrid, meant that the next immediate confrontation was the Puente 

de Vallecas. Said event comprised facing the worst prospects in the modernization 

project while Atocha stood at the opposite end of the spectrum as paradigmatic of its 

possibilities. The panoramic view spanning from Atocha to the Puente de Vallecas and 

ending at the remaining historical rural areas marked that last territory as a blank canvas 

of both opportunity and uncertainty.  

Alberto is successful in drawing attention to the outskirts while avoiding the 

pitfalls of an essentialized view of the popular. Vallecas is the deliberate choice of a 

neglected space, not the romanticized Castilian fields to which the Generación del ’98 

had dedicated poetry.103 Spaces and peoples ostensibly unchanged throughout centuries 

encompassed the intrahistoria that Miguel de Unamuno saw as the essence of Spain. 

These deserved recognition and glorification. Vallecas was different from those fields 

because it was very much transformed. It was also an unexpected choice because it was 

not a territory with royal connections or the location of intellectual activity. Had the artist 

made picturesque motifs or a nationalist vision in his pieces, he could not have shared in 

                                                
103 Most famously among these poets was Antonio Machado who wrote Campos de Castilla (1912), 
dedicated to the fields of Castile. 
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the spirit of the avant-garde.104 Vallecas was an in-between space—developing, poor, 

directionless. Alberto’s abstracted figures recall the elusiveness of the development of 

Vallecas while the soft curves of his sculptures replicate the organic, unchecked growth 

that dominated the Puente and the historic area. Moreover, the artist’s voice contradicts 

others that saw the territory as insalubrious and pernicious space that, at the moment, 

foreshadowed a deplorable future for Madrid. The artist focused instead on the area’s 

situation as a positive force; despite harsh extremes, the terrain remains productive 

enough to harbor life. 

Within the realm of the optimist possibilities inherent in the unprecedented, new 

future society envisioned by Alberto, there are two re-evaluations that take place: 

hierarchies and peripheries. The sculptural materials Alberto utilized nod to this kind of 

re-examination when connected to Alberto’s self-representation as an artist. Firstly, the 

choice of materials references the social class persona Alberto embodied, one that tied 

together his rise from illiteracy until the age of fifteen to participating in elite cultural 

circles. Secondly, a spectator could consider material choices from the perspective of the 

artist’s communist ideology and the 1932 views he expounded at the Ateneo that called 

for art to perform within the project of social regeneration. The materials would then 

draw on the doctrine’s outlook on modernization and progress. 

Alberto’s working-class origins were a source of pride; he is known to have 

flaunted his outsider status, even if in reality he was not entirely self-taught. His 

                                                
104 Bozal, “Alberto Sánchez, el arte y la política,” in Alberto, 1895-1962, 114-115, 117, 120. 
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admiration for Iberian art was even something he related to the makers of these artifacts 

being “semi-illiterate like me.”105 Then again, he also participated in the café meeting or 

tertulia of the Café de Oriente where he had the opportunity to meet Uruguayan artist 

Rafael Barradas and other avant-garde writers.106 This led to an early exchange of ideas 

with some of Madrid’s most forward thinking cultural critics. He called his con-tertulios 

“señoritos,” “little gentlemen,” or poked fun at them by calling them “intellectuals.”107 

More directly relevant to his artistic practice and making was his apprenticeship as a 

plasterer in a decorator-sculptor’s workshop.108 Within the workshop, it is reasonable to 

infer that he would have learned not only the fundamentals of making sculpture, but also 

the distinctions between decorative or applied arts and high art.  

A review of his exhibition at the Ateneo in 1931 celebrates the latent uncertainty 

of Alberto’s works, stating that the pieces look as if they were made by natural 

phenomena but also evoke popular or industrial objects.109 Alberto’s way of making these 

sculptures do not overstate his manipulation, they look natural and like many other things 

without being any particular thing. The use of gesso plaster further removes the 

                                                
105 Alberto Sánchez to Luis Lacasa, Moscow, September 1948, “Apéndice documental” in Alberto, 1895-
1962, 414. 

106 A tertulia is a social gathering of intellectuals to discuss news, cultural events, and even to share work. 
These have a long history in Madrid and although they took place regularly in cafés, which were open to 
the public, the gatherings were rather exclusive in character. 

107 Alix, “El eje Lanzarote-Vallecas-Lanzarote,” 28, 32. 

108 It is unclear for whom Alberto apprenticed. Scholars offer two names: José Estanys or Pedro Estany 
Capella. See: Brihuega, “Una estrella en el camino…”, 21. 

109 Manuel Abril, “Rumbos, exposiciones y artistas: El escultor Alberto,” Blanco y negro, December 20, 
1931, n.p. 
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sculptures from how high art is assumed to exist. Alberto, self-aware of his own outsider 

status within the elite art world, models his realized final works in an analogous way. The 

pieces exist in a contingent position between highly refined and spontaneous, between art 

and craft.  

A re-examination of traditional material hierarchies can also be tied to the 

communist beliefs Alberto expounded and even saw in Vallecas since the overwhelming 

majority of residents of the area were socialist or communists.110 Alberto connected the 

left-wing ideology to progressive thinking and, from his own life experience, the 

possibility of advancement. This, in turn, predicted a heartening future for Vallecas as a 

consequence of the ideology. Socialism and communism, he believed, could propel 

people toward a better quality of life, be that through learning or material comforts. 

Alberto’s own experience of achieving literacy through his activity in the socialist club 

corroborated this.  

In the making of his own sculptures he overlooks tradition when he chooses 

ordinary gesso or Novelda stone instead of marble as the medium for small-scale 

sculptures. Marble was more expensive and historically designated as far superior. 

Novelda could be used for public monuments; its low cost was perfect for large-scale 

sculptures.111 Yet the stone implied a lack of funds. Novelda stone was commonly used 

                                                
110 The first democratically-elected mayor of Vallecas, Amós Acero, was from the socialist party. He 
continued as mayor until the end of the Spanish Civil War when he was taken prisoner and killed for his 
political activities. 

111 For example, artist Vicente Beltrán wanted to use Novelda stone for his winning Góngora monument. 
Anonymous,“El concurso nacional para el monumento a Góngora,” Heraldo de Madrid, June 23, 1927, n.p. 
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for funerary purposes by stonecutters and lapidary workmen. A 1933 article in Nuevo 

Mundo (New World) interviews a craftsman that complains that the tombstones ordered 

as of late are made of Novelda stone, not marble. The craftsman laments, “…death is 

becoming democratic…” and that vanity in death is disappearing.112 And decades earlier, 

Benito Pérez Galdós’ novel Fortunata y Jacinta (Fortunata and Jacinta) ends with the 

character Segismundo explaining that he has paid for the unfortunate titular character’s 

tombstone but could not afford marble, so he had to do with Novelda stone, “a modest 

tribute” to Fortunata.113 Thus, its use for small-scale sculptures, like Alberto’s 

Maternidad, resulted in an appearance of modesty. The juxtaposition of Maternidad with 

the background marble piece envisioned in the proposed public sculpture and that, 

together, would complete it served to visibly equate both materials. Novelda stone, 

familiar above all for its use in lapidary craft, and marble, frequently used in high art, 

with respect to Alberto’s predominant material are placed on the same plane. Likewise, 

gesso-workers were related with craft, since plasterers were frequently journeymen, 

trained in the applied arts and decorations but never to be confused with artists. Alberto, 

nonetheless, merges the roles together. 

As an artist, Alberto revels in delicate and continuous manipulation of his 

materials, as evidenced in the conspicuously visible gesso or polished limestone. Gesso, 

the stuff that made up decorative details, or Novelda stone, used for structural sheathing, 

                                                
112 Salvador Valverde, “Los que viven de los muertos se quejan del negocio,” Nuevo Mundo, November 3, 
1933, n.p. Full quotation: “¿Quiere usted decirse que la Muerte se democratiza, no?” 

113 Benito Pérez Galdós, Fortunata y Jacinta originally published in 1887. Excerpt from republication in La 
Voz, January 3, 1936. 
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is the focal point.114 The worked material signals the artist is paying attention to the 

distinct characteristics of such matter and deeming it worthy of independent regard. 

Alberto’s sculptures were well-made. An anecdote finds fellow sculptor Jorge Oteiza 

praising his technique: he reminisces about all of his own sculptures shattering during 

transport to an exhibition and commends Alberto’s formula for gesso that resulted in 

prodigious and strong sculptural results.115 The artist not only dedicated time to 

perfecting his sculptural craft, but he also admired virtuosity and skill in the work of 

others. In another anecdote, Pablo Picasso recalled that he and Alberto entered a modern 

house and the latter kicked a partition wall saying, “(…) this house is not good. Like 

modern art, houses that do not withstand being kicked are not good.”116 The elimination 

of superficial material hierarchies conveys how substance exists in its functionality. In 

Picasso’s anecdote, when Alberto uses the term modern refers to style, but one that is 

invalidated if lacking mettle, strength, and utility. Alberto’s ideal modern art is 

subservient to use; it can “withstand being kicked” because it is made not to have the 

appearance of modernity, but rather the capacity of modernity: it can offer pleasing 

aesthetics while exemplifying utility. 

                                                
114 The Telefónica building is covered in granite up to the second floor, and from the third floor to the top it 
is Bateig rock, a type of Novelda stone. Most of the decoration, which is mostly centered in the vestibule of 
the building is made of plaster and gesso. Navascúes Palacio. Rehabilitación del edificio de la Telefónica, 
38, 41. 

115 Jorge Oteiza, “Mi reconocimiento a Alberto” in Alberto, encuentro en Toledo 1895-1995, ed. Fernando 
Barredo de Valenzuela (Toledo: Ed. Ayuntamiento de Toledo, 1995), 97. 

116 Pablo Picasso, “Todos lo llamábamos Alberto…(Untitled)” in Alberto (Budapest: Corvina, 1964), 6. 
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Scholars have tended to see Alberto’s Escuela de Vallecas gesso as limitations. 

There are references to how emany of these sculptures were rather small, and that Alberto 

probably intended to make them on a larger scale had he had the resources to do so.117 

Conversely, Gómez Cedillo remarks that Alberto chose cement to make the sculpture he 

designed for the Spanish Republic’s Pavilion of 1937. On this occasion he would have 

had access to greater funds and therefore would have been capable of obtaining more 

“noble materials” had he so desired.118 Moreover, the claims that Alberto took shells and 

materials from Vallecas and inserted them into his sculptures leave us to wonder how 

these found materials would be translated into the larger pieces that he is said to have 

intended to make.119 

Alberto challenges hierarchies by bringing non-traditional materials to a “high 

art” status, which befits his leftist ideals that promote society devoid of fixed hierarchies. 

Social hierarchies lack functional substance in a communist society because communism 

values utilitarianism and the ethic of functionality. Like the concept of faktura that for 

Russian Constructivists refers to the conscious handling of the chosen material, Alberto’s 

pieces call attention to choice of material and how it is worked.120 Gesso and Novelda 

                                                
117 Brihuega is among the scholars who understand Alberto’s use of gesso simply a result of his own 
economic hardship. Brihuega, Forma, palabra, material…, 24.  

118 The magazines that published images of Alberto’s sculptures do not have the precise measurements of 
the pieces. Adolfo Gómez Cedillo, “La estrella de cieno,” in Alberto 1895-1962, 155-156.  

119 As a point of comparison to Alberto’s pre-Escuela monumental works, note the different quality of the 
limestone in Alberto’s 1925 monument of El Cid (Guerrero del s.XII), where the sculptural material is left 
rough. 

120 Christina Lodder, “Soviet Constructivism” in Art of the Avant-Gardes, ed. Steve Edwards and Paul 
Wood (New Haven: Yale and Open University, 2004), 361. 
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stone prove to be advantageous mediums as they reveal an independent practicality; they 

are common and local and further a desire to overcome and rethink man-made 

hierarchies.  

That being said, the makeshift constructions of Madrid’s modernization, 

especially the housing of the Puente de Vallecas contrast the careful selection and 

manipulation of materials by Alberto (Fig. 5.20). These inadequate buildings were the 

consequence of socio-economic issues that Alberto mentioned in his Ateneo conference 

where he proclaimed disdain for artists not contributing to the betterment of society. How 

could his own art relate to such urgent issues or act as a signifier of these concerns? 

While Maternidad alludes to that denouncement by pointing to the social, economic, and 

rural transformations of Vallecas, it is in El pueblo español tiene un camino que conduce 

a una estrella where his ideal role for art is most fully realized. The Pavilion sculpture is 

unique in Alberto’s oeuvre because despite its political subtlety and Surrealist-inspired 

aesthetics, scholars agree that it embodies Alberto’s political ideologies. 121 As will be 

discussed, the final work of the Escuela de Vallecas period responds to questions of 

social and political issues while maintaining the delicate and understated aesthetics 

Alberto had developed.  

 

 

 

                                                
121 Gómez Cedillo, “La estrella de cieno,” 149; Bozal, “Alberto Sánchez, el arte y la política,” 120; Pena, 
“El paisaje la sociedad rural,” 77-84. 
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Artistic Resolution 

The 1937 Spanish Republic’s Pavilion for the Paris International Exposition of 

Art and Technology of Modern Life was considered a success by contemporary 

commentators, a fact that seemed unlikely due to the civil strife taking place in the 

peninsula (Figs. 5.21-5.22). As historian Óscar Miguel Ares has defined it, the Pavilion 

was effective because it was manifesto of culture. According to him, the architecture of 

the building acted as a technical container for rationality and functionalism alongside the 

vernacular-inspired patio and the combination achieved a reinterpretation of modernity 

based on tradition and the popular.122 For the Pavilion’s contents, the same idea was 

repeated to create a correspondence between modern rationality and traditional artifacts. 

The Spanish Pavilion’s contents exhibited modernity and tradition bound together to 

represent the ideal promoted by the popular-front-government of Spain. With the clean 

modern architecture and displays of Spanish traditional dances and crafts, the government 

advertised its capacity to harmonize the old and the new.  

The organizers of the pavilion hoped the alliance of valuing customs and 

advancing toward progress would command attention and compel visitors to support the 

Republican cause in the ongoing Civil War.123 The Spanish Republic presented in the 

                                                
122 Óscar Miguel Ares, “Transiciones de la forma. La modernidad alternativa del Pabellón de la Segunda 
República en París (1937)” in Las exposiciones de arquitectura y la arquitectura de las exposiciones: La 
arquitectura española y las exposiciones internacionales (1929-1975) (Pamplona: Escuela Técnica 
Superior de Arquitectura de Navarra, 2014), 140. 

123 For more insightful analyses on the Spanish Republic’s Pavilion, see Josefina Alix, Pabellón español, 
Exposición Internacional de París (Madrid: Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, 1987); Freedberg, 
The Spanish Pavilion; Mendelson, Documenting Spain, 125-184; Luz Paz Agras, “Arquitectura como 
política: El Pabellón de España de París, 1937 en el contexto de las exposiciones de propaganda,” in Las 
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pavilion was a protector of Spanish culture, and said culture was declared throughout as a 

valuable treasure. Within this frame, it is important to consider how Alberto’s 

contribution acted in the Spanish complex.  

As the pavilion representing Spain on a worldwide stage, an original view on the 

concept of modernity was fitting. The structure had to compete for the attention of a 

public mesmerized by the grandiose German and Soviet Pavilions, each of which 

advertised their respective totalitarian governments and their industrial understanding of 

modernity. Like the Spanish Republic, these countries used their pavilions as an 

opportunity to transmit a particular propagandistic agenda.124  

Much has been written about the German and Soviet Pavilions as they compare to 

one another, but they should also be examined in relationship to the Spanish Pavilion to 

better understand how the latter stood out. The German and Soviet Pavilions, facing each 

other and framing the Eiffel Tower, undoubtedly attracted tourists’ immediate attention 

due to their sheer size and location on the Exposition’s grounds (Fig. 5.22). The German 

Pavilion, designed by Albert Speer, followed the imposing, sober aesthetics preferred by 

the Third Reich. It rose up from the ground uninterrupted by decorative elements and 

crowned by an eagle (Fig. 5.23).125 The enormous pillar-like structure recalls a 

                                                
exposiciones de arquitectura y la arquitectura de las exposiciones: La arquitectura española y las 
exposiciones internacionales (1929-1975) (Pamplona: Escuela Técnica Superior de Arquitectura de 
Navarra, 2014), 541. 

124 Dawn Ades, “Paris 1937: Art and the Power of Nations,” in Art and Power, Europe under the Dictators 
1930-45 (London: Thames and Hudson, 1995), 58-62. 

125 The structure does have an instance of decorative detail which is not visible in photographs. In the 
recesses of the façade there was a pattern of gold-and-red swastikas mosaics. Karen A. Fiss, “In Hitler’s 
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monument rather than a commercial exposition. As an enclosed and grandiose space it 

must have impressed upon visitors a sense of quiet contemplation.126 To go into the 

building one must had to ascend the stairs that elevated the structure. Josef Thorak’s 

enormous sculptures depicting the Aryan ideal stood at the entrance, receiving visitors 

into a prominent display of German power (Fig. 5.24). Opposite the German Pavilion, the 

Soviet Pavilion’s multileveled structure, designed by Boris Iofan, retained a similar 

simplicity where it not for Vera Mukhina’s eye-catching sculptural decoration at the top 

(Fig. 5.25). A male worker and a collective-farmer woman, each idealized in their 

strength, thrust forward with the hammer and scythe of Communism.127 The depicted 

workers reminded viewers of how—purportedly—Soviet power and ideology had 

laborers at its base and in command. Inside, the exhibitions in both pavilions showed off 

the most advanced technology—the theme of the 1937 Fair as a whole—that was being 

produced in the respective countries in order to demonstrate the progress that went hand-

in-hand with their types of government (Figs. 5.26-5.27). 

“A show of Spanish suffering,” was painter Amédée Ozenfant’s impression upon 

his visit to the Spanish pavilion.128 The tone the Spanish curators set up was a radical 

                                                
Salon: The German Pavilion at the 1937 Paris Exposition Internationale” in Art, Culture, and Media under 
the Third Reich, edited by Richard Etlin (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002), 319. 

126 In her essay, Fiss includes an observation by Ernst Bloch explaining that German Pavilion’s doors had a 
pneumatic door-catch that left noises outside and “muffles reality.” Fiss, “In Hitler’s Salon,” 326. 

127 Ibid., 321. 

128Amédée Ozenfant, ‘Notes of a Tourist at the Exhibition, 1937,’ “Contemporary Voices,” compiled by 
John Willett in Art and Power: Europe under the Dictators 1930-45 (London: Thames and Hudson, 1995), 
117. 
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shift from the other pavilions. The airy and restrained aesthetics of the Spanish Pavilion 

lured tourists despite the grandiose competition offered by the buildings of the European 

powers. Due to the government’s limited funds at the time, the Spanish exhibit was also 

dwarfed by the Soviet, German and other pavilions. But the organizers used various 

strategies to attract viewers, as its main purpose was to urgently call for international aid 

to the Republic.  

The designers of the Spanish Pavilion, like those of the German and Soviet 

structures, wanted to make their directive clear without requiring the viewer to enter. It 

was one of the few buildings to include photomontages on the exterior: Renau’s imposing 

photomurals on the façade acted like advertisement posters to catch the eye of the 

spectators and urge them to come closer (see Figs. 5.21-5.22). Renau’s photomontages 

depicted close-ups of soldiers, troops in formation and children learning. These were 

changed throughout the Expo and they allowed for visitors to engage with the legible 

images.129 The texts Renau included was largely superfluous in that they only 

underscored the images’ message. Standing at the entrance and participating in this 

propagandistic performance was Alberto’s large sculpture El pueblo español tiene un 

camino que conduce a una estrella (see Fig. 5.2).  

Erected in front of the building and competing with it in height, Alberto’s 

monumental sculpture along with the photomurals mounted on the façade heralded the 

Pavilion’s place within the Expo. Expressly commissioned for the Spanish Republic’s 

                                                
129 Freedberg, The Spanish Pavilion, 283-284. 
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Pavilion by curators Max Aub, José Bergamín, and José Gaos, Alberto’s sculpture, along 

with artworks like Pablo Picasso’s Guernica (1937), Joan Miró’s mural Catalan Peasant 

in Revolt (1937), and Renau’s interior and exterior photomontages, conveyed the 

Pavilion’s call to action.130 Alberto’s artwork operates as an exponent of the sweeping 

mission of the Pavilion. In its placement outside, the work not only represents the cultural 

and artistic activity the Republican government sought to promote and defend but also 

acts as the visual gateway to the Republic’s promoted ideals. The formal qualities of this 

sculpture, along with Alberto’s part in the whole of the Pavilion, allows us to understand 

the sense of social consciousness he demanded of art. The contoured totem, crowned with 

a bulbous star, acts according to its title as a metaphoric affirmation of the Spanish 

people’s destiny. Complementing the building’s brick red and bare aluminum palette, 

Alberto’s piece equally demands attention. Forty-one feet tall, the sculpture has soaring 

undulations that compel the spectator’s eyes to ascend to its pinnacle. It encourages 

viewers to rise to the challenge of the Spanish Civil War as well as to physically and 

metaphorically lift their heads high. Like succulent flora growing from the dry earth, it 

proclaims life and resiliency. On its side, a globular node becomes the plinth for a bird-

like figure. Circling the monolith, a vine-like growth moves up the stem and, at the top, 

Alberto’s vision is manifested in the blooming star.131 The crown’s red coloration 

                                                
130 Although Alberto received the official commission, according to Freedberg, it was probably through the 
influence of the architect and his future brother-in-law, Luis Lacasa. Alberto was well-known enough that 
his inclusion was well received. Miriam Basilio, Visual Propaganda, Exhibitions, and the Spanish Civil 
War (Burlington: Ashgate Press, 2013), 99; Freedberg, The Spanish Pavilion, 286-287. 

131 Alberto was said to be happy that the star at the top recalled a five-pointed communist star. Freedberg, 
The Spanish Pavilion, 291.  
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contrasts with the towering neutral light-colored body and promises the possibility of a 

utopia, a gleaming socialist Spain.132  

Alberto’s sculpture recalls Maternidad but in a dramatic scale. He intended to be 

a worker-creator, and as such, Alberto had to overcome the individual and function as 

part of a greater whole. He does this by taking part within the objective-driven project of 

the Republican Pavilion that called for the defense of the Spanish Republic. The Pavilion 

charged the cultural objects exhibited within its confines with political relevance. For 

example, Alexander Calder’s Mercury Fountain (1937) referenced the mercury mines of 

Almadén, currently under siege by the rebel army led by Franco while the photomontages 

by Renau juxtaposed images of the Republican Spain’s cultural renovation under the 

Republic (Fig. 5.29).133 The most famous artworks, however, were Picasso and Miró’s 

paintings that were directly political. Guernica reminded visitors of the destruction and 

loss of life in bombing of the civilian town of Guernica that same year, serving as a raw 

indictment of the rebel army and their German allies. Miró’s mural affirmed that peasants 

would not stand idly by in the face of the threat of fascism. He depicted the traditional 

Catalan laborer, identifiable by his barretina or cap, rising to revolt (Figs. 5.30-5.31). 

The monumental scale of these paintings augmented their fiery message. Alongside these 

objects, the traditional crafts included in the building, lacking any perceivable politics, 

functioned to remind the public that the humble inhabitants of Spain under attack by 

                                                
132 There are questions about the precise color of the original work. It was painted in neutral tones, either 
monochromatic gray or painted in earth tones. See ibid., 291-292; Alix, Pabellón español, 90. 

133 Mendelson, Documenting Spain, 142-155. 
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fascist forces were also the makers of a rich and peace-loving culture. The Pavilion 

exhibited the culture of a people under attack, the victims of the conflict.  

Unlike these other monumental works made specifically for the Spanish Pavilion, 

like Guernica or Renau’s photomurals, Alberto’s El pueblo español retains an ambiguous 

quality. Alberto, as a resident of Spain during this time (as opposed to Picasso or Miró 

who were established in Paris during the conflict), demonstrates the inclusivity that 

existed within the Republic. His work embodied the government’s professed allowance 

for difference and artistic liberty that the rest of the pavilion advertised.134 As an artist he 

represents his freedom precisely by not producing an explicit message. Despite the 

overall unified propagandistic message of the pavilion, his work could easily be read as 

apolitical. But in fact, the use of biomorphic abstraction conveys a subtle understanding 

of the stakes of the Civil War and of the role of the Spanish Republican government. The 

government was fighting to preserve the freedom that permitted for work like Alberto’s 

to exist, that allowed for distinct and personal conceptions. The sculpture’s success is that 

it calls for viewers to contemplate the meanings of the title of “The Spanish people have a 

path that leads to a star” and consider what they believe that path may be.  

The multiple and co-existing meanings to be discovered in El pueblo español 

conjure the multiple understandings of national identity and politics in Spain, narratives 

which were at the very heart of the ongoing war. The sculpture does not only refer to the 

                                                
134 Of course, the liberty that the Spanish Pavilion advertised was dependent on many things. The curatorial 
set-up for the pavilion permitted difference to exist, but within the limits that those differences fit within 
the image of a liberal Spanish Republic.  
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idealized peasant that Miró draws from as inspiration, but rather attempts to form an 

abstracted vision of the collective. The column embodies the swelling, heaving force of 

the nation’s pueblo. It acts like the nation bursts toward the beacon at the highest point of 

the artwork in hopes of an ultimate resolution.  

In addition to being seen as a plant that blooms, Alberto’s artwork has been read 

as a pathway materialized and lifted from the ground.135 In such an interpretation we can 

see how perspectives are at play, as the pathway is raised from horizontal to vertical, 

recalling the different viewpoints that the work calls for. Ambiguity calls for co-existence 

of different angles and points of views. It is significant that in the pavilion as a whole,  

the aforementioned monumental artworks by Miró, Picasso, and Renau had partisan 

messages that did not empower audiences to form differing points of views. In fact, the 

explicit nature of the other monumentally-scaled works, were celebrated by critics. As art 

historian Jordana Mendelson explains, contemporaneous critic Gisele Freund stated that 

it was Renau’s great accomplishment that his art needed “no further interpretation.”136 It 

would seem then that the photomurals were the perfect propaganda in their willingness to 

offer such unequivocal legibility. But Alberto’s piece is a different call to arms, it is an 

artwork that provides respite in its subtlety. Within the frame of the Spanish Pavilion’s 

otherwise severe messages, this was especially approppriate.  

                                                
135 Alix, Pabellón español, 90.  

136 Mendelson goes on to investigate if this is true, and her argument lies precisely in that this is not so, as 
she uncovers the politics at play in Renau’s photomurals. See Mendelson, Documenting Spain, 145.  
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Consider how Alberto’s work makes the pavilion stand out when compared to the 

imagery in the exterior of the Soviet and German Pavilions. In the latter two cases, 

representational art made manifest and assured that the ideal for which each government 

advocated for was made manifest for the Expo’s public. The sculptural figures promoted 

a very particular image of their national citizens. For Germany, a martial male, 

representing the perfect Aryan physique. For the Soviets, the art depicts a strength in 

unity that is grounded in labor, as the tools included make clear. Alberto, in contrast, 

offered an open-ended work capable of carrying a participatory message. There was no 

specific body that could entirely capture the Republican ideal. The building along with 

the sculpture represented an open-ended example of modernism’s capacity to contain 

multiple and co-existing interpretations. It is a vision of hope, a resolute if abstracted 

message that acted in contrast with the propagandistic tone of the rest of the Spanish 

Pavilion. 

Art historian Valeriano Bozal has argued for a political reading of Alberto’s art. 

He proposes that despite his artworks that preceded the Pavilion sculpture not being 

directly political, Alberto’s artistic production for the Paris International Exposition is 

comparable to the art of Miró or Calder in the Spanish Pavilion and under the category of 

a unique kind of political artworks. He states that Alberto’s sculpture is committed but 

understated because his works are not an overt critique of current society and politics, nor 

are they agitprop that acts toward the construction of a new social order. Bozal believes 

that instead, the artist’s political agenda was best displayed in the 1937 sculpture for the 

Spanish Republic’s Pavilion where Alberto attempted to offer an ideal of what is possible 
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under his new social ideal. Bozal compares it to Vladimir Tatlin’s 1919 Monument for 

the Third International, a structure that augures optimism (Fig. 5.32).137 Both artists 

create works that offer a glimpse of the best possible scenario of what the new society 

they foresee can achieve.  

If, as Bozal believes, this is a sculpture of optimistic possibility, we should 

consider what that meant in the Spanish Pavilion. In the exhibition’s context, Renau’s 

photomontages looked to the past, to what Spain was before the Civil War and thus what 

was endangered by the then-current conflict. Picasso and Miró’s paintings glimpsed at 

the destruction of the present, the revolt that arose as a consequence of combat. Alberto’s 

piece is singular in how it is able to look to the future, a harbinger of hope. Both Alberto 

and Tatlin based their vision of the future on the choices, political and social, that could 

signify a victory for their people. Tatlin’s tower was a revelation toward a future project, 

a building that offered multiple forms of communication and new architecture, and it 

could only be made possible with technological and social progress. Alberto’s sculpture 

deferred the technological advance that Tatlin dreamed of, for the sake of social 

development. The trunk-like body can be understood to represent the Spanish people, 

who converge and journey together toward the firmament to reach the glorious target 

symbolized by the star at the top. The theme of El pueblo español is as Bozal describes: 

abstracted but political.  

                                                
137 Bozal, “Alberto Sánchez, el arte y la política,” 116-117. 
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However, the sculpture’s politics exist in other ways beyond the poetic 

affirmation of the future and call for action. Alberto’s creative work acts in 

correspondence to the definition of the worker-creator he envisioned in 1932. This 

worker-creator aimed his production toward utilitarian social goals. The artwork fulfills 

the objective of presenting the Republican government as open-minded, tolerant, and 

understanding of an artist’s vision. Alberto’s labor as an element of the collective work 

retains the outward appearance Renau criticized, but such aesthetics here cannot be seen 

as less committed to the shared ideal. His sculptural style along with his message 

overcomes the individual, as it participates as one among the multitude of artistic voices 

that call for aid to the Spanish Republic. By fusing his artwork with a collaborative 

endeavor that was aimed toward real-world political action, Alberto was able to achieve 

his aspiration of creating an art that was truly socially useful. Like Eisenstein, a 

filmmaker Alberto admired and mentioned during the foundation of the Escuela de 

Vallecas, Alberto’s work appears akin to the Russian revolutionary’s films: it sought to 

rally people. 138 The abstracted figure appeals to the public to come together to resolve 

the current situation. The Spaniard makes his vision function within and for the greater 

objective of the Pavilion’s comprehensive message.  

The politics of El pueblo español are also evident in Alberto’s use of materials 

and, as with Maternidad, the medium is critical for an understanding of the work. The 

artist, selected to represent the avant-garde in Spain, had free range in making his 

                                                
138 It should be noted that the relationship between Alberto and Sergei Eisenstein has not been studied 
previously.  
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sculptural submission for the Pavilion. The freedom compels us to consider the choices 

he made for the piece closely. As mentioned, Alberto used cement to make this piece, 

which is particularly important in regard to the sculpture being part of an international 

exhibition. Concrete is not traditionally associated with sculpture, but rather to 

construction, to industry, and, more so than gesso or stone, to modernity. Cement was 

recognized as a marker of modernity during these decades thanks largely to the spread of 

International Style architecture.139 By the mid-1920s, Le Corbusier’s works made of 

concrete, in particular, stood for the new architecture in France.140 The material was 

perfectly adapted to the International Style—it was ubiquitous, purportedly universal, 

precisely the qualities this style of architecture hoped to achieve.141 Alberto’s gesso 

model turned into a completed, monumental work in concrete corresponds to the change 

in stage suddenly set for his art (Fig. 5.33). The material, not local to any particular place, 

underscores Alberto’s shift beyond the particular connections to Vallecas to express a 

dialogue with the international avant-garde. No longer is his art responding exclusively to 

Spain, it was now on center stage for international review and necessitated an equally 

universally-significant medium. 

                                                
139 According to Forty this is especially the case outside of France. Adrian Forty, Concrete and Culture, A 
Material History (London: Reaktion Books, 2012), 28. 

140 Le Corbusier is particularly relevant to the Spanish artists as he visited Madrid in 1928 to give a 
conference at the Residencia de Estudiantes. 

141 The emergence of the International Style was related to architects’ central concern for social welfare and 
progress. The initial social politics informed the architecture itself, which is why functionality and not 
decoration was pivotal to final designs. The transformation of the International Style into a more 
depoliticized style followed after the 1932 MoMA exhibit. Andrew Ballantyne, "International Style," 
Grove Art Online. Oxford Art Online. Oxford University Press, accessed June 3, 2015, 
http://www.oxfordartonline.com/subscriber/article/grove/art/T041418. 
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The allusions to modernity in the use of concrete are complicated when one 

considers what architectural historian Adrian Forty has termed concrete’s “dual history.” 

For Forty, the material’s value is that it benefits from “ingenuity rather than 

innovation.”142 This goes back to the medium’s roots which are ancient, despite the fact, 

that in practice making and using cement are not refined, scientific, or progressive.143 

Concrete’s use, although linked to modern and well-made functional architecture because 

of its ability to produce smooth and precise lines, concrete’s use remains ambivalent. The 

material has an inherent quality of repelling traditional categories and moves back and 

forth between extremes.144 In its reinforced form, for example, it can be employed 

without the need for any particular skillset. Its use in modern architecture does not 

exclude that it remains accessible and often appears in shantytowns around the world. In 

such instances, it does not represent progress or modernity.145 

Using cement as the material for El pueblo español, Alberto is able to emphasize 

a medium that encompasses the type of modernity that he defended in Picasso’s anecdote 

of Alberto kicking the modern house. This is because cement, beyond a particular 

aesthetic, epitomized functionality and could be used by people of vastly different skills, 

income, and educational levels. Taking into consideration Alberto’s deep respect for 

material, its use in this sculpture implies an acceptance and promotion of cement as a 

                                                
142 Forty, Concrete and Culture, 40. 

143 Ibid., 21. 

144 Ibid., 10-11. 

145 Ibid., 14-15. 
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potentially useful material for artistic creations. It is a proposal to proliferate a universally 

functional and strong material. A material that was not local to any particular place, and 

one that anyone, including the proletariat, could use to better their situation. Alberto, 

focused on medium and politically engaged, would have recognized concrete as a 

material with a history tied to social-progress. Indeed, the material’s advantages was why 

it was so much a part of early designs of the International architectural style. Thus, this 

sculpture should also be seen as a celebration of new materials and as an attempt to 

popularize the medium and possibilities of concrete. 

Certain features of concrete related to how it represents a disregard for hierarchy 

of materials recalls the artist’s use of gesso or Novelda stone and could have similarly 

attracted him to utilize it. The innovative use of the cement by Le Corbusier, and more 

directly relevant for Alberto, by Josep Lluis Sert and Luis Lacasa, the architects of the 

Spanish Pavilion, offered avant-garde aesthetics through the use of revolutionary 

structures. Specifically, the Spanish Pavilion represented the Spanish Rationalist 

architectural style, an example of constructive empiricism.146 Rationalist architecture was 

related to socialist ideals. Therein, formal solutions that did not resolve issues were mere 

camouflage, so architects had to arrive at the final form by the guidance of the intelligent 

and proper use of technique.147 The advantages of the materials used and the ultimate 

success of the Pavilion helped popularize the use of experimental, industrial materials.  

                                                
146 Carlos Sambricio, “Luis Lacasa vs José Luis Sert: el Pabellón de España en la Exposición de 1937,” in 
Las exposiciones de arquitectura y la arquitectura de las exposiciones, 76. 

147 Ibid., 70-71, 73. 
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More than simply popularizing and ennobling concrete, Alberto’s artwork offered 

a pleasing balance and alternative to the Pavilion’s Rationalist style. The building of strict 

lines called to mind assemblage, indeed, it was because of its assembled materials that it 

had been so quickly constructed. It used the standard measure of the pre-manufactured 

structural materials to assure a speedy construction. Alongside the rigid lines of the 

architectural fabrication, Alberto’s sinuous artwork conjured organic growth and recalled 

the multiple possibilities of modern mediums. These new mediums present in the exterior 

of the Pavilion proved to be mutable and useful, and their practicality did not have to 

convey coldness. Ultimately, the building with El pueblo español at its entrance provided 

a combination of the evocative and imaginative coupled with the straight-thinking and 

logical engineering. The Spanish Pavilion professed functionality and Alberto’s 

contribution added passion to the rationality to form a whole that combined responses to 

social questions and creative work.  

Significantly, Alberto’s work for the Spanish Pavilion was not exclusive to the 

building’s exterior. Because of the Spanish Civil War, the government was unable to 

execute its original plans for the building and exhibits and, as mentioned, limitations 

were determined by what was available. Because of these conditions, Alberto was also 

responsible for organizing the Pavilion’s traditional craft objects’ exhibit and designing 

the shelving for the pottery and other craft pieces inside the building (Figs. 5.34-5.35). 

The Pavilion exhibitions had been planned as a showcase of different popular Spanish 
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traditions, including regional dresses, traditional dances, and crafts.148 Art historian 

Josefina Alix explains that said traditions were intended to be a centerpiece of the 

Pavilion, since the organizers planned to have traditional craftsmen working for visitors 

to see.149 The shelves designed by Alberto are made with the same delicate curves and 

modernist aesthetics that were present in the Escuela de Vallecas production. The 

furnishings’ modernist-style is not in aesthetic discrepancy with the craftworks on 

display. Alberto’s work does not seem to be fighting for attention. Instead, they are in 

harmony with the ceramics and baskets placed upon them. The organic materials stand 

out along Renau’s organization of the interior photomurals that envelop the room.  

If we include the shelving Alberto made for this central part of the exhibit, as an 

important part of the artist’s work in the Spanish Pavilion, his labor takes on new 

meanings. Namely, Alberto’s secondary contribution united his artistic activity to Spain’s 

traditional labor and craft. The shelves were part of the narrative of the Spanish 

Pavilion’s interior. Outside, Alberto’s worth as an artist was proclaimed at the very front 

of the building. This Pavilion marked Alberto’s entrance and acceptance into the 

international art world—an elite and select crowd that included some of Spain’s most 

famous ex-patriots like Picasso. And yet, inside the building, he turns his art-making into 

literal support for the anonymous artisans of the pueblo, a podium for well-made crafts. 

                                                
148 Mendelson, Documenting Spain, 265. 

149 Alix, Pabellón español, 128-129. 
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These common laborers were the same whose strength might have yet saved the 

Republic. 

Mendelson has described the interior exhibit of the Spanish Pavilion as a place of 

“temporarily suspended aesthetic hierarchies,” and this comment is perhaps clearest in 

the work of Alberto.150 He positions his work beneath the works of everyday laborers and 

craftsmen. His shelves literally lift up the products of the anonymous makers to bring 

attention to them and physically link said popular tradition with the avant-garde. In this 

form, Alberto’s activity for the Pavilion demonstrates the indistinct and integrated 

activity of artist and artisan. Both roles are, ideally, an engagement with the real world, 

producing what is necessary and useful: a sculptural vision of the future and the 

vindication of the people’s production as art. In 1937 Alberto merged art and craft, 

moving between tradition and modernity, while making these apparent opposites act in 

harmony. Alberto’s work moves toward a new standard where both can co-exist and 

enrich one another.151 

The 1937 sculpture for the Spanish Republic’s Pavilion stands as a political work, 

but not because of Surrealist-inspired aesthetics or because it was commissioned by a 

popular-front government. The junction of Alberto’s politics and art reside in his material 

choices which engage with issues of progress and functionality. Like the material of 

                                                
150 Mendelson, Documenting Spain, 135. 

151 Alberto works here much like Federico García Lorca and other Spanish writers of the period whose 
activity brought together popular arts and songs with avant-garde. See Fernando Castillo Cáceres, Capital 
aborrecida, la aversión hacia Madrid en la literatura y sociedad del 98 a la posguerra (Madrid: Polifemo, 
2010), 268-269. 
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Maternidad, the El pueblo español sculpture develops the issues implied in the earlier 

works. The materials served to comment on the artistic hierarchies, as well as the industry 

and development of Vallecas. Rather than allude to the stakes of the transforming 

countryside, the 1937 sculpture echoes the artist’s pronouncements wherein art should 

exert influence to help the masses rise above the personal in favor of the collective. 

Alberto elevates concrete by using it for his large-scale outdoor sculpture, and within the 

building his work permits us to read craft as underpinned by modern art. Art, in short, is 

not the exclusive realm of artists like Picasso and an elite public; rather, it is an inherent 

part of a people.  

After the Paris International Exposition ended, El pueblo español was destroyed. 

According to art historian Catherine Freedberg, the way it had been made did not allow 

for the sculpture’s transport.152 Despite amounting to yet another loss for art historical 

studies, the work’s impermanence is fitting. The artwork proposed an alternative vision, a 

necessity during this turning point of the Spanish Civil War. El pueblo español 

constituted the moment of ephemeral opportunity for the international community to 

intervene and help Spain continue on its democratic path. The artwork’s destruction 

along with Sert and Lacasa’s building reminds us of the ultimate failure of the pavilion to 

change the course of the Republic at war. Alberto’s Escuela de Vallecas art conveys 

social politics of the period. His works invoke industry and labor and demonstrate his 

                                                
152 Freedberg, The Spanish Pavilion, 294. 
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deep-felt commitment to a new society. Ultimately, Alberto’s sculptures compel us to 

contemplate the labor of art.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, the visual culture of Madrid revealed a citizenry 

intent on portraying their capital as capable of exerting cultural influence and of 

representing modernity at home and abroad. The underlying question that connected the 

cultural debates in these years concerned which model of modernity the city should 

follow. Should the metropolis conform to the standards set elsewhere or position itself 

apart? My analysis of the period demonstrates that despite the divergent responses there 

was a shared deeply-held appreciation for local popular culture and tradition. Castizo 

culture was a significant factor in defining modernity for the Spanish capital and it 

continued to play a dominating role in Madrid. While the impact of modernity was 

discernible in the metropolis’s bustling cinemas and American bars, modernity I Madrid 

also made room for folkloric dress, traditional flea markets, and historic verbenas. As I 

have demonstrated, these and other traditional aspects of the city definitively shaped how 

modernity developed in the Spanish capital. Popular culture offered a shared touching 

stone from which to define Madrid’s advancing modernity; it proved malleable and 

unique to Madrid and determined a point of difference within the expanding mass culture 

of modernity.  

Despite the widespread aspirations to renew the capital, modernization also 

created new debates. Modernity delineated and raised questions about the spatial, social, 

and historical differences that existed in the city. Although during the 1920s and 1930s 

the population of the city could continue to be classified into working class, bourgeois, or 
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elite, these divisions no longer operated under the tacit and rigid behavioral codes of the 

past. Categories became blurred despite—or even in defiance of—customary practice. 

This ambiguity was symptomatic of modernity, as lower social classes gained access to 

previously privileged spaces, institutions, and material goods. Perhaps the greater role 

played by the non-elites was most evident in 1931, when the democratic election resulted 

in the ousting of the monarchy and the establishment of the Second Republic. As such, 

modernity came with the opportunity of greater access to arts and culture, be that through 

mass periodicals or cinema, but it also made social injustices, economic difference, and 

the inadequacy of political processes more visible. 

Through four case studies, I analyzed the strategies used by artists and writers to 

mediate the changing circumstances of Madrid. Ramón Gómez de la Serna, Ernesto 

Giménez Caballero, and Alberto Sánchez, as well as the architects, urban planners, and a 

bevy of anonymous and little known photographers and writers, all responded to 

modernity. Their reactions enacted what literary scholar George Yúdice has defined as 

avant-garde because they contended with the new forces and the overpowering changes 

taking place in Madrid. The work of Gómez de la Serna and Giménez Caballero, for 

example, shows they elided the complicated social and political problems of the city and 

its populace in the 1920s and 1930s. Instead, they focused on surviving casticismo and 

local history to prove how difference was an asset that could make Madrid both 

exceptional and modern. Meanwhile, the construction of the Gran Vía and the politics of 

Alberto’s materials brought to the fore questions about sociopolitical imbalances. The 

cultural output examined here demonstrates the challenges and stakes of modernization 
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and, as I have shown, how the course of Madrid’s modernity was simultaneously 

disputed and celebrated.  

This dissertation examines a broad and heterogeneous range of visual culture to 

analyze a localized response to the changes taking place in the early twentieth century. I 

focused the most intensive research on periodicals in order to understand how a general 

audience would have received information about specialized or intellectual debates, as 

well as to examine how the elites purposed popular and the mass culture to construe 

Madrid’s modernity. The mass and elite periodicals studied provide insight into the 

circuits of mass visual culture of the period and demonstrate the intricate and complex 

connections between the elite, popular, and mass cultures. Within periodicals it was the 

castizo popular culture (embodied in modistillas, verbenas, and in the symbolic suburbs) 

that proved to be the link within the network of interrelated exchanges. More importantly, 

these case studies provide analyses of diverse artifacts and texts to show how individual 

ideologies and collective politics intermingled and propagated in the 1920s and 1930s, 

and before the intensification of ideological rifts at the center of the struggle in the 

Spanish Civil War. The conflicting politics proved to be pivotal to understanding the 

definition and ambitions for a modern Madrid during the period of study.  

This dissertation demonstrates the importance that popular culture played in 

defining Madrid’s modernity and, moreover, it presents potentially rich future avenues of 

inquiry. For instance, if folklore became central in discussions of modernity, how was the 

elite culture of Madrid’s past referenced or used in the dialogues of modernity? One 

specific case that calls for examination is that of the royal estates in 1931. With the 
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establishment of the Second Republic, the monarchy’s properties passed to public 

ownership. The Royal Palace and the Casa de Campo (Rural House), a producing farm 

that also served as the royal family’s rural retreat near Madrid, were opened as public 

tourist sites. Such transformations can easily fit within the narrative that explains how 

modernity brought greater democratic expectations or made exclusionary experiences and 

sites suddenly available for those with capital. But did such sites, by manner of their own 

history and style, also act as a point of resistance to the changes brought about by 

modernity? Were or could these sites of traditional exclusion be made to represent 

inclusion? If a new construction like the Gran Vía demonstrated the tensions building up 

in the capital through the 1910s to the 1930s, what did might these historic and esteemed 

royal sites have expressed during the Second Republic? Such an examination could 

provide a more complete picture of the contested meanings of modernity in the 1920s and 

1930s. 

During1926-1936 Madrid’s visual culture exhibits how artists and writers 

grappled with modernity and its effects, however, with the 1936 outbreak of the Spanish 

Civil War daily life of the city was interrupted. Rather than focus on theoretical debates, 

the population directed attention to the immediate concerns and vitally important 

problems arising from the bloody conflict. By March of 1939 General Francisco Franco’s 

forces entered Madrid and the democratic Second Republic was overturned for the 

establishment of an authoritarian government. With the Spanish Civil War over, the 

Spanish capital was turned into the political center of a reactionary dictatorship. Within 

the regimented environment of the Franco regime, political and social differences were 
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eliminated. Accessibility, be that to ideas or physical sites, was either controlled or 

entirely revoked. Franco’s government looked inward to archetypal Spanish models of 

the past to move forward. In the decades that followed, the regime deliberately neglected 

the achievements of the 1920s and 1930s. It was an official disavowal of the 

accomplishments obtained by artists and writers of the past decades who mediated 

modernity by engaging with the international and national culture.  
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Figure 1.1 Rafael Barradas, Atocha, oil on canvas, 53 x 66 cm, 1919. Museo Nacional 
Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. 
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Figure 1.2 Cuentos para soñar (Stories for dreaming), by María Teresa de León with 
cover illustration by Rosario de Velasco, book, 1928. Private collection. 
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Figure 2.1 José Gutiérrez Solana, El Rastro de las Américas (The Flea Market of the 
Americas), oil on canvas, 138 x 114.4 cm, 1922. Museo de Bilbao. 
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Figure 2.2 Photographer unknown, reproduced in Estampa, February 2, 1928. Biblioteca 
Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.3 Ángel Díaz Huertas, Blanco y negro cover art, oil on paper and canvas, May 
10, 1891. Museo ABC. 
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Figure 2.4 Photographs by Alvaro, reproduced in Estampa, January 31, 1928. Biblioteca 
Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.5 Modistas madrileñas (Madrid Dressmakers) by Hauser y Menet, postcard, 
1874. Comunidad de Madrid. 

 

 
Figure 2.6 Photographer unknown, reproduced in La ‘Gran Vía,’ 1920. Comunidad de 
Madrid. 
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Figure 2.7 Photographer unknown, reproduced in La ‘Gran Vía,’ 1920. Comunidad de 
Madrid. 
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Figure 2.8 Carlos María de Castro, Plan de Ensanche (Expansion Plan), 61 x 61 cm, 
1860. Biblioteca Digital de la Comunidad de Madrid. 
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Figure 2.9 Three segments of the Gran Vía, map, reproduced in Madrid Cosmopolita, 
2010. 

 

 
Figure 2.10 Aerial photograph of the center of Madrid. Google Maps. 
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Figure 2.11 Photograph by Ángel Aracil, reproduced in Ciudad, January 23, 1935. 
Biblioteca Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.12 Photographer unknown, reproduced in Madrid turístico y monumental, 
February 1935. Biblioteca Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.13 Photographer unknown, reproduced in Madrid turístico y monumental, 
February 1935. Biblioteca Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.14 Photograph by Gaspar, Telefónica building reproduced in Nuevo Mundo, 
March 13, 1931. Biblioteca Nacional de España. 
 

 
Figure 2.15 Photograph by Gaspar, Palacio de la Prensa building reproduced in Nuevo 
Mundo, March 13, 1931. Biblioteca Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.16 José de Hermosilla y Sandoval, Plan para los Paseos del Prado, Recoletos y 
Atocha de Madrid (Plan for the Promenades of del Prado, Recoletos, and Atocha of 
Madrid), ink and watercolor on paper, 1767. Biblioteca Nacional de España. 
 

 
Figure 2.17 José de Hermosilla y Sandoval, detail of Plan for Paseos del Prado, 
Recoletos, and Atocha of Madrid, ink and watercolor on paper, 1767. Biblioteca Nacional 
de España. 
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Figure 2.18 Photographs by Del Ríos, reproduced in Crónica, May 18, 1930. Biblioteca 
Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.19 Antonio Bellón, “La Gran Vía de madrugada o la salida de los excursionistas 
domingueros” (The Gran Vía at Dawn or the Exit of the Sunday Excursionists), 
reproduced in Crónica, May 20, 1934. Biblioteca Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.20 Advertisement for Cocaína en Flor, reproduced in Mundo Gráfico, March 21, 
1934. Biblioteca Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.21 Unknown illustrator (B.), reproduced in Ciudad, December 26, 1934. 
Biblioteca Nacional de España. 

 

 
Figure 2.22 Unknown illustrator (B.), reproduced in Ciudad, January 2, 1935. Biblioteca 
Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.23 Photograph by Ángel Aracil, reproduced in Ciudad cover, December 26, 
1934. Biblioteca Nacional de España. 

 

 
Figure 2.24 Unknown illustrator, reproduced in Ciudad, January 2, 1935. Biblioteca 
Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.25 Photograph by Cortés, reproduced in Crónica, February 23, 1930. Biblioteca 
Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.26 Photograph by Cortés, reproduced in Mundo Gráfico cover, February 21, 
1934. Biblioteca Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.27 Marín, Alfonso XIII en la azotea del edificio de la Telefónica, en la Gran Vía 
de Madrid (King Alfonso XIII on Telefónica building roof in the Gran Vía, Madrid), 
1929. Colección Telefónica. 
 

 
Figure 2.28 K-hito (Ricardo García), El tenorio y la modista o los hay que se pierden de 
vista (The tenorio and the Dressmaker, or There’s Those Among Us that Lose Sight) ink, 
pencil and watercolor on paper, November 18, 1928. ABC Collection. 
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Figure 2.29 Tito, En la fiesta del barrio: Lo mejorcito de la verbena (In the 
Neighborhood Fair: The Very Best of the Verbena), watercolor and graphite, 38.7 x 29.2 
cm, 1915. Colección ABC. 
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Figure 2.30 Julio Romero de Torres, La manola (The Manola), oil on canvas, 101.5 x 50 
cm, 1900-1910. Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. 
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Figure 2.31 Detail of photographer unknown, reproduced in Estampa, February 2, 1928. 
Biblioteca Nacional de España. 

 

 
Figure 2.32 Photograph by Alfonso, reproduced in Informaciones, June 14, 1928. 
Hemeroteca Municipal Conde Duque. 
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Figure 2.33 Alfonso Sánchez García, Un grupo de modistillas con bandera republicana 
desfilando por delante del palacio dando aire a sus cantos (A Group of Dressmakers 
with the Republican Flag Walking in Front of the Palace Chanting), April 14, 1931. 
Colección ABC. 
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Figure 2.34 Photographs by Ortiz, reproduced in Crónica, December 8, 1929. Biblioteca 
Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.35 Photographer unknown, reproduced in Madrid turístico y monumental cover, 
February 1935. Biblioteca Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.36 Photographer unknown, reproduced in Ciudad, January 16, 1935. Biblioteca 
Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.37 Photographs by Llompart, reproduced in Ahora, diario gráfico, April 21, 
1932. Hemeroteca Municipal Conde Duque. 
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Figure 2.38 Photographer unknown, reproduced in Ciudad, March 13, 1935. Biblioteca 
Nacional de España. 

 

 
Figure 2.39 Photographs by Alfonso, reproduced in La Voz, April 13, 1933. Biblioteca 
Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.40 Photographer unknown, reproduced in Madrid turístico y monumental, 
February 1935. Biblioteca Nacional de España. 

 

 
Figure 2.41 Photographs by Alvaro, reproduced in Estampa, January 31, 1928. Biblioteca 
Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.42 Photograph by Montaña, reproduced in Crónica, January 14, 1934. 
Biblioteca Nacional de España. 
 

 
Figure 2.43 Photograph by Montaña, reproduced in Crónica, January 14, 1934. 
Biblioteca Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.44 Photograph by Osvaldo Gago. Metropolis building designed by Jules and 
Raymond Février, 1907-1911. Wikimedia, Creative Commons. 
 

 
Figure 2.45 Photograph by Bidon, Telefónica building designed by Lewis S. Weeks and 
Ignacio de Cárdenas, 1926-1929. Wikimedia, Creative Commons. 
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Figure 2.46 Photographer unknown, House designed by Fernando García Mercadal 
reproduced in A.C. Documentos de actividad contemporánea, second trimester 1931. 
Biblioteca Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.47 Photographer unknown, Spa and pools designed by Luis Gutiérrez Soto 
reproduced in A.C. Documentos de actividad contemporánea 7, third trimester 1932. 
Biblioteca Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.48 Photographer unknown, Carrión interiors reproduced in Ciudad, January 16, 
1935. Biblioteca Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.49 Photographs by Rioja, reproduced in Crónica, October 22, 1933. Biblioteca 
Nacional de España. 
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Figure 2.50 Carlos María Rosende, Silueta de nuestros días (Silhouette of Our Time), 
watercolor and pencil, 41.8 x 31.8 cm, 1936. Colección ABC. 
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Figure 2.51 Francisco Sancha, La hora del cine (Cinema Hour), gouache on cardboard, 
November, 1935. Colección ABC. 
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Figure 3.1 Ramón Gómez de la Serna, Lo nuevo, (The New), drawing, 1931. Reproduced 
in Ismos, 1947. 
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Figure 3.2 Diego Rivera, Portrait of Ramón Gómez de la Serna, oil on canvas, 109.5 x 
90.2 cm, 1915. Museo de Arte Latinoamericana de Buenos Aires. 
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Figure 3.3 Alfonso Sánchez Portela, Portrait of Ramón Gómez de la Serna, ca.1930. 
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. 
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Figure 3.4 Photograph by Estudio Alfonso, Ramón Gómez de la Serna en su despacho de 
la calle Villanueva (Ramón Gómez de la Serna in his Villanueva Street Office), 1930. 
Archivo Alfonso. Reproduced in Los despachos de Ramón Gómez de la Serna, un museo 
portátil “monstruoso,” 2014. 
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Figure 3.5 Photograph by Estudio Alfonso, Ramón Gómez de la Serna en su despacho de 
la calle Velázquez (Ramón Gómez de la Serna in his Velázquez Street Office), date 
unknown. Archivo Alfonso. Reproduced in Los despachos de Ramón Gómez de la Serna, 
un museo portátil “monstruoso,” 2014. 
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Figure 3.6 Photograph by Estudio Alfonso, Ramón Gómez de la Serna en su despacho 
(Ramón Gómez de la Serna in his Office), date unknown. Reproduced in Los despachos 
de Ramón Gómez de la Serna, un museo portátil “monstruoso,” 2014. 
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Figure 3.7 Photograph by Estudio Alfonso, Ramón Gómez de la Serna en su despacho 
(Ramón Gómez de la Serna in his Office), 1933. Reproduced in Los despachos de Ramón 
Gómez de la Serna, un museo portátil “monstruoso,” 2014. 
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Figure 3.8 Photographer unknown, reproduced in Ondas, November 1, 1930. Biblioteca 
Nacional de España.
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Figure 3.9 Photographs by Estudio Alfonso, reproduced in Luz, February 21, 1934. 
Biblioteca Nacional de España. 
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Figure 3.10 Photograph by Estudio Alfonso, reproduced in Cruz y Raya, September, 
1935. Hemeroteca Centro Conde Duque, Madrid. 
 

 
Figure 3.11 Photograph by Estudio Alfonso, reproduced in Heraldo de Madrid, March 8, 
1915. Biblioteca Nacional de España. 
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Figure 3.12 Author’s own photograph. Reconstruction of Ramón Gómez de la Serna’s 
Buenos Aires Office. Museo de Arte Contemporáneo, Madrid. 
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Figure 3.13 José Gutiérrez Solana, La tertulia del Café de Pombo (The Café Meeting in 
Café de Pombo), oil on canvas, 161.5 x 211.5 cm, 1920. Museo Nacional Centro de Arte 
Reina Sofía. 
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Figure 3.14 Alfonso Sánchez Portela, Tertulia del Café de Pombo (Café Meeting in Café 
de Pombo), 1932. Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. 
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Figure 3.15 Photographer unknown, Drawing room, The Albany, Piccadilly, Greater 
London, 1888. Historic England Archive. 

 

 
Figure 3.16 Ramón Gómez de la Serna, Card from Diccionario Manual (Manual 
Dictionary), n.d. Pittsburgh University Archives. 
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Figure 4.1 Tito, “Verbenas” reproduced in Flirt, August 10, 1922. Biblioteca Nacional de 
España. 
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Figure 4.2 Inocencio Medina Vera, Costumbres populares: en la romería de la Casa de 
Dios (Popular Customs: at the Romería of la Casa de Dios), gouache, ink and graphite on 
paper, 48.8 x 33.1 cm, 1908. ABC Collection. 
 

 
Figure 4.3 Tito, “San Isidro Galante” (Gallant San Isidro) reproduced in Flirt, May 11, 
1922. Biblioteca Nacional de España. 
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Figure 4.4 Anonymous, Virgen de la Paloma (Our Lady of the Dove), XVIII C.E. 
Parroquia San Pedro Real, Madrid. 

 

 
Figure 4.5 Maruja Mallo, Verbena, oil on canvas, 119 x 165 cm, 1927. Museo Nacional 
Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. 
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Figure 4.6 Alfonso Ponce de León, Puestos (Stands) oil on canvas, 1929. Reproduced in 
La ciudad placentera, noche y día de la vida moderna, 2005. 
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Figure 4.7 Carlos Sáenz de Tejada, Mañana de verbena o El Pim Pam Pum (Morning of 
the fair or the Carnival Knockdown), oil and charcoal on canvas,  190 x 192 cm, 1924. 
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. 

 

 
Figure 4.8 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.9 Pablo Picasso, Guitar, painted sheet metal, tin box, and iron wire, 111 x 63.5 x 
26.6 cm, 1924. Museé Nationale Picasso. 

 

 
Figure 4.10 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.11 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 

 

 
Figure 4.12 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.13 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 

 

Figure 4.14 Francisco de Goya y Lucientes, La pradera de San Isidro (The Field of San 
Isidro), oil on canvas, 42 x 94 cm, 1788. Museo del Prado. 
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Figure 4.15 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 

 

 
Figure 4.16 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.17 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
 

 
Figure 4.18 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.19 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 

 

 
Figure 4.20 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.21 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 

 

 
Figure 4.22 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 35mm film. 
Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.23 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 

 

 
Figure 4.24 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.25 Detail of Maruja Mallo, Verbena, 1927, oil on canvas. Museo Nacional 
Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. 
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Figure 4.26 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
 

 
Figure 4.27 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.28 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 

 

 
Figure 4.29 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.30 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 

 

 
Figure 4.31 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.32 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
 

 
Figure 4.33 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.34 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 

 

 
Figure 4.35 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.36 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 

 

 
Figure 4.37 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.38 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 

 

 
Figure 4.39 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.40 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 

 

 
Figure 4.41 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.42 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
 

 
Figure 4.43 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.44 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 

 

 
Figure 4.45 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.46 Francis Picabia, Aprés la Pluie (After the Rain) enamel paint and oil on 
canvas, 116 x 114.9 cm, 1924-1925. Musée d’Art moderne de la Ville de Paris. 

 

 
Figure 4.46 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.47 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 

 

 
Figure 4.48 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.49 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, still from Esencia de verbena, poema de Madrid 
en 12 imágenes (Essence of the Verbena, Poem of Madrid in 12 images), 1930, 35mm 
film. Filmoteca Española. 
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Figure 4.50 Pablo Picasso, Guitar reproduced in La Révolution Surréaliste, December 1, 
1924. Bibliothèque Nationale de France. 
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Figure 4.51 Ernesto Giménez Caballero, El poeta Lorca (The Poet Lorca), collage on 
paper, 1925-1927. Private collection. 
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Figure 4. 52 Francis Picabia, Aprés la pluie, reproduced in La Révolution Surréaliste, 
October 1, 1927. Bibliothèque Nationale de France. 
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Figure 4.53 Eugène Atget, Boulevard de Strasbourg, Corsets, Paris reproduced in La 
Révolution Surréaliste, June 15, 1926. Bibliothèque Nationale de France. 
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Figure 4.54 Eugène Atget, Boulevard de Strasbourg, Corsets, Paris, gelatin silver print 
from glass negative, 1912. Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
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Figure 5.1 Alberto Sánchez, Maternidad (Maternity), Novelda stone, 90.5 x 21.5 x 14 
cm, 1930. Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. 
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Figure 5.2 Photograph by Roness-Ruan, view of El pueblo español tiene un camino que 
conduce a una estrella (The Spanish People Have a Path that Leads to a Star) by Alberto 
Sánchez, 1937, destroyed. Arxiu Històric de la Ciutat, Institut de Cultura, Barcelona. 
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Figure 5.3 Photographer unknown, Members of La Barraca, 1933. Museo Nacional 
Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. 
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Figure 5.4 Alberto Sánchez, Figura rural (Rural Figure) whereabouts unknown. 
Reproduced in Blanco y negro, December 20, 1931. 

 

 
Figure 5.5 Alberto Sánchez, Escultura en el horizonte (Sculpture on the Horizon) 1931-
1933, whereabouts unknown. Reproduced in Anuario del Departamento de Historia y 
Teoría del Arte III, 1991. 
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Figure 5.6 Photograph by Enrique Segarra Tomás, Alberto Sánchez, Monumento a los 
pájaros (Monument for the Birds), 1931-1932, whereabouts unknown. Reproduced in 
Alberto, 1895-1962, 2001. 
 

 
Figure 5.7 Alberto Sánchez, Base of Monumento a los pájaros, gesso and cement, 3 x 50 
x 33 cm, 1930-1936. Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. 
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Figure 5.8 Photograph by Pancho Lasso, Photograph of Alberto in Vallecas, 1927-1929. 
Archivo Lasso-Bonmatí. 
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Figure 5.9 Alberto Sánchez, Carretero vasco (Basque Roadworker), patinated gesso, 51 x 
13.5 x 13.8 cm, 1923-1925. Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. 
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Figure 5.10 Alberto Sánchez, Bailarina (Dancer), patinated gesso, 98 x 55 x 23 cm, 
1927-1929. Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. 
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Figure 5.11 Alberto Sánchez, Monumento a los niños (Monument for the Children) c. 
1929-1930. Reproduced in Blanco y negro, June 22, 1930. 
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Figure 5.12 Detail of Alberto Sánchez, Maternidad, 1930, Novelda stone. Museo 
Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. 
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Figure 5.13 Detail of Alberto Sánchez, Maternidad, 1930, Novelda stone. Museo 
Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. 
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Figure 5.14 Map of railroads in Madrid, 1930. Reproduced in Madrid: Atlas histórico de 
la ciudad, 1850-1939, 2001. 
 

 
Figure 5.15 Photograph by Hugo Obermaier. Reproduced in “El cuartenario de las 
canteras de Vallecas, Madrid,” in Boletín del Instituto Geológico de España XLII, 1921. 
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Figure 5.16 Photograph by Hugo Obermaier. Reproduced in “El cuartenario de las 
canteras de Vallecas, Madrid,” in Boletín del Instituto Geológico de España XLII, 1921. 
 

 
Figure 5.17 Photographer unknown, Quarries of Vallecas, 1928. Archivo Municipal de 
Madrid. 
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Figure 5.18 Photograph by Manuel M. Vicente, Telefónica building designed by Lewis S. 
Weeks and Ignacio de Cárdenas, 1926-1929. Wikimedia, Creative Commons. 
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Figure 5.19 Map of the Vallecas municipal district in 1939. Puente de Vallecas in red and 
Vallecas historical town in beige. Reproduced in Madrid: Atlas histórico de la ciudad, 
1850-1939, 2001. 
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Figure 5.20 Photograph by Alfonso, Originally published in Informaciones, January 1, 
1931. Reproduced in Vallecas en la mirada de Alfonso, imágenes recuperadas 1921-
1936, 2007. 
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Figure 5.21 Photograph by Roness-Ruan, Outside view of Spanish Republican Pavilion 
by Josep Lluis Sert and Luis Lacasa, photomural by Josep Renau, sculpture by Alberto 
Sánchez, 1937. Arxiu Històric de la Ciutat, Institut de Cultura, Barcelona. 
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Figure 5.22 Photograph by François Kollar, Outside view of Spanish Republican Pavilion 
by Josep Lluis Sert and Luis Lacasa, photomural by Josep Renau, sculpture by Alberto 
Sánchez, 1937. Ministry of Culture, France. 
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Figure 5.23 Photographer Photolith, Paris International Exposition of Arts and 
Techniques of Modern Life Exposition, postcard, 1937. Wikimedia Creative Commons. 
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Figure 5.24 Photographer Photolith, German Pavilion in the Paris International 
Exposition of Arts and Techniques of Modern Life Exposition, postcard, 1937. 
Wikimedia Creative Commons. 
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Figure 5.25 Josef Thorak, Comradeship, 1937. Digital Collection of the University of 
California, San Diego. 
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Figure 5.26 Photographer unknown, Soviet Pavilion in the Paris International Exposition 
of Arts and Techniques of Modern Life Exposition, 1937. Wikimedia Creative 
Commons. 
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Figure 5.27 Photographer unknown. Interior of the German Pavilion in the Paris 
International Exposition of Arts and Techniques of Modern Life Exposition, 1937. 
Reproduced in Art, Culture, and Media Under the Third Reich, 2002. 
 

 
Figure 5.28 Photographer unknown. Interior of the Soviet Pavilion in the Paris 
International Exposition of Arts and Techniques of Modern Life Exposition, 1937. 
Reproduced in Art, Culture, and Media Under the Third Reich, 2002. 
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Figure 5.29 Photograph by Roness-Ruan, View of photomontage murals by Josep Renau 
in Spanish Republic’s Pavilion, 1937. Arxiu Històric de la Ciutat, Institut de Cultura, 
Barcelona. 
 

Figure 5.30 Pablo Picasso, Guernica, oil on canvas, 349.3 x 776.7 cm, 1937. Museo 
Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. 
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Figure 5.31 Joan Miró, Catalan Peasant in Revolt (The Reaper), destroyed, 1937. 
Reproduced in Documenting Spain, Artists, Exhibition Culture, and the Modern Nation, 
1929–1939, 2005. 
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Figure 5.32 Photographer unknown, Vladimir Tatlin, maquette for Monument for the 
Third International, 1919. Wikimedia Creative Commons. 
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Figure 5.33 Alberto Sánchez, model for El pueblo español tiene un camino que conduce 
a una Estrella (The Spanish People Have a Path that Leads to a Star), gesso, 184.5 x 32 x 
33 cm, 1937. Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. 
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Figure 5.34 Photograph by Roness-Ruan, Installation view of Alberto’s shelves and 
exhibition design in Spanish Republic’s Pavilion, 1937. Arxiu Històric de la Ciutat, 
Institut de Cultura, Barcelona. 
 

 
Figure 5.35 Photograph by Roness-Ruan, Installation view of Alberto’s shelves and 
exhibition design in Spanish Republic’s Pavilion, 1937. Arxiu Històric de la Ciutat, 
Institut de Cultura, Barcelona. 
 
 


